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The President
The President of the Senate
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Sirs:

The United States Commission on Civil Rights transmits this report to you pursuant to P.L.103-419. It is the product of a 2-day factfinding hearing, sworn testimonies of numerous witnesses, subpoenaed data, and field investigation and research.

*The Miami Report* is the fourth volume in a series of Commission reports on *Racial and Ethnic Tensions in American Communities: Poverty, Inequality, and Discrimination*. The report examines immigration in south Florida, focusing on three major areas of immigration that relate to racial and ethnic tensions in Dade County: official and governmental language policies, immigrant use of public benefits, and distinctions in refugee and asylum policies. It finds that political and economic disparities between native-born and newcomer residents of Dade County continue to be sources of racial tension and occasional conflict; that existing language education programs are not meeting the needs of monolingual residents; that there is no meaningful protection against language-based discrimination in the workplace; that the new welfare legislation will have serious effects on communities with high concentrations of immigrants, such as Dade County; and that perceptions that Cuban refugees are afforded better treatment under refugee laws than Haitian refugees is a source of concern and continued debate.

Our recommendations are directed to the State of Florida, Dade County, and the Federal Government. With respect to matters under Federal jurisdiction, the Commission recommends that the Department of Justice's Community Relations Service be adequately funded to ensure appropriate conflict prevention and resolution authority and that the Service undertake additional measures to educate the public and dispel misperceptions; that any "Official English" legislation be tailored narrowly to address only the establishment of an official language; that Congress address the issue of language policies and language education in private employment; that a task force be commissioned to evaluate conflicting studies on the net national economic effect of immigration; that the Welfare Reform Act be amended to make noncitizens eligible for certain benefits on the same basis as citizens; and that the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Community Relations Service, as well as State and local governments, work closely with the private sector to ensure a coordinated approach to the assistance offered to incoming refugees.

We urge the executive and legislative branches of government to act upon and implement the recommendations in this report, and to move forward with policies designed to meet the changing needs of America's ethnically and linguistically diverse communities. The Commission hopes that this report will be a useful reference in the formulation of that strategy.

Respectfully,
For the Commissioners,

MARY FRANCES BERRY
Chairperson
Miami is an archetype of the city of the future. Its ambiance and cultural diversity reflects the changing face of this Nation. It is undeniable that our cultural numerous assets and geographical location have not only transformed our city in a few short decades, but have also been the cause of some of our major social problems. One of the most pressing underlying issues is immigration.1

—Hon. Stephen Clark, Mayor, City of Miami

With this introduction, the late Mayor Stephen Clark framed the challenge before the Commission as it began 2 days of hearings on immigration and related issues impacting racial and ethnic tensions in Dade County, Florida, and, specifically, Miami. The Miami hearing, held September 14 and 15, 1995, in the fifth city to host the Commission in this endeavor, continued the Commission’s multiyear project entitled Racial and Ethnic Tensions in American Communities: Poverty, Inequality, and Discrimination.

The Commission first embarked on its extended examination of racial and ethnic tensions in 1991. In that year, and again in 1992, hearings were held in Washington, D.C. In the 1992 Washington hearing in the Mount Pleasant section of the District, the Commission examined the concerns of a largely Latino community with limited English proficiency, particularly with respect to allegations of police misconduct and the lack of bilingual services in the provision of critical public services. Later that year, the Commission explored racial and ethnic tensions in Chicago. Economic opportunity for minorities in the Chicago area was one of several topics examined. The following year the Commission visited Los Angeles, where it examined the impact of media portrayals of minorities and police-community relations on racial and ethnic tensions in that city. In 1996, the Commission revisited Los Angeles in the wake of controversy surrounding the use of force by Los Angeles local law enforcement. In 1994 and 1995, the Commission conducted hearings in New York City. Economic opportunity, including employment in the financial industry and access to capital for minorities in the city, was one of the issues examined in the New York.

This report, the fourth of seven to be published as part of the Commission’s Racial and Ethnic Tensions in American Communities project, focuses on official private and governmental language policies, immigrant use of public benefits, distinctions in refugee and asylum policies, and the effect of each on race relations in Dade County, including Miami. Within these topics, the Commission examined the following immigration-related issues as they apply to Dade County:

1) Language policies in government, education, and private employment and the impact of these policies on economic opportunity and race relations in the community;
2) The economic impact of public benefits programs, Federal and State measures to restrict public services for immigrants, and the impact of these issues on community attitudes toward immigration; and
3) Perceived distinctions among racial and ethnic groups in refugee and asylum policies, refugees’ access to public benefits, and the role of these issues in attitudes toward refugees resettled in the United States.

The Commission wishes to emphasize that the concerns described in this report are not unique to Miami, or even Dade County, but rather, are manifestations of issues facing the Nation as a whole. Since the Commission began to develop the Miami hearing, a variety of legislation affecting immigrants, their families, and immigrant-related issues has been introduced or considered in both Florida and at the Federal level. With passage of the Welfare Reform Act of 1996, States, including Florida, are implementing sweeping reforms that will af-

---
fect distribution of and access to public benefits programs, including access to services and assistance by immigrants. Proposed measures to declare English the official language of the United States have also been introduced in the States and in Congress. To some official language proposals are provisions to eliminate most language assistance programs, including Federal bilingual education and bilingual voting ballots, and, in Florida, to require most government operations to be conducted only in English.

Thus, not only does the Miami report reflect the challenges of a local multicultural, predominantly Hispanic community, it also implicates challenges faced by our populace as traditional minority groups experience continued growth, and issues of language, equality of access, and economic mobilization take on greater national import. As the Commission explained in its 1993 Mount Pleasant report, "How the Nation responds in this critical hour to its increasingly diverse population, the well-evidenced racial and ethnic tensions, and the frustration of unmet needs in our cities, will determine the future well-being and progress, not only of its urban communities, but of the Nation as a whole."²

Similarly, how States and the Federal Government implement new legislation and shape future policies will determine how our nation integrates its immigrants while balancing the needs of its native-born population. Within this working framework, this report has sought to: 1) identify pressing immigration-related issues of consequence to Dade County and the rest of the Nation; 2) examine pending and enacted legislation and policies to address the selected issues; and 3) relate these actual and proposed developments to race relations and racial and ethnic tensions in Dade County, the State of Florida, and the United States.

It has been 20 years since the Commission first conducted hearings in Miami. Its focus in 1977 was on age discrimination in federally assisted programs.³ Five years later, in 1982, the Commission held hearings to explore numerous concerns of the Miami African American community in the areas of education, housing, economic opportunity, and the administration of justice. In its ensuing report, Confronting Racial Isolation in Miami,⁴ the Commission found that African Americans in Miami faced isolation and exclusion from public resources and were "noticeably absent from [Miami's] economic success story."⁵

Recently, the Florida Advisory Committee to the Commission completed a series of six briefing meetings followed by a report entitled, Racial and Ethnic Tensions in Florida. Participants at the Miami meeting, held in 1992, cited Hurricane Andrew disaster relief, immigration, language, and lack of opportunities for full participation in the economic sector as sources of persistent tensions in race relations. The Florida Advisory Committee has also addressed race relations and community tensions in Miami in its reports, Police-Community Relations in Miami (November 1989) and Policed by the White Male Minority: A Study of Police-Community Relations in Miami and Dade County, Florida (1976). In both of these studies, the Florida Advisory Committee found that police misconduct continued to be a source of tensions and community unrest.

Based on the testimony of witnesses, analysis of subpoenaed documents, and other research, the Commission makes a number of findings and recommendations it hopes will assist lawmakers, community leaders, public interest groups, and private citizens in charting the path of newly enacted legislation, and in formulating the course of future action with thoughtful consideration of their potential consequences on race relations in Florida and nationally. This report will be submitted to the President and Congress and will also be used to prepare a comprehensive summary report on racial and ethnic tensions nationally after conclusion of this series of hearings.

---

⁵ Ibid., p. 18.
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Demographic Characteristics

Florida has one of the fastest growing populations in the United States. In 1940, Florida was the least populated State in the South, ranking 27th nationally in population with 1.9 million people. In 1995, Florida boasted a population of over 14 million and ranked fourth in population behind California, Texas, and New York. In 1994, Florida gained over 23,000 residents per month. Dade County’s population recently passed the 2 million mark. With over 90 percent of the population living in urban areas, Florida is the Nation’s seventh most urbanized State. Of all the States, Florida has the highest proportion of residents over the age of 65. The median age is 36.3 years, with 18.3 percent of the population 65 years old or older. In Dade County the median age is 34.2 years, with 16.8 percent of the population age 62 and over. The figures for Dade and Broward Counties together are a median age of 35.5 years and 19.4 percent of the population age 62 or over.

According to 1990 census figures, 73.2 percent of Florida residents are white non-Hispanic; 13.2 percent are black non-Hispanic; 0.2 percent, American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut; 1.1 percent, Asian, or Pacific Islander; and 0.1 percent, other races. Hispanics represent 12.2 percent of the total population of the State.

1 Tom Fiedler, "The Dizzying Change," Miami Herald, Jul. 23, 1995, pp. 1A, 12A (hereafter cited as Fiedler, "Dizzying Change").
3 Ibid.
5 The general concept of a metropolitan area (MA) is one of a "large population nucleus, together with adjacent communities that have a high degree of economic and social integration with that nucleus." Some MAs are defined around two or more nuclei. To meet the needs of various users, the standards governing delineation of MAs provides for designation of a "consolidated metropolitan statistical area" (CMSA) that is divided into primary metropolitan statistical areas (PMSAs). A PMSA consists of a large urbanized county or cluster of counties that have very strong internal economic and social links, in addition to close ties to the larger CMSA of which it is a part. 1990 Miami Census, app. A, pp. A-8, A-9. The Miami-Hialeah PMSA basically consists of Dade County, while the Miami-Port , Lauderdale CMSA consists of Dade and Broward Counties.
6 Fiedler, "Dizzying Change."
7 Ibid.
10 1990 Florida Census, table 4, Race and Hispanic Origin, p. 22. The Florida, Dade County, and Miami figures herein reported for all the racial classifications—white, black, American Indian, Eskimo or Aleut, Asian or Pacific Islander, and "other race"—exclude those who designated themselves as of Hispanic origin. Without this correction, statistics by race alone are misleading, because a rule known as Statistical Directive 15, adopted by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in 1978, defines race and ethnicity as two different demographic characteristics, classifies Hispanic origin as an ethnic category, and requires Federal agencies like the Census Bureau to fit all of their racial data into the four categories white, black, American Indian, Eskimo or Aleut, and Asian or Pacific Islander. Hispanics are thus not allowed to choose "Hispanic" as a race. Many Hispanics designate white or black on this question, but a small number also indicate that they are...
million residents, barely 13 percent (about 2 million) are foreign born. The top 10 countries of origin of the foreign-born residents in the State are shown in table 1. Grouped by region, the data in table 1 show that people from the Caribbean dominate immigration into Florida.

Dade County is home to half of Florida’s foreign-born residents,10 and approximately 45 percent of the people in Dade County are foreign born.11 The racial and ethnic composition of the greater Miami area is also significantly different from the rest of Florida. In Dade County, Hispanics make up 49.2 percent of the population. Cubans constitute 59.2 percent of Hispanics in Dade County (and 29.1 percent of the general populace); Puerto Ricans, 7.6 percent (3.8 percent); Mexicans, 2.4 percent (1.2 percent); and other Hispanics, 30.8 percent (15.1 percent). White non-Hispanics make 30.2 percent of the population in Dade County; non-Hispanic African Americans, 19.1 percent; Asian or Pacific Islanders, 1.3 percent; American Indians, 0.1 percent; and 0.1 percent identify themselves as “other race.”12 In the City of Miami, 62.5 percent of the populace are of Hispanic origin (including 38.9 percent who are Cuban), 24.6 percent are non-Hispanic African American, 12.2 percent are non-Hispanic white, 0.5 percent are Asian or Pacific Islander, 0.1 percent are American Indian, and 0.1 percent are “other race.”

About 17 percent of the residents in neighboring Broward County were born outside the United States according to the 1990 census.14 The census identified 8.6 percent of the residents in Broward County as Hispanic; 74.9 percent as non-Hispanic white; 14.9 percent as non-Hispanic black; 0.2 percent as American Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut; 1.3 percent as Asian or Pacific Islander; and 0.1 percent as non-Hispanic “other race.”15 In late 1994, Broward County planners estimated that Hispanics would account for about 27 percent of the county’s growth between 1990 and 1995, and based on 1990 census figures, at least 25 percent of these new arrivals would be Cuban. Hispanics would then be 10 percent of Broward’s population. Unlike Dade County, where Cubans are by far the Hispanic majority, Puerto Ricans are the largest single Hispanic group in Broward County.16 The 1990 census indicated that of Broward County’s Hispanic population of approximately 110,000, 24.8 percent were Puerto Rican, 22.1 percent were Cuban, 6.8 percent were Mexican, and 46.3 percent were...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country of origin</th>
<th>Number of residents</th>
<th>Percentage of all foreign-born residents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>502,590</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>85,902</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>84,163</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>79,605</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>76,495</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nicaragua</td>
<td>73,074</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>70,391</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>68,809</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>58,238</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>32,520</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number of residents</th>
<th>Percentage of all foreign-born residents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>733,329</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>333,795</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Central America</td>
<td>201,433</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>South America</td>
<td>169,950</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2 See tables 1 and 2 and accompanying text.
3 Increased by over 50 percent from 66,000 to 100,000. Hispanics now constitute a little over 10 percent of the population in Palm Beach County. This is slightly more than the African American population for the first time in county history. Population figures from the City of West Palm Beach Special Census in February 1996 are similar. Since 1990, Hispanics increased by 28 percent in number and by 2 percent as a proportion of the city population.
5 Bill Deesth, “Changing Face of West Palm,” Palm Beach Post, May 28, 1996, p. 1B.
diversity and the proportion that is foreign born are reflected in census statistics or the language spoken at home and the ability to speak English. In Florida, 83.7 percent of the population speaks only English at home and 17.3 percent sometimes or always speaks another language at home. Twelve percent of Florida’s population speaks Spanish, with all other languages below the 1 percent level. Of the 17.3 percent of Floridians who speak a language other than English at home, 69 percent speak Spanish; 5.3 percent, French; 3.9 percent, French Creole; 3.9 percent, German; 3.4 percent, Italian; 1.3 percent, Yiddish; 1.3 percent, Polish; 1 percent, Chinese; 1 percent, Greek; 1 percent, Tagalog; and over 150 other languages, all below 1 percent.5

The Census Bureau categorizes a household as “linguistically isolated” if no person over age 14 speaks only English and no person over 14, who speaks a language other than English, speaks English “very well.” For Florida as a whole, 7.9 percent of the population lives in a linguistically isolated household. For those who speak Spanish, 50.4 percent are linguistically isolated according to the Census Bureau. Of French Creole speakers, 60.2 percent are linguistically isolated.6 Of the population that speaks a non-English language at home, 54 percent speak English “very well”; 22 percent speak it “well”; 15.5 percent, “not well”; and 8.5 percent speak English “not at all.”7

In Dade County, 57.4 percent of the population speaks a language other than English at home, while the figure is 17.3 percent for Florida as a whole. Approximately 31.3 percent of Dade County residents do not speak English “very well,” and 19.3 percent live in a linguistically isolated household, more than double the proportion of similarly situated Florida residents. About 50.1 percent of the population in Dade County speaks Spanish, and of this group, 56.1 percent do not speak English “very well” and 34.3 percent are linguistically isolated. The proportion of Dade County residents who speak an Asian or Pacific Island language is 0.7 percent, and of these, 49.5 percent do not speak English very well and 28.5 percent are linguistically isolated.8 Half of the City of Miami’s residents do not speak English “very well.”9

Economic Characteristics

Tourism remains strong in Florida, but it is facing increased competition from other vacation spots such as Mexico and Costa Rica.10 South Florida’s ethnic diversity and location have attracted significant international business activity. International trade has become a very important part of Florida’s economy, generating approximately half of Florida’s new jobs.11 Rosabeth Moss Kanter, a professor at the Harvard Business School, contends that by developing a strategic regional strength in international trade, Miami will be better able to weather unavoidable economic storms, such as the current wave of corporate downsizing, brought on by the global economy. “Corporate mobility is inevitable,” she says, but cities that are “global skill centers” in a particular area—such as Miami in international trade—“can hold more of the jobs that result from downsizing companies and create more jobs in emerging small- and mid-sized firms.”12

---

7 Stephen P. Clark, Mayor of Miami, FL, testimony (hereafter cited as Clark Testimony), Hearing Before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Miami, FL, Sept. 14-15, 1995 (hereafter cited as Miami Hearing), vol. 1, p. 27.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
10 St. Petersburg Times, Jun. 5, 1996, p. 6A.
11 Ibid.
12 Rosabeth Moss Kanter, “AT&T Call Home; In an Era of Mass Layoffs, Can Cities Fight Back?” Washington Post, Jan. 14, 1996, p. C1. This article is adapted from Prof. Moss Kanter’s recently published book World Class: Thriving Locally in the Global Economy (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1995). Prof. Moss Kanter calls Miami a “quintessential Trader,” with “its Latin American, and increasingly, European connections, as well as an airport that handles more international cargo than any other U.S. airport. . . . Companies such as Disney or Kodak chose Miami for their Latin American headquarters because it is considered pan-hemispheric, enabling dealings with diverse countries throughout the Americas. Miami bridges Anglo and Latin cultures, just as the great trading cities of Singapore and Hong Kong link Anglo, Chinese, and Southeast Asian cultures.”
TABLE 3
Educational Attainment of Dade County Residents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>High school graduate</th>
<th>Bachelor’s degree or higher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White, non-Hispanic</td>
<td>83.5%</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>36.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian, E:kimo, or Aleut</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In 1980, Florida ranked 29th nationally in per capita income. In 1993, Florida’s rank advanced to 19th. According to 1993 estimates, Florida was first nationally in new business incorporations, third in retail sales at $130 billion, and eighth in total dollar value of exports, at $18.2 billion. Despite the signs of economic growth, however, there is a widening gap between the rich and poor in Florida. In 1991, approximately one-sixth of Florida’s population lived below the poverty line ($14,763 for a family of four). Only 15 States had a higher percentage of poor.

According to another study, by the University of Pittsburgh, of the 50 largest cities in the United States, Miami has the highest percentage of blacks and whites below the poverty level. The income of 46 percent of blacks and 25 percent of whites is below the poverty level. Natives-born blacks tend to be poorer as a group than either white or Hispanic people.

According to the 1990 census, the median income of families in Dade County was $31,113 for white non-Hispanic families the median income was $45,766 for Asian or Pacific Islanders the median family income was $36,391 for Hispanic families it was $27,083 for American Indian families it was $24,091 and for African

---

1. Ibid.
3. Friedler, "Dizzying Change."
4. Ibid.
5. Tony Pugh, "Miami Has Highest Percentage of Poor," Miami Herald, Oct. 24, 1994, p. 1B. Black Miamians also ranked last in a formula to determine "standard of living," according to Ralph Bangs, who conducted the study. By dividing per capita personal income by the cost of living, blacks averaged $3,934 per person annually. That "was by far the worst," Bangs said. Miami's white residents ranked third lowest in the country, at $10,494. Ibid.
6. Ibid. Hispanics were not included as a separate category, since the study was done primarily to determine how Pittsburgh ranked nationally, and it has a negligible Hispanic population. Figures for both races, therefore, include Hispanics. Pat Fish, an economics professor at the University of Miami, maintains the comparison of Miami with other cities is also misleading because the over-expanding immigrant population drives down the area's income level, since so many lack specialising skills and end up taking low-income jobs. John Hall, Beacon Council's vice president of financial services, contends that the area's poorly educated masses also keep earnings down and unemployment high. Census data showed that 45 percent of Hispanics, 44 percent of blacks, and 32 percent of whites over age 25 in Dade County have no high school diploma. "The correlation between poverty and education is very strong. That problem will be a challenge this community will have to find a way to wrestle with," Hall said. Ibid.
8. H.T. Smith, a leader in Miami's native-born black community, reportedly stated that the University of Pittsburgh study confirms what area African Americans have been saying for two decades: "When the rest of the economy went through a boom, we were going through a bust. While a lot of black communities were going from poverty to low income, black Miami was going from poverty to misery." Pugh, "Miami Has Highest Percentage of Poor."
American families it was $22,230.13 A report by the University of Miami’s North-South Center, citing the 1990 census, indicates that Cubans had a median income of $27,294. “Cuban-Americans represent the economically strongest ethnic group among the U.S. Hispanic population,” says the report, commissioned by the Dade County government.14 Unemployment in the predominantly African American neighborhood of Overtown in Miami has long been very high, some say over 50 percent.15 These income differences track fairly well the differences among racial and ethnic groups in Dade County in educational attainment, as reflected in table 3.

Housing

According to the Dallas Morning News, the 1990 census reported that “the desegregation of housing is occurring more rapidly in Dade County than elsewhere in Florida or the Nation.”16 But that is “the result largely of the willingness of Hispanic whites and blacks to live together, or mixed with Haitians and other Caribbean blacks, in integrated neighborhoods that are largely free of racial tension.”17 As two professors of sociology at Florida International University put it, the “apparent desegregation of Dade [County] neighborhoods, however, may reflect a tendency of Caribbean blacks and Hispanics to integrate more than black Americans moving into formerly all-white neighborhoods.”18

Thus, while “Miami is no longer one of the most highly segregated cities in the United States,”19 this is largely due to a lower level of segregation among black and white Hispanics than among non-Hispanics.20 According to the Cuban American Policy Center, “[r]acial segregation among Hispanics is clearly less than among non-Hispanics.”21 An estimated 250,000 non-Hispanic whites moved out of Dade County between 1980 and 1990, most of them to other parts of Florida.22 There is also a new form of white flight County represents the percentage of either of two populations that would need to be redistributed among the county’s 264 census tracts in order for both populations to exhibit the same percentage distributions within those census tracts. Values can range from 0 to 100 percent. Values above 60 percent are considered “high,” below 30 percent “low,” and 30–60 percent “moderate.” Cuban American Policy Center, Ethnic Segregation in Greater Miami 1980–1990 (Miami: Cuban American National Council, Inc., 1992), pp. 10–11 (hereafter cited as CAPC, Ethnic Segregation in Greater Miami). Desegregation in Miami is considered to be proceeding more rapidly than other areas in the Nation, in part, because it historically has been at very high levels. The I.D. for non-Hispanic whites and non-Hispanic blacks in 1970 was 87 percent; by 1980 it had declined to 80 percent; and by 1990 it reached 71.4 percent. Ibid., p. 15. Although still high, this level of segregation between blacks and whites was almost exactly in the middle, when compared to 24 other U.S. cities. Ibid. (citing William P. O’Hare and Margaret L. Usdanetz, “What the 1990 Census Tells Us About Segregation in 25 Large Cities,” Population Today, vol. 20 (September 1992), pp. 6–10).

16 Rokter, “Black-Hispanic Tensions.”
17 Ibid.
18 Marvin Dunn and Alex Stepick III, “Blacks In Miami” in Guillermo J. Greneir and Alex Stepick III, eds., Miami Now! Immigration, Ethnicity and Social Change (Gainesville: Univ. Press of Florida, 1992) (hereafter cited as Greneir and Stepick, Miami Now!), pp. 50–51. These assessments were basically confirmed in a 1992 study conducted by University of Miami geographer Thomas Boswell for the Cuban American Policy Center, a research arm of the Cuban American National Council. For over four decades, sociologists, geographers, and demographers have utilized a measure of segregation known as the “index of dissimilarity” (I.D.). The I.D. in Dade

19 Ibid., p. 21.
20 In 1990, the I.D. for white Hispanics with black non-Hispanics was 76.7 percent; for white Hispanics and black Hispanics it was 49.6 percent. This very substantial 27 percentage point difference “supports the hypothesis that common Hispanic culture decreases the degree of residential segregation . . . . Thus, white Hispanics are heavily segregated from non-Hispanic blacks, but only moderately segregated from Hispanic blacks.” Ibid., pp. 16, 21. Similarly, black Hispanics are more heavily segregated from white non-Hispanics (57.9 percent I.D.) than from white Hispanics (49.6 percent I.D.), although the difference is less (about 8 percent) and both I.D.s are in the moderate range.
21 Ibid., p. 21.
22 Rokter, “Black-Hispanic Tensions.” The president of the Urban League of Greater Miami testified that this flight was in reaction not only to increased integration, but also to increased Hispanic immigration, particularly the large numbers—an estimated 125,000 Mariel Cubans who arrived “at one time . . . . that created sort of a shock wave throughout this community.” There were “significant numbers of whites who said they are taking our city, and I'm sick and tired of hearing this language, and they're taking our jobs and . . . our neighborhood. And they fled to Miramar, and Pembroke Pines, and Davie, and Fort Lauderdale, and to the suburbs. And there were others in this community who understood that this was part of the transition this community was going to through . . . . and learned to respect each other.” T. Willard Fair, Presi-
occurring in which whites are not just fleeing cities for the suburbs. They are leaving entire metropolitan areas—especially coastal cites like Miami that are among the top immigration destinations—and States for destinations that attract fewer immigrants. Tampa-St. Petersburg in Florida is one area that has experienced this sort of growth along with Seattle, Phoenix, Atlanta, and Las Vegas.21

The Cuban American Policy Center study also found that "[i]n Miami, non-Hispanic blacks are the most segregated group."24 Thus, native-born, English-speaking blacks remain the most segregated group in Miami and continue to reside in clearly identifiable pockets in the northwest section of the county. They also tend to be poorer as a group than white or Hispanic people.25 The Miami-Dade home ownership rate is 54 percent, compared to the national average of 64 percent. The minority home ownership rate is even lower, at 48 percent for Hispanics and 45 percent for African Americans.26

Immigration to Florida and Miami

In 1993, 904,292 people became legal permanent residents across the United States. The number of undocumented or illegal immigrants who enter the United States each year is estimated to be between 200,000 to 300,000.27 As of October 1992, Florida's estimated undocumented or illegal immigrant population numbered 322,000, the fourth largest behind California, New York, and Texas.28

Nearly 80 percent of the Nation's immigrants settle in seven States: California, Arizona, Texas, Illinois, New York, New Jersey, and Florida.29 Approximately 8 percent of the Nation's legal immigrants settle in Florida. In 1993, Miami's metropolitan area received just over 30,000 legal immigrants. The top six countries of origin for these immigrants were as follows: Cuba (10,292); Columbia (1,938); Haiti (1,925); Dominican Republic (1,626); Jamaica (1,424); and Honduras (1,143).30

Over two-thirds of the State's immigrants settle in south Florida, mostly in Dade County.31 Approximately 45 percent of Dade County residents are foreign born,32 and at least 29 percent are foreign-born noncitizens.33 According to the 1990 census, the foreign born make up about 70 percent of the adult population in the City of Miami.34

Twenty-five percent of the students in Dade County public schools are foreign born.35 These

---

students represent a multitude of ethnicities and languages. Indeed, according to Mary Jo Butler, administrator of the State's dropout prevention program, "the Dade County school system has to deal with 125 languages." Foreign-born students make up 8 percent of the student population in Broward County and 5 percent of the public school students in Palm Beach County.

History of Racial and Ethnic Relations in Miami

Raymond A. Mohl has studied and written extensively about the history of race and ethnic relations in the United States, Florida, and particularly, the Miami area. He has stated that "the political squabbles, the bitter election battles, and the debates over language and immigration, as well as the racial violence that has devastated Miami since 1968, all have rather specific historical origins." According to Professor Mohl, any study of these origins must begin with recognition that Miami has, from its founding in 1896:

been a "deep South" city, with all that implied in the area of race relations. Until the 1960s, Miami's sizable black population was confined to segregated residential neighborhoods, prohibited by various means from political participation, denied equal opportunities in education and employment, subjected to demeaning Jim Crow ordinances, and often terrorized by white supremacy groups, such as the Ku Klux Klan.

The civil rights movement held out some hope to the south Florida black community of the 1960s. "In the Miami area, however, the civil rights movement coincided with, indeed collided with, the Cuban Revolution of 1959, and the subsequent Cuban exile migration to Florida." In 1950, prior to the Cuban exodus, there were only 20,000 Hispanics in the Miami area, mostly Puerto Ricans, and they made up about 4 percent of the population. Over 800,000 Cubans arrived in south Florida between 1959 and 1980. Nicaraguans, perhaps as many as 100,000, also began concentrating in Miami following the 1979 overthrow of the Somoza regime by the Sandinista revolutionaries. By 1990, after 30 years of Cuban, Nicaraguan, and other Latin migration, more than 950,000 Hispanics resided in the Miami area, forming about 50 percent of the metropolitan population and 63 percent of the population of the City of Miami. By contrast, the percentage of African Americans in the Miami area has remained relatively stable over many decades, ranging from 18 percent in 1940 to about 20 percent in 1990.

While other cities, both north and south, sought to address the fiery issues dividing blacks and whites, Miami was preoccupied with absorbing the Cuban exiles, "pushing civil rights and social reform issues into the background. The Cubans and other Hispanics from the South seized opportunities as they found them, and then created new opportunities for themselves in an amenable economic and political environment." African Americans, however, have not fared as well and generally believe that they have been "displaced from mainstream opportunities by the newly arrived immigrants." The legal barriers of segregation are gone, but Miami blacks have "remained economically and politically invisible, especially between riots."

The Cuban migration, in retrospect, "short-circuited in Miami the kinds of economic, political, and social gains blacks were making elsewhere in the civil rights era," according to Professor Mohl. H.T. Smith, a prominent African American attorney and community leader in Miami, has echoed this "short-circuit" theory, saying that "[j]ust as we were at the front of the line, waves of Cubans came and skipped ahead of us.

---
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Although often destitute upon arrival in south Florida, the earliest Cuban exiles had "education, skills and a strong work ethic." An entire business and professional class was literally uprooted from Havana and set down in Miami. They lacked, however, capital, English-language skills, and the appropriate credentials to practice their professions in the United States. They moved:

at first into the low-paying service-type jobs traditionally held by blacks, particularly in tourist hotels and restaurants in Miami and Miami Beach. They also found work in downtown retail, office, and service jobs; in the expanding Miami garment industry, in building and construction; and in other blue-collar jobs, where they competed with black and white workers. The stories are legendary of Cuban bankers working as janitors, Cuban accountants washing dishes . . . and Cuban doctors emptying hospital bedpans.47

As earlier exiles moved upward economically and professionally, newer exiles from Cuba and elsewhere took their places during the 1970s and 1980s in Miami's low-wage service and manufacturing economy. By the 1980s, Hispanics made up two-thirds of Miami's construction labor force and 85 percent of the workers in Miami's extensive garment industry.48 Over time, Hispanics replaced blacks in the service economy where they had previously been predominant. In the hotel industry, for example, a survey of 12 major hotels in 1981 showed that blacks held only 9.9 percent of almost 4,300 jobs. In 1982, this Commission reported that "[b]y all social indicators, blacks have been excluded from the economic mainstream in Miami."49 A Florida study on the 1980 riots reported that Miami was an ethnically polarized community and African Americans and Hispanics were "pitted against each other in a scramble for the most marginal jobs."50

Not only did the Cubans move into the local labor market, but their collective entrepreneurialism soon had a significant impact on business activity in Dade County. By 1972, when the Hispanic population of the area was about double that of African Americans, Hispanics had established more than three times as many businesses as blacks, and gross receipts surpassed those of black businesses by five times.51

This enegetic Hispanic business expansion suggested to many analysts that Cuban exiles created a self-sufficient "enclave economy," entirely separate from both the mainstream white non-Hispanic and the peripheral African American economy. In other words, these social scientists maintain that, on balance, Cuban exiles' success did not come at the expense of the African American community and, in fact, benefited the entire area economy.52

Recent research suggests, however, that the importance of the "Cuban enclave" economy has been exaggerated.53 Economic census data from 1987 on minority businesses show that while only 14 percent of Miami's African American businesses had employees, only 14.9 percent of Cuban-owned businesses had employees—about the same rate. Moreover, the number of workers at these Cuban-owned business was only about 25,000.54 Guillermo J. Greneir, director of the Florida Center for Labor Research and Studies and professor of sociology at Florida International University, has found that as of 1987, approximately 10 percent of Cubans owned their own

49 Confronting Racial Isolation in Miami, pp. 18-22, 34.
51 Ibid., pp. 19-22.
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businesses, that they employed only 4 percent of the Cuban work force, and that 96 percent of this labor force worked for wages outside the enclave. A percentage of these workers occupy supervisory or managerial positions, but "most of these persons belong to the working class—the class of hourly, production or service laborers that occupies a nonsupervisory role and earns a living by selling its labor power."55 Lisandro Perez, chairman of the sociology and anthropology department at Florida International University, has also studied the "Cuban enclave" extensively. Professor Perez has noted that more than 80 percent of the Hispanic-owned businesses in Dade County are owner operated and are so small that they are most often staffed exclusively by family.56 Most Hispanics who work for companies outside these family-owned firms are working for Anglo-owned firms.57

From the beginning of the Cuban exile migration, there was a perception in the black community of governmental favoritism toward the new immigrants and a "sort of sensitivity to the vast array of Federal Government programs that were designed to assist the Cubans in terms of their resettlement, their education, their job training . . . programs to retrain doctors and lawyers and other professionals. A lot of . . . entrepreneurial activity was sustained by the Federal Government and the Small Business Administration, and even by the CIA, which was very active [in Miami]."58 Comprehensive research indicates that for years the Central Intelligence Agency:

had thousands of Miami Cubans on the CIA payroll—perhaps as many as 12,000 or more at one point in the early 1960s. Under Eisenhower and Kennedy, the CIA had been authorized to recruit and train a Cuban exile guerrilla force to overthrow the Castro regime—an endeavor that ended in abject military failure at the Bay of Pigs in 1961 . . . During the 1960s, the Miami CIA station was the largest in the world outside Langley, Virginia, and the CIA may have been Miami's largest employer. The CIA established dos-

ens of front businesses in Miami, including an airline, shipping firms, boat shops, gun shops, real estate agencies, and travel agencies. One scholarly analyst has suggested that the CIA played an important role in facilitating the early entrepreneurial success of the Cubans. In the cold war era, the hard-line, anti-Communist Cuban exiles in South Florida found a ready source of financial and other support in the federal government.59

Over time, "the blacks were frozen out" by the Cubans, who, according to writer David Rieff, "saw no particular reason to have to assume the burden of America's historical obligation to black people."60 Comparisons between the rising condition of the Cuban refugees and the still-downtrodden situation of Miami's blacks have "contributed to a pervasive sense of powerlessness, resentment, and despair in Black Miami."61 Some observers also see considerable irony in the fact that "the conservative, right-wing Cubans who benefitted so extensively from government welfare in their early years in the United States, adamantly oppose the kinds of social investment that Miami's black community needs."62 One result has been that much of the black anger and frustration that historically had been directed at a political and economic system dominated by whites is now deflected toward the Cubans.63

The tensions between Hispanics and blacks are widespread, according to H.T. Smith, who helped organize the convention boycott of Miami, in response to the perceived snub of Nelson Mandela in 1990.64 "It is an icy, almost glacial
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relationship between our communities.”65 Kendra Meek, a black Miami native who is serving his first term in the Florida Legislature, has noted that most entry-level Dade County jobs, for example, require or prefer Spanish fluency. Dade County schools, however, do not require students to learn Spanish. According to Representative Meek, “Black Miami, they really don’t see the opportunities which [they] hoped would have been gained by now.”66 In a recent report to the new Metro Dade County Commission, the Community Relations Board noted that the “economic success of many Cuban-Americans stands in stark contrast to the limited economic success of African Americans, which clearly adds to the tensions” between the communities. The report also stated that “[Language] is a key source of friction. Since only a small percentage of African Americans speak Spanish, the use of Spanish among Cuban Americans serves to separate and isolate the two communities.”67

Cuban leaders say it is unfair to blame them for the continued economic problems of Miami’s African Americans. The “centuries-old structures of racism” account for the economic condition of Miami’s blacks, according to Cuban American sociologist Lisandro Perez, not “Miami’s newly arrived Hispanic peoples, who are now being scapegoated for the consequences of those long-standing structures.”68 “These are problems that modern Miami inherited from the past,” says former Miami City Manager Cesar Odio, a Cuban immigrant. “We were not responsible for the years of discrimination that caused them.” Still, Mr. Odio says that Miami’s Hispanics understand the problems of being a minority and are “working hard to include blacks in the city’s prosperity.” H.T. Smith remains hopeful that as Miami’s Hispanics assert greater control over city affairs, they will also assume new responsibilities: “They will realize this is their community to build or destroy.”69 But racial and ethnic tension and polarization “will not be easily dissipated in this new immigrant city in what was once the Deep South.”70 For now, as Professor Mohl summarizes the prevailing sentiment, Miami “remains a city on the edge, an ethnic cauldron that often boils over—no melting pot here.”71

Efforts are being made in Dade County, however, to ease racial and ethnic tensions and improve interethnic relations. Dade County’s Community Relations Board (CRB) has proposed creating a countywide Ethnic Relations Task Force made up of CRB members and community activists and leaders to study further the causes of racial and ethnic tensions. The Metro Dade County Commission asked the CRB to form the task force initially to address relations between Cuban Americans and African Americans, after six Cuban American metro commissioners, including Alex Penelas (now Metro Dade County Mayor), walked out of a March 1996 ceremony honoring former United Nations Delegate Andrew Young “to protest Young’s 1977 remarks sympathetic to Fidel Castro.”72 Although the commissioners later apologized,73 for African Americans the incident rekindled unpleasant memories of similar treatment accorded Nelson Mandela when he visited Miami in 1990.74

The CRB also hosted a 4-day National Conference on Community Relations, March 12–15, 1997, featuring local community leaders and national figures, including U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno, Metro Dade Mayor Alex Penelas, and keynote speaker Cornel West, professor of Afro-American studies at Harvard University. The conference sought to create a local and a national dialogue that would help foster greater mutual respect and understanding of cultural and ethnic diversity.75 The Fort Lauderdale Sun-
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Reported that the conference “came when tensions in South Florida’s black community are approaching the boiling point,” citing the “cries for ethnic solidarity from Cuban American radio” in the 1996 Metro Dade mayor and City of Miami commissioner races and the defeat of African American candidates by Cuban Americans in those races. Prominent members of the Miami African American community were also “peved that all three of the people [initially] selected to be ceremonial leaders of the conference were Cuban” and that when Mayor Penelas “flew to New York with a delegation of nearly two dozen people to impress Wall Street that Dade County is a serious place to do business, not a single black was invited.”

Raul Diaz, chairman of the CRB, said that the stationery for the conference initially listed only his name and those of two other Cubans—Miami-Dade Community College President Eduardo Padron and County Manager Armando Vidal—at the top of the letterhead. The conference leadership issue was resolved by making all 19 members of the steering committee for the conference, including 9 Cuban Americans and 4 African Americans, co-chairs, but Rev. Willie Sims, assistant director of the CRB’s Office of Black Affairs, who had raised the co-chair issue, stated his opinion that the controversy exposed “the fact that African Americans are more often than not excluded in key policymaking decisions here in Dade County, in both the private sector and public sector.” These incidents reflected the feeling of many in the Miami African American community that they are “being passed by economically and politically.”

Ari Sosa, director of the Dade County Department of Community Affairs, has called attention, however, to programs in the last 3 years to promote Hispanic and black-owned businesses in each other’s neighborhoods and to increase black hiring that he maintains have brought the groups closer.

Metro Dade Mayor Penelas announced in early 1997 an economic plan that targets urban redevelopment and job creation in the black community, although some pointed out that these proposals came “only after the announcement of Blackout ’97 galvanized the black community’s outrage over economic and political impotence.” Blackout ’97 was “a day of protest designed to call attention to the economic and political plight of blacks in Dade County.” The protest itself stirred some interethnic conflict “because it coincided with the first anniversary of the day Cuban MIGS shot down two unarmed Cesenas piloted by exiles searching for refugees off the Cuban coast . . . . To Cuban Americans, who had a full slate of memorial observances planned, scheduling Blackout for the same day was insensitive and disrespectful.” City of Miami Mayor Joe Carollo also announced in early April the formation of a panel to study redistricting the city to ensure black representation on the city commission. This came, however, only after the civil rights group People United to Lead the Struggle for Equality (PULSE) “sued the city for denying blacks adequate representation.”

Many at the March 1997 National Conference on Community Relations viewed the attempt to create an ongoing local (and national) interethnic dialogue as a hopeful sign. As Cornel West noted at the conference, Miami is hardly alone in its ethnic strife and the conference was the type of event that is needed nationwide.

Although Florida’s Latino population has increased dramatically over the last three decades, the growing presence of an active Asian

---
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population, especially in the major metropolitan areas, must also be recognized. The Asian American community has long maintained that its concerns have frequently been ignored, particularly regarding civil rights issues. During the Commission's Florida Advisory Committee's meetings addressing the state of racial and ethnic tensions in Florida, particular examples were cited concerning the elimination of Asians from local governments and their reduced access to minority business opportunities through the minority "set-aside" programs operated by State and local governments. To some extent, these complaints likely stem from the relatively small numbers of Asian Americans in Florida and the greater Miami area and the concomitant relative lack of influence in local politics and government. Asians (including Pacific Islanders) constitute about 1.2 percent of the population in both the State of Florida and in Dade County. During the 1970s and 1980s, however, Asian newcomers emerged as the fastest growing foreign-born group in Florida. The approximately 154,000 Asians who resided in Florida according to the 1990 census is triple the number present in 1980. Three factors account for this increased Asian immigration to Florida. First, the abolition of the national origins quota system—which had heavily favored European immigrants—and the adoption of training, skills, and family reunification as the new standards for admissision to the United States have dramatically shifted the base of American immigration from Europe to Latin America, the Caribbean, and especially Asia and the Pacific Rim nations. Second, United States military involvement in Asia has brought a steady stream of Asian newcomers to Florida as war brides, military employees, and refugees. Finally, a "secondary, internal migration of newcomers searching for better economic opportunities has been reflected in a rapid increase in the numbers of Asians in Florida, and in the Sunbelt States, generally, since 1970."

Beyond low aggregate numbers compared to African Americans and Hispanics, the "invisibility" of Asian Americans to local policymakers may also be due, in part, to the reality that Asians consist of many separate communities and are dispersed all over the State. Table 4 shows the various Asian groups in Florida and the degree to which they have increased over the years.

Since the 1960s, the new Asian Americans have tended to concentrate heavily in Florida's major metropolitan counties: Dade (Miami), Broward (Fort Lauderdale), Palm Beach (West Palm Beach, Boca Raton), Duval (Jacksonville), Orange (Orlando), Hillsborough (Tampa-St. Petersburg), and Escambia (Pensacola). The largest number of Asian Americans lives in Dade County, and the second largest concentration is in Broward County, as shown by table 5. Between 1980 and 1990, Broward County experienced the second greatest proportional increase in its Asian population among all Florida counties. Asian Indians' group strength has increased dramatically in the last 25 years, and more than one-third, or about 12,000, of Florida's Asian Indians live in Dade and Broward Counties. Chinese have, however, been the dominant Asian group in the Miami area for over 40 years.

Dade County's 26,000 Asian Americans are dispersed widely throughout the population and do not appear to experience the degree of ethnic conflict or controversies affecting the larger groups, such as Hispanics and African Americans. Instead, Dade County's Asian American population appears to be integrating effectively, possibly because their numbers are much lower than other groups. Still, there have been some incidents of hate crimes against Asians, but they
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### TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
<td>2,530</td>
<td>5,092</td>
<td>15,252</td>
<td>199.5</td>
<td>31,945</td>
<td>109.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian Indian</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>11,039</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>31,457</td>
<td>185.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>1,501</td>
<td>3,133</td>
<td>12,930</td>
<td>312.7</td>
<td>30,737</td>
<td>137.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7,077</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16,346</td>
<td>131.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>4,948</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12,404</td>
<td>150.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>1,591</td>
<td>4,090</td>
<td>5,667</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>8,505</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4,457</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2,148</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4,446</td>
<td>107.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistani</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2,800</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laotian</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2,423</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodian</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1,617</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Asians in Florida</td>
<td>6,801</td>
<td>21,772</td>
<td>62,514</td>
<td>187.1</td>
<td>154,302</td>
<td>146.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### TABLE 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>1970</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>% increase 1970–90</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>% increase 1980–90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alachua</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>1,917</td>
<td>292.8</td>
<td>4,556</td>
<td>137.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brevard</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>2,212</td>
<td>178.9</td>
<td>5,379</td>
<td>143.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broward</td>
<td>1,355</td>
<td>4,923</td>
<td>263.3</td>
<td>17,130</td>
<td>248.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dade</td>
<td>5,379</td>
<td>14,059</td>
<td>161.6</td>
<td>26,307</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duval</td>
<td>2,555</td>
<td>6,107</td>
<td>139.0</td>
<td>12,940</td>
<td>111.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escambia</td>
<td>1,474</td>
<td>3,347</td>
<td>127.4</td>
<td>5,048</td>
<td>50.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillsborough</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>3,876</td>
<td>272.7</td>
<td>11,379</td>
<td>193.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okaloosa</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>1,841</td>
<td>262.4</td>
<td>3,658</td>
<td>98.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>3,264</td>
<td>340.0</td>
<td>13,994</td>
<td>286.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palm Beach</td>
<td>1,011</td>
<td>2,905</td>
<td>187.3</td>
<td>9,020</td>
<td>210.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinellas</td>
<td>1,168</td>
<td>3,385</td>
<td>190.0</td>
<td>9,790</td>
<td>189.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminole</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1,463</td>
<td>1,119.2</td>
<td>4,843</td>
<td>231.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>21,772</td>
<td>62,514</td>
<td>187.1</td>
<td>154,302</td>
<td>146.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

seem to be isolated and there is no discernible trend. Overall, Asians in the Miami area have enjoyed relative economic success.\textsuperscript{1} According to 1990 census data, the median family income of Asians or Pacific Islanders of $36,391 trailed only the $45,766 median income of white non-Hispanic families and was nearly $10,000 more than that of Hispanic families ($27,083), $13,000 more than that of American Indian families ($24,091), and $15,000 more than that of African American families ($22,230).\textsuperscript{2}

Section II: Governmental Structure

Historical Development of Dade County Government

Dade County, one of Florida's 67 counties, was created by an act of the Florida Legislative Council in 1936. From approximately 1885 until 1957, Dade County was governed by a county commission comprised of five members elected at large. Section 11 of Article VIII of the 1885 Florida Constitution provided that "the electors of Dade County, Florida, shall have the power to adopt, revise and amend from time to time a Home Rule Charter of government for Dade County, Florida under which the Board of County Commissioners shall be the governing body." In 1956, the voters of Florida approved an amendment to Article VIII, section 11, of the Florida Constitution, permitting Dade County voters to adopt a home rule charter.\textsuperscript{3} Dade County became Florida's first home rule county.\textsuperscript{4}

In the late 1950s, Dade County's population was much more ethnically homogeneous than it is today.\textsuperscript{5} At that time, black and Hispanic political power was insignificant. In 1957, the voters of Dade County adopted a home rule charter, providing for the election of five members of the county commission from single-member districts, five by the voters at large, and one representative from each municipality with a population exceeding 60,000. In 1957, the City of Miami was the only municipality that qualified to have its own commissioner. After the 1960 census, Miami, Miami Beach, and Hialeah qualified to have municipally elected representatives on the county commission. By 1963, the county commission was comprised of 13 members: 5 elected from districts, 5 at large, and 1 from each of the Cities of Miami, Miami Beach, and Hialeah. In 1964, the home rule charter was amended, resulting in the elimination of the mixed system of electing county commissioners.

From 1964 to April 1993, the Metropolitan Dade County Commission (Dade County Commission) was composed of eight commissioners and the county mayor, all of whom were elected through countywide at-large nonpartisan elections. The mayor could reside anywhere in the county, but the commissioners were required to run from designated residence districts. The commissioners' terms ran for 4 years, and beginning in 1966 elections were staggered so that one-half of the seats were filled every 2 years. The county manager was hired and fired by the commissioners and had the administrative authority over Dade County operations.\textsuperscript{7}

Dade County's metropolitan area includes 27 municipalities and an unincorporated area.\textsuperscript{8} In

\textsuperscript{1} Mohl Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, pp. 104-05.
\textsuperscript{3} Much of this description of the history of Dade County government is derived from the opinion in \textit{Meek v. Metropolitan Dade County}, 805 F. Supp. 967, 974-75 (S.D. Fla. 1992).
\textsuperscript{4} John F. Stack, Jr., and Christopher I. Warren, "The Reform Tradition and Ethnic Politics: Metropolitan Miami Confronts the 1990s," in Greine and Stepick, \textit{Miami Now!}, p. 162 (hereafter cited as Stack and Warren, "Ethnic Politics"). The idea of "home rule" as a legal concept originated in the late 19th century, when American State legislatures interfered with the functioning of local government. Home rule "does not grant total autonomy by any means, since state legislatures through general law and the courts through interpretation still restrain local government. Nevertheless, the concept contradicts the principle of municipal inferiority" whereby local governments were considered "creatures of the legislature," which could control them at will. Duane Lockard, "Local Government," in \textit{International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences}, vol. 9 (New York: McMillan Co. and the Free Press, 1968), p. 452. In the context of Florida government, the grant of home rule to Dade County, upon the approval of Dade County voters in 1957, conferred a high degree of autonomy from the State on Dade County, most particularly in the form of self-government it chose to create.
\textsuperscript{5} In 1960, Dade County's population was 80 percent non-Hispanic white, 14.7 percent black, and 5.3 percent Hispanic.
\textsuperscript{7} The reconstituted Dade County Commission was elected in November 1992. It took office on April 22, 1993.
\textsuperscript{8} Stack and Warren, "Ethnic Politics," p. 162.
the metropolitan form of government, county-wide policymaking authority is vested in the Dade County Commission in such areas as mass transit, public health, parks, and recreation. In addition, the Dade County Commission establishes minimum standards of performance for those services still provided by the 27 cities within their geographical areas of authority. The cities retain control over their police departments, tax rates, and other services. In addition, they may exceed county standards in zoning and service delivery. The Dade County Commission possesses exclusive authority over the sprawling areas of unincorporated Dade County.9

Viewed from the perspective of 1957 and the early 1960s, it is not surprising that the architects of Dade County's political system were insensitive to the needs of the black and Hispanic communities. The system was created in the years just prior to the civil rights movement and the massive Cuban immigration. Miami's African American population was relatively small and severely disenfranchised. The Hispanic population in the 1950s (mostly Puerto Ricans) was limited to only about 4 percent of the population.10 Given the rather homogeneous population, the primary local political conflicts at the time of the Dade County Commission's creation were between "turf-conscious" municipal politicians and those who supported the creation of the commission. Ethnic conflict was simply not part of the equation.11 Despite the influx of Hispanics and the growth of both the Hispanic and African American population in Dade County, prior to the November 1992 election, only one black and one Hispanic served on the nine-member commission.12

Following cities were incorporated within Dade County: Bal Harbour, Bay Harbor Island, Biscayne Park, Coral Gables, El Portal, Florida City, Golden Beach, Hialeah, Hialeah Gardens, Homestead, Indian Creek, Islandia, Key Biscayne, Medley, Miami, Miami Beach, Miami Shores, Miami Springs, North Bay Village, North Miami, North Miami Beach, Opa-Locka, South Miami, Surfside, Sweetwater, Virginia Gardens, and West Miami.

12 In 1992, Dade County was 50 percent Hispanic and 20 percent African American. Nevertheless, the Dade County Commission was still 80 percent non-Hispanic white. Fulkins and Todd Hartman, "A Bumpy, Hopeful Start for New Metro Dade

Court-Ordered Reform of Dade County Government

In response to these disparities, in 1986 a group of black and Hispanic plaintiffs, led by U.S. Rep. Carrie Meek, then a member of the Florida Legislature, filed a lawsuit in Federal court against Metropolitan Dade County and the Dade County Board of County Commissioners. After a series of rulings on motions for summary judgment, the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida held that Dade County's at-large system of election to the Dade County Commission violated section 2 of the Voting Rights Act by diluting both black and Hispanic voting power.13 The court enjoined Dade County from conducting at-large elections and ordered the defendants to submit a new plan for electing persons to the Dade County Commission.14

The first Dade County Commission election under the reformulated election plan took place in November 1992.15 The new Dade County Commission, composed of 13 members, each representing one district, was the most diverse in the county's history. As a result of the first election by district, the commission's ethnic composition changed dramatically. The new commission was made up of six Hispanic, four African American, and three non-Hispanic white commissioners.16 In contrast to the previous at-large system in which every voter cast ballots for each of the nine commissioner seats (thus permitting

13 Meek, 803 F. Supp. at 983–94. Section 2 (a) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1973 (a) (1988) provides: "No voting qualification or prerequisite to voting or standard, practice or procedure shall be imposed or applied in a manner which results in a denial or abridgement of the right of any citizen to vote on account of race or color." Section 2 (b), 42 U.S.C. § 1973 (b) (1988) provides that a "violation of subsection (a) is established if, based on the totality of the circumstances, it is shown that the political processes leading to nomination or election in the State or political subdivision are not equally open to participation by members of a class of citizens protected by subsection (a) . . . in that its members have less opportunity than other members of the electorate to participate in the political process and to elect representatives of their choice."
14 Id. at 994.
15 Fulkins and Hartman, "A Bumpy, Hopeful Start."
16 The 13 Dade County Commissioners were: Arthur Teele, Chair; Alex Penelas, Vice-Chair; James Burke; Miguel Diaz de la Portilla; Betty Ferguson; Maurice Ferré; Larry Hawkins; Bruce Kaplan; Natasha Mullan; Dennis Moss; Pedro Rebovich; Javier Souto; and Sherman Winn.
large voting blocs to control elections), the current district system limits voters to one ballot for the commissioner representing their district. The commissioners serve on a part-time basis and receive a small compensation.17

The reformulated commission suspended the position of county mayor for its first term. Thus the chairperson of the commission, Arthur Teele, served as the highest elected official in Dade County, acting as de facto county mayor.18 Executive authority over Dade County governance still rested with the county manager, Armando Vidal, until the county mayor position was reestablished in 1996. Alex Panelas, a 34-year-old Cuban American attorney recently defeated Mr. Teele, an African American, to become the first "strong mayor" of metropolitan Miami. Mr. Panelas took office October 15, 1996. Unlike previous mayors, he will have the power to veto commission votes, hire or fire the county manager, and help oversee a $4.1 billion budget. While Mayor Panelas called for unity, even his supporters concede that it may be difficult to balance the demands of Dade County's Hispanics, blacks, and non-Hispanic whites.19

During its first year, the reformulated commission emphasized access to political participation and economic opportunities for blacks and Hispanics.20 It chose African American and Hispanic firms to handle Metro Dade multimillion dollar bond deals.21 It voted to set aside $1 billion in contracts awarded by Metro Dade yearly to black-, Hispanic-, and women-owned firms.22 The commission also repealed the “anti-bilingualism” county ordinance, a source of contention within Dade County's Hispanic and Haitian Creole communities since its enactment in 1980.23 Despite those developments, however, the commission has faced criticism from those who believe the reformulated system is inadequate to address the needs of all constituencies. According to T. Willard Fair, Urban League president, the neighborhood district system has harmed blacks by ensuring them permanent representation on the commission at the price of real influence. It was better, according to Mr. Fair, when no metro commissioner could afford to write off the black vote. Now, he says, most of them can.24

Dade County government is the largest local government in the Southeastern United States, spending approximately $3.6 billion annually on public services.25 The reformulated Dade County Commission supervises road building; controls the county's water, sewer, and garbage systems; runs the airport and seaport; and provides municipal services to the 1 million residents of unincorporated Dade County, such as fire and police protection.26

The Dade County School Board

The Dade County School Board is an independent board composed of five board members, a chair, and a vice-chair.27 Like the Dade County Commission, the Dade County School Board recently voted to divide the school board into single-member districts. The plan was negotiated to settle a lawsuit filed in 1991 by former Florida legislator Darryl Reaves, Rev. Richard Dunn III, and former Miami Mayor Xavier Suarez. The negotiated settlement provided that the reformulated school board would contain nine seats, each representing a single district. Under this

New York Times, May 14, 1993, p. A12. Dade County, FL, Ordinance 93-46 (May 18, 1993) simply repealed the 1980 English Only ordinance in its entirety, citing the following reasons in the preamble to the text actually repealing the law: "Metropolitan Dade County has become an international community serving multiple ethnic groups"; "this Board desires to serve all its residents and provide for all needs"; "in order to meet the needs of its residents, this Board must be able to use all means by which to address its population and not be hindered by language restrictions"; "this Board desires to increase understanding of its services and plans for Dade County's future."

17 Filipkins and Hartman, "A Bumpy, Hopeful Start."
18 Under the current structure, the chair of the Dade County Commission is elected by his or her fellow commissioners by a simple majority. See Mohamed Hamaludin, "Curry is Out, Teele in Danger," Miami Times, Dec. 22, 1994, p. A1.
20 Filipkins and Hartman, "A Bumpy, Hopeful Start."
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
23 This ordinance prohibited the county from "utilizing any language other than English," or promoting any culture other than that of the United States" in its activities. It also provided that "all county governmental meetings, hearings and publications shall be in the English language only." Larry Robster, "Repeal Is Likely for 'English Only Policy in Miami,'"
24 Filipkins and Hartman, "A Bumpy, Hopeful Start."
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid.
27 The chair of the Dade County School Board is Betsy H. Kaplan. The vice-chair is G. Holmes Braddock. The five board members are: Fredrica Wilson, Rosa Castro Feinburg, Michael Krop, Robert Renick, and Janet McAliley. The superintendent is Octavio Vissedo.
reformulated system, it is expected that two districts will be predominantly African American, four will be predominantly Hispanic, two will be predominantly non-Hispanic white, and one will be a racially diverse "swing district." 33

The City of Miami

Each of the 29 incorporated cities in Dade County also has its own leadership. In the City of Miami, Joe Carollo, a 42-year-old former city commissioner now heads the city government. 30 The city has a board of commissioners and a separate city manager. The five-member commission includes the mayor. The commissioners are chosen in nonpartisan, at-large elections. 30 Unlike the problems of county government, however, Miami government historically has not faced the same lack of diversity challenges. Prior to the recent election, one of the Miami commissioners was Hispanic, one African American, and one Anglo. With the election of Humberto Hernandez, however, the Commission now has four Hispanics and one Anglo and is without an African American for the first time in three decades. 31

The city also faces the daunting task of dealing with a $68 million deficit in its $275 million budget for the year that began October 1, 1996, and a ballot proposal to dissolve the city entirely and to make it part of Dade County government. 32 A State Emergency Oversight Board created by the legislature and appointed by Governor Lawton Chiles to oversee the city's financial matters approved the city's 5-year financial recovery plan on May 19, 1997. The plan includes dozens of measures designed to overcome the deficit, including a new fire fee for businesses, many homeowners, and some previously tax-exempt properties such as hospitals or social service agencies that is expected to raise $24 million. 33 The ballot measure will be voted on September 4, 1997. 34 Proponents of the measure "see an opportunity to eliminate a deficit-ridden government and stimulate investment by coming under Dade County's umbrella — and a lower tax rate. But many Miami residents fear losing not only public services but also the city's identity." 35 Opposition is particularly strong in the Cuban American community, which lays "claim to having built Miami into a hub of international trade and [is] wary of any move to do away with it." 36 Dario Moreno, a political scientist at Florida International University in Miami, argues that "dissolving Miami would leave the city's poorer Hispanic and Black neighborhoods — Little Havana, Little Haiti, Overtown and Liberty City — without adequate services. Blacks and Hispanics... have a lot to gain from the city of Miami," according to Dr. Moreno. "The city... is a source of jobs and they see a great deal of economic stakes in the city of Miami continuing the way it is." 37

Section III: Racial and Ethnic Tensions in Miami

Miami: Window to the Future of American Cities

A number of prominent commentators have opined that Miami represents a look into the future of urban America. Sociologist Guillermo J. Grenier and Alex Stepick III of Florida International University suggest that the "intensity of diversity [in Miami] . . . magnified by the dynamics of immigration and ethnicity" offers the Nation a look "into the future. Miami now gives

---

35 Martin Wiscot, "State Accepts Miami's Recovery Plan."
us a glimpse of America tomorrow."38 Eduardo J. Padron, president of the Miami-Dade Community College system and a member of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), concurs, noting that "[t]he situation we are living in Miami today will be true of most major cities in America in the next 10 years."39 The late Miami Mayor Stephen P. Clark also viewed Miami as "an archetype of the city of the future," both for its racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity and for the prominent role that international trade plays in the local economy.40

African Americans have long been accustomed to being the principal minority group in American cities, with whites in the majority.41 The emergence of a dominant, numerically significant group of Hispanic people in urban centers is a relatively recent phenomenon. In Miami, however, where Hispanics outnumber African Americans and have replaced non-Hispanic whites as the dominant group, all three groups are confronting new challenges requiring creative and cooperative adjustments. Due in large part to the continued flow of immigration and high birth rates within immigrant communities, scholars and commentators predict that this demographic phenomenon is likely to occur with increasing frequency over the next decade in cities around the country.42 Thus, examining recent manifestations of and the response to racial and ethnic tensions in Miami may be instructive for the entire country.

Witnesses at the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights hearing in Miami differed on whether racial and ethnic tensions are, in recent times, increasing or decreasing. Mayor Clark testified that racial and ethnic tensions are decreasing in Miami and that they do not pose "a major stumbling block in our community."43 T. Willard Fair, president of the Urban League of Greater Miami, agreed, stating that racial tension in Miami has mellowed out right now and that Miami's racial and ethnic groups have "learned to respect each other."44 Conversely, Rabbi Solomon Agin, chairperson of the Florida State Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, spoke about the six briefing meetings it recently held around the State, including two in Miami, on racial and ethnic tensions. Rabbi Agin indicated that "in every city from both public officials and community people, the responses were emphatic that racial and ethnic tensions had increased in recent years."45 Raymond Mohl supported this perception. He testified that: 

"[n]umerous instances of racial violence in the past 15 years, as well as long-running controversies over political representation, language use, immigration policy, and other issues, have all suggested to many observers that Miami is a place with deep racial and ethnic divisions."46 It may "seem on the surface right now that things are calm and moderate, but that has been the case in the past as well. We've [had]... periods of calm and seemingly peaceful relations among different groups in the area, but then periodically that peace is shattered by one incident or another, leading to demonstrations, to riots, to police activity of one sort or another. So if it

40 Clark Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, p. 24. Mayor Clark noted that Miami is a prominent reminder of the global economy, with its "leadership in international business and banking" and its "seaport and airport that act as a gateway to the Americas." Ibid.
41 Rohter, "Black Anger." Another writer notes that the dramatic growth of the Hispanic community poses a serious challenge to . . . traditional black politics, because blacks are accustomed to being the 'dominant minority' in this country," Earnest Harris, "Coalition Impossible? How Changing Demographics Push Hispanics and African Americans Into A Struggle For Power," Hispanic, January 1996, p. 35.
42 See Rohter, "Black Anger"); Harris, "Coalition Impossible?" While examining changing relations among the three largest groups, the extent to which the concerns of Asians, American Indians, and other smaller minority groups' concerns are considered and accommodated should not be ignored. Asians have long argued that the concerns of their community are frequently ignored, due to the comparatively smaller size of their numbers in south Florida. Asians are, however, the fastest growing ethnic group in Florida, having doubled in population during the 1980s to 150,000, according to the 1990 census. See section II, chap. 1, of this report; Mohl Interview. This figure is still, of course, a small percentage of the population of Florida—about 1.2 percent. 1990 Miami Census, table 1. General Characteristics of Persons, p. 1.
43 Clark Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, pp. 34, 47-50.
44 Fair Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, pp. 142, 171-73. In an interview with Commission staff, Mr. Fair also stated that he did not believe that the state of racial and ethnic relations in Miami was any worse than in other major cities, and he was confident of the area's ability to adjust successfully to its multiracial, multiethnic, and multilingual future. T. Willard Fair, President, Florida Urban League, telephone interview, Aug. 14, 1996.
45 Agin Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, pp. 16-17.
looks calm now, that doesn’t mean the problems are solved.”

In Miami, color, class, language, and culture interact to produce a “confusing scene where racial solidarity alternates with class and ethnic factionalism as well as economic competition” to produce shifting alliances and divisions among racial and ethnic groups. While acknowledging these complexities, it can still be said that, at bottom, Miami is “riven by two fundamental divisions: black versus white and U.S.-born Americans versus immigrants. The former was established at the city’s founding and persists in spite of the recent transformations. The latter emerged only recently but is nonetheless profound as it provides new answers to the old questions of who rules, who benefits, and how immigrants fit in.” Recent examples of racial and ethnic tensions in Miami illustrate both the complexities and the two fundamental divisions noted above.

**Nelson Mandela and the Boycott Miami Campaign**

On June 28, 1990, Nelson Mandela, now President of South Africa, in the midst of a triumphal tour of the United States, came to Miami to address the international convention of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees at the Miami Beach Convention Center. He had already visited New York City, Washington, D.C., and Atlanta, where he had been greeted and welcomed warmly by the Nation’s and those cities’ top elected officials and celebrities.

Things were different in Miami. There, the Miami City Commission, urged by Cuban American and Jewish constituents, rescinded a proclamation welcoming Mr. Mandela. At the time, Miami Mayor Xavier Suarez, a Cuban American, and four other mayors in South Florida, criticized Mr. Mandela for his alleged ties to Cuban Communist leader Fidel Castro and the Palestinian Liberation Organization’s Yasir Arafat.

Later accounts attributed “the snubbing of President Mandela of South Africa . . . by Cuban American politicians” to “his refusal to denounce Castro” or his expression of “support for Fidel Castro and Yassar Arafat.” Mr. Mandela delivered his speech as some 300 protesters, mostly Cuban Americans, and 3,000 Mandela supporters, mostly black, squared off outside for about 5 hours. Both pro- and anti-Mandela Jewish groups participated in the demonstrations and counterdemonstrations. The chief confrontation, however, was between Miami’s two largest ethnic groups, Cuban Americans and African Americans.

According to one account, the city “pointedly refused to honor Mr. Mandela because Cuban politicians feared alienating right-wing Cuban radio talk show hosts by welcoming a supporter of Fidel Castro.” Neither the sole black member of the city commission nor the one black member then on the Dade County Commission publicly defended Mr. Mandela.

Some black leaders, however, confronted the Cuban opposition and spoke out in support of Mandela. “Miami may go down in infamy as the only city in America that denounced, criticized castigated and threw its ‘welcome mat’ in the face of Nelson Mandela,” said H.T. Smith, chairman of the Miami Coalition For A Free South Africa, in a letter to Mayor Suarez. Mr.

---

47 Ibid., p. 74.
48 Portes and Stepick, *City On the Edge*, p. 178.
52 Miami Herald, June 29, 1990, p. 1A, 12A.
53 Carl Goldfarb, “Mandela’s Visit Prompts Rerun Of Old Ethnic Battles,” *Miami Herald*, July 1, 1990, pp. 1B, 4B. The City Commissioner, after publicly claiming that he would not forgo the city commission meeting to attend Mandela’s speech, subsequently did go to the convention to greet Mandela. Mr. Mandela was late, however, and the commissioner had to leave before Mandela arrived. Kimberly Crockett, Elinor Burkett, and Karen Branch, “Greensboro Welcome Counters Official Snub,” *Miami Herald*, June 29, 1990, pp. 1A, 12A.
54 Carl Goldfarb, “Mandela Backers, Critics Brace For Momentous Visit,” *Miami Herald*, June 28, 1990, pp. 1B, 4B. The intensity of community sentiment at the time, and the importance to black Floridians of Mandela as a symbol, was expressed by Patricia Due, one of the founders, three decades earlier, of the Tallahassee chapter of the Congress of Racial
Smith considered this incident to be but the latest in a series of affronts to the black community in Miami, including alleged incidents of Hispanic and white police brutality against blacks and shrinking economic opportunities for blacks as the Cuban influx continued.65

Mr. Smith and local NAACP leader Johnnie McMillian initiated the "Boycott Miami: Coalition for Progress campaign," and on July 17, 1990, the National Bar Association, an organization of 16,000 black lawyers, became the first group to cancel a convention in Miami. Over the next 4 months, at least 13 national organizations, including the American Civil Liberties Union and the National Organization of Women, canceled planned conventions in Miami. Not all agreed with the Boycott Miami strategy, however, including some prominent members of Miami's African American community. For example, T. Willard Fair, president of the Urban League of Greater Miami, criticized the move as counterproductive, and none of Miami's elected black officials endorsed the convention boycott. The boycott continued, however, for 1,030 days and is estimated to have cost Miami up to $50 million.66

By the end of 1991, the Miami business community, which, despite the increasing importance of international business in Miami, was still dominated by the tourism industry, agreed to discuss with the Coalition for Progress what was agreed to be the overriding problem of unequal access for black Americans to economic opportunity, particularly in the tourism industry.67

The new mayor of Miami Beach unilaterally issued a proclamation and formal honor to Nelson Mandela early in 1992. In December 1992, the Dade County Commission, by a 5–3 majority with 1 abstention, voted to issue a proclamation to honor Mr. Mandela.68

The boycott did not end, however, until 17 months of negotiation produced an agreement establishing a joint Miami Partners for Progress team to oversee a 20-point plan of action. The plan targets business development and job creation in the tourism sector coupled with education and training for management positions. The Miami tourism industry agreed to provide scholarships in tourism, host job fairs, hire more African American managers, funnel some $1.6 million to minority businesses, and help support a black-owned hotel in Miami Beach.69

Boosters in both the black and white communities consider the agreement as a symbol of Miami's improved race relations. James Batten, CEO of Knight-Ridder, Inc., said that "Miami, usually a symbol of discord, is enormously receptive to taking on the task of bridging the gap between communities."70 Six years after the costly

---

66 "Mandela Honor Long Overdue," Miami Times, Dec. 24, 1992, p. 4A. The Community Relations Committee of the Greater Miami Jewish Federation and the Southeast Region of the American Jewish Congress issued a joint statement saying "we applaud the efforts of the County Commission and previous actions by the City of Miami Beach to bring an end to the divisiveness in our multi-cultural community." The committee called on the Miami City Commission "to join its two fellow governmental bodies in their quest for seeking common ground and improved relations." "Jewish Groups Welcome Resolution Honoring Mandela," Miami Times, Dec. 24, 1992, p. 1A. The Miami City Commission never issued a similar proclamation.
68 Booth, "Miami Agreement." Former NAACP Executive Director Benjamin Chavis, Jr., cited the boycott and the agreement, in stating that the "struggle for racial justice is still on and Miami will be the prototype of race relations for the world .... This city has always been in the news because of its diversity, but its also a place of despair. I believe that the extent to which we come together will determine how much we can build bridges in this community. Out of conflict, we can improve the way of life. There's no problem or obstacle that we can't overcome if people work together." Mr. Chavis was the...
boycott, H.T. Smith said that progress has been made toward meeting nearly all of the agreement's objectives. Plans for the black-owned hotel are coming to fruition, and Miami Beach will contribute $10 million in land for the project, as well as loan guarantees. The city hopes to recoup its investment from the hotel's profits. "This is a real turning point for Miami," according to Mr. Smith. The city of Miami Beach has become partners with blacks. This is a symbol of economic hope. We've moved from charity to economic partnership."84

Others indicate that the wounds inflicted by the boycott have not healed. "The boycott was an enormously painful thing for me," says Mertt Stierheim, president and CEO of the Greater Miami Convention and Visitor’s Bureau. The Metro Dade County Commission recently asked the county's Community Relations Board to address relations between Cuban Americans and African Americans after six Cuban American metro commissioners walked out of chambers while former Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young was being honored for his efforts to bring Olympic soccer to Florida. The commissioners were protesting Mr. Young's sympathetic remarks in 1977 about Fidel Castro's involvement in Angola. The county's Community Relations Board has proposed creating a countywide Ethnic Relations Task Force to study further the causes of racial and ethnic tensions and held a national conference on ethnic understanding discussed earlier in this chapter.86

The Haitian Beatings

In July 1990, just a week after Mr. Mandela’s Miami visit, a Haitian customer became involved in a fistfight with a clerk in a Cuban-owned clothing store in the heart of Little Haiti.87 Subsequently, 1,000 protesters blocked access to the store during a 9-hour confrontation. Helmeted police called to the scene knocked protesters to the ground and continued to strike many while they were down. Sixty-three, who had no proof of their immigration status, were arrested. The proximity of the "Mandela incident" to the Haitian beatings "helped cement an alliance based on color"88 between African Americans and Haitians.

Police-Community Relations

It is no accident that native African American Miamians identified so strongly with their Haitian brethren in the incident discussed above. Police relations with the African American community in Miami over the years have been a major source of racial and ethnic tension. Miami is the only city in the United States to have had three major urban riots, each related to the shooting or beating death of an African American by white or Hispanic police officers.

In December 1979, a black motorcyclist, Arthur McDuffie, was beaten to death by 6 to 10 police officers following a brief chase. Four white officers were indicted for manslaughter and evidence tampering, and a fifth for second degree murder. The acquittal of all the officers in 1980 set off 3 days of rioting in Liberty City that left 18 dead, 400 injured, and about $100 million in property damage.89

84 Charles Strouse and David Hancock, "1,006 Haitians Trap Store-Owner," Miami Herald, July 1, 1990, pp. 1B, 2B; Kimberly Crockett, David Hancock, and Carlos Harrison, "Police Crush Haitian Protest," Miami Herald, July 6, 1990, pp. 1A, 2A.
86 Portee and Stepick, City on the Edge, p. 189. The authors note that the cultural differences between Haitians and American-born blacks are strong and did not remain completely submerged. They contend that although supportive of common causes, each group remains profoundly ambivalent about the other. Many African Americans regard Haitians in Miami as a competitive threat in the labor market and the business world. Many Haitians, on the other hand, do not wish to be fully identified with what they perceive as the poorest and most downtrodden group in the host society. African Americans also view Haitians as newcomers who must learn about American society and adapt to its culture, while Haitians sometimes resist heavy-handed acculturation efforts and seek to hold onto much of their heritage. Ibid., p. 190. Similar friction also exists between native-born African Americans and other Caribbean blacks from Jamaica, the Bahamas, Barbados, Guyana, and Trinidad and Tobago, and is also based in part on workplace competition. Sam Fulwood III, "U.S. Blacks: A Divided Experience; Animosity Clouds Relations Between Caribbean Immigrants, Native-Born African Americans," Los Angeles Times, Nov. 25, 1985, p. 1A.
88 Florida Advisory Committees to the U.S. Commission on
In December 1982, Cuban-born police officer Luis Alvarez shot Neville Johnson, Jr., to death in a confrontation in a video game parlor. Rioting erupted in the black Overtown neighborhood. Following Officer Alvarez’s acquittal on manslaughter charges in 1984, Miami again exploded in riots.71

In January 1989, Cuban American police officer William Lozano fatally shot black motorcyclist Clement Lloyd. Mr. Lloyd’s passenger, Allan Blanchard (also black), was killed in the ensuing crash. Three days of rioting followed during the week prior to the Super Bowl. Two people died, and more than $1 million in property damage was incurred.72 Mr. Lozano was suspended without pay by the Miami Police Department, and he was convicted of manslaughter in November 1989. He was later fired. In 1991, however, an appeals court ordered a new trial on the ground that a change of location should have been considered because of the threat of violence if Mr. Lozano was acquitted. In 1993, Mr. Lozano was acquitted in a retrial in Orlando, and the Justice Department declined to prosecute him for violating the civil rights of Messrs. Lloyd and Blanchard, citing insufficient evidence.73 In January 1996 an arbitrator ordered the City of Miami to reinstate Mr. Lozano and to pay him backpay and attorney fees totaling $975,000. The arbitrator concluded that the city improperly added new administrative charges after Officer Lozano was acquitted on criminal charges. His firing was thus “double jeopardy” because the city took steps to terminate Mr. Lozano twice, based on the same set of facts. The city resisted reinstating Mr. Lozano and initially refused to pay the award.74

The Fraternal Order of Police filed suit to enforce the arbitrator’s award and a circuit court judge affirmed the award in January 1995. Mr. Lozano’s attorney had filed a $1.7 million lawsuit after the city rejected his request for payment of $700,000 for defending Lozano on the criminal charge. On January 29, 1995, the Miami City Commission voted 4-1 to pay $250,000 in backpay and $650,000 in legal fees, to avoid civil contempt. In exchange, Mr. Lozano agreed not to seek reinstatement to his former job as a patrolman with the Miami police. Commissioner Victor De Yurre voted against the measure, saying, that he did not like the way Overtown was put down in the trial. “It was demeaning to the people in that community.”75

The settlement provoked harsh criticism from the African American press, with the Miami Times describing the whole affair as “a sad comment not only on the state of race relations in Miami, but also on the way justice is dispensed. Once more the black community has gotten the short end of the stick.”76 The Lozano case is still cited as an example of the differential jus-

---

71 "Lozano Case Decided," Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel, Jan. 20, 1995, p. 3B.
73 Editorial, “Over But Not Forgotten,” Miami Times, Feb. 2, 1995, p. 4A. An African American columnist, in criticizing the mainstream media’s focus on the disturbances following the Lozano, McDuffie, and Neville Johnson incidents, referred to the “astonishingly unfair ruling by a federal arbitrator that William Lozano, who, as a policeman, killed two unarmed young Black men, must be reinstated into the Miami Police Force, with full back pay and that his lawyers, who defended Overtown, and Blacks, in general, be paid three-quarter-million dollars.” Mohamed Hamaludin, “The Media’s Message,” Miami Times, Feb. 2, 1995, p. 1A. Not only the African American press was disconcerted by the Lozano case. The Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel wrote that “[i]n a sane, just world, Lozano would have paid a high price for what his own department called inexcusably poor judgment and unjustified use of force, causing needless death... In an outrageous miscarriage of justice, both a federal judge and arbitrator ordered city officials to reinstatate him and give him back pay and attorney fees totaling $975,000.” Editorial, “Bad Judgement.”
tice received by young black men. On July 18, 1995, a white police officer fatally shot a black teenager in the Coconut Grove section of Miami. Black community leaders are "incensed over the shooting," have called for a Federal investigation, and plan to take their case to the Miami City Commission. "We are angry, frustrated and discontented and the black community is being snowballed by the City of Miami Police," said J.A. Alex, chairman of the Black Leadership Conference executive board and director of the Black JUSTUS Center. "Of the last 20 Black youths killed by Miami police, 18 were by White and Latin officers," Mr. Alex said. "Black youths are ten times more likely to be killed than their white counterparts. The killing must stop."

Some of the decades-long increase in violent crime is implicitly attributed to the 1980 Mariel boatlift, when "Castro opened his jails, mental hospitals and borders, and Miami was flooded with 125,000 new Cubans, some of whom were criminals." About one-third of the Marielitos were black. A "significant minority were hardened criminals who were released from Cuban prisons," in Castro's words, "to flush the toilets. . . . Their arrival—which coincided with violent feuding among drug dealers—helped produce South Florida's crime wave of the early 1980s."

Police shootings of young black men, as well as the black-on-black violence in Miami's African American neighborhoods wrought by crime, continue to be a top priority of African American community leaders. In March 1996, a group of community leaders met with 40 prominent pub-
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Police shootings of young black men, as well as the black-on-black violence in Miami's African American neighborhoods wrought by crime, continue to be a top priority of African American community leaders. In March 1996, a group of community leaders met with 40 prominent pub-

County Manager, p. 9.


William Gibson, Ana Arana, and Kathy Hensley Trumbull, "Cuba To Take Back Criminals," Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel, Sept. 29, 1993, p. 24. Myriam Marquez, a member of the Orlando Sentinel Tribune editorial board who arrived from Cuba in 1959, maintains that although "thieves and murderers are the people you may remember when talk turns to Mariel . . . they made up less than 5 percent of that immigration . . . But the small numbers haven't removed the stigma from . . . the tens of thousands of . . . Mariel Cubans who have worked hard to find their niche in American society." Marquez, "Marielitos Deserve Respect Too."
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Police shootings of young black men, as well as the black-on-black violence in Miami's African American neighborhoods wrought by crime, continue to be a top priority of African American community leaders. In March 1996, a group of community leaders met with 40 prominent pub-


duced by young black men.77 A March 1995 article in the Miami Herald reported that Mr. Lozano wanted to resume his police career in nearby Hialeah Gardens and that Police Chief Tony Sanchez seemed willing to consider his application.78 He subsequently was hired.79 Thomas Battles, a conciliation specialist with the Department of Justice, Community Relations Service in Miami, reports that Miami and Dade County continue to have difficulties in police-community relations.80 On February 28, 1995, a melee broke out at Coral Gables High School between black students, who had just participated in a Black History Month activity, and Coral Gables police. The altercation resulted in minor injuries to, and the arrest of, six black students.81

In a July 13, 1995, editorial, the Miami Times commented on the conviction of two young black men of murdering a German tourist in Miami in a nationally publicized case:

"It emerged in court . . . that they had not only robbed Mrs. Miller-Jensen but had deliberately set out to prey on someone that April 2. What they had not intended to do was kill her. The evidence was that they bumped her car from behind and grabbed her purse. She held on, was dragged a short distance and then fell below the robbers' car and was run over.

"... That the two young men had set out to rob somebody cannot be excused. That they actually robbed somebody—a helpless visitor, in fact—requires that they be punished. That their victim died in the criminal act requires that they be severely punished. But there is lingering suspicion that these two men were railroaded during the trial, as they and their relatives insisted, and that they were sacrificed for the sake of the all-important tourism industry.

"... The community again expresses its regrets at the death of Mrs. Miller-Jensen and still feels the shame it brought on us. However, it is difficult not to draw a comparison between this case and that of then Miami Police Officer William Lozano, who killed two young Black men and not only avoided any punishment but also received hundreds of thousands of dollars to pay his attorney."


Editorial, "Experience No Advantage To Retired Police Officer Seeking A Job," Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel, Apr. 30, 1995, p. 4G.

Florida Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Racial and Ethnic Tensions in Florida (1986), pp. 4-5. Mr. Battles indicated that he spends 60 to 70 percent of his time in Miami addressing police-community relations/excessive force concerns.

Thomas Battles, Senior Conciliation Specialist, U.S. Department of Justice, Community Relations Service, Miami Field Office, telephone interview, Aug. 16, 1995 (hereafter cited as Battles Interview).

Black Advisory Affairs Board, Metro-Dade Office of Black Affairs, Community Affairs Department, FY 1994-95 Semi-Annual Report to the Board Of County Commissioners and the
lic and private sector officials at a forum titled "Stop the Killing" to voice their concern and press for action.54 At a planning session, Georgia Ayers, organizer of the forum, quoted from a Dade County medical examiner's report noting that "since 1992, over 600 Blacks under 21 years old have been murdered in Dade County."55 Most recently, the 1997 NAACP Southeastern Conference held in south Florida to develop, recruit, and train volunteers, had at the top of its agenda "stopping violence committed by blacks—and by police."56 Black law enforcement officials told NAACP members that black communities must become involved in crime prevention and also keep an eye on the police.

While some community activists do not see sufficient progress in this area, Thomas Battles testified that he was “very encouraged by the state of police-community relations,” saying that “with the hiring and assigning [of] police officers in the various communities [who] . . . understand that population and that ethnic group . . . you don’t see the frequency of shootings . . . I think that the hiring must continue . . . of minorities. You have 2 million people in this community, and Hispanics represent the minority majority. But you have other communities that are crying for police officers to be assigned to their community.”57

Researchers Portes and Stepick note that the issue of police use of excessive force against blacks illustrates well the intersection of class with color in black Miami. There is a growing process of differentiation by class in the black population of Miami:

While middle class blacks were indignant about the symbolic slights meted out to them by the Latinos, the inner city ghetto exploded regularly . . . [following] the killing of a Black by police, and each [disturbance] was spontaneous and leaderless, a desperate expression of anger . . . . Black professionals did not lead these riots, nor did they participate in them, but the local establishment treated them as if they had, addressing them as valid interlocutors in their efforts to prevent the next outburst. Hence, a peculiar dynamic developed in which regular explosions in the ghetto fueled programs that mainly benefited educated Blacks, thereby accentuating the rift between the two segments of the native minority.58

Monitoring and Mediating Racial and Ethnic Tension: The Community Relations Service

The Miami Field Office of the Community Relations Service (CRS) has played an important role in the prevention and resolution of racial and ethnic tension in Miami. Following the July 18 shooting noted above, for example, a CRS mediator was in Coconut Grove "working to calm tensions and to assist in contingency planning for events of mourning, community demonstrations, and calls for investigations of other recent police shootings."59 Since 1983, the CRS has also provided resettlement assistance to Cuban and Haitian entrants, as well as to unaccompanied alien minors. This function is discussed in chapter four.

The CRS, a component of the Department of Justice (DOJ), was established under Title X of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.60 Under Title X, the CRS is responsible for providing "assistance to communities and persons therein in resolving disputes, disagreements, or difficulties relating

55 Gregory Chin, "Morgue Is Picked As Venue For Forum On Killing Of Young Men," Miami Times, Mar. 21, 1996, p. 2A. The report noted that a total of 1,229 blacks had been killed from 1992 to 1996. Ibid.
56 David Casares, “Communities Seek To Handcuff Police Violence: NAACP Members Look For Long-Term Solutions,” Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel, Apr. 4, 1997, p. 1B.
57 Battles Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, pp. 100–01. Mr. Battles also cited community policing and increased training in excessive force policy and fairness to racial and ethnic diversity as contributing to improved police-community relations. Ibid., pp. 99, 120. As America becomes more ethnically diverse, law enforcement experts increasingly emphasize the critical need for police training in cultural sensitivity and in foreign languages and cultures. Anita J. Colvard, "Foreign Language: A Contemporary Training Requirement," FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin (September 1982), p. 20.
58 Portes and Stepick, City On the Edge, pp. 178–79. The authors continue, quoting one African American Liberty City leader following the 1980 disturbance in that community: "The white power structure once again took the easy way out . . . . Once again they listened to the wrong people. They invited the middle class Black people downtown who did not participate in the riot and asked them, 'Why did you all riot?' They didn't know, so what they did was articulate their own frustrations, which were 'We're not in business, so if you put us in business we will not riot.' And so the white community went out and raised seven million dollars to put us in business . . . . but the riots didn't occur because Blacks are not in business and the folks who rioted couldn't go into business tomorrow if they wanted." Ibid., p. 179.
to discriminatory practices based on race, color, or national origin which impair the rights of persons under the Constitution of the United States. In any of these situations it is authorized to offer its services "whenever, in its judgment, peaceful relations among the citizens are threatened thereby, and it may offer its services either upon its own initiative or upon the request of an appropriate State or local official or other interested person."

CRS's Title X responsibilities are addressed through its conflict prevention and resolution program, which provides conciliation, mediation, and technical assistance directly to people and their communities to help them address conflicts in a wide variety of areas, including immigration, employment, housing, education, hate crimes, gang and drug violence, and law enforcement. The CRS mission statement provides an indication of the agency's approach in this area: "CRS does not take sides among disputing parties and, in promoting the principles and ideals of non-discrimination, applies skills that allow parties to come to their own agreement. In performing this mission, CRS deploys highly skilled professional conciliators, who are able to assist people of diverse racial and cultural backgrounds." In the Miami office, there are currently two full-time conciliation specialists, with four additional staff, including the director, cross-trained as conciliators.

CRS assists mayors, city council members, police chiefs, community representatives, business leaders, and school officials in developing and implementing approaches for reducing or minimizing community racial tensions that accompany racial or ethnic conflict. In its conflict prevention and outreach efforts, CRS seeks to reduce the prospects for community discord and violence through dialogues and problem-solving workshops involving the groups between which there are tensions. The CRS also provides structured training interventions. In Miami, this has involved arranging dialogues between the Cuban and Haitian communities and between local law enforcement and each of these communities separately. CRS has also "served as a liaison between the Cuban and Haitian communities and DOJ to assist in the resolution of tension-causing problems, communicate information to and from the community, and diffuse rumors." In addition, CRS operates a "hotline" service to answer the questions and concerns of Miami's large immigrant community. This service helps CRS gauge the level of concern regarding a particular issue in the community and assists the agency in early identification of a developing issue involving racial and ethnic tension. It also affords the agency one means of rumor control.

CRS provided mediation and conciliation services to the African American and Hispanic communities regarding the Mandela incident, which the senior conciliation specialist in Miami, Thomas Battles, characterized as "one of the cornerstones of tension for a while in this community." "CRS worked quite a while with all the community trying to bring groups together to discuss...[and] educate everybody about the issues"—why each "community felt the way they felt." Mr. Battles noted that "at the same time, it was bigger than just that at that point. There were some other economic issues that played into the Miami African American community...that really generated the beginning of the long boycott. But we worked behind the scenes...with the communities to bring them together for meaningful discussion on that issue." CRS also served on a multicultural advisory committee in Dade County that established "Project Proud—Peacefully Resolving Unsettled Differences," a program aimed at creating a self-sufficient community entity to help resolve racial and ethnic tensions in Miami.

---

95 Id.
100 Battles Interview.
101 CRS Overview, p. 6. For example, CRS has held meetings with the various ethnic groups in South Florida to educate them regarding the population arriving from the Guantanamo detention center. Battles Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, pp. 67–68.
102 Laroche Interview.
103 Battles Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, pp. 89–90.
104 CRS Annual Report FY 1993, p. 32.
The agency provides contingency planning assistance both to groups planning to demonstrate or march and to local law enforcement. CRS responded to heightened “Black and Hispanic community tension generated by the Cuban and Haitian migrant influx . . . . CRS was on-site for demonstrations at the INS District Office in Miami’s Little Haiti, and at marches and demonstrations at various public sites to provide conflict prevention and conciliation services.” In its FY 1993 report, CRS states that it “reduced racial tension between INS and the African American Council of Christian Clergy and the Haitian community when a demonstration march to the INS District Office was held in Miami.”

Prior to the protests of the Miami Cuban community in May 1994 following the Clinton administration’s change in policy on Cuban rafters, there were extensive meetings, arranged by CRS, between leaders of the Cuban community in Miami and local law enforcement in which issues of tension assessment, crowd control, notice of likely law enforcement reaction to disorder, mass arrests, rumor control, and mobilization of community resources to prevent violence were addressed. Essentially, CRS applied its “crisis response model” developed in the late 1960s and previously applied in the Miami riots of 1980 and 1982. The change in policy on Cuban rafters helped relieve racial and ethnic tensions related to Cuban and Haitian entry into the United States.

In addition to mediating protests over changes in U.S. refugee policy, CRS also provided conflict prevention and conciliation services at the INS Krome Processing Center (also referred to as the Krome Detention Center by some observers) and at the Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba. At one point, over 50,000 people allegedly apprehended trying to enter the United States illegally were detained at Guantanamo. Due to the more favorable treatment accorded Cubans under the Cuban Adjustment Act of 1966, it was not unusual, during the height of the Cuban and Haitian migrant influx, for a Cuban national to be detained for only 2 to 3 days at the Krome Center, while a Haitian national would be held 6 to 8 months. In 1993, “as a result of meetings between the INS and representatives of the NAACP facilitated by CRS, Haitians detained at the INS Krome Processing Center ended a hunger strike when INS discussed and resolved issues between them and agreed to sensitivity training for Border Patrol agents.” Allegations of abuse by the military at various detention centers and CRS services at these centers are discussed in more detail in chapter four.

Section IV: Topical Summary

The Impact of Language Policies on Race Relations in Florida

Chapter two of this report presents information on the impact of language policies on racial and ethnic relations in Florida. The Language Policies in Government and Public Services section of the chapter examines the development of the Official English movement in Florida and Dade County in the context of the national movement. The impact that current and proposed language policies have on racial and ethnic relations in Miami and the extent to which government-endorsed policies promote inequality and/or discrimination is examined.

Examination of job opportunities and conditions of employment and the effect of language policies of private employers on racial and ethnic relations is also explored in this chapter. Section II examines the state of Title VII law regarding employment discrimination on the basis of na-
tional origin in the Federal courts and before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the Dade County Equal Opportunity Board, and the impact of language requirements on racial and ethnic tension in Miami. Finally, this chapter also addresses the Dade County public school system’s role in providing adult language instruction to its residents and addresses the budgetary limitations of those programs.

Economic Impact of Immigrant Use of Public Services

Chapter three examines immigrant use of public benefits programs. Federal legislative proposals and Florida’s State initiatives containing restrictions on immigrant access to public benefits are reviewed. Although the State initiatives would only deny benefits to undocumented immigrants, legal immigrants are concerned that the measures will heighten anti-immigrant sentiment. The extent to which this concern has been borne out is explored in this chapter.

Distinctions in Refugees and Asylum Policies

Chapter four examines the assertion that the United States has a history of according differential treatment to similarly situated groups of refugees and asylees.114 Miami has a high concentration of refugees. Chapter four discusses the extent to which perceptions of distinctions in refugee and asylum law among groups generate racial and ethnic tensions in Miami.

Another source of tension with respect to refugees arises because of their access to public benefits. Chapter four examines the concern of refugee resettlement advocates that anti-immigrant sentiment in many parts of the country could soon be directed towards refugees resettled in the United States.

Section I: Language Policies in Government and Public Services

Overview

The Congress finds and declares that throughout the history of the United States, the common thread binding those of differing backgrounds has been a common language.

—House Resolution 123, Sec. 101(3), introduced by Rep. Bill Emerson (R-MO) and passed in the House of Representatives on August 1, 1996.

America's common thread of language is facing a test of its resilience. The large-scale arrival of immigrants who speak languages other than English has spurred the language debate to the nation's capital. The cultural weave spun by this common thread appears to unravel within the national debate over language policy and the accommodation of non-English speakers. The question of language stirs up practical concerns over jobs, political participation, and costs to the government. In addition, the issue raises concerns of social exclusion and a sense of rejection on the basis of national origin. These concerns have led to a polarization within and among different racial and ethnic groups. To understand the debate surrounding the "Official English" movement and its relevance to Florida, it is helpful first to understand its history.

Origins of the National Official English Movement

During the formative years of this nation's development, the Framers considered the question of language and chose not to establish an official national language in the Constitution, in part because they feared that such a provision would infringe on the religious freedom of those who worshipped in languages other than English. The Framers also recognized the cultural diversity of the nascent country's immigrant colonies and deliberately upheld diversity and unity as equally important aims. This legacy of tolerance for diverse languages was evidenced in some original States' multilingual government and education policies. It was not until the early 20th century that social, political, and economic forces challenged linguistic diversity and sought to impose standard English requirements. This move was spurred by the sharp increase in immigration levels between 1880 and World War I and the shifting source of immigrants from

---

3 Various States had bilingual policies until the late 19th and into the 20th century. In Pennsylvania, for example, statutes were published in both English and German, and both local government business and lower courts were conducted in German. Similarly, Louisiana published its statutes in French and English, and both languages were used in the legislature and the courts. New Mexico's constitution required official bilingualism until 1964. Language diversity was also evident in the public schools. In 1836, Pennsylvania permitted the establishment of German-language schools. In 1840, Ohio expressly sanctioned the German-English school system in Cincinnati. Laura A. Cordero, Constitutional Limitations on Official English Declarations, 30 New Mexico L. Rev., vol. 20 (Winter 1964), pp. 17, 19; see also Peres, Demography and Distrust, pp. 319-33.
4 Cordero, Constitutional Limitations, pp. 17, 19, 30.
northwestern to southwestern Europe. Both developments caused the nation to react. In 1911, the Federal Immigration Commission issued a report expressing concern over the slower assimilation rates of these recent immigrants, maintaining that the newest wave of immigrants was less intelligent and less willing to learn English than its predecessor. According to Laura A. Cordero, in her article, *Constitutional Limitations on Official English Declarations*:

This antagonism reached a peak in 1920 with a movement to transform these immigrants into "Americans." The movement sought to assimilate the new immigrants in order to maintain national unity. The English language was viewed as the "glue" that bonded ethnically diverse groups. Consequently, language became the focus of the Americanization movement and English language education emerged as the chief goal. . . . By 1923, thirty-four states had enacted legislation restricting the use of languages other than English in schools.

States and the Federal Government also enacted laws to restrict language usage and require English proficiency for admission into the country, naturalization, and voting.

Fears fueling the Americanization movement subsided with passage of the Immigration Act of 1924, also referred to as the National Origins Act of 1924. The act was the first immigration law to place a permanent numerical limit on the number of immigrants permitted to enter the United States annually. It placed an annual ceiling of 150,000 per year on European immigration, completely barred Japanese immigration, and provided for the admission of immigrants based on the proportion of national origin groups that were in the United States according to the 1890 census. Because the national composition in 1890 was largely made up of immigrants of northern and western European descent, this final provision ensured a bias in favor of immigrants from these geographic areas. In the 1960s, the question of language rights resurfaced as an integral part of the civil rights movement with the passage of the Bilingual Education Act and the 1975 amendment to the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

Like earlier periods of heightened concern over language unity, the most recent drive to declare English the official national language follows a new wave of immigration. The modern Official English movement is fairly recent, claiming its genesis in Florida where, according to Professors Alejandro Portes and Alex Stepick, it was born of a grassroots movement of native whites reacting to the Mariel immigration crisis in 1980. Fearing that this newest wave of immigrants would refuse or find it unnecessary to learn English, this group, led by the newly created Citizens for Dade United, quickly mobilized to obtain the requisite petition support to place the language issue before Dade County voters in the 1980 election. The Official English referendum passed by an overwhelming majority, catching by surprise the Miami Cuban community, which, until that point, had never organized itself politically.

---

12 Fix and Passel, *Setting the Record Straight*, p. 10.
15 Only 4 weeks after registering itself as a political action group, Citizens for Dade United had gathered 44,166 signatures, nearly twice as many as needed, in its petition drive to bring the measure before the voters. Max Castro, "The Politics of Language in Miami," in Guillermo Grenier and Alex Stepick III, eds., *Miami Now! Immigration, Ethnicity and Social Change*, eds. (Gainesville: Univ. Press of Florida, 1992), p. 120.
16 Until 1960, Cuban exile politics had concentrated on strategies for returning to Cuba. In response to the perspective advanced by the antibilingual movement, Cuban American leaders mobilized politically and, by mid-decade, the
As a result of the success of Citizens for Dade United and the Dade County movement ordinance, the modern Official English movement was born.\textsuperscript{17} In 1981, Senator S.I. Hayakawa of California urged passage of an amendment to the U.S. Constitution declaring English the official language of the United States. Arguing for national unity and peace between different ethnic and language groups, Senator Hayakawa sought an unequivocal affirmation that the United States was an English-speaking nation.\textsuperscript{18} Legislation for an English-language amendment was thus introduced in both houses in 1981, 1983, and 1985.\textsuperscript{19}

Together with John Thantion, then director of the Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR), Senator Hayakawa created in 1983, U.S. English, a nonprofit, nonpartisan group that promotes the establishment of a common language in the United States.\textsuperscript{20} U.S. English lobbied Congress to pass Senator Hayakawa's English-language amendment, which would have repealed laws permitting ballots to be printed in other languages and limited bilingual education programs to brief transition courses designed to prepare students for instruction exclusively in English.\textsuperscript{21} While the English Language Amendment never passed in either the Senate or the House of Representatives, the Official English movement continued to grow, and between 1981 and 1990, 15 States adopted measures making English their official language.\textsuperscript{22}

**Federal Government Services in Languages Other than English**

Notwithstanding the increasing popularity of Official English measures in the 1980s, the Federal Government continued to provide information and services in languages other than English, either directly or through funding for State and local programs. The 1975 amendment to the Voting Rights Act, for example, requires written and spoken assistance for non-English speakers in counties where at least 5 percent of potential voters speak a single language other than English and where either English literacy in that community is below the average for the country as a whole or where English-language elections attract less than 50 percent of eligible voters.\textsuperscript{23} Language assistance is also provided for education through grants available through the Bilingual Education Act of 1968,\textsuperscript{24} the Emergency Immigrant Education Act of 1984,\textsuperscript{25} the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1963,\textsuperscript{26} and the Adult Education Act of 1966.\textsuperscript{27}

The Internal Revenue Service, Social Security Administration, Department of Education, Immigration and Naturalization Service, and other government and quasi-government agencies at Federal, State, and local levels have also taken measures to provide non-English speakers with

\textsuperscript{17} Portes and Stepick, *City on the Edge*, p. 161.


\textsuperscript{20} According to Daniel Bradfield of U.S. English, the group commands a nationwide membership in excess of 630,000, 46,000 of whom reside in Florida. Daniel Bradfield, Director of Political Field Operations, U.S. English, testimony, Hearing Before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Miami, FL, (hereafter cited as Miami Hearing), pp. 386–87. Mr. Bradfield identified two primary objectives of U.S. English: "One, to make English the official language of government at the Federal, State, and local levels. And, two, to guarantee all people of the United States the opportunity to learn English." Ibid., p. 386.

\textsuperscript{21} Lang, *The English Language Debate*, pp. 53–84.
information and services in their own languages. Some of these measures have drawn sharp criticism from Congress and private groups.

In 1994, the Internal Revenue Service printed and distributed 500,000 tax forms in Spanish as part of a test program. Only 718 of the special forms were returned, and the IRS, under pressure from Congress and Official English groups, suspended the program. In another example, the INS office in Tucson, Arizona, conducted a swearing-in ceremony for U.S. citizenship in Spanish in July 1993. In response, Senator Lauch Faircloth of North Carolina introduced a bill seeking to prohibit further INS swearing-in ceremonies in languages other than English. Although Senator Faircloth's bill never passed, subsequent Official English bills, including the Bill Emerson English Language Empowerment Act passed in the House of Representatives in August 1996, also require citizenship ceremonies to be conducted only in English. Still, many of these programs, and their authorizing legislation, face repeal under bills pending before Congress.

Federal law also mandates foreign-language services in other contexts. Interpreters must be provided in Federal court proceedings and in examinations of aliens seeking to enter the United States for persons whose primary language is not English. Federally funded migrant and community health centers and alcohol abuse and treatment programs are also required to provide personnel who can speak the language of the clientele served. Pending legislation to officialize English may eliminate or modify some of these programs. However, the Language Education Act would exempt from the English requirement publication of documents designed to protect public health and safety.

Official English Bills Pending Before the U.S. Congress

The U.S. House of Representatives passed the Bill Emerson English Language Empowerment Act during the 104th Congress. The act declares English the official language of the Federal Government; requires all naturalization ceremonies to be conducted entirely in English; requires all official publications, including tax forms, to be in English; and repeals the bilingual ballot requirements of the Voting Rights Act. The act also reallocates savings achieved through the legislation to English classes for immigrants. The bill has been reintroduced in the 105th Congress. The new version, however, omits all reference to the Voting Rights Act.

In the 104th Congress, there were also two bills introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives, one in the U.S. Senate, and a House resolution to amend the Constitution to declare English the official language of the United States Government. The most restrictive of these was the proposed National Language Act of 1995, introduced by Representative Pete King of New York, which sought to repeal the Bilingual Education Act and the bilingual voting requirements of the Voting Rights Act, and to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to require all public ceremonies in which the oath of allegiance is administered to be conducted in English.

---

28 According to a recent search by the General Accounting Office (GAO), at least 45 Federal departments and agencies have issued documents relating to their operating mission and functions in foreign languages between 1990 and 1994. Of the agencies specifically named in the GAO document, the Social Security Administration, the Department of Health and Human Services, the Food and Drug Administration, the Department of Education, and the National Institutes of Health are the top five agencies issuing the greatest number of documents in a foreign language. GAO, letter to U.S. Sen. Richard C. Shelby and U.S. Reps. William F. Clinger, Jr., and Bill Emerson, Sept. 20, 1995.
29 The forms were published at a cost of $113,000. U.S. English, "Facts & Figures on Official English," undated.
exclusively in English. Representative King has indicated he will introduce another bill at the start of the 105th Congress that would abolish the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Bilingual Education. As of February 1997, no such bill had yet been introduced.

Unlike Representative King’s National Language Act of 1995 and the Declaration of Official Language Act of 1995, the English Language Empowerment Act of 1996 did not propose the abolition of bilingual education. Instead, it recommends that savings derived by the Federal Government from reforms under the act be used to teach English to non-English-proficient persons. In response to the officialization of English and in an effort to assist the naturalization of legal permanent residents who, because of their advanced age, may no longer be capable of passing naturalization exams in English, Representative Peter Blute of Massachusetts introduced a bill in September 1996 to amend the Immigration and Naturalization Act to waive the language and civics requirements for naturalization of persons who are over the age of 65 and who have legally resided in the United States for over 20 years.

Other measures have also sought to encourage the acquisition of English and other language skills. In January 1993, Representative Bill Emerson of Montana introduced legislation to amend the Internal Revenue Code by extending an income tax credit to employers for the cost of providing English-language instruction to their limited-English-proficient employees. House Concurrent Resolution 6, also proposed by Representative Emerson, encourages nonnative English speakers to learn English and to maintain fluency in their native language while retaining their individual heritage. The English Plus Resolution, reintroduced in the 105th Congress by Representative Jose Serrano of New York, encourages all Americans to become proficient in English and to acquire or maintain foreign-language skills. With the exception of the Bill Emerson English Language Empowerment Act and the English Plus Resolution, none of the other measures had been reintroduced in the 105th Congress as of February 1997.

Challenges to Official English Policies

To the extent courts have linked language to national origin, legislation establishing a national language, to the exclusion of other languages and at a disproportionate impact on language minorities, may face constitutional challenges. Twenty-two States have declared English their official language. Although most of the

49 Hernandez v. New York, 500 U.S. 352, 369 (1991) (noting that in some contexts proficiency in particular languages might be “treated as a surrogate for race”); Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974) (holding that the failure to provide special language assistance for children of foreign descent violates Title VI’s prohibition on discrimination on the basis of national origin); Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 396-99 (1922) (recognizing that the only children affected by a statute mandating English as the exclusive language were those of foreign origin); and Olague v. Russomoniello, 79 F. 2d 1111 (9th Cir. 1986) (recognizing that language can be a proxy for national origin). See also Cordero, Constitutional Limitations, pp. 25-35. 50 The following States have statutes or constitutional amendments declaring English their official language: Alabama—ALA. CONST. amend. 509 (1990); Arizone—ARIZ. CONST. art. XXVII, §§ 1-4 (1968); Arkansas—ARK. STAT. ANN. §§ 1-4-117 (1967); California—CAL. CONST. art. III, § 6 (1963); Colorado—COLO. CONST. art. II, § 30A (1968); Georgia—1986 Ga. Laws 529 (1966); Florida—FLA. CONST. art. II, § 9 (1968); Hawaii—HAWAII CONST. art. XV, § 4 (1978); Illinois—5 ILSCS 460/20 (1969); Indiana—IND. CODE Ch. 10 § 1 (1984); Kentucky—KY. REV. STAT. § 2.013 (1984); Louisiana—Louisiana Enabling Act, 2 U.S. Stat. 641 § 3 (1811); Mississippi—MISS. CODE ANN. § 3-5-31 (1967); Montana—MONT. CODE ANN. § 1-1-510 (1987); Nebraska—NEB. CONST. art. I, § 27 (1920); New Hampshire—N.H. RSA 3-
statutory or constitutional language of these State enactments is largely symbolic, one State, Arizona, has faced and lost a challenge to its restrictive Official English law. An Arizona State constitutional amendment passed by ballot initiative in 1988 provided not only that “English is the official language of the State of Arizona,” but also that the “State and all of [its] political subdivisions”—defined as including “all government officials and employees during the performance of government business”—“shall act in English and no other language.”

In Yniguez v. Arizonans for Official English, an Arizona State government employee brought an action against the State and State officials seeking an injunction against enforcement of Arizona’s Official English amendment. The Latina plaintiff handled medical malpractice claims asserted against the State, regularly speaking Spanish to monolingual Spanish speakers and a combination of Spanish and English to bilingual claimants. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals found the amendment unconstitutionally overbroad and violative of the first amendment. The court ruled that language is often a “close proxy for national origin, and restrictions on the use of languages may mask discrimination against specific national origin groups or, more generally, conceal nativist sentiment.” In addition, the court found troubling the extremely restrictive nature of the Arizona statute. Unlike languages that encourage immigrants to learn English, the Arizona statute simply prohibits the use of other languages. Declaring the law unconstitutional, the court stated:

Tolerance of difference—whether difference in language, religion, or culture more generally—does not ultimately exact a cost. To the contrary, the diverse and multicultural character of our society is widely recognized as being among our greatest strengths. Recognizing this, we have not, except for rare repressive statutes . . . tried to compel immigrants to give up their native language; instead, we have encouraged them to learn English. The Arizona restriction on language provides no encouragement, however, only compulsion: as such, it is unconstitutional.

Opponents of a national Official English policy argue that at least some of the bills pending before Congress may encounter the same constitutional challenge faced by Arizona. According to these advocates, laws seeking to restrict the government’s ability to use languages other than English violate the civil rights of non-English speakers in three ways:

1. By denying non-English speakers equal access to government. Restrictions or limits on language assistance in the areas of voting, education, social security, and health services would infringe upon important (and, in some instances, fundamental) rights. Official English laws that seek to preempt inconsistent State and Federal laws exclude “language minorities from equal participation in the normal political process and impose upon them special burdens not placed on other groups who are free to seek favorable legislation at the local level. Barring such a discrete minority from equal access to the political process violates equal protection.”


Arizona’s challenged law provides, in part, that “This State and all political subdivisions of this State shall act in English and in no other language.” ARIZ. CONST. art. XXVIII, § 3(1)(a).


2. By prohibiting the government from communicating with its citizens in a language other than English, these laws would violate the first amendment rights of elected officials and public employees.\(^\text{40}\)

3. By fostering anti-immigrant intolerance and exacerbating ethnic tensions in fostering assumptions based on false and disparaging stereotypes about immigrants.\(^\text{41}\)

Supporters of an official language policy counter that, rather than threatening the American tradition of diversity, a common language would preserve that tradition by serving as a unifying bond.\(^\text{42}\) They also maintain that lack of English proficiency is sustained by governmental "linguistic welfare" policies that encourage dependency on multilingual government services so long as these services continue to be available. The cost of providing such services in languages other than English should be reallocated to teaching limited-English-proficient persons English. Elimination of bilingual ballots, bilingual education, and multilingual government services would also save money that could be used to teach English to nonspeakers\(^\text{43}\) and eliminate present unfunded State mandates.\(^\text{44}\)

In addition, according to Daniel Bradfield of U.S. English, "[g]overnment-mandated multilingualism simply does not work. While such policies might be designed to be inclusive, in reality they are separatist in nature."\(^\text{45}\) The role of the government in negotiating language diversity within a democracy, Mr. Bradfield testified, is to unite, not to divide:

The job of government, at all levels, is to foster and advance the common good. The one absolutely certain way of bringing a nation or state to ruin, or preventing all possibility of its continuing to grow, would be to permit it to become a tangle of squabbling nationalities. A state with an official policy of advancing our common language, English, is preferable to a state divided by linguistic factions.\(^\text{46}\)

Finally, Mr. Bradfield noted that "over the long term a common language is imperative to sustaining a unified yet diverse society." Moreover, he added, "[i]t is impractical, divisive, and costly for government business to be conducted in more than one language."\(^\text{47}\)

Origins of the Official English Movement in Dade County and Florida

The history of Official English in Dade County is coterminous with that of the modern national movement. The 1980 antibilingualism campaign in Dade County was a spontaneous, local phenomenon, but it had important national implications.\(^\text{48}\) As discussed earlier in this chapter, the present-day Official English movement was conceived with the passage of a Dade County ordinance in 1980 declaring English the official language of local government.\(^\text{49}\) The "antibilingualism ordinance," as it was called, was passed by a vote of 60 percent and imposed the following requirements on local government operations:

- It prohibited the expenditure of Dade County funds for the purpose of using any language other than English or promoting any culture other than that of the United States.
- It required all county governmental meetings, hearings, and publications to be in English only.\(^\text{50}\)

The ordinance was subsequently amended in 1984 to allow for the provision of emergency services (including police, fire, ambulance, and hurricane-preparedness services), medical services to the county hospital and other medical facilities, voter information, tourism and trade

---

\(^{40}\) McCain, 593 U.S. 385 (1989) ([hereafter cited as Chen, written testimony, "Civil Liberties Implications"]). Daniel Bradfield disagrees. He testified before the Commission that "a common language allows persons, regardless of their individual native language, to participate on an equal basis with all others in society." Bradfield Testimony, \textit{Miami Hearing}, p. 299.

\(^{41}\) Karen Narasaki, Executive Director, Asian Pacific American Legal Consortium, Testimony Before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, \textit{Federal News Service}, Dec. 6, 1996.

\(^{42}\) Chen, written testimony, "Civil Liberties Implications."


\(^{44}\) Ibid.

\(^{45}\) Ibid., p. 296.

\(^{46}\) Ibid., p. 299.


\(^{49}\) Ibid.

\(^{50}\) Ibid.
information, and essential services to the aged and disabled, in their own language.\textsuperscript{71}

Led by the group Citizens for Dade United, supporters of Official English amended the Florida Constitution in 1988 to include a clause declaring English the State’s official language.\textsuperscript{72} Eighty-four percent of Florida voters voted in favor of the amendment in the November 1988 election.\textsuperscript{73} Florida thus became the 18th State to declare English its official language.\textsuperscript{74}

That Dade County was the birthplace of the Official English movement is not surprising, given the context of the historical impact of Latin American immigrants, and thus of language, in Miami. In the 1960s and 1970s,\textsuperscript{75} key institutions in Miami adopted significant language policies that represented a substantial departure from those adopted by their counterparts in other parts of the country in which large populations of Hispanic immigrants or native minorities lived. In general, the policies adopted in Miami tended to be more accommodating of the linguistic and cultural background of the newcomers, due, at least in part, to the higher educational and economic status of Miami’s immigrants.\textsuperscript{76} As noted by Max Castro, professor of sociology, North-South Center, University of Mi-ami, in his essay, “The Politics of Language in Miami”:

What was so unusual about Spanish in Miami was not that it was so often spoken, but that it was so often heard. In Los Angeles, by contrast, Spanish remained a language only barely registered by the Anglo population, part of the ambient noise: the language spoken by the people who worked in the car wash, trimmed the trees, and cleared the tables in restaurants. In Miami, Spanish was spoken by the people who ate in the restaurants and owned the cars and the trees. On the socioauditory scale, this contrast made a considerable difference.\textsuperscript{77}

The three most significant language-related policies in this regard were the institution of bilingual education in the Dade County Public Schools in 1963, the declaration of Metropolitan Dade County as officially bilingual and bicultural in 1973, and the publication of the Spanish daily, \textit{El Herald}, beginning in 1976.\textsuperscript{78}

The first modern bilingual program in a United States public school was founded in Dade County in 1963. The pioneer program, at the Coral Way Elementary School, was a two-way maintenance program designed to teach English to native Spanish speakers, and to assist them in maintaining their Spanish-language skills, while simultaneously teaching Spanish to native English-speaking students. This bilingual education model was subsequently implemented in some other schools in the Dade County system. The Dade County bilingual program, while limited, was a model for programs that would be adopted later in other parts of the country.\textsuperscript{79}

A decade later, in 1973, the Dade County Commission (which, at the time, did not have any Hispanic members) declared the county officially bilingual and bicultural. The declaration specifically identified Spanish as the second official language and created a division of bilingual and bicultural affairs.\textsuperscript{80}

\textsuperscript{71} Ordinance No. 84-84, Code of Metropolitan Dade County (1984). See also \textit{The English Language Debate}, p. 19.

\textsuperscript{72} Florida’s Official English declaration was by constitutional amendment, which provides simply: “Section 9. English is the Official Language of Florida “(a) English is the official language of the state of Florida. “(b) The Legislature shall have the power to enforce this section by appropriate legislation.” FLA. CONST., art. II, § 9. See also Portes and Stepick, \textit{City on the Edge}, p. 161.

\textsuperscript{73} Portes and Stepick, \textit{City on the Edge}, p. 161.

\textsuperscript{74} As of Nov. 29, 1995, 22 States have enacted Official English laws. See attachment to letter dated Nov. 29, 1995, from Leah Simone, Legislative Assistant, U.S. English, to Stephanie Y. Moore, Deputy General Counsel, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

\textsuperscript{75} Between 1960 and 1980, the Hispanic population of metropolitan Miami increased by 185 percent, from 20,000 to 50,000 residents. By 1970, metropolitan Miami’s Hispanic population had grown to almost 300,000, a 485 percent increase from 1960. See Metro-Dade Planning Department, Research Division, \textit{Dade County Facts} (Miami: Metropolitan Dade County Government, 1980), cited in Portes and Stepick, \textit{City on the Edge}, table 8, p. 211.


\textsuperscript{78} Ibid., p. 115.

\textsuperscript{79} Bilingual education in Dade County is discussed in greater detail in sec. III of this chapter.

\textsuperscript{80} Among the reasons cited for the resolution was that “a large and growing percentage of Dade County is of Spanish origin . . . many of whom have retained the culture and language of their native lands, [and therefore] encounter special difficulties communicating with governmental agencies and officials.” The resolution also held that “our Spanish-speaking population has earned, through its ever increasing share of the tax burden, and active participation in
Another important acknowledgment of the new linguistic reality was made by the *Miami Herald*, when it began publishing a daily Spanish-language edition, *El Herald*, in 1976. The *Miami Herald* thus became the only major daily metropolitan newspaper in the United States to publish a daily edition in Spanish. By creating *El Herald*, the *Miami Herald*, a leading business institution, civic actor, and editorial voice in Miami, made a decision based largely on business considerations, but which has had important symbolic, political, and economic implications. For whatever reasons, the Miami establishment had found it necessary not only to listen to the newcomers, but also to speak to them in their native language. The decision paid off. So high has the demand for Spanish media grown over the last two decades since the *Miami Herald*’s Spanish version was introduced, that south Florida’s Spanish-language market currently sustains the second largest expenditure for media advertising in the nation.

"Thus," according to Professor Max Castro, "within the first two decades of massive Latin American immigration, three leading institutions in Miami—the public school system, the largest local governmental entity, and the leading communications media corporation—had made substantial commitments to some level of bilingualism and biculturalism." The looming prospect of a large Hispanic vote and growing Hispanic economic clout were, according to Professor Castro, significant factors in the decision to declare the county bilingual and bicultural.

The proliferation of these policies troubled some in the native Anglo population in Miami, who maintained that these policies rendered assimilation unnecessary and permitted immigrants from Latin America to dominate Miami without becoming fluent in English. Partially in response to these concerns, many whites left Miami, causing their representation in the Miami and Dade County population to drop from 82.8 percent in 1950 to 47.7 percent in 1980. Those who resisted the prominence of biculturalism and remained in Miami organized a movement to oppose the bilingual policies that had taken root. By 1980, the Official English movement began measures to roll back official bilingualism and biculturalism in Dade County and to reestablish English as the official language of Dade County government. Citizens for Dade United, a private organization formed in 1980 in response to the influx of approximately 125,000 Cuban refugees during the Mariel boatlift, found support in the community and led the movement to pass, with overwhelming support of non-Hispanic, white voters, the antibilingualism ordinance. Seventy-one percent of non-Hispanic whites supported the referendum, while only 44 percent of blacks and 15 percent of Hispanics favored it.

The antibilingualism ordinance remained in effect until May 1993, when the reformulated Dade County Commission voted unanimously for its repeal. Both Hispanic and African American groups supported the repeal, with the Spanish American League Against Discrimination (SALAD), the Miami chapter of the NAACP, and the New Miami Group (an organization designed to encourage black leadership in government and business) leading the drive to effectuate the process. Repeal of the ordinance was upheld by
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86 While the white, non-Hispanic population increased in raw numbers between 1950 and 1980, from 410,000 to 776,000, their relative representation of the population fell. See Portes and Stepick, *City on the Edge*, p. 211 (citing Metro-Dade Planning Department, Research Division, *Dade County Facts* (Miami: Metropolitan Dade County Government, 1990)).
87 Ibid., p. 119.
88 Castro, "The Politics of Language in Miami," p. 120.
89 Ibid.
91 Erik Johnson, "Metro Repeals Law Mandating English Only," *Miami Times*, May 20, 1993, p. 3A. According to T. Willard Fair, long-time president of the Urban League of Greater Miami, the acceptance of multilingualism among some members of the African American community is based upon the realities of "the demographics of the consumer market" in Dade County. T. Willard Fair, President, Urban League of Greater Miami, testimony, *Miami Hearing*, vol. 1, p. 142 (hereafter cited as Fair Testimony). Fair added, however, that "[a]s the community was having this debate about whether or not it ought to be English only or bilingual in its
the District Court of Appeal of Florida, Third District, which held, in part and without explanation, that repeal of the antibilingualism ordinance did not violate the Official English clause of the Florida Constitution.82

Response to Repeal of the Antibilingualism Ordinance

Supporters of the repeal heralded the unanimous Dade County Commission’s vote as a first, important step toward establishing a local government that was, for the first time in Dade County history, not only truly representative of its constituents, but also fully responsive to them.83 Opponents of the repeal construed the commission’s action differently. To them, the repeal was an example of the political power of the economically successful Cuban community in the Miami area.84

Some members of the African American community also express concern that native English speakers are becoming more entrenched in their isolation as masses of bilingual and monolingual Spanish speakers continue to grow.85 The black Haitian community, however, has a complex set of concerns. While the Haitian community in Miami has generally been silent in response to language policies, it also faces challenges in Spanish-speaking Miami. Guy Victor, director of the Haitian Refugee Center in Little Haiti, opines that most job opportunities in south Florida favor Spanish speakers.86 Haitians may also face greater opposition to speaking Creole on the job than workers who speak Spanish, according to Father Thomas Wencki, director of the Haitian Catholic Center in Little Haiti.87

Coupled with the rising tide of concern over the costs of immigration and the sustained influx of undocumented or illegal aliens, repeal of the antibilingualism ordinance has fueled the move to enact measures in Florida aimed at decreasing the levels of immigration to the State and forcing those already there to assimilate quickly. Joining forces with the well-established Citizens for Dade United, Floridians for Immigration Control and the Florida 187 Committee, Inc., were founded after the repeal to support a ballot initiative that would, among other things, prohibit any local government in Florida from declaring itself bilingual.88 As part of that edict, all State and local government services, except emergency services, would be provided in English, and anyone applying to work for State or local government would be required to pass an English-proficiency test.89 Although the Florida 187 Committee, Inc., failed to collect enough signatures to place the initiative on the November 1996 ballot, the group intends to continue efforts to place the initiative before Florida voters in 1998.90 Opponents of this ballot initiative question its constitutionality under Dade County’s home rule charter.91

Impact of Repealing the Antibilingualism Ordinance

Dade County’s antibilingualism ordinance

nature, that was not a debate that was honored, nor discussed in any intensities, in the black community here in Dade County.” Ibid., p. 182.
82 Martin v. Metro. Dade County, 637 So. 2d 313 (Fla. App. 3 Dist. 1994).
83 Oswaldo Soto, President, Spanish American League Against Discrimination (SALAD), telephone interview, Aug. 14, 1996 (hereafter cited as Soto Interview).
86 Guy Victor, Haitian Refugee Center, telephone interview, Aug. 8, 1996.
87 Father Thomas Wencki, Haitian Catholic Center, telephone interview, Aug. 3, 1996.
88 Elliot Kleinberg, “Boca Group Touts Amendments to Stem Flood of Immigration,” Palm Beach Post, May 5, 1996, p. 1A. The proposed measure will: (a) seek to cut all funds for undocumented immigrants; (b) seek to cut all public education for undocumented immigrants; (c) require mandatory reporting by school, city, and county administrators of suspected undocumented aliens to the INS; and (d) prohibit any State, city, or local government from proclaiming itself bilingual and requiring that all government operations, except for emergency services, be conducted in English. Sergio Bustos, “2nd Drive Focuses on Aliens,” Orlando Sentinel, May 5, 1996, p. C1; Rick Barry, “Amendment Backers Pen Hopes on Voters,” Tampa Tribune, Jan. 17, 1996, p. 1.
89 Under the measure, Florida would be required to develop a test to ensure English proficiency. Government employees who could not pass the test could lose their jobs. Rick Barry, “FLA 187 Targets Governments; Proposed Amendment Orders Workers to Use Only English,” Tampa Tribune, Feb. 5, 1996, p. 1.
91 Soto Interview.
prohibited funding of projects that involved the use of a language other than English or the promotion of any culture other than that of the United States. It also required all county governmental meetings, hearings, and publications to be in English exclusively. 102 So broad was the original ordinance that it barred Dade County from advertising tourism in Spanish (or other languages) in foreign countries and made it unlawful for zoo signs to identify the animals by their Latin names. 103 In 1984, the ordinance was amended to allow certain exceptions for promoting tourism, providing medical and emergency services, and serving the elderly and the disabled. 104 The breadth of the 1984 amendment to the ordinance made its repeal in 1993 largely symbolic. 105

Nevertheless, repeal of the ordinance brought challenges about the costs to the county of providing services in several languages. 106 Officially, repeal of the ordinance reauthorized the county to consider and implement policy regarding the use of languages other than English in conducting business, including the use of county funds for the provision of services in languages other than English. 107 The repeal also authorized the use of translators at the Dade County Commission and other local government meetings, and authorized press releases and other information describing county reports in languages other than English. 108 Perhaps the most significant impact of the repeal was that Dade County service providers were once again permitted to address and assist the public in languages other than English. Prior to the repeal, Dade County workers were not permitted to address the public in a language other than English, even if the workers were fluent in the languages spoken by those seeking assistance from them. 109

Supporters of national Official English policies cite the costs of multilingualism to State and Federal governments as one important reason for eliminating services in other languages. 110 According to statistics compiled by U.S. English, Los Angeles and cities in Texas spend millions annually to provide services or translations to non-English speakers. 111 In Dade County, however, the cost of providing government services to the largest non-English-speaking populations is lower. According to Arthur Telee, then chairperson, Dade County Commission, Dade County’s diversity keeps the cost of providing multilingual services lower than in other areas of the country where the language minority populations are smaller. 112 Whereas less diverse geographical areas may face greater challenges in their search for multilingual service providers, Dade County’s diversity means that job applicant pools and existing service providers are already saturated with persons who speak more than English. 113 As a result, it is not a challenge to hire bilingual workers for departments that have direct contact with the community. Dade County does not maintain statistics on the language ability of its employees, however. 114

Dade County also does not maintain statistics
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103 Ibid.
104 Ordinance No. 84–84, Code Of Metropolitan Dade County (1984), and Florida’s Official English Amendment, p. 896.
106 Rohter, “Repeal is Likely for ‘English Only’ Policy in Miami.”
107 Joaquin G. Avino, Dade County Manager, memorandum to the Dade County Board of County Commissioners, May 15, 1993; Diana Leland, Budget Coordinator, Dade County Office of Management and Budget, telephone interview, Aug. 15, 1996 (hereafter cited as Leland Interview).
108 Leland Interview.
111 Attachment to letter from Leah Simone, U.S. English, to Stephanie Y. Moore, Deputy General Counsel, Nov. 29, 1995.
113 According to Chairperson Telee “[I]f we were in Hot Springs, Arkansas, . . . providing . . . services in Spanish, or in Creole . . . would be an identifiable cost, but here [in Miami], many of these costs are not really identifiable.” Telee Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. II, p. 250. Such cost containment in areas with large linguistically diverse communities is also manifested in efforts to comply with Federal law. According to a study by GAO, most jurisdictions incur no additional costs in providing bilingual oral assistance required by the Voting Rights Act because they hire no additional workers. Instead, they seek to find poll workers who are able to converse in the covered minority language. In addition, the publication costs of providing bilingual written assistance may also decline over time. GAO, Bilingual Voting Assistance: Costs of and Use During the 1984 General Election, GAO/CGD–86–134 BR (September 1986).
on governmentwide costs of multilingual services. The Dade County Communications Department does, however, maintain statistics on publication and translation costs. Since repeal of the ordinance, Dade County has spent $305,171 and $318,145 in translators' salaries, printing, advertising, and broadcasting to the Spanish- and Haitian Creole-speaking communities during fiscal years 1993–1994 and 1994–1995, respectively. In fiscal year 1994–1995, these costs equaled 9 percent of the communications department budget and 0.01 percent of Dade County's entire operating budget.

**Impact of Immigration and Language Policies on Racial and Ethnic Tensions**

From the beginning, languages have bound and separated groups. According to a report by the Ford Foundation entitled, "Changing Relations: Newcomers and Established Residents in U.S. Communities":

Beyond segregation and social distance, it should come as no surprise that communication—language—stands out as the most important feature of interactions among newcomers and established residents. Language binds and separates. Patterns of language usage often express power relations. But they also reveal individual and collective perceptions of the human experience. Language serves throughout diverse communities as a source of intergroup conflict, tension, and distance. Creating institutional settings for language acquisition, however, also provides a source of shared interests, an opportunity for interaction and a purpose behind cooperation.

In southern Florida, the proximate existence of statistically significant, unique ethnic groups makes the debate over language a daily reality in all aspects of life, including employment, education, and the political process. According to the 1990 census, 57.4 percent of Dade County's residents speak a language other than English at home. Spanish is the language most widely spoken at home, spoken by 50.1 percent of the total population, followed by English (spoken in 42.6 percent of homes), Haitian Creole (3.8 percent), Yiddish (0.4 percent), German (0.4 percent), Italian (0.3 percent), and Portuguese (0.2 percent). About 45 percent of the county's residents were born in a foreign country, and only 42.6 percent speak English at home.

Such ingrained linguistic diversity sometimes leads to intergroup friction. Language conflicts in Dade County are manifested through intergroup and intragroup competition, barriers to communication, and political struggles. Language can generate tension by intentionally or unintentionally isolating groups from one another. It can also lead to conflict as a tool of social authority and dominance. According to Joanne Bretzer, a doctoral candidate in political

118 Ibid., pp. 249–50.
119 Nancy Fuente, Dade County Communications Department, memorandum to Marilyn Wall, Office of Management and Budget, Aug. 23, 1996.
115 In Genesis' account of the 'Tower of Babel', languages were created to divide groups and impede communication: "The Lord came down to see the city and tower, which mortals had built. And the Lord said, "Look, they are one people, and they have all one language; and this is only the beginning of what they will do; nothing that they propose to do will now be impossible for them. Come, let us go down, and confuse their language there, so that they will not understand one another's speech. So the Lord scattered them abroad from there over the face of all the earth, and they left off building the city." Genesis 11.
121 The City of St. Petersburg Beach considered a resolution to declare English the city's official language during its meeting in September 1996. In response to opposition by city residents, the resolution was pulled from the agenda without further debate. Leonora Minasi, "Commission Table Sets English-Only Issue," St. Petersburg Times, Oct. 3, 1996, p. 4B.
124 Ibid.
125 The "Changing Relations" report cites as an example of this clash in a meeting held to improve interethnic relations. A Latino man with a heavy Spanish accent addressed the group. After a couple of minutes, an elderly African American woman, a grassroots leader, got up and walked out, saying in an angry tone, "I can't understand him! I can't understand him!" Bach, "Changing Relations," p. 38.
science at the University of Washington at the time of her essay, "Language, Power, and Identity in Multiethnic Miami," "the choice of language in Miami—and it is often a matter of choice—can be an everyday act of resistance." Bilingualists exercise their choice to use English over Spanish (or vice versa) as a means of demonstrating dominance over monolingual groups. Even within ethnic groups, choice of language represents authority and rebellion among different generations.

While the debate over language affects all of Dade County's linguistic groups, the most common source of friction is between Spanish speakers and native English speakers, who each claim to suffer the greater harm from language policies favoring the other. Monolingual English speakers are also concerned that the Hispanic-run government of Dade County is isolating and excluding non-Spanish-speaking residents. Included in this group are some members of the African American community of Dade County, who express concern that these policies lead to politics of exclusion that heighten the level of tensions that already exist between the Hispanic and African American communities in Miami due to economic disparities and competition for resources.

Spanish-speaking residents argue that measures to declare English the official, sole language of government or the exclusive language of the workplace are discriminatory attempts to stifle the cultural expression and full participation of Hispanics in a county where they constitute almost 50 percent of the population. Monolingual English speakers claim that Spanish is a de facto requirement for employment in most service-sector jobs. Bilingual workers, on the other hand, believe their language skills, which often translate into additional responsibilities at work, should be compensated through additional pay.

There are differing views in Dade County over the question of language requirements for public employment. Then-Chairperson of the Dade County Commission Arthur Teele testified that Dade County government has safeguards to ensure that language is not a criterion for employment in the public sector. According to statistics compiled by the Metro Dade County Equal Employment Opportunity Board, in 1994, Metropolitan Dade County had a work force that was 29.8 percent white, 34.9 percent black, and 33.8 percent Hispanic. It is not possible to assess how many of these employees speak two or more languages, however, because no statistics are maintained on the language capacities of government employees.


127 Ibid. See also Bach, "Changing Relations" (Young bicultural Hispanics, often second-generation immigrants, use language as a form of authority and status over their monolingual or limited-English-proficient elders).

129 According to Adora Nwese, a member of the Miami-Dade Branch of the NAACP, the emphasis on Spanish, as opposed to the many other languages spoken in south Florida, fuels racial and ethnic tension unlike any other topic currently affecting Dade County. Adora Nwese, member, Miami-Dade Branch, NAACP, telephone interview, Aug. 4, 1996. See also, "As Hispanic Presence Grows, So Does Black Anger"; Harold Long, Jr., Chairperson, Metro Miami Action Plan, testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. II, p. 418 (hereafter cited as Long Testimony).

120 Soto Interview. 1990 Census, Summary Tape File 1A.

121 According to Mr. Teele: "I have worked to try to ensure that as we hire people that we look more toward multiculturalism and diversity in our work force, as something that we think is very, very important. But I can categorically state that the policies, the process and the safeguards from an affirmative action officer to an equal employment office, including an independent review panel, . . . which reviews these types [of complaints], would prohibit and safeguard against hiring people with a language bias in the public sector." Teele Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. II, p. 275. These safeguards against language bias in county hiring were requested of Mr. Teele through letters dated Oct. 24, 1995 and Dec. 13, 1995 but were not provided.

122 Approximately 1.5 percent of its work force was characterized as belonging to a racial group other than those listed above. Metro-Dade County Equal Employment Opportunity Survey 1974 and 1994, Metro Dade County Twenty-Year Overview: 1974–1994, submitted by Harold Long, Jr., Chairperson, Metro Miami Action Plan. Based on the racial composition of Dade County in 1990, blacks are the only racial group that is overrepresented in county government jobs. According to 1990 census data, non-Hispanic whites constitute 30.2 percent, Hispanics constitute 49.2 percent, and blacks constitute 20.5 percent of the Dade County population. Source: 1990 Census, tables 5 and 6.

123 Teele Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. II, p. 272. An informal poll of county employees conducted in fall 1996 found that employees speak 43 languages fluently. Chief among these were English (spoken fluently by 63 percent of respondents) and Spanish (30.8 percent). The remaining 6 percent of employees who speak other languages include French (56) and Creole (25) speakers. See Maria Saunders, "Diversity Survey Broadens Insights," Metro-Dade County Communi-
Other community leaders posit that bilingualism is a requirement for many jobs in Dade County. Harold Long, Jr., chairperson, Metro Miami Action Plan Trust, testified that many jobs in Dade County (public and private) have express or implicit language requirements. These requirements, he argues, have "hindered many African Americans seeking jobs in the open market." State Representative Kendrick Meek also notes that while many Dade County jobs require Spanish fluency, Dade County schools do not impose uniform Spanish-language requirements for students.

Language in the public sector work force is also inspiring a new debate about compensation. The U.S. Treasury Department released regulations outlining an awards program for multilingual Customs Service officers. Under the program, Customs officers who use their foreign-language skills on the job to communicate with non-English-speaking travelers are eligible to receive a financial reward equaling up to 5 percent of the employee's base pay. The Treasury Department guidelines were released, in part, under pressure from U.S. Customs Service inspectors in Miami who threatened to stop speaking Spanish or other languages on the job. Supporters of Official English in Dade County assert that use of languages other than English should be discouraged, rather than compensated. Proponents of the extra compensation argue that paying for language skills is an acknowledgment that language skills are important, valuable tools in the United States' work force.

Although such opposing views on language and job opportunities are a source of tension in Dade County in their own right, language by itself is not usually the isolated cause of overt conflict. Several witnesses testified that language by itself is not a source of racial or ethnic tension. Rather, community concerns over poverty, inequality, and discrimination are inaccurately attributed to language. According to former Dade County Commission Chairperson Arthur Teele:

[L]anguage clearly is perceived to be a problem, particularly for those who are suffering from an economic and, perhaps, even a social dilemma, or ostracization, on both sides . . . . Once you recognize that there is a problem, which I firmly believe is unemployment in this county, then all these other factors become a part of the debate, but they are not really the debate. If there were enough jobs to go around, in my judgment, language would not be an issue at all.

Osvaldo Soto, president, Spanish American League Against Discrimination, agreed: "We don't think, really, that in Dade County language is a real problem. Yes, there are people who complain. I think that unemployment, discrimination in other areas, sometimes bring out the problem of language."

For the monolingual, native-born population, then, language may be simply the most obvious link between immigrants and the fundamental concerns they raise over politics, economics, and social hierarchy. Legislatong monolingualism

American League Against Discrimination. It is noteworthy that Osvaldo Soto, president, Spanish American League Against Discrimination, acknowledged through his testimony that requests for extra pay on the basis of language abilities would create problems for Dade County's Hispanic community.

According to the "Changing Relations" report, "Even in Miami, where tensions between groups sometimes reach a flashpoint, a conference of community leaders convened by the Cuban American National Planning Council concluded that although Black and non-Hispanic leaders found language differences and mass immigration to be sources of tension, they did not consider them the most critical issues dividing the community." Bach, "Changing Relations," pp. 36–37.


See generally Bretzer, "Language, Power, and Identity in Multilingual Miami" ("[Language] has become a metaphor for everything from the decline of the schools to the rampaging growth of a frighteningly alien metropolis, a sentiment captured by Senator S. I. Hayakawa when he said, "The issue is
becomes a way to restore order over these institutions and equalize access to resources.\textsuperscript{145}

Regardless of the relative merits on either side of the debate, the results of pending measures to establish English as the official national language or to preclude Florida and local governments from declaring themselves multilingual will likely draw legal challenges and social tension among groups. Heightened levels of immigration concerns over global competitiveness and relaxation of trade barriers, and the renewed examination of entitlements in the broader context of Federal deficit spending have exhumed the debate between “Americanization” and multiculturalism. Federal and State governments must continue an active role in responding to the public’s concern about the process for absorbing newcomers and addressing the challenge this process can pose for the native and newly arrived populations.

\textbf{Section II: Language Policies in Private Employment}

\textbf{Immigration and the Growth in Workplace Language Policies}

The easing in 1965 of national origin limits on Asian and Latin American immigration has resulted in “an influx of non-European newcomers unrivaled since the turn of the century. From 1981 to 1990, Asians made up 37% of all immigrants, compared with 6% in the ‘50’s, and Latin American and Caribbean natives were 47% of the total, compared with 25% three decades ago.” In what some civil rights groups say is a reaction to these recent waves of immigrants whose primary language is not English, a growing number of private businesses are requiring that their employees speak English on the job. These “English-only” policies generally bar the use of languages other than English during employees’ work time in all areas of the workplace and in some cases during employees’ breaks and lunch hours as well. The result has been a sharp jump in the number of charges of employment discrimination on the basis of national origin at the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). In 1992, 14,394 complaints were filed, up 30 percent from the 11,114 filed in 1989.\textsuperscript{146} According to published accounts, in south Florida, the Spanish American League Against Discrimination (SALAD) has recently had more than 50 active cases, most of which address language problems where workers claim they were fired for not speaking English.\textsuperscript{147}

There is disagreement about whether English-only rules are motivated primarily by racial or national origin discrimination or whether such provisions reflect employer efforts to manage appropriately the workplace.\textsuperscript{148} Daniel Bradfield of U.S. English, which advocates English as the official language of the United States, emphasized in testimony before the Commission that his organization’s efforts affects government

\textsuperscript{145} Catherine Yang, “In Any Language, It’s Unfair,” \textit{Business Week}, June 21, 1993, p. 110. It is difficult to determine the number of national origin charges that are based on employer language policies, because neither the EEOC nor State and local fair employment agencies that may also enforce Federal law (as well as their own fair employment laws) keep statistics on the various bases for national origin charges. Their computer-generated data only track the number of national origin charges. Additionally, some complaints combine national origin and race discrimination charges, or are lumped together with other individual cases. Seth Mydanas, “Pressure for English-Only Job Rules Stirring Sharp Debate Across U.S.,” \textit{New York Times}, Aug. 8, 1990, p. 12A; Manuel Roa, “Companies Set Up Programs To Teach Workers To Get Along,” \textit{Miami Review}, Jan. 22, 1993, p. 12A; Marcos Regalado, Director, Dade County Equal Opportunity Board, testimony, \textit{Miami Hearing}, vol. I, pp. 159-60 (hereafter cited as Regalado Testimony). Complaints about national origin and race, however, topped the numbers of complaints received in 1992 and are expected to increase, according to Halia Pico, special assistant to the EEOC’s Miami District Director. See Roa, “Companies Set Up Programs.”


\textsuperscript{147} Federal courts, however, have generally held that employer’s proffered reasons for English-only work rules meet the business necessity test. See, e.g., Jurado v. Eleven-Fifty Corp., 813 F.3d 1406, 1410–11 (9th Cir. 1987); Flores v. Hartford Police Dept., 25 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 180, 186 (D. Conn. 1981).
policies only. Mr. Bradfield attributed occasional racial motivation for support of official English provisions to "special interest political groups that use the issue to benefit their own existence and their own organization."  

In areas with a significant population whose primary language is not English, such as south Florida, there have also appeared charges by non-English-speaking employees or job applicants that an employer's bilingual (usually Spanish) requirement discriminated against monolingual, English-speaking, U.S.-born employees. In Dade County, 57 percent of the population speak a language other than English. It is "the most bilingual area in the nation, according to a 1994 Census Bureau Report. Broward and Palm Beach counties also have far more than the national average of non-English speakers... about one in five. Many jobs in Dade, Broward and Palm Beach County require a second language. In some neighborhoods across the region, grocery clerks, barbers, and garbage workers simply must be bilingual to do their work."  

Workplace language policies or requirements in south Florida, both English only and bilingual, are a source of racial and ethnic tension in the area. Terence Connor, a prominent employment attorney in Dade County and coauthor of the Employment Handbook for Dade County Employers, says that it "is clearly a point of social friction in this town. No question about it." English-only cases are more numerous in Dade County, and none of the bilingual cases has thus far reached the public hearing stage. Just north in Broward County, however, most of the language complaints are from English-speaking individuals upset with an employer's requirement that employees be bilingual. It is "a very significant source of racial and ethnic tension in Broward County," according to Gloria Battle, the director of the Human Rights Division of Broward County. As she explained it, the common sentiment expressed is something along the lines of the following: "I was born in America. There is no reason why I should have to speak another language [besides English] in order to get a job here."  

Demographic trends would seem to indicate that workplace language policies will only increase in the future. Census data released in October 1995 showed that about 1 in 10 Americans is Hispanic. A higher birth rate and the entry of about 2 million Hispanic immigrants spurred far higher growth rates for Hispanics than for the rest of the U.S. population. Hispanics will constitute 13.5 percent of the population by the year 2010, surpassing African Americans (about 12 percent) and thus becoming the country's largest ethnic minority. In relative terms, Asians are also a fast growing minority in the U.S.; currently barely 3 percent of the population, they are expected to grow to 6 percent by

---

149 The 1980 Dade County "antibilingual" ordinance, discussed in the preceding section, by its own terms imposed language restrictions only on county government. The director of the Dade County Equal Opportunity Board testified, however, that while the 1980 ordinance had no legal effect upon the private sector, "our experience...[was that] some employers saw it as...a green light to tell their employees now we have this antibilingual ordinance, and started initiating some policies that could be perceived as discriminatory in terms of language." Regalado Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. I, p. 161.  
152 Charles Strouse, "Language Issue Speaks To All of South Florida; Experts Say Problem Can Unite or Divide," Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel, Jan. 21, 1996, p. 1A.  
153 Terence G. Connor, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, Miami, FL, former chairman, Florida Bar Labor and Employment Law Section, testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. I, p. 300 (hereafter cited as Connor Testimony). Mr. Connor maintains, however, that area employers are successfully dealing with the workplace language issue. Ibid., p. 156.  
155 Battle Interview.  
156 For 1995, 10.4 percent of the population was Hispanic; for 1996, the figure was 10.7 percent. U.S. Department of Commerces, Bureau of the Census, Population Division, United States Population Estimates by Age, Sex, Race and Hispanic Origin: 1990 to 1996 (PPL-57), table "Resident Population of the United States: Estimates by Sex, Race, and Hispanic Origin with Median Age." See also Mimi Whitefield, "1 in 10 in U.S. is Hispanic, Survey Shows," Miami Herald, Oct. 6, 1995, p. 1C.  
2015. By the year 2050, immigration patterns and differences in birth rates, combined with an overall slowdown in population growth, will produce a country in which Hispanics make up 24.5 percent of the population, up from the current 10.2 percent. Asians will make up 8.2 percent, an increase from the current 3.3 percent. The percentage of the non-Hispanic black population will remain relatively stable, rising to 13.6 percent by 2050 from the current 12 percent, while non-Hispanic whites will constitute 53 percent of the population, down from 74 percent today. More than 31.8 million people in the United States speak languages other than English at home, according to the 1990 U.S. census. This represents a dramatic 36 percent increase from the 1980 census figure of 23.1 million non-English speakers. Of these 31.8 million non-English speakers, 17.3 million (54.4 percent) speak Spanish, 1.7 million French (5.3 percent), 1.5 million German (4.7 percent), 1.3 million Italian (4.1 percent), and 1.2 million (3.8 percent) speak various Chinese dialects. From 1980 to 1990, the number of people who speak Spanish increased 56 percent and the number of Chinese speakers grew 109 percent.

The immigration boom has particularly affected south Florida. Half of Florida's foreign-born residents live in Dade County, and approximately 45 percent of the people in the county are foreign born. Nearly half the population (49.2 percent) is Hispanic. Cubans constitute 59.2 percent of Hispanics in Dade County (and 29.1 percent of the general population); Puerto Ricans, 7.6 percent (3.8 percent); Mexicans, 2.4 percent (1.2 percent); and other Hispanics, 30.8 percent (15.4 percent). White non-Hispanics make up 30.2 percent of the population in Dade County; non-Hispanic African Americans, 19.1 percent; Asian or Pacific Islanders, 1.3 percent; American Indians, 0.1 percent; and 0.1 percent identify themselves as "other race." In Dade County over 57 percent of the population speak a language other than English at home and over 31 percent do not speak English "very well." Over half the population speaks Spanish and of this group, about 56 percent do not speak English "very well."

In the City of Miami, 62.5 percent of the populace are of Hispanic origin (including 38.9 percent who are Cuban), 24.6 percent are non-Hispanic African American, 12.2 percent are non-Hispanic white, 0.5 percent are Asian or

---


159 "Census Bureau Cites Hispanic Birth Rates; By 2050, Whites Will Be But 53 Percent of U.S. Study Predicts." Chicago Tribune, Mar. 14, 1996, p.10 (hereafter cited as "Census Bureau Cites Hispanic Birth Rates"). U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Population Projections of the United States by Age, Sex, Race, and Hispanic Origin: 1995 to 2050 (Series P25-1130) table "Resident Population of the United States: Middle Series Projections, 2035-2050, by Sex, Race, and Hispanic Origin, With Median Age." Overall, the Census Bureau report suggests that the U.S. is experiencing one of the most dramatic shifts in its racial and ethnic makeup since the trade in slaves transformed the South and waves of immigrants from Eastern and Southern Europe provided an ethnic flavor to the industrialised cities of the Northeast and Midwest around the turn of the century. The projections assume few changes in immigration policy, fertility rates, or increases in life expectancy based on medical breakthroughs. "Census Bureau Cites Hispanic Birth Rates."


161 Aaron Epstein, "Conflicting Suits Test English-Only At Work." Miami Herald, June 2, 1994, p. 1A.


164 1990 Miami Census, table 8, Race and Hispanic Origin, p. 207.

165 Ibid., table 17, Social Characteristics of Persons, p. 460.
Pacific Islander, 0.1 percent are American Indian and 0.1 percent are "other race." 166 Half of Miami's population does not speak English "very well." 167

Broward and Palm Beach Counties to the north also have "far more than the national average of non-English speakers. In both counties, about one in five people speaks another language." 168 According to the 1990 census, about 17 percent of the residents in neighboring Broward County were born outside the United States. 169 About 8.6 percent of the population are Hispanic; 74.9 percent, non-Hispanic white; 14.9 percent, non-Hispanic black; 0.2 percent, American Indian; 1.3 percent, Asian or Pacific Islander; and 0.1 percent, non-Hispanic "other race." 170 In late 1994, Broward County planners estimated that Hispanics would account for about 27 percent of the county's growth between 1990 and 1995, and, based on 1990 census figures, at least 25 percent of these new arrivals would be Cuban. Hispanics would then be 10 percent of Broward's population. 171

The Importance of Workplace Language Policies

According to Juan Perea, a leading scholar on language policies, the demographic and linguistic trends outlined above suggest that the racial and ethnic tensions generated by language and by required bilingualism will increase over time. 172 Before examining how these rules have

indefinite future . . . [A]ll demographic statistics suggest that we're becoming more and more diverse, racially and linguistically, so that this problem is likely to recur and increase rather than go away." 173 Parlin, Discrimination or Employer Prerogative? p. 552. For various employee views on English-only rules in the workplace, see, e.g., cases cited in notes 174-75.

174 See e.g., Garcia v. Span Steak Co., 998 F.2d 1480, 1482 (9th Cir. 1993) (employer adopted rule to "promote racial harmony in the workplace" after "receiving complaints that some workers were using their bilingual abilities to harass and to insult other workers in a language they could not understand"), cert. denied, 512 U.S. 1228 (1994); Gutierrez v. Municipal Court, 838 F.2d 1031, 1042-43 (9th Cir. 1988) (employer feared Spanish could be used to make discriminatory or belittling comments about non-Spanish-speaking employees), vacated as moot, 490 U.S. 1016 (1989) (parties settled prior to decision); Long v. First Union Corp. of Virginia, 894 F. Supp. 933, 942 (E.D. Va. 1995) (employees complained that coworkers were making fun of them in Spanish and that the "constant Spanish-speaking" by these coworkers made them "uncomfortable"), aff'd mem., 86 F.3d 1151, No. 95-1966, 1996 U.S. App. LEXIS 12431, at *5 (4th Cir. May 29, 1996); The Ninth Circuit upheld the employer's policy in Span Steak. See notes 234-244 and accompanying text for a discussion of the decision. In Gutierrez, the Ninth Circuit struck down the employer's rule, but the decision was vacated as moot when the parties reached a settlement prior to the U.S. Supreme Court's consideration of the appeal. See notes 208-213 and accompanying text. In Span Steak, the court noted that it was not bound by the Gutierrez decision. See note 214. The employer also prevailed in Long. See notes 236-38 for a discussion of the decision.

175 Garcia v. Gloor, 618 F.2d 264, 267 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1113 (1981) (employer stated that monolingual English-speaking customers who understood no Spanish became irritated when employees spoke Spanish to each other).
contend that they facilitate more effective supervision; that they are necessary to permit an employer to be aware when employees are breaking workplace rules, sexually harassing coworkers, or making derogatory remarks about supervisors, or when the supervisor does not speak a language other than English. The need for clear communication to ensure job safety is also frequently cited. Less frequent reasons offered include the need to reduce disruptions and prevent the workplace from becoming a "Tower of Babel," that the rule improves the English fluency of persons whose primary language is not English, and that a State Official English statute requires the policy.

Opponents generally consider English-only rules to be "unnecessary, discriminatory and divisive." To them, "[l]anguage is the lifeblood of every ethnic group. To economically and psychologically penalize a person for practicing his native tongue is to strike at the core of ethnic identity." As Florida University Professor of Law Juan Perea, a leading legal scholar in the area of workplace language policies, stated in his testimony to the Commission, primary language is a fundamental aspect of the ethnic identity of the 31.8 million people in the U.S. who speak languages other than English at home. In their view, the fact that an employee may also speak some English—and therefore be considered bilingual by an employer—"does not eliminate the relationship between his primary language and the culture that is derived from his national origin. Although an individual may learn English and become assimilated into American society, his primary language remains an important link to his ethnic culture and identity." Further, advocates of the right to speak one's primary language in the workplace argue that although primary language is not as immutable as the characteristics of race and sex—which are protected by Title VII, in part, because they are

---


177 Ibid. (remarks of Jim Boulet, legislative director for the lobbying group English First); Connor Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. I, pp. 156-57. Safety and efficiency are well-recognized grounds for establishing a business justification under Title VII. Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 331-32 & n.14 (1977) ("a discriminatory practice must be shown to be necessary to safe and efficient job performance to survive a Title VII challenge"). The EEOC accepted an employer's claim that an English-only policy was necessary while employees were working with potentially dangerous equipment and materials. EEOC Dec. No. 83-7, 2 Empl. Proc. Guide (CCH) Para. 6836 (1983).

178 Guiterrez, 838 F.2d at 1042.

179 Gloor, 618 F.2d at 267.

180 Guiterrez, 838 F.2d at 1043. A State provision that, by its terms applied only to government operations would have no legal effect upon private employment. Guiterrez involved a municipal court employee, to whom California's provision was applicable. The court found this argument unpersuasive, however, noting that California's provision appeared to be "primarily a symbolic statement concerning the importance of preserving, protecting, and strengthening the English language." Id. at 1044. Further, the court held that a State enactment cannot constitute the business justification for the adoption of a discriminatory rule unless the State measure itself meets the business necessity test: "otherwise employees could justify discriminatory regulations by relying on state laws that encourage or require discriminatory conduct." Id. (citing Dothard v. Rawlinson, 443 U.S. 321, 331 n.14 (1977)).

181 "English-Only Rules Are Increasing."
immutable—it is for many persons "practically immutable."  

Most English-only proponents, as well as prevailing social attitudes in the U.S., deny any relationship between language and ethnicity or culture. They also deny that one's primary language is practically immutable and assert that for employees with any degree of English-speaking ability, "the language a person who is multilingual elects to speak at a particular time is . . . a matter of choice." These views have found expression in the courts, with the first court to rule on the issue stating that "neither the statute nor common understanding equates national origin with the language one chooses to speak," and that for a "bilingual" Hispanic employee an English-only rule "is one that the affected employee can readily observe and nonobservance is a matter of individual preference."  

If English-only policies are a relatively new issue, controversy regarding bilingual policies is of extremely recent origin and appears to be confined for the most part to south Florida, for 

186 Perea, Right To Speak, pp. 279–80. Perea contends that: studies of second-language acquisition demonstrate the difficulty of acquiring English as a second language: the acquisition and mastery of a new language is far more difficult for adults than for children; second-language acquisition is more difficult for members of language minority groups, in part, because of discrimination against them; many persons with limited ability to communicate in English are not properly considered bilingual, and a restriction on their ability to speak their primary language may be a serious handicap equivalent to forcing a right-handed person to write left-handed; and the practically immutable nature of a primary language is the unstated premise of a number of federal laws designed to accommodate persons whose primary language is not English. Ibid., pp. 279–87, 282, Perea Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, pp. 166–67 (English-language acquisition is a three-generation process). 187 Margaret Louise and Nancy Conklin, A Host of Tongues: Language Communities In the United States (New York: Free Press, 1983). The authors note that "prevailing mainstream attitudes deny any relationship between language and culture, arguing that revocation of language rights in no way compromises the integrity of cultural freedoms upon which our nation was constituted. Paradoxically, while language is generally viewed as nothing but a means of communication, standard English is held up as the only appropriate embodiment of national character." Ibid., p. 279.

now. Employers that adopt bilingual policies requiring an employee to speak another language (usually Spanish) in addition to English usually claim that it is either necessary for doing business with clients who are non-English monolingual, or preferred by bilingual clients who wish to converse in Spanish. Some cite the location of the business in a heavily Hispanic area, and others say that bilingualism is an additional skill that factors in promotions.  

Opponents of the growing employment requirement in south Florida that one speak another language (usually Spanish) express resentment that, having been born in America where English is predominant, they can be required to know another language in order to get a job. Often, they are skeptical of business necessity claims, especially in the African American community in Miami, which lags far behind all groups economically. There is similar skepticism in Broward County.  

Language Policy as Title VII Discrimination: The Developing Federal Law  

It is fairly well established that an employee's foreign accent is not a legitimate justification for discrimination under Title VII, unless it interferes with the employee's ability to perform his 

188 Toni Eiserer, chairwoman of the Dade County Equal Opportunity Board, noted that "we are the only community in the nation that I know where non-Hispanics feel that they are the victims of discrimination because of the preference for bilingual employees." Susana Barciela, "Language Ruling Won't Impact S. Fla.," Miami Herald, June 22, 1994, p. 3C. Similarly, in Broward County just north of Miami, the Human Rights Division of the Office of Equal Opportunity reports that it is receiving an increasing number of such complaints. Battle Interview.  

189 Regalado Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, p. 137.  

190 See note 105 and accompanying text.  

191 Gary Siplin, president of the New Miami Group, formed in 1990 to encourage black leadership in business and government, states that there is a significant portion of the black community in Miami that believes that bilingual requirements by area employers are a significant barrier to economic advancement for that community and that for many jobs with such requirements, there is no business necessity for the requirement, and it is rather, a means of "choosing one's own." Gary A. Siplin, Esq., Miami, FL, telephone interview, Aug. 9, 1995 (hereafter cited as Siplin Interview). The black owner of a major business in Liberty City put it this way: "There is also a growing number of Cuban-owned businesses in Black neighborhoods but they don't hire Blacks." Fortas and Stepick, City on the Edge, p. 12.

192 Battle Interview.
Alleged discrimination in the form of requiring employees to speak English on the job and prohibiting the speaking of any other language is, however, "a brand new issue." Edward Chen of the ACLU in San Francisco observed in March 1995 that caselaw in this area "is in its infancy." More recently, Terence G. Connor, a prominent employment lawyer in Miami, noted that there are very few reported cases "under this theory of language requirements. If you do the research, you'll find out that only two of the U.S. circuits have issued definitive decisions on the subject." There is also an unreported decision from the Eleventh Circuit, as well as a reported district court opinion, which was affirmed in an unpublished opinion from the Fourth Circuit. Although Federal caselaw is in its infancy, these cases all deny the relationship between primary language and national origin asserted by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. A more recent Ninth Circuit case, however, affirms this relationship, although it is a constitutionally based decision that does not address the EEOC's guidelines. It is also on appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.

Legal challenges to English-only workplace rules have alleged that they violate the prohibition in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 of discrimination in employment because of an individual's "national origin." In its interpretive guidelines, entitled "Guidelines On Discrimination Because of National Origin," the EEOC broadly defines national origin discrimination to include denial of employment opportunity because of an "individual's, or his or her ancestor's, place of origin; or because an individual has the physical, cultural or linguistic characteristics of a national origin group."

The EEOC guidelines further provide that:

A rule requiring employees to speak only English at all times in the workplace is a burdensome term and condition of employment. The primary language of an individual is often an essential national origin characteristic. Prohibiting employees at all times from speaking their primary language or the language they speak most comfortably, disadvantages an individual's employment opportunities on the basis of national origin. It may also create an atmosphere of inferiority, isolation and intimidation based on national origin which could result in a discriminatory working environment. Therefore, the Commission will presume that such a rule violates Title VII and will closely scrutinize it.

The EEOC guidelines allow an employer to impose a "rule requiring that employees speak only in English at certain times where the employer can show that the rule is justified by business necessity." The employer must also provide effective notice of the rule and the consequences of violating it to employees, or an adverse employment decision based on a violation of the rule will be considered "evidence of discrimination on the basis of national origin."
The net effect of the EEOC guidelines is that for an adverse impact cause of action "[t]he [EEOC] presumes that an employer's English-only rule is national origin discrimination if the rule is enforced at all times, but permits such a rule provided that it is enforced only at certain times, is justified by business necessity and adequate notice is provided." The guidelines thus provide "that an employee meets his or her burden of proving a prima facie case in a disparate impact cause of action merely by proving the existence of the English-only policy." Moreover, under the EEOC's guidelines, "an employer must always provide a business justification for such a rule."

The guidelines note that in examining charges of national origin discrimination, "the Commission will apply general Title VII principles, such as disparate treatment and adverse impact." All cases thus far have been advanced under the adverse impact theory, although some legal commentators assert that disparate treatment is more appropriate for English-only cases.

Only one Federal court of appeal has ever concluded that restrictions prohibiting employees from speaking Spanish, their primary language, violated the prohibition against national origin discrimination when the employer could not prove any business necessity for the restrictions. In Guitierrez v. Municipal Court, the court struck down an employer's rule that forbade employees to speak any language other than English, except when acting as translators or during lunch. The court wrote that the "cultural identity of certain minority groups is tied to their use of their primary tongue," and the "mere fact that an employee is bilingual does not eliminate the relationship between his primary language and the culture that is derived from his national origin." The court then stated:

We agree that English-only rules generally have an adverse impact on protected groups and that they should be closely scrutinized. We also agree that such rules can "create an atmosphere of inferiority, isolation and intimidation." 29 C.F.R. § 1606.7(a). Finally, we agree that such rules can readily mask an intent to discriminate on the basis of national origin. The EEOC guidelines, by requiring that a business necessity be shown before a limited English-only rule may be enforced, properly balance the individual's interest in speaking his primary language and any possible need of the employer to ensure that in particular circumstances English shall be spoken. The business necessity requirement prevents an employer from imposing a rule that has a disparate impact on groups protected by the national origin provision of Title VII unless there is a sufficient justification under the Civil Rights Act of 1964 for doing so. Accordingly, we adopt the EEOC's business necessity test as the proper standard for determining the validity of limited English-only rules.

The court then concluded that none of the justifications put forward by the appellants for their English-only rule met the business necessity standard. The court's rejection of the "racial and ethnic harmony" rationale is particularly noteworthy. Not only did the court find the argument that the rule fostered racial harmony unsupported by the evidence; it found that, rather, there was evidence that the rule increased racial hostility "because Hispanics feel belittled by the regulation."

Because Guitierrez was vacated as moot when the parties reached a settlement prior to the Supreme Court's consideration of the case, it has no precedential value. Moreover, its persuasive value is undermined by the Ninth Circuit's sub-

---


205 894 F. Supp. at 940; accord Garcia v. Spun Steak Co., 996 F.2d 1480, 1489 (9th Cir. 1993), reh'g denied, 13 F.3d 296 (9th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 512 U.S. 1238 (1994).

206 Spun Steak, 996 F.2d at 1489 (citing 29 C.F.R. § 1606.7 (a) & (b)).


208 Prof. Juan Perea argues that English-only rules are not facially neutral in the same sense as other neutral rules analyzed under an adverse (or disparate) impact theory. Rather, the exclusive adverse impact falls on members of protected groups. An English-only rule will never disqualify persons whose primary language is English, unlike truly facially neutral rules that can ostensibly operate to exclude members of both the majority class and the protected minority class. Perea, Right to Speak Ones' Primary Language, at 204-05, 319-30.

209 See 833 F.2d 1031 (9th Cir. 1988), vacated as moot, 490 U.S. 1016 (1989) (parties settled prior to Supreme Court's consideration of case).

210 833 F.2d at 1040.

211 Id. (citations omitted).

212 Id. at 1042-44.

213 Id. at 1042.
sequent rejection of its reasoning and the EEOC guidelines themselves in *Spun Steak.*"214

The EEOC guidelines had been adopted in response to a Fifth Circuit decision upholding an employer’s English-only rule. In *Garcia v. Gloor,* the court held that a limited English-only rule did not constitute national origin discrimination under Title VII, as “neither the statute nor common understanding equates national origin with the language that one chooses to speak.”215 The court essentially looked at the “plain meaning” of the statutory language and found that Title VII “does not support an interpretation that equates the language an employee prefers to use with his national origin.”216 The court specifically noted the absence of an EEOC administrative interpretation with respect to language preferences, despite the fact that the EEOC had considered the lawfulness of such rules in specific instances.217 The EEOC subsequently moved to fill this void, publishing the 1980 Guidelines on Discrimination Because of National Origin, which specifically referenced the *Gloor* decision.218 The guidelines explicitly stated that “[t]he primary language of an individual is often an essential national origin characteristic.”219

Despite its 1988 decision in *Guitierrez,* in 1993, the Ninth Circuit in *Spun Steak* rejected the EEOC guidelines, choosing to follow *Gloor.*220 *In Spun Steak,* the employer, a producer of poultry and meat products, required bilingual workers to speak only English while working, but allowed them to speak Spanish at lunch and on breaks, if they wished. The employer claimed that the English-only policy was the result of some complaints by non-Spanish speakers that two Spanish-speaking Hispanic workers were making disparaging remarks about them in Spanish. The employer concluded that an English-only policy would solve the problem and improve employee morale. The employer also concluded that the rule would enhance worker safety, given the complaints of some non-Spanish-speaking employees that Spanish speaking was a distraction while operating machinery. The district court granted the plaintiffs motion for summary judgment, concluding that the English-only policy had a disparate impact on Hispanic workers without sufficient business justification. *Spun Steak* appealed to the Ninth Circuit.221

On appeal, the Ninth Circuit noted that it “cannot be gainsaid that an individual’s primary language can be an important link to his ethnic culture and identity.” The court held, however, that “Title VII . . . does not protect the ability of workers to express their cultural heritage at the workplace.”222 There is, the court said, “nothing in Title VII that requires an employer to allow employees to express their cultural identity.”223 The wording of the statute simply did not support the EEOC guidelines, according to the court, and the plaintiffs could not cite anything in the legislative history of Title VII on the meaning of “national origin” or which indicated that English-only policies are to be presumed discriminatory.224 The court stated, “[w]e do not reject the English-only rule Guideline lightly. . . . But we are not bound by the Guidelines. . . . We will not defer to an ‘administrative construction of a statute where there are compelling indications that it is wrong.’”225 Although the EEOC’s

---

214 Five years after the *Guitierrez* decision, the Ninth Circuit commented on the case as follows: “The Spanish-speaking employees rely on the reasoning in *Guitierrez* v. Municipal Court, 838 F.2d 1351 (9th Cir. 1988), vacated as moot, 490 U.S. 1016 (1989), which held that English-only policies adversely impact Spanish-speaking employees. The case has no precedential authority, however, because it was vacated by the Supreme Court. We are in no way bound by its reasoning.” *Garcia v. Spun Steak Co.,* 996 F.2d 1480, 1487 n.1, reh’g denied, 13 F.3d 296 (9th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 512 U.S. 1225 (1994).
216 Id. at 270.
217 Id. at 268 n.1.
218 838 F.2d 1351, reh’g denied, 13 F.3d 296 (9th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 512 U.S. 1225 (1994).
219 Id. at 1483–84.
220 Id. at 1487 (citing *Garcia v. Gloor,* 818 F.2d 264, 269 (9th Cir. 1986)).
221 Id.
222 Id. at 1486, 1488–90. For a discussion of the “relatively insignificant” legislative history of the term “national origin” in Title VII and the importance of this sparse legislative history, see Juan Perea, *Ethnicity and Prejudice: Revaluating “National Origin” Discrimination Under Title VII,* Wm. & Mary L. Rev., vol. 35 (1994), pp. 805, 817–31 (hereafter cited as *Perea, National Origin Discrimination*). *Id.* at 1489 (citing Espinoza v. Farah Mfg. Co., 414 U.S. 86, 94 (1973)). In *Espinoza,* a Mexican citizen sued Farah Mfg. Co. in San Antonio, TX, for refusing to hire her as a seamstress because she was an alien, alleging national origin discrimination. 414 U.S. at 87. The Court held that, contrary to the EEOC guidelines, the plain meaning of “national origin”—“the country where a person was born, or,
expertise as the agency responsible for enforcing Title VII's protections generally entitles its guidelines to deference, the courts have held that they may properly accord EEOC guidelines "less weight . . . than administrative regulations which Congress has declared shall have the force of law."226

The court also found that the EEOC guidelines provision that an employee meets the prima facie case in a disparate impact case merely by proving the existence of an English-only policy227 contravened long-standing Title VII caselaw. Instead, the plaintiff must prove any alleged discriminatory effect before the burden shifts to the employer to show a business necessity for the rule.228 It found no disparate impact as to the bilingual employees, since "the rule is one that the affected employees can readily observe and nonobservance is a matter of individual preference."229 Under the Ninth Circuit decision, since the employee did not make out a prima facie case of national origin discrimination merely by proving the existence of an English-only policy, the employer was not required to prove a business necessity for the rule, both of which are in direct contravention of the EEOC guidelines. The court also rejected Spanish-speaking employees' contentions that the English-only policy contributed to an atmosphere of "isolation, inferiority or intimidation." The court noted that the plaintiff had presented no evidence other than the conclusory statements to raise a genuine issue that the effect of the rule is to create a hostile environment.230

The plaintiffs requested and were denied a rehearing en banc. Circuit Judge Stephen Reinhardt issued a strong dissent in which he chastised the panel's rejection of the EEOC guidelines and characterized its analysis as insensitive. He noted that "the imposition of an English-only rule may mask intentional discrimination on the basis of national origin . . . . Even those who support the majority's view acknowledge that 'language can be a potent source of racial and ethnic discrimination' . . . . History is replete with language conflicts that attest, not only to the crucial importance of language to its speakers, but also to the widespread tactic of using language as a surrogate for attacks on ethnic identity."231

The plaintiffs appealed to the Supreme Court, which requested that the Clinton administration advise the Court regarding the Federal Government's position on the case. According to published accounts, the Justice Department's brief noted that the case presented "an issue of great national importance to national origin minorities" and urged the Court to overturn the Ninth Circuit's ruling.232 The Justice Department also noted that the EEOC was litigating approximately 120 cases concerning English-only policies in the workplace.233 Despite the Justice Department's position, the Court declined to hear the case, thereby letting stand the Ninth Circuit's decision that English-only rules were not prohibited under Title VII and its rejection of the EEOC guidelines providing that English-only rules are presumed to discriminate on

226 General Elec. Co. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125, 140-41 (rejecting EEOC guidelines providing that failure to cover pregnancy-related disabilities under any health or temporary disability insurance or sick leave plan violated Title VII's prohibition against sex discrimination); see also Public Employees Retirement Sys. v. Betts, 492 U.S. 158, 171 (1989) (rejecting EEOC's position that denial of disability retirement benefits to employees over age 60 violated the Age Discrimination in Employment Act).

227 29 C.F.R. § 1607.6(a) & (b).

228 Id. at 1487 (quoting Garcia v. Gloor, 618 F.2d 264, 269 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1113 (1981)). In the case of monolingual Spanish-speaking employees, the court remanded to determine whether there were any such employees and whether they had suffered any adverse impact. Id. at 1488-90.

229 Id. at 1488-89.

230 Garcia v. Spun Steak Co., 13 F.3d 296, 297-98 (9th Cir. 1993).
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the basis of national origin absent an employer's showing of business necessity.

The Eleventh Circuit, which includes Florida, followed this approach in Gonzales v. Salvation Army, an unpublished decision that is not binding precedent. In Tampa, Florida, the Salvation Army issued an English-only rule that applied at all times—including lunch or break times—to the conference area of the office where conversations could be overheard by clients and staff. The office receptionist and another employee had expressed concern that they were being talked about and complained to management that employees speaking of Spanish during lunch and break time disturbed them. The court held that the English-only rule served a legitimate need, since supervisors must know what is being said in the workplace, and cited the need of non-Spanish-speaking employees to know what was being said within hearing distance. The court stressed that the plaintiff was fully bilingual and therefore not aggrieved by an English-only requirement, that only one of the supervisors could understand Spanish, and that the rule to speak only English was implemented for the conference area of the office where conversations could be overheard by clients and staff.

Another recent decision also followed the Gloor and Spun Steak line of reasoning in rejecting the EEOC guidelines. In Long v. First Union Corporation of Virginia, the plaintiffs were bilingual Hispanic bank tellers from the Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, El Salvador, and Chile. Two were U.S. citizens and two were permanent resident aliens. Several monolingual English-speaking employees complained that the plaintiffs were making fun of them in Spanish and that the "constant speaking" of Spanish by the plaintiffs made them uncomfortable. The plaintiffs were instructed not to speak Spanish at all times while at work, unless it was necessary to assist a Spanish-speaking customer of the bank. The EEOC "determined that the evidence obtained during the investigation establishes violations of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, on the basis of national origin, Hispanic." The district court held that the EEOC's determination that the mere existence of an English-only policy satisfies the plaintiff's burden of proof is not consistent with the drafting of the statute but is rather agency-created policy. The plaintiff still bears the burden of showing a prima facie case of discrimination. Denying bilingual employees the opportunity to speak Spanish on the job is not a violation of Title VII. There is nothing in Title VII which protects or provides that an employee has a right to speak his or her native tongue while on the job.

Thus, the four Federal circuits that have considered the issue have all rejected the EEOC's determination in 29 C.F.R. § 1606.7(a) that "the primary language of an individual is often an essential national origin characteristic." These courts have considered an English-only rule to be a facially neutral policy, since it applies to all.

---

234 Gonzales v. Salvation Army, No. 91-3588 (11th Cir. Feb. 1, 1993), 965 F.2d 578, 1993 U.S. App. LEXIS 1649 (11th Cir. 1993) (mem.), cert. denied, 508 U.S. 910 (1993). See "Supreme Court Refuses To Review Propriety of English-Only Rule for Hispanic Employees," Daily Lab. Rep. (BNA), May 18, 1993, p. 4 for a description of the decision. Section 36-2 of the Eleventh Circuit's rules provides: "Unpublished opinions are not considered binding precedent. They may be cited as persuasive authority, provided that a copy of the unpublished opinion is attached to or incorporated within the brief, petition, motion, or response in which such citation is made."


237 Id. at 938 (quoting the EEOC's determination letter).
238 Id. at 940-41 (citing Garcia v. Spun Steak Co., 996 F.2d 1480, (9th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 512 U.S. 1228 (1994)), aff'd mem., 86 F.3d 1151, No. 95-1866, 1996 U.S. App. LEXIS 12431, at *5 (4th Cir. May 29, 1996). The Fourth Circuit's local rule 36(c) provides: "In the absence of unusual circumstances, this Court will not cite an unpublished disposition in any of its published opinions or unpublished dispositions. Citation of the Court's unpublished dispositions ... is disfavored, except for the purpose of establishing res judicata, estoppel, or the law of the case. If counsel believes, nevertheless, that an unpublished disposition of any court has precedential value in relation to a material issue in the case and that there is no published opinion that will serve as well, such disposition may be cited if counsel serves a copy thereof on all other parties in the case and on the Court."
workers, and plaintiffs are required to prove adverse impact. As long as the affected employees speak English to any degree, they have been considered to be bilingual. The choice whether to speak English is characterized as a matter of personal preference, which does not implicate a fundamental aspect of their cultural identity. Therefore, these courts have found that bilingual employees are not adversely impacted by an English-only rule.240

Federal caselaw is not, however, entirely uniform. Prior to Spun Steak, a Federal district court recognized the validity of the EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because of National Origin in the only reported case addressing a Title VII complaint of a monolingual English-speaking employee. In McNeil v. Aguilo, an English-speaking African American nurse asserted, among other claims, a claim of racial and national origin discrimination, alleging that the head nurse and other Filipino American nurses at Bellevue Hospital in New York City spoke in Tagalog (a Filipino language) in order to isolate her and prevent her from effectively doing her job. Citing the EEOC guidelines, the court held that this portion of plaintiff’s suit stated a valid claim under Title VII and could go forward.241 After a series of procedural rulings, however, the suit was ultimately dismissed for the pro se plaintiff’s willful disregard of discovery orders and failure to prosecute her claims.242

Even when the Federal courts have honored the EEOC guidelines’ presumption, they have generally held that the employer’s proffered reason was sufficient to meet the business necessity test.243 Therefore, “[u]ntil recently few cases were filed, and employers won many of them. They argued successfully that to run a business, managers need to base hiring decisions on such factors as language skills.”244 Plaintiffs have had more success in State courts and in local fair employment agencies, such as the Dade County Equal Opportunity Board. These agencies are usually authorized to enforce Title VII as well as their own statute or ordinance and apply the EEOC guidelines. In these jurisdictions, employers have increasingly been settling cases.245

Local Law and the Impact of Language Policies on Racial and Ethnic Tensions in South Florida

As previously noted, the EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because of National Origin provide that “[t]he primary language of an individual is often an essential national origin characteristic,” and presume that an English-only rule violates Title VII’s prohibition on national origin discrimination. An English-only rule will be allowed only if it is limited to certain times and the employer can show that the rule is justified by business necessity.246 As the preceding section explains, the four Federal circuits that have considered the issue have rejected these positions and upheld English-only policies.247 The EEOC

240 In Spun Steak, for example, the court found no disparate impact upon employees who could speak some English, since “the rule is one that affected employees can readily observe and nonobservance is a matter of individual preference.” 998 F.2d. 1481, 1487 (9th Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 512 U.S. 1228 (1994) (quoting Garcia v. Glow, 618 F.2d 264, 269 (5th Cir. 1980)). Similarly, in Long the court stated that the “fact that an employee may have to catch himself or herself from occasionally slipping into Spanish does not impose a significant enough burden to amount to a denial of equal opportunity. These plaintiffs are all bilingual and . . . the English-only policy was applied to all employees.” 894 F. Supp. at 841 (quoting Spun Steak, 998 F.2d. at 1488). The progenitor of this line of cases, Garcia v. Glow, 618 F.2d 264, 275 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1113 (1981), held that “an employer’s rule forbidding a bilingual employee to speak anything but English in public areas while on the job is not discrimination based on national origin as applied to a person who is fully capable of speaking English and chooses not to do so in deliberate disregard of his employer’s rule.”


245 See Yang, “In Any Language.”

246 29 C.F.R. § 1605.7(a) & (b).

247 The Fifth Circuit’s Gloor decision was reached prior to the EEOC’s promulgation of its guidelines on national origin.
continues to apply its guidelines in all Federal circuits except the Ninth. Field offices in the Ninth Circuit "are instructed to follow Spun Steak and consider the 'totality of the circumstances' to prove that an English-only policy has an adverse impact." A list of factors to consider is provided that appears very similar to standard EEOC analysis involving assessment of the adverse impact on a particular national origin, whether the entire employee population is affected to the same degree, and whether the rule is applied at all times or only at specified times. At least one commentator maintains that the EEOC has not really changed its position anywhere regarding the processing of charges involving an English-only policy. Companies "regularly buckle," he says, "because it just doesn't pay to fight." The "EEOC continues to prosecute cases both inside and outside the jurisdiction of courts where it has lost. The commission has not revised or modified its position," says the agency, "nor does it intend to do so."

To date, local law in south Florida on language policies parallels that of the EEOC, or is perhaps even slightly more favorable to plaintiffs.

To begin with, Dade County’s equal employment opportunity ordinance covers more employers. Title VII applies to employers with 15 or more employees on the payroll for 20 or more weeks during the year. Dade County’s Equal Opportunity Ordinance, chapter 11A of the Dade County Code, prohibits discrimination in employment and other areas on the basis of national origin, and applies to employers with five or more employees for 4 or more calendar weeks during the year. Broward County’s Human Rights Act, chapter 16% of the Broward County Code, and the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992 both prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of national origin and apply to employers with 15 or more employees for 20 or more calendar weeks, as does Title VII.

The Dade County Equal Opportunity Board (DCEOB), a division of Metro Dade County’s Department of Community Affairs, consists of 13 members appointed by the Metro Dade Commission and staff. The DCEOB investigates charges of discrimination in employment and applies Dade County’s Equal Opportunity Ordinance. A complaint must be filed with the DCEOB within 180 days of the alleged unlawful practice. The DCEOB director issues an investigative report and recommended final order on the merits weeks, even if 15 employees were not actually working every day for some of these weeks. Walters v. Metro. Educ. Enter., 117 S. Ct. 660 (1997). See also Jan Crawford Greenburg, "Court Widens Net for Job Bias Complaints; More Firms Covered Under New Employee Count," Chicago Tribune, Jan. 15, 1997, p. 1 (Business).


The DCEOB has been a designated 706 deferral agency by the EEOC since 1974. Regalado Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. I, p. 135. This means that, pursuant to sec. 706 of Title VII, Dade County’s fair employment ordinance "was deemed to be substantially equivalent to Title VII .... The 706 deferral status allows the agency to contract with the EEOC to investigate employment discrimination charges under Title VII and receive payment from the EEOC for completed investigations." DCEOB, FY 1994-95 Semi-Annual Report To The Board of County Commissioners and the County Manager (1995), p. 2. The EEOC must initially defer investigation of a charge filed with it to a State or local agency that enforces laws similar to Title VII. Dade County Employment Law Handbook, p. 1.
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of a charge, which becomes final if it is not appealed within 10 days after receipt to the 13-member board. The board has the authority to uphold, modify, rescind, or reverse the staff’s recommendation in a public hearing on the matter. The board’s decision may be appealed to the Dade County Circuit Court. The DCEO’s final order is also enforceable in the circuit court, by either the DCEO or the complainant.255

Section 11A-27(1) of the Dade County Code prescribes employment discrimination, including the failure to hire, on the basis of national origin. It is also unlawful to “print or circulate . . . an advertisement . . . which expresses a limitation, preference, specification or to otherwise discriminate” on the grounds of national origin.256 The DCEO issued its own Guidelines For Language Requirements in the Workplace to assist in the application of the county antidiscrimination ordinance and to provide further guidance for employers.257 The guidelines state that to a large degree, the DCEO:

follows the guidelines of the EEOC in the analysis of charges of employment discrimination. Within Dade County, the uniqueness of our population suggests the need for amplification of the existing Federal guidelines on language fluency requirements, be they fluency in English or in any other language. . . . At issue, is whether the requirement of knowledge of a particular language, or of more than one language, is a bona fide occupational requirement (BFOQ), a business necessity, or whether it is an action which adversely impacts the members of a particular race, color or national origin more than another in a discriminatory fashion.258

The guidelines provide that if the language requirement can be shown to be necessary “for the health and safety of employees, the public and/or customers, then it will be allowable under the business necessity exception.” Examples cited include “hospital switchboard operators, where the hospital administration identifies a service population need for coverage on all shifts” or “security guards, where the employer identifies a need for employees to be able to communicate with residents in the community being patrolled.” A language requirement can also be allowable under the business necessity exception if it “can be shown to be necessary to the performance of the essence of the business.” One example given is “clerical workers who are required to have proficiency in a particular language(s), where the job content includes typing or other communication in the required language.”259

In each of the above instances, the DCEO guidelines provide that in determining whether there is a business necessity:

there will be a review of whether there are alternative means of meeting the language need that would either have no impact or a more limited impact on the affected groups. For instance, if an office has five clerical workers, and approximately five percent of the total work volume for the office is in a specific language, it is unlikely that knowledge of that language would be accepted as a business necessity for all five of the clerical positions. It would be expected that the employer would use the alternative which would be to assign all work in that language to one or two employees who are fluent in it, so as to limit the impact on other groups.260

The guidelines further provide that “the preference of coworkers will not be accepted as a business necessity under any circumstances,” and that “customer preference will be reviewed very carefully in charges alleging disparate impact.” To be considered a valid business necessity, the employer must show that, “while the language requirement does not fulfill the essence of the business, the business will lose trade or money if staff members (i.e., salespersons, bank tellers) are not fluent in a particular language.” The employer bears the burden of showing that: “(1) failure to provide staff fluent in the specific language would result in appreciable loss of business; (2) the proportion of staff required to be fluent in the language reflects the minimum level needed to avoid loss of business;


256 Dade County, Code § 11A–28 (2).

257 DCEO, Guidelines For Language Requirements in the Workplace (May 7, 1991) (hereinafter cited as DCEO Guidelines); Regalado Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. 1, pp. 137–38. The guidelines were approved by the Board of Dade County Commissioners in resolution no. 471–91.

258 DCEO Guidelines, p. 2.

259 Ibid., p. 3.

260 Ibid., p. 4.
and (3) there is no other reasonable alternative means to meet this business need.”

Unlike the EEOC guidelines, the DCEO guidelines speak only of “a language requirement” and never mention English-only policies or the “primary language of an individual.” They are undoubtedly intended to apply to both English-only requirements and “bilingual” (or even “trilingual”) requirements, wherein the employer requires the ability to speak a language or languages other than English. The guidelines were formulated based on the results of a DCEO research study entitled “Bilingualism in Employment,” funded by the Metro Miami Action Plan, a largely African American civil rights organization. The study analyzed 22,000 job advertisements in the Miami Herald to obtain an idea of the extent of bilingual requirements in the Dade County labor market. Researchers then contacted many of the employers that indicated a requirement or preference for bilingual employees to obtain an estimate of the extent to which such requirements violated equal employment opportunity laws or were at least legally questionable without more indepth analysis. Two goals of the study were to clarify “for employers when bilingual requirements are appropriate and when such requirements may violate equal employment opportunity laws” and to “[in]crease enforcement of this area of equal employment opportunity . . . so as to not unnecessarily restrict Black employment.”

Although the DCEO guidelines were intended to apply to both English-only and bilingual requirements, like the EEOC’s guidelines they do presume adverse impact of a language requirement and always require an employer to provide a business justification for such a rule.

An employee, therefore, meets his or her burden of proving a prima facie case in an adverse impact case by proving the existence of the language requirement.

The DCEO guidelines differ significantly from Federal caselaw in their treatment of co-worker and customer preference. Unlike a number of Federal circuits, the guidelines provide that the preference of coworkers “will not be accepted as a business necessity under any circumstances.” Mere discomfort with the language coworkers are speaking or a belief that “they are talking about me” on the part of an employee who does not speak the language cannot be a basis for upholding a restrictive language requirement before the DCEO. The mere assertion of “customer preference,” under the DCEO guidelines, will not be sufficient. Rather, the employer must show that the business will lose trade or money without the language requirement and that its impact on affected groups has been effectively limited.

The Dade County Equal Opportunity Board has applied the Equal Opportunity Ordinance and DCEO guidelines to find discrimination in employment where the prohibition of use of a language other than English at work was alleged. During the 1995 fiscal year, the DCEO held public appeals hearings and issued final orders in Gilbert v. Studio Cosmyl, Inc., and Gault v. Studio Cosmyl, Inc., in favor of the charging parties and awarded them $278,756 in back wages, interest, costs, and attorneys’ fees. Ms. Gilbert alleged that she was discharged in 1989 as a masseuse because she spoke Spanish at work and that her dismissal constituted discrimination on the basis of her national origin, Brazilian. She was fluent in Por-

---

261 Ibid., pp. 3, 4; see also Regalado Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. I, pp. 188–90 (discussing application of guidelines on customer preference).
263 DCEO, Bilingualism in Employment (1989); Marcos Regalado, Director, Dade County Equal Opportunity Board, written statement submitted at Miami Hearing, p. 2. The DCEO was at that time called the Fair Housing and Employment Appeals Board (FHEAB). The study notes that at the “1987 Annual Conference of the Metro-Miami Action Plan (MMAF), the [FHEAB] was designated as the lead authority to develop and carry out [the study].” DCEO, Bilingualism in Employment, p. 1.
265 DCEO, Bilingualism in Employment, p. 1. The results of the study are discussed later in this report.
266 The guidelines in fact state: “It is likely that requiring knowledge of a particular language will have an adverse impact on members of one or another racial or national origin group.” DCEO Guidelines, p. 2.
267 See notes 173–74 and accompanying text.
268 DCEO Guidelines, p. 4.
269 Essentially, one’s primary language is recognized—as in the EEOC guidelines—“as an essential national origin characteristic,” 29 C.F.R. § 1606.7(a) (1996), and “private fears or biases cannot constitute the business justification for a rule that discriminates against a protected group.” “English-Only Rules Are Increasing,” p. 60 (statement of University of Florida Law Professor Juan F. Peres).
270 See notes 208–61 and accompanying text.
272 Ibid.
tuguese, Spanish, and English. The spa director posted a set of "Employee Rules and Regulations" in the employee lunchroom, one of which read: "Employees are not allowed to speak Spanish amongst one another, only to Spanish-speaking clients." The board found that Studio Cosmyl "failed to establish a legitimate business necessity for its implementation of the rule prohibiting employees from speaking Spanish at work, and that the rule "created a discriminatory working atmosphere for the Charging party and other employees of Hispanic origin." The board also found that Ms. Gault, a Hispanic, was fired in 1989 from her job as a manicurist for violation of the same rule. The DCEOBS rulings in both cases were affirmed by the Dade County Circuit Court.

Similarly, the DCEOBS recently ruled that a Miami woman, Lourdes Paneda, was terminated from her position as multiple listing service (MLS) clerk in 1991 because of her national origin, Hispanic, for speaking Spanish on the job. The employer had issued a memorandum prohibiting employees from speaking Spanish in the office. The handwritten memorandum from an executive vice president in charge of administration read as follows: "Please remember to speak English (even when I'm not here). It's the official language of this office and the U.S.A. Give me a break! I'm ugly when I'm upset." When Ms. Paneda spoke English to one of the board members in keeping with the English-only policy, he asked her why she wasn't speaking Spanish with him like she always did. Informed of the memorandum, the 15-year board member became upset and went to speak with the executive vice president who had issued the memorandum. Two and a half weeks later, Ms. Paneda, a 5-year employee, was fired, ostensibly due to a "reorganization," unsatisfactory performance, and insubordination.

The DCEOBS director found that the asserted reasons for Ms. Paneda's termination were pretextual; the rule applied at all times, as the record did not reflect an attempt to "differentiate between actual work hours and employee breaks, such as lunch." The policy, according to the director's findings, was directed exclusively at employees of Hispanic origin: "It is obvious that those employees that did not speak any language other than English were not so adversely affected." Further, the report stated that, but for her national origin, Ms. Paneda would not have been discharged; that the record did not show that the employer's speak English-only rule was justified by business necessity; and that the rule created a discriminatory working atmosphere for the Charging Party and other employees of Hispanic origin. The board ordered the Coral Gables Association of Realtors to reinstate Ms. Paneda to any clerical position, including those in the areas of MLS listings or bookkeeping that became available within 24 months and awarded her the equivalent of 3 years' salary, annual bonuses, vacation pay, legal costs, and interest, totaling $156,818. This case was also appealed to Dade County Circuit Court, but the parties reached a settlement for a lesser undisclosed amount. Today, says Martha Bullman, executive vice president for the Realtors' association, the association "encourages the use of any language that would assist our customers service." The DCEOBS has also received investigations alleging failure to hire because the individual was not bilingual. In most cases this meant that the employer required the ability to speak Spanish, as well as English. To date none

---

275 Marcos Regalado, Director, Dade County Equal Opportunity Board, telephone interview, January 1997.
276 Paneda v. Coral Gables As'n of Realtors, DCEOBS No. 91-0823-965 (Nov. 17, 1994) (Final Order) at 2. The investigative report stated that the record was unclear whether the memo was fully distributed to all the staff, but Ms. Paneda was given a copy. Paneda v. Coral Gables Bd. of Realtors, EOB No. 91-0023-963 (Dec. 30, 1993) (Investigative Report), p. 3. The company changed its name from "Board" to "Association" prior to the hearing before the DCEOBS.
of these cases has reached the public hearing stage. There was, however, one "celebrated case" involving blacks who charged that they had been dismissed from a janitorial company because they could not speak Spanish, according to the president of the Urban League of Greater Miami.\(^{283}\)

The case involved two sisters, Beverly Barnes and Shirley Drayton, who in 1984 alleged that Florida Building Services, a janitorial firm, denied them jobs cleaning offices at night because they could not speak Spanish. Their complaint, filed with what was then known as the Dade County Fair Housing and Employment Appeals Board (FHEAB), "was the first of its kind in Miami."\(^{284}\) The company employed English-speaking janitors in Broward and Palm Beach Counties,\(^{285}\) but all employees in Dade County, including supervisors, spoke Spanish.\(^{286}\) The director of the FHEAB, who commented that she doubted "that language can be much of a problem while cleaning a building at night,"\(^{287}\) found that "[t]his universe of 100 percent strongly implicates the respondent as a practitioner of past discrimination," and recommended that the sisters be awarded jobs and backpay from the date they were denied employment. Shortly before the scheduled appeals hearing before the full board, the company settled. The sisters say they received $1,700 each and worked for the firm for about 3 months.\(^{288}\)

Workplace language issues have been addressed in at least one collective bargaining agreement in Florida benefiting Haitian and Hispanic workers. The Teamsters negotiated a contract for some 350 employees of the Walt Disney World Hotel that included provisions designed to ensure that non-English-speaking workers would be able to read safety signs and disciplinary notices placed into their files. Specifically, the contract provides that safety signs be printed in Creole and Spanish in addition to English, and that disciplinary notices must be written in the employee's own language before being placed into the employee's file.\(^{289}\)

Some observers believe that workplace language policies, both English-only and bilingual, are a significant source of racial and ethnic tension in south Florida.\(^{290}\) For Hispanic, Asian, Haitian, and other ethnic groups for whom a non-English language is their primary language, language is a fundamental aspect of their ethnic identity.

---


At the time, United Press International reported that it was likely "one of the nation's first cases involving discrimination against people who don't speak Spanish," and the director of the EEOC in Miami said that he did not know of any case law on the issue. *Non-Spanish Speakers Denied Jobs*, UPI, Oct. 23, 1984, available in LEXIS, News Library, UPI File (hereafter cited as *Non-Spanish Speakers Denied Jobs*).

\(^{286}\) *Non-Spanish Speakers Denied Jobs*.

\(^{287}\) *Settlement For Sisters Denied Jobs For Not Knowing Spanish*, Associated Press, Feb. 14, 1985, available in LEXIS, News Library, AP File. The company responded to the complaint by writing: "All of the employees who work for the company in Dade County speak Spanish and a very large number of them speak little or no English. Therefore, Spanish is the language used by all the company's Dade County employees." Sokol, "English Is a Losing Battle," p. 15.

\(^{288}\) Sokol, "English Is a Losing Battle," p. 15. Both sisters were still angry in 1987, but were considering Spanish lessons. Barnes said: "Everything we see is bilingual. That's discrimination." Her sister, Shirley Drayton, said: "I feel trapped. Everywhere I go, there's Spanish. I really have no future in Miami." Ibid.


\(^{289}\) Terence Connor, a prominent employment attorney in Dade County and coauthor of the *Employment Handbook F. I. Dade County Employers*, said that the issue "is clearly a point of social friction in this town. No question about it." Connor Testimony, *Miami Hearing*, vol. I, p. 206, Battle Interview.
identity. To be "vulnerable to being fired merely for speaking a language in which they feel most comfortable . . . to a coworker . . . even if they're doing their jobs . . . constitutes an intolerable lack of equal treatment and dignity in the workplace." In Dade County, the primary language of 57 percent of the population is a language other than English, and the first language requirement cases prosecuted to conclusion by the Dade County Equal Opportunity Board involved English-only rules found to discriminate against Hispanics.

As the Hispanic population increases, some in the monolingual white and African American communities express frustration or anger regarding the increasing number of jobs that require bilingual ability and voice suspicion regarding the bona fide need for such a requirement in many cases. In Broward County, most of the language complaints are from English-speaking individuals challenging an employer's requirement that employees be bilingual. It is "a very significant source of racial and ethnic tension in Broward County," according to the director of the Human Rights Division of Broward County.

In Dade County, the most economically marginal group is native-born blacks, and "the principal resentment probably comes from the black community where the perception might be that 'we started out at the bottom of the social ladder and in came the Spanish-speaking community that grew up all around us and became an economic force in the community and we've ended up even lower down the ladder.'" In particular, comparisons between the rising economic condition of Cuban refugees over time and the still-dismal economic condition of much of black Miami "has contributed to a pervasive sense of powerlessness, resentment, and despair in Black Miami." H.T. Smith, a leader in Miami's native-born black community who helped organize the convention boycott of Miami in response to the perceived snub of Nelson Mandela in 1990, noted that area African Americans have been saying for two decades that "[w]hen the rest of the economy went through a boom, we were going through a bust. While a lot of black communities were going from poverty to low income, black Miami was going from poverty to misery." The tensions between blacks and Hispanics are widespread, according to Mr. Smith: "It is an icy, almost glacial relationship between our communities." Although the barrier that bilingual language policies pose to the economic advancement of monolingual blacks is only one aspect of that relationship, a leading employment lawyer in Miami testified that workplace language policies are "clearly a point of social friction in this town. No question about it."
Metro Miami Action Plan and the Dade County Equal Opportunity Board were concerned enough about whether bilingual job requirements "unnecessarily restrict black employment" and "when such requirements may violate equal opportunity laws" in 1987 and 1988 to conduct the analysis referenced earlier of 22,000 advertisements in the classified section of the Miami Herald. The study found that 1,825 employers, or 8 percent, openly required or preferred bilingual applicants. Approximately 50 percent of these employers were in the office/clerical field; 13 percent, medical; 11 percent, sales; 8 percent, professional; 5 percent, retail stores; 4 percent, restaurants/clubs/hotels; 2 percent, banking/finance or insurance, and 6 percent, miscellaneous industries. The office and clerical fields having the greatest proportion of jobs that required bilingual ability included jobs such as secretary, receptionist, and switchboard operator that required public contact.

Five hundred of these employers were contacted regarding their reasons for requiring or preferring bilingual applicants. About 83 percent stated customer preference as a reason, claiming that Hispanic customers or clients preferred to deal with a Spanish-speaking employee; 13 percent stated that their business was in a heavily Hispanic-populated area, and 4 percent cited bilingualism as an additional skill for promotions. The second reason noted above could also be indicative of customer preference. Thus, while limited, this study indicated that possibly 96 percent of the jobs that required bilingual skills were legally suspect. The mere assertion of customer preference is not sufficient justification under DCEO and EEOC law.

It is difficult to determine precisely the number of national origin discrimination complaints handled by the DCEO or the EEOC in the Miami area. The data kept by the DCEO identify only the number of "Local Employment" and "Title VII" charges. These charges could allege racial, sexual, or national origin discrimination not based on language policy. Marcos Regalado, director of the DCEO, testified that his best estimate is that language cases constitute about 10 percent of the national origin cases the agency handles. He was unable to estimate what percentage of those involved English-only policies, as opposed to bilingual requirements. The Spanish American League Against Discrimination has recently had, however, more than 50 active cases in south Florida involving workers allegedly fired for violation of an English-only rule.

There is some reason for concern whether the agency has adequate resources to process its caseload. The data for half of fiscal year 1994–1995 indicated that 78 charges were filed with DCEO and 508 deferrals from the EEOC were offered to the agency. Only 64 charges were accepted for investigation, however, "because the open inventory as of September 30, 1994 contained 306 charges." The DCEO has only five investigators to investigate charges of discrimination in housing, public accommodations, credit and financing practices, and employment. Each compliance officer carries a caseload of between

Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. I, pp. 141–43, 163–64. His lack of concern regarding the effect of bilingual requirements is apparently a minority opinion within the black community, as well as perhaps the larger community. A Cuban civic activist, the head of a multiethnic community organization, has noted that in Miami language "has great importance because if an individual owns a store whose clients come from Latin America, he will need bilingual employees. During Christmas time, ninety percent of the stores advertise for bilingual employees. To a person who does not know the language, this situation represents an economic problem because he knows that, unless he knows Spanish, he would not compete successfully in the labor market. This problem is especially important in the Black community, which has the greatest number of underemployed. The young Black knows that it would be much more difficult to secure a job if he does not speak Spanish." Fortes & Stepick, City on the Edge, p. 12. See also note 62.

DCEO, Bilingualism in Employment (1989), p. 1; see also notes 263–65 and accompanying text.


110 to 120 open charges (up in the last 2 years from 90), and the average processing time is 270 days. The agency's resources allow for only "limited outreach and educational" activities, and no other Dade County agency attempts to educate either employers or employees of the law regarding language policies.

The data provided by the EEOC Miami District Office identify only the number of EEOC and local fair employment practice agency (FEPA) charges involving "national origin" that were received. Between fiscal year 1991 and the first 3 months of fiscal year 1996, 4,062 national origin charges were received, 23.8 percent of the total charges received. The number of national origin charges received and their percentage of the total charges received were: 1991—499 charges, 29.3 percent; 1992—479 charges, 27.0 percent; 1993—490 charges, 23.4 percent; 1994—447 charges, 21.2 percent; 1995—435 charges, 20.9 percent; and for the first 3 months of 1996, 276 charges constituting 20.5 percent of the charges received.

Professor Perea testified that "all demographic statistics indicate that we're becoming more and more diverse, racially and linguistically, so that this problem is likely to recur and increase rather than go away." Workplace language policies are a significant source of racial and ethnic tension in Miami and directly or indirectly affect large numbers of people. Some commentators feel that, given demographic trends in the country, "Miami Now gives us a glimpse of America tomorrow." Even if it were true that workplace language policies did not affect that many people, it is "an unacceptable conclusion to . . . say . . . to those people it does affect [that] their right to equal treatment in the workplace and equal dignity doesn't matter."

To be true to the ideals upon which this country was founded, we simply must deal in some manner with the civil rights implications of workplace language policies.

**Private Sector and Public Law Proposals for Dealing with Language Discrimination**

Some contend that only legislative amendment of Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act can adequately address the civil rights implications of workplace language policies. Other observers maintain that certain private initiatives and the corrective action of the free market, as the value of speaking languages other than English increases, will be sufficient to deal fairly with the large increase in workers whose primary language is not English. Terence Connor, a prominent employment law attorney advising management in Miami, is among those who hold this latter view. He acknowledges that language policies arouse social tensions. Mr. Connor maintains, however, that dealing with the issue of language in the workplace "requires an enormous amount of flexibility," that "the marketplace" takes care of language discrimination problems "before much time goes by," and that an employer language policy of "common sense . . . and common courtesy" will be successful in addressing all concerns. He does not see "a crying need for legislation in this area."

---

210 Ibid., p. 6; Regalado Interview. This is the highest caseload of any city or county civil rights enforcement agency in Florida. DCEOB, FY 1994-95 Semi-Annual Report To The Board of County Commissioners and the County Manager (1995), p. 6.

211 Regalado Interview.

212 Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Total Number of EEOC and FEPA Charge Receipts in Dade and Broward Counties from FY 91 to FY 96 (printout from National Database Automatic Reporting Facility).

213 Perea Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. I, p. 183. An attorney specializing in employment litigation recently put it this way: "The significance of language discrimination is underscored for Americans by the recent increase in the population of people for whom English is not a primary language. Because these individuals represent a growing percentage of the labor force, language discrimination will continue to play an important role in the labor market." Steven I. Locka, *Language Discrimination And English-Only Rules in the Workplace: The Case For Legislative Amendment of Title VII.* 27 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 33, 45 (1996) (hereafter cited as Locka, *Language Discrimination*).


217 The model policy Mr. Connor provided to the Commission states: "____ is a multi-cultural company. Because of specific language-sensitive regulatory requirements, all employees must be able to communicate in a common language. Accordingly, the ability to communicate in English during the conduct of business is required and is especially important when dealing with data, operational procedures and administrative information. Otherwise, employees should use common sense and courtesy with one another in communicating on other matters." Terrence Connor, *Model Official Company Language Policy* (undated).

stead, beyond the “common sense and common courtesy” language policy he recommends to employers, the primary recommendation he has for easing racial and ethnic tensions based on language is “a broad initiative to teach people both Spanish and English.”  

Florida University Professor of Law Juan Perea, a leading legal scholar in the area of workplace language policies, agrees that such language education initiatives are critical. They will not solve, however, the dilemma posed by current law in the only four Federal circuits that have considered the question, which would allow an employee to be fired for using Spanish or Mandarin, even though he was adequately performing his job. Professor Perea notes that often “job performance and the use of language are quite independent. And it is the job performance, not the language used, that should be the proper concern of the employer.” Professor Perea testified that another “kind of training is also crucial, which is training in the very basic proposition that people whose primary language is not English will feel the same comfort in their primary languages as you and I may feel in English, and will naturally tend to speak to each other . . . in those languages.” Moreover, according to Professor Perea, the free market cannot be relied upon to correct language discrimination problems:

[W]e did have [a] free market regulating employment before 1964. And the result of that free market regulation was outright racism and denial of all but the most menial opportunities for virtually every person of color in society. So it seems to me history tells us that . . . sometimes racism is more powerful than someone’s best interest . . . [The] free market left alone resulted in something . . . quite offensive to principles of equality and dignity in the workplace. So I would be loath—be very frightened—to rely on the free market to correct discrimination.

Professor Perea is among those who contend that only legislative amendment of Title VII can adequately address the civil rights implications posed by workplace language policies. He argues that “primary language” should be protected under Title VII for three reasons. First, Professor Perea observes that the EEOC and the courts have consistently interpreted “national origin” broadly to include other ethnic characteristics that are correlated with national origin. Thus, Gutierrez, Garcia, and their progeny fall squarely outside this pattern and were wrongly decided. Second, he contends that sociological study has sufficiently established the significance of primary language as a fundamental aspect of ethnicity to merit protection. Finally, Professor Perea notes that while language is not an immutable characteristic like race or sex, it is “practically immutable” and therefore deserves like protection under Title VII. The EEOC guidelines, he contends, correctly prohibit employment discrimination on the basis of ethnic characteristics like language.

---

319 Connor Interview, Dr. Eduardo Padron of Miami-Dade Community College also believes that language education is “an economic necessity in Miami today” and that it will contribute to the lessening of racial and ethnic tensions in Miami. Miami-Dade Community College has been in the forefront of providing such education, especially to young people preparing to enter the labor market. The college offers “the largest bilingual education program in the country,” in which students train in specific disciplines, receiving instruction throughout in both English and Spanish. Padron Interview.

320 Juan Perea, Professor of Law, University of Florida College of Law, telephone interview, Aug. 19, 1995 (hereafter cited as Perea Interview).


322 Juan F. Perea, Professor of Law, University of Florida College of Law, written statement submitted at Miami Hearing, p.9 (hereafter cited as Perea written statement).

323 Perea Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. I, p. 201. Perhaps this should be a component of the “diversity training” offered by management consultants across the country.

324 Ibid., p. 208.

325 Perea, Right To Speak, pp. 274-75, 287-88.

326 Ibid., pp. 276-79. See generally Juan F. Perea, Los Olvidados: On the Making of Invisible People, N.Y.U.L. Rev., vol. 70 (1995), p. 965 (arguing that the failure of our legal system and society to recognize the significance of language and other ethnic characteristics to Latino identity renders them invisible and foreign, thus precluding their full recognition as equal members of our community).

327 Perea, Right to Speak, pp. 279-85. Another expert in employment and civil rights law reaches the same conclusion. He notes that while “linguistic minorities will most likely learn English and assimilate over time, the process is slow and often depends on intergenerational interaction. The length of the assimilation period is often extended for the Spanish speaking population because of the resilience of Spanish over time and the apparent difficulty for many immigrants in learning English even after a substantial period of residence in the country.” Locke, Language Discrimination, pp. 45-46 (quoting Scott Koslow et al., Exploring Language Effects In Ethnic Advertising: A Sociolinguistic Perspective, J. Consumer Res., vol. 20 (1994), p. 575).

328 Perea, Los Olvidados, p. 964. He notes that the EEOC’s broad conception of “national origin discrimination” as including employment discrimination “because an individual has the physical, cultural, or linguistic characteristics of a
usually occurs, he argues, not because of where an individual is from, but rather because of perceived differences in ethnic characteristics.\footnote{223}

However, Professor Perea acknowledges that “[t]he problem with the EEOC’s interpretation is the same as the problem with broad judicial interpretations of [Title VII]: the statutory language and legislative history simply do not support it,” given the current Supreme Court’s penchant for strict construction of civil rights statutes.\footnote{224} The nature of “national origin” as given little consideration by Congress in 1964 when it passed Title VII, and the full meaning the act’s legislative history can supply is the nation of one’s birth or of one’s ancestors.\footnote{231} The only Supreme Court decision interpreting “national origin” noted this sparse legislative history, held that citizenship status was not included within “national origin,” and generally failed to provide any more guidance than did Congress.\footnote{232} Agency attempts to broaden the scope of Title VII will likely be futile, as the clear trend in the Federal circuits that have considered the issue is also to ignore or reject the EEOC’s guidelines.\footnote{233}

Section III: Language Education and Racial and Ethnic Tensions

Overview

The Congress finds that as the world becomes increasingly interdependent and as international communication becomes a daily occurrence in government, business, commerce, and family life, multilingual skills constitute an important national resource which deserves protection and development.


The instruction of foreign languages and of English to nonnative speakers has a long history in the United States, intertwined with our roots as an immigrant nation. As early as the 18th century, Americans pondered the role of language in shaping our national identity.\footnote{334} During the 19th century, the States of Pennsylvania and Louisiana and the territory that would later become New Mexico all considered the issue of bilingual education.\footnote{336} Responding to the anti-German climate spawned by World War I, 15 States by 1919 had banned the teaching of foreign languages and required English to be the sole language of instruction in all schools, public and private.\footnote{336} Historically, language has been a key component of the national character that defines our American culture.\footnote{337}

For first-generation immigrants, the English language defines most poignantly our national such use is not related to job performance. Alternatively, the statute should be amended so that unlawful discrimination because of ethnic characteristics not related to job performance, including language, is clearly prohibited.” Hispanic National Bar Association, Language Rights in the Workplace: Statement of position of the Hispanic National Bar Association (Sept. 12, 1996).

\footnote{335} After the Revolutionary War, the Continental Congress published the Articles of Confederation in English, French, and German. According to Prof Juan Perea, “by publishing this fundamental document in several languages, the Continental Congress explicitly recognised the linguistic and cultural pluralism within the new American realm and the need to communicate with linguistically different populations in the languages they understood.” Perea, Demography and Distrust, p. 286.

\footnote{336} Ibid.

\footnote{337} Ibid.

\footnote{223} Professor Perea would amend Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3(a)(1) to read: “It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer (1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual... because of such individual’s race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, or ethnic traits.” See Perea, National Origin Discrimination, p. 860; Perea Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. pp. 152–53; Perea written statement, p.10. He would also add a new section, 2000e(a) to the definitions section, defining “ethnic traits” as follows: “(p) The term ‘ethnic traits’ includes, but is not limited to, language, accent, surname, and ethnic appearance.” Perea, National Origin Discrimination, p. 861; Perea Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. I, pp. 153–54; Perea written statement, pp. 10–11. He compares this provision to Congress’ clarification in the Pregnancy Discrimination Act that discrimination because of pregnancy constitutes sex discrimination. Perea written statement, pp. 10–11. Finally, Professor Perea contends that “the EEOC should be given full rulemaking authority, so that courts can not so easily ignore the agency’s current guidelines.” Perea written statement, p. 11. The Hispanic National Bar Association has taken the position that the “current statutory language of ‘national origin’ must be defined clearly so that it prohibits discrimination because of an employee’s language use when
persons—reflected by our popular culture, our art, and our system of government—and is an ever-present reminder to them that, without English proficiency, they are peripheral members of American mainstream culture. For this reason, language policy also serves as a barometer of States' varied reception and integration of newcomers in the absence of a Federal "immigrant" policy.338

Florida and Dade County's policy toward immigrants, as reflected in the State and local school districts' limited-English-proficient educational programs, is one that embraces newcomers and strives to ensure that their transition from "immigrant" to "American" is achieved with opportunity for improvement and self-reliance. In this respect, Florida has laws that ensure language instruction for children and adults who have limited or no proficiency in English.

At the elementary and secondary education levels, foreign-language courses are elective in nonmagnet schools. Similarly, adult education programs, both through the Dade County Public Schools and the Miami-Dade Community College, provide few foreign-language instruction courses compared to the number of English courses designed for nonnative speakers.

This chapter addresses Dade County's language education programs in the context of Federal and State policies. It also examines the future of limited-English-proficient (LEP) programs,339 both nationally and in Florida, and the role of language policies and proposed reforms on race relations in Florida.

Language Education and Job Opportunities in Dade County

More than ever before, knowledge of a foreign language is a necessity for native English speakers in Dade County, where languages other than English are pervasive in the community and in industry.340 Fifty-seven percent of Dade County residents speak a language other than English at home.341 Seventy percent are racial or ethnic minorities, according to the 1990 census.342 More important, the demand for bilingualism in business and industry has continued to rise along with Miami's preeminence as an international city. As early as 1982, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights recognized the significance of acquiring second-language skills for native English speakers in its report, Confronting Racial Isolation in Miami: "Given the multicultural, bilingual nature of the Miami-Dade County area, a functional command of Spanish is advantageous, particularly in the area of employment. Many businesses actively seek Spanish speakers. If blacks could communicate effectively in Spanish, job opportunities might be more readily available."343

This observation appears more accurate and compelling 13 years later as Miami increasingly has relied on Latin America, the Caribbean, and Europe to revitalize its economy through international tourism344 and business.345 According to the Dade County School Board, more than 100 multinational companies have surfaced in Miami.

338 Hoffman Interview.
344 Since 1992, international tourism has exceeded domestic tourism in Dade County both in raw numbers and in economic impact. In 1992, 1993, and 1994, 4,573, 5,401, and 5,029 international tourists visited Dade County, respectively. During these years, international tourism generated 59 percent, 64 percent, and 63 percent of the total Dade County tourism revenue. Source: Metropolitan Dade County, Florida, Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for Fiscal Year Ended Sept. 30, 1994, p. 126.
345 According to the president of the Miami-Dade Community College, Dr. Padron, Miami's economic base has drastically changed from tourism (mostly domestic) as the main source of economic activity in the 1960s and 1970s, to international trade and finance in the 1980s. Because of its linguistic diversity, Dade County has "positioned itself extremely well within the new global economy." Padron Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. II, p. 319. Florida's top export trading partners in 1992 were Venezuela, Colombia, Brazil, Argentina, and the Dominican Republic. Florida Department of Commerce, 1992. Notwithstanding this potentially lucrative base, Miami has failed to stabilize its economy and faces bankruptcy.
since 1990, employing over 44,000 persons. \(^{346}\) This increased emphasis on revenue from international sources translates into a near requirement that businesses have management and customer-contact employees who are conversant in languages other than English. \(^{347}\) According to Eduardo Padron, president, Miami-Dade Community College, big business and small entrepreneurs alike acknowledge that they cannot survive in Miami without an approach that links themselves to the international markets. \(^{348}\) Yet while Miami’s linguistic diversity has been a boon for both large and small businesses, it is also a source of concern to native English speakers who cannot compete with bilingual persons for jobs in these markets. Dr. Padron observes that “[becoming multilingual] is definitely an economic necessity. People who speak only one language in this community today are at a true disadvantage in competing for better jobs . . . . [W]hile language before was an issue of basic concern for different reasons, today it’s more because of an economic reason.” \(^{349}\)

In response to these real concerns, the Dade County school system and the Miami-Dade Community College emphasize adult language instruction on two levels: English instruction to nonnative speakers and foreign-language instruction to monolingual English speakers. Because of funding shortfalls and Federal, State, and judicial requirements, however, the majority of language instruction resources at both the local and State levels are devoted to providing English-language instruction to students with a limited knowledge of English.

**Language Education: Dade County Public Schools**

The Dade County public school system is the fourth largest school district in the nation. It provided instruction to approximately 330,000 K–12 students and 189,631 adult students in the 1994–1995 school year. \(^{350}\) Twenty-six percent of these students are foreign-born, and an average of 100 new students enter the school system daily from dozens of countries. \(^{351}\) The school district’s language programs serve 47,000 students in grades K–12, and provide English for speakers of other languages (ESOL) training to another 70,000 adults. \(^{352}\)

The Dade County public school system has recognized the importance of language education for over 30 years. In 1963, the Dade County school system established the first modern bilingual education program in the United States at Coral Way Elementary School.

Recently, the Dade County School Board again reexamined its objectives for language education and reaffirmed the need for language instruction as a means of instilling cultural awareness and increasing the competitiveness of its students in a global economy. In a position paper, the Dade County School Board members observed:

> The growing international interdependence between our nation and other nations and the pluralistic nature of the world society demand that we develop citizens with a thorough understanding of international and cross-cultural issues and with the ability to communicate in more than one language. It is imperative to the countywide objectives of the Dade County Public Schools that the largest possible number of students be provided the opportunity to become functionally proficient in a second language. \(^{353}\)

**Language instruction in the Dade County**

---

\(^{346}\) Octavio Vialedo, Superintendent, memorandum to Members of School Board of Dade County, FL, containing the *Position Paper Relative to the Expansion of the Foreign Language Program*, Sept. 29, 1994 (hereafter cited as *Position Paper Relative to the Expansion of the Foreign Language Program*).

\(^{347}\) Ibid. Indeed, the Dade County School Board acknowledges that “Dade County must count on a bilingual or multilingual workforce that can provide services for [multiracial] companies and for the millions of visitors to the greater Miami area.” Ibid.

\(^{348}\) Padron Interview.

\(^{349}\) Padron Testimony, *Miami Hearing*, vol. II, pp. 320–21. In his interview with staff, Dr. Padron stated: “[L]anguage has become almost a condition of employment in this city, no matter where you go. Being bilingual or trilingual in this city is very important—you need that to be successful in any job. That affects the native population, that affects blacks, that affects a lot of people if they don’t get the proper training, if the children are not provided the opportunity to learn the languages in the school systems, etc.” Padron Interview.


\(^{351}\) Fraind Interview.

\(^{352}\) Barry, “Cuban Influx”; Hoffman Interview.

\(^{353}\) *Position Paper Relative to the Expansion of the Foreign Language Program*, p. 1.
Public Schools is provided on two levels: the traditional elementary and secondary education, and adult education. Within those categories, language instruction has a dual purpose in Dade County: primarily to provide English instruction to limited- or non-English-proficient students, and, to a lesser degree, to provide foreign-language instruction to monolingual speakers. This prioritization is required by a lack of resources, not a lack of demand for services.

**Elementary and High School Instruction**

The Dade County school system provides foreign-language instruction and language education for limited-English-proficient students through English for speakers of other languages, bilingual, extended foreign-language, magnet, and traditional foreign-language programs. Foreign-language instruction is provided through elementary bilingual schools, elementary extended foreign-language, and foreign-language magnet programs. Instruction for limited-English-proficient students is provided through ESOL, home-language instruction, and developmental bilingual education. This section of the report examines limited-English-proficient and foreign-language education policy federally and in Florida and Dade County. Also reviewed in this section are arguments supporting and opposing bilingual education, and funding for language education programs, each within the context of educational strategies for limited-English-proficient and foreign-language programs.

**Federal Policies.** Although the U.S. Supreme Court examined the question of language assistance in the education of children as early as 1923, it was not until 1968 that Congress became involved in legislating a bilingual education policy with the enactment of the Bilingual Education Act. The act is one of several voluntary grant programs through which school districts apply to the Federal Government for grants to implement and develop language education programs for limited-English-proficient students. Because of unresolved differences about the objectives of language education programs, the act has never clearly defined "bilingual education." The act does, however, mandate that 75 percent of appropriated funds be used for transitional bilingual education programs, and that up to 25 percent of appropriated funds be used for special alternative instructional programs.

Although the act applies to adult programs as well as elementary and secondary school programs, the term "bilingual education" generally refers to English-language instruction programs at the elementary and secondary education levels. As the name for the various language instruction programs, bilingual education generally refers to one of the following educational strategies: transitional bilingual education, developmental bilingual programs, English as a second language, and immersion programs.

---

354 Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923) (striking down a Nebraska statute that prohibited the teaching of any subject in a modern language other than English to students below the ninth grade as being violative of the 14th amendment). The Court limited its decision to foreign-language instruction in private schools.


356 Some supporters saw the legislation simply as a way to maximize proficiency in both the English and the native language, while others viewed it as a way of furthering proficiency in both the native language and English and of instilling respect for the child's cultural heritage. See Moran, Status Conflict, p. 327.


359 GAO, Limited English Proficiency: A Growing and Costly Educational Challenge Facing Many School Districts, a report to the Chairman, Committee on Labor and Human Resources, U.S. Senate, January 1994, pp. 24–25 (hereafter cited as GAO, Limited English Proficiency). The GAO defines these bilingual instructional methodologies as follows:

- Transitional Bilingual Education. This instructional method uses English and the student's native language to provide instruction. It is designed to enable LEP students to make a transition to an all-English instruction program while delivering content-based instruction in the students' native language, thereby ensuring that the students do not fall behind academically while in the process of acquiring English skills. Transitional bilingual education programs vary in the amount of native-language instruction provided and the duration of the program.

- Developmental Bilingual Programs. These are programs in which native-English-speaking and LEP students receive instruction in both English and the native language of the LEP students, with the goal of bilingual literacy for both groups.

- English as a second language. This instructional method uses English as the primary or exclusive method of content-
English as a second language (ESL) and immersion programs are known as "special alternative instructional programs" (SAIPS). Unlike SAIPS, which depend on English as the primary or exclusive method of instruction, traditional bilingual education programs use the students' native language to provide content instruction while providing specialized English instruction as part of the educational curriculum.

An increasing limited-English-proficient student population and decreased funding have produced significant reductions in the funding levels for bilingual education programs. According to the General Accounting Office, taking inflation into account, 1990 funding for Title VII programs under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 was 40 percent less than 1980 funding, while the number of LEP students rose by 25 percent. In 1994, Congress appropriated $195 million for bilingual education programs. In 1995, the U.S. Department of Education requested $155 million for bilingual education but received only $117 million. For fiscal year 1996, the President requested that the total funding for the program be brought back up to $155 million. As of October 1995, the U.S. House of Representatives appropriations mark-up was for $53 million, while the U.S. Senate mark-up was for $107 million.

Elementary and secondary education LEP students also receive services under other Federal programs. Chief among them are chapter 1 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which provides supplemental instruction in reading, math, and language arts to educationally disadvantaged students; the Emergency Immigrant Education Act of 1984, which allocates approximately $30 million annually to assist districts in meeting the educational needs of immigrant students; and, particularly in Florida, the Targeted Assistance Program, which reimburses counties with high concentrations of refugees for the cost of educating these students.

Like the Bilingual Education Act, the Emergency Immigrant Education Act (EIEA) is also a voluntary grant program that distributes funds to States based on their ratio of EIEA-eligible students. The States in turn distribute the funds to each school district in proportion to the number of EIEA students in the district. Under the EIEA, local school districts that have at least 500 immigrant students, or 3 percent of the total number of students enrolled in the public or private schools in that district, are eligible for assistance.

EIEA funds are intended to ease the financial burden of providing language programs for States and counties with substantial immigrant student populations. According to 1990 census data, 72 percent of all LEP students are from six States—California, Florida, Illinois, New Jersey, New York, and Texas. During the 1991-1992 academic year, Florida had the fourth largest limited-English-proficient population. Because the funding levels for EIEA districts have remained constant since the act was passed in 1984, the actual amount available per student is minimal. While the EIEA authorizes up to a maximum of $500 per student in a participating school district, the number of eligible students has increased while funding has remained constant, according to the General Accounting Of-

---


365 GAO, *Immigrant Education: Information on the Emergency Immigrant Education Act Program* (March 1991), pp. 2–3. EIEA-eligible students are immigrant students who have been enrolled in U.S. schools for less than 3 years and are in a school district that receives EIEA funds.


367 GAO, *Limited English Proficiency*, p. 33. In Dade County, 39 district schools have 600 or more foreign-born students. Sixteen schools have over 1,000 foreign-born students. See Immigration Impact Briefing Package, Dade County Public Schools, Miami, FL, June 30, 1996.

Office. As a result, participating school districts received an average of $27 per student during the 1993-1994 school year.369

Education policy for language-deficient students has also evolved through the courts. In 1974, the U.S. Supreme Court decided Lau v. Nichols.370 In Lau, the plaintiffs, a class of limited-English-proficient Chinese students in San Francisco, established that approximately 1,800 Chinese-speaking students were receiving no special language assistance. The Court concluded that the school district was required, under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, to take measures to rectify the language barrier when English-only instruction had the effect of excluding LEP students from meaningful participation in the educational program.371

Congress codified the Lau holding through the Equal Education Opportunities Act, which requires school districts to “take appropriate measures to overcome language barriers that impede equal participation by its students in its instructional programs.”372 The act requires school districts to take affirmative measures to ensure that LEP students with special educational needs are not excluded from educational programs. It also provides a private right of action to enforce violations by school districts.

Foreign-language instruction programs in schools of primary and secondary education are eligible for Federal funding under the Foreign Language Assistance Act of 1994.373 The act reimburses States for 50 percent of the cost of establishing, improving, or expanding innovative foreign-language programs for elementary and secondary school students. Programs at the elementary level receive the greater share of funding; the statute requires at least 75 percent of funds to be used for foreign-language programs at the elementary level.

The statute also authorizes appropriation of “such sums as may be necessary” to carry out the program.374 During fiscal year 1995, $35 million was appropriated for State and local programs.

**State Policies.** At the State level, Florida has laws and regulations to ensure equal educational access to limited-English-proficient students. The Florida Educational Equity Act prohibits, in any education program that receives Federal or State funds, discrimination on the basis of race, national origin, sex, disability, or marital status.375 The act also preserves programs designed to meet the needs of limited-English-proficient students.376 Florida also requires its school districts to provide specialized English instruction to its LEP students.377 Such instruction must be provided either through the English for speakers of other languages program or through a program that utilizes homelanguage instruction.378 The Dade County public school system uses both methodologies in satisfying its LEP instructional requirements.

Florida school districts are also bound by the consent decree in the LULAC v. Florida Board of Education case.379 More commonly known as the META consent decree, this agreement requires Florida and public school districts to ensure equal educational access to all limited-English-proficient students. Schools with more than 15 students from the same language group must employ at least one teacher or teacher’s aide who is proficient in that language. LEP students must be provided language training through ESOL or homelanguage instruction methods. META requires each public school district to submit LEP plans every 3 years outlining how the district is implementing the consent decree.380

---

370 414 U.S. 563 (1974) (holding that a school district’s failure to provide assistance tailored to the needs of non-English-speaking students of Chinese ancestry violated Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964).
371 Moran, Status Conflict, p. 328.
375 Id.
377 Id.
381 Each school district plan must describe how prospective LEP students are identified and assessed, how these students are served, how their progress is monitored, and how students are exited from the LEP programs. Florida Department of Education, Office of Multilingual Student Language Education, District LEP Plan Workshops, June 23, 24, 26, July 1, 1993.
Parents of LEP students may not waive LEP instruction for them, pursuant to the Florida Department of Education's construction of the META consent decree. Under the Bilingual Education Act, however, parents are authorized to decline enrollment of their LEP children in bilingual education programs receiving Federal assistance. According to the Florida Department of Education, no Federal assistance programs may be used to meet the requirements of the META consent decree. Nevertheless, all LEP students, for whom Federal funds are expended in Florida, are also covered under the consent decree.

META's requirement that students be provided educational assistance in their native language has also led to conflicting views in Dade County's Haitian community. According to Rosa Castro Feinburg, member of Dade County School Board, the Haitian community is split on whether Haitian students are ill-served by efforts to preserve a language that is not widely used. Supporters of home-language instruction argue that Haitian should be taught to help preserve these students' heritage. Opponents argue that Creole maintenance inhibits English acquisition and hinders their subsequent economic advancement.

These arguments resonate on a larger scale between supporters and opponents of bilingual education policy. The bilingual education debate centers around the controversy between traditional bilingual education programs that rely on students' native language to provide instruction in core subjects and programs that use English predominantly or exclusively. On a continuum, the range of support for these programs extends from those who would preserve traditional bilingual education programs because they have intrinsic value over ESL programs, to those who would eliminate all language assistance programs and place LEP students in submerision systems where no special language assistance is provided.

Those who oppose traditional bilingual education as an instruction methodology argue that it causes students to remain in native-language instruction programs for too long, and does not effectively transition students to an exclusively English education environment. They argue that traditional bilingual education programs generally fail to graduate their students to exclusively English instruction in the 2 to 5 years projected by bilingual education advocates. Groups advocating reform of the traditional bilingual education system, such as U.S. English, cite to ESL-style programs that emphasize instruction of and in English as a preferable alternative to the current process. Bilingual education opponents also argue that States should be granted greater discretion to create English education programs that best serve their students. Under current Federal law, grants emphasize traditional bilingual education programs over alternative instruction methods.

Proponents of traditional bilingual education programs, such as the Dade County Public Schools, argue that bilingual education is important to ensure maintenance of the native language and to insure fluency in languages other than English for monolingual students. They also counter that academic English, the kind needed to succeed in the classroom, takes longer to learn, usually between 5 and 8 years, than conversational English. For this reason, immersion programs are not as effective as traditional bilingual education programs.

Funding. The cost of educating foreign-born students in Dade County is paid for by Federal, State, and local resources. Education represents the largest single cost of immigration to the State of Florida, according to the Governor's Unfair Burden report. Over 70 percent of the total estimated annual cost of immigration to
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281 Ibid.
283 Rosa Castro Feinburg, Member, Dade County School Board, telephone interview, Aug. 21, 1985 (hereafter cited as Feinburg Interview).
286 The Unfair Burden. This report was prepared in response to a law passed in 1993 that required a comprehensive study to focus on the economic impact of immigration on State and local finances over the past decade. The study was designed to identify documented costs of services for immigrants between 1990 and 1993. examine Federal immigration-related grants and other reimbursements, and develop strategies to assist Florida in obtaining increased Federal assistance for immigration costs. Ibid., p. u.
Florida in 1993 was attributable to educational resources needed to educate Florida’s LEP students. Nearly one-half of these students reside in Dade County.

Over 1,000 new foreign-born students enroll in Dade County public schools monthly, yet the Federal Government pays less than 3 percent of the total expenses needed to educate these students. In 1993, Dade County received only $9.6 million in total Federal aid for immigrant education, while the actual cost of educating these students reportedly exceeded $300 million.387

**Limited-English-Proficient Programs.** The Dade County school system provides instruction for limited-English-proficient students through one of two types of programs: 1) Special Instruction in and through English, and 2) Basic Skills in the Home Language. The first category includes programs in which English is the medium of instruction. The second category includes programs in which a language other than English is used as the medium of instruction.388

The first type of program referenced above includes the programs of English for speakers of other languages and curriculum content in English utilizing ESOL techniques. ESOL is a required language arts program for all LEP students and serves as an alternative to the regular English language arts program patronized by English-proficient students.389 Unlike ESOL, curriculum content in English utilizing ESOL strategies is not a formal language program. This program is intended to accelerate LEP students’ acquisition of English by making English immediately functional within the regular English curriculum.390

The Basic Skills in the Home Language category uses the student’s home language as a medium of instruction. This category consists of home language arts (Spanish for Spanish speakers and Haitian Creole language arts) and curriculum content in the home language (i.e., science, math, etc.).391 The curriculum content model is the program used for LEP students in the pioneer bilingual education program implemented at Coral Way Elementary in 1963. The first modern bilingual school in the nation, Coral Way Elementary uses developmental bilingual programs that instruct students in English and in Spanish from kindergarten through fifth grade.392

While the Coral Way program and others like it are completely bilingual, Dade County teaches most of its English-deficient students (about 15 percent of its total) in transitional bilingual education programs that provide content instruction in the student’s native language, while teaching English for 1 hour and 15 minutes daily.393

**Foreign-language Instruction Programs.** The Dade County school system offers foreign-language instruction through one of several programs. The approach of each varies according to the type of program involved. Dade County schools offer various dual-language instruction programs in select schools, in addition to traditional foreign-language instruction programs emphasizing conversation and grammar. The dual-language programs provide instruction through one of the following approaches: the Elementary Bilingual Schools Organization Program, the Elementary Extended Foreign Language Program, or the Foreign Language Magnet Program.394

The Elementary Bilingual Schools Organization (BISO) model provides content instruction in the students' native language and reinforces the concepts and skills introduced in the native language through ESOL. Spanish for Spanish speakers, or Spanish as a second language methods. Students in this model receive 40 percent of their daily instruction in Spanish. The major objective of the BISO model, used in five elementary schools, including its pioneer school, Coral Way Elementary, is to make Spanish a second language for English language origin students.395

The Elementary Extended Foreign Language Program was initiated during the 1983-84 school year in five elementary schools. Students in this
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387 Ana Dava, "Schools Seek Funds for Foreign Influx," Miami Herald, Feb. 28, 1994
389 Ibid.
390 Ibid. p 35
391 Ibid. p 16
392 Fernberg Interview.
393 Booth, "Bilingual School Has Word for Dade.
395 Quinlan, "Spanish Programs Relate to the Expansion of the Foreign Language Program," p. 3.
program receive 60 percent of their instruction in English and 40 percent in Spanish, French, or Haitian Creole. The program is limited to two classrooms per grade in the six elementary and two middle schools where it is currently provided.396

The Foreign Language Magnet Programs include the International Studies Program and the International Affairs Program. Both seek to produce bilingual and bicultural students through intense academic programs that are language centered. The International Studies Program, taught in one elementary, one middle, and one senior high school, is a dual accreditation program which meets all the academic and legal requirements of the Dade County Public Schools and the governments of France and Spain.397

Schools not offering one of the specialized dual-language programs offer traditional 1-hour daily foreign-language courses.398 These courses focus on teaching the language itself and do not usually provide content instruction in other subjects.

Spanish as a second language (Spanish-SL) is offered in all of Dade County's elementary schools. Although enrollment is voluntary, parents are encouraged to enroll their children in these courses. Students are enrolled when their parent signs a parental authorization form. The form indicates that students will be automatically reenrolled in such courses each succeeding year, unless the parent otherwise indicates.399 Unlike the Spanish-SL courses, students eligible to participate in the Spanish$f^5$ Spanish-speaking (Spanish-S) courses are automatically enrolled at the elementary level. Parents must affirmatively withdraw these students from the program if they choose not to have their children participate.400 From the time students enter middle school, enrollment in Spanish-SL or Spanish-S is purely at the discretion of parents and students. Neither automatic enrollment nor parental authorization forms are utilized.401

Because of Dade County's commitment to innovative foreign-language programs that produce fully bilingual students, recent findings by a Dade County Chamber of Commerce study that only 2 percent of Dade County's students graduate fully bilingual appear enigmatic.402 Yet because English-proficient students are not required to enroll in foreign-language courses to graduate from high school,403 enrollment in these courses declines significantly in traditional foreign-language programs when students enter middle school. Whereas 95 percent of students in Dade County's elementary schools study Spanish, that number drops to 5 percent by the time these students enter middle school, improving only slightly at the high school level, where 10 percent of all students are enrolled in Spanish courses.404

Thus, while Dade County students who participate in the dual-language programs demonstrate high levels of bilingual literacy,405 most students graduating from schools with traditional foreign-language programs lack the requisite level of literacy in Spanish for scholarship or business transactions.406 Only 21 out of the 286407 public schools in Dade County offered dual-language programs through the 1996-97 school year.

Adult Language Instruction

The Dade County Public Schools' Office of Applied Technology, Adult, Career, and Community Education (OATACCE) provides second-language instruction under its vocational, career, community, and adult education pro-

396 Octavio Viesiedo, Superintendent, memorandum to Elementary Principals containing the Elementary Extended Foreign Language Program Request for Proposal, Sept. 26, 1994; Morales "Bilingual Courses Get Boost."
397 Position Paper Relative to the Expansion of the Foreign Language Program, p. 3.
398 Procedures Manual Bilingual/Foreign Language Educa-
tion, p. 72.
399 Ibid., p. 61.
400 Ibid., p. 65.
401 Ibid.
403 Dade County Public Schools, Division of Student Serv-
ces, Dade County Public Schools Course Requirements, revised October 1996.
404 Morales, "Bilingual Courses Get Boost."
405 According to a position paper by the Dade County School Board, high school students enrolled in the International Studies Program had a 90 percent passing rate in national French exams. See Position Paper Relative to the Expansion of the Foreign Language Program, p. 3.
406 See generally Fradd, The Economic Impact.
407 This figure represents the number of elementary, middle, and high public schools in Dade County in the 1994-95 school year. Dade County Public Schools, Management and Accountability, Office of Educational Accountability, District & School Profiles, 1994-1995, June 1996.
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grams. During the 1994–1995 school year, Dade County’s adult education program, through OATACCE, provided instruction to 189,631 students, including English as a second language instruction to 70,117 students. Approximately 121,577 students who have enrolled in adult education programs are foreign born. While the Dade County Public Schools’ adult education program provides services other than language instruction, language courses, nevertheless, constitute more than 37 percent of the adult education programs.

During the 1994–1995 school year, OATACCE provided foreign-language instruction in four languages: Spanish, French (which includes Haitian Creole), Italian, and Portuguese. Approximately 3,337 students enrolled in these foreign-language courses. Of these, 2,786 students enrolled in the Spanish courses, 256 enrolled in the French courses, 106 enrolled in the Italian courses, and 187 enrolled in the Portuguese courses. In contrast, over 70,000 students enrolled in adult ESOL classes during the same fiscal year.

The small enrollment in Portuguese courses is significant because Brazilian tourism and business has recently embraced Miami as a vacation and commercial hub. According to Arthur Teele, chairman of the Dade County Commission, there is a real need for Portuguese speakers in Miami’s tourism and private industries:

I can assure you that if someone comes out of either Little Haiti, or Little Havana, or Overtown, [and] speaks Portuguese . . . they will get a job . . .

Our business is tourism. We are very dependent on how many hotel rooms we can fill in terms of the job and the service industry that we have, and that becomes very, very important to our community. And again, in the private marketplace, . . . language is a factor [in getting a job] in my judgment.

***

A person who speaks Portuguese can get a job on a switchboard, can get a job in a hotel, because that is a very strong market right now.

Similarly, there is a need for Haitian Creole and Portuguese speakers in Dade County government jobs. While Dade County is serving the needs of its Spanish-speaking clients, some argue that its work force is not meeting the needs of the Portuguese- and Haitian Creole-speaking public. Thus, the small enrollment in Portuguese and Haitian Creole classes translates into a loss of job opportunities for native and foreign-born Dade County residents.

The relatively low enrollment of adult students in foreign-language classes generally, and in Portuguese and Haitian Creole specifically, can be attributed to several factors, the most significant of which are limited State and local resources and statutory requirements placing a higher priority on educational assistance to limited-English-proficient students.

**Federal and State Policies.** Limited-English-proficient and non-English-proficient adults who enroll in OATACCE programs are assured equal access to all programs under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Florida Educational Act, and the LULAC v. Florida Board of Education, the META consent decree. LEP stu-
In Dade County, bilingual vocational education courses are provided for LEP students through OATAcce. These programs are designed to "bridge regular ESOL studies . . . [with] vocational programs."427 As part of its requirement under the META consent decree, OATAcce trains vocational staff to meet the instructional needs of LEP students, where the bilingual vocational education programs are not available.428 Under the META consent decree, adult students may not be denied access to adult or vocational education programs on the basis of limited English proficiency.429

Thus, while statutes, administrative rules, and judicial mandates require language access for limited-English-proficient students, there are no requirements that Florida or Dade County provide similar language access programs to monolingual English speakers.430

Funding. OATAcce's provision of adult education services is severely limited by the funding caps established by the State of Florida in fiscal year 1991–1992.431 Because the allocation figures were established during the year of Hurricane Andrew, Dade County's allotted share of funds was based on an underinflated count taken during a year when the community's response to the hurricane led to a significantly lower adult student population.432 Since the cap was imposed, local funding has been based on the overall growth of the State.433 This method of calculation hurts counties like Dade that experience significantly larger rates of growth than the State as a whole.434 Since the 1991–1992 fiscal year, OATAcce has experienced a growth of an additional 3,247 full-time-equivalent students for whom State funds are not available.435


427 Hoffman Report to the USCCR.
429 META Consent Decree, Part III, A. 1.
430 This despite the fact that monolingual English speakers are a language minority in Dade County. According to the 1990 Census, only 42.6 percent of Dade County residents speak English at home. 1990 Census, table 17, p. 460. 431 Hoffman Report to USCCR.
432 Ibid.
433 Liza McFadden, Program Director, Bureau of Adult and Community Education, Florida Department of Education, telephone interview, Aug. 28, 1995 (hereafter cited as McFadden Interview).
434 Ibid.; see also, Adult Educational Grants report stats.
435 Hoffman Report to the USCCR.
As a result of underfunding by the State and Federal governments, OATACCE is unable to deliver language services at optimal capacity. Prior to its elimination in 1993, the Florida Department of Education had an office that was responsible for providing foreign-language instruction to native English speakers. Since elimination of that office, foreign language instruction has been relegated to the school districts, which must fund these programs through their respective local county governments, if they elect to provide them. As a result, during fiscal year 1994–1995, there was only one full-time teacher in the Spanish department of OATACCE’s foreign-language programs. In the same year, there were 56 full-time ESOL teachers, 63 part-time foreign-language teachers (in all four departments), and 1,065 part-time ESOL teachers.

Budget limitations also mandate that students in adult education programs pay fees to participate in the program. In general, students enrolled in State-sponsored adult general education programs pay for their courses. Some students, however, are exempt from these fees by statute. Students who:

1) do not have a high school diploma or its equivalent and who are enrolled in adult basic, adult secondary, or vocational-preparatory instruction; or
2) have a high school diploma or its equivalent, who are enrolled in adult basic, adult secondary, or vocational-preparatory instruction, and who have academic skills at or below the eighth-grade level;

are exempt from registration, matriculation, and laboratory fees for instruction.

The Florida Administrative Code measures prospective students’ academic skills through standardized tests. According to a report prepared by Florida’s Bureau of Adult and Community Education, Division of Applied Technology and Adult Education, Florida’s adult education providers served 448,543 students in fiscal year 1993–1994. Of these students, 43 percent were in beginning adult basic education or English as a second language programs. Seventeen percent participated in the intermediate adult basic education or ESL programs. Of all students participating in adult education programs that year, 35 percent stated that earning their high school diploma or GED was their reason for participating in the program. Based on these figures, between 35 percent and 43 percent of adults enrolled in adult education programs in Florida were eligible for a fee waiver during the 1993–1994 school year.

In addition to the severe, express fee waivers, Florida law also authorizes school districts and community colleges to waive fees for any nonexempt student, subject to certain conditions. Dade County’s Office of Applied Technology, Adult, Career, and Community Education waives fees for students enrolled in OATACCE programs who have high school diplomas and score below the 8.9 grade level on the Test of Adult Basic Education. According to Edwina Hoffman, educational specialist, OATACCE, fees can be waived under OATACCE programs for economically disadvantaged students to take Spanish or Haitian Creole.

Nevertheless, there is frustration among interested students who do not qualify for fee exemptions but who nevertheless wish to learn Spanish or Haitian Creole. Interested potential language students sometimes perceive that free
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language classes, such as English as a second language, are reserved for immigrants, while the native-born population must pay for its language classes. 451

While neither citizenship nor place of birth are factors for fee exemption eligibility under the law, the language ability of an applicant can play a role in the score an applicant receives on the basic skills test. 452 Because the test is administered in English, it:

naturally makes it very favorable to limited-English-proficient students to score poorly, and of course, they are then going to be able to get the class for free. 453

... it's more a lack of understanding on what the criteria are, and unfortunately, they were set using English as a standard, and obviously, a native speaker of English is going to do much better on these tests and show that they should be paying a fee. 454

The State of Florida accepts the Spanish version of the basic skills test, called the Spanish Assessment of Basic Education (SABE) test, for adult vocational education programs. 455 For adult general education programs, however, only the English-language version of the basic skills test is approved for use in determining whether a student enrolled demonstrates skills at or below the eighth grade level. 456 Limited-English-proficient or non-English-proficient students enrolling in adult general education courses are thus more likely to qualify for fee exemptions than are native English speakers with similar educational backgrounds due to the likelihood that the language barrier they face will produce lower test results.

The problem is compounded by fraudulent applications for fee waivers from students who claim not to have a high school diploma or who deliberately score low on the skills test in order to qualify for the fee waivers. Such claims are more successful among foreign-born applicants, for whom it is more difficult to verify high school graduation. 457

The cost of adult basic education courses through the Dade County public school system ranges from between $5 and $15 per credit hour. According to Edwina Hoffman, the State of Florida considered eliminating the educational status requirement and imposing a fee of $5 per credit hour for all students. Such a requirement would lead to hardship among the low-skilled and the poor. 458

Vocational education courses are more expensive, ranging in the hundreds of dollars. The DCFSP offers some loans and scholarships to eligible students. Students who reside outside of Dade County pay higher fees, although determining who qualifies as a resident is a difficult process, because there are no stated guidelines for determining residency. 459 As a result, there is abuse by noncounty residents who take advantage of county rates or free instruction programs.

**Language Education: Miami-Dade Community College**

The Miami-Dade Community College is the largest single community college in the Nation, 460 with five campuses throughout Dade County enrolling over 120,000 credit and noncredit students in the 1994–1995 academic
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452 Foreign-born residents generally also score lower on literacy tests than native residents, according to the Florida State Adult Literacy Survey. Across the literacy scale, about half (between 41 percent and 51 percent) of foreign-born adults performed in Level I, compared to 16-19 percent of the native-born adults. *See State Adult Literacy Survey; McFadden Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. II, p. 316.* According to Liza McFadden, the report also found "that Florida residents born in another country had completed fewer years of schooling in this country on average, 11 years, than residents who were born in the U.S.—12.5 years." Adult Literacy in Florida, Results of the State Adult Literacy Survey (August 1994), p. 316; McFadden Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. II, p. 316.


455 Florida Administrative Code, Rule 6A–6.014 (4). That section provides:

(4) Academic skills tests for adults. The following tests, English language versions only, are approved to be used to determine whether a student enrolled in the adult general education program demonstrates skills at or below the eighth grade level according to the standards established for the test by the test developers.

- Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE);
- Adult Basic Learning Examination (ABLE);
- Basic Skills Assessment Program (BSAP);

456 Hoffman Interview.

457 Ibid.

458 Ibid.

459 While fall 1992 statistics revealed that two other postsecondary institutions, the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, and Ohio State University main campus, had higher enrollments than MDCC, these institutions had graduate programs that had a significant percentage of their enrollment. Miami-Dade Community College Fact Book, 1994–1995, p. 21.
year. The college is nationally recognized for its racial and ethnic diversity; it enrolls more Hispanic and black students than any other postsecondary institution in the United States. In addition, over half of the college's student population speaks a native language other than English, with 74 languages represented on its campuses.

In response to its unique student body, Miami-Dade Community College (MDCC) has an extensive language program involving English as a second language, Spanish, and other languages. To prepare students for the international trade and finance opportunities found in Miami, the college also offers the largest bilingual instruction program in the country. This program enrolls over 4,000 students and provides vocational instruction bilingually throughout the program. The stated purpose of the program is to ensure that participating students complete their respective vocational programs with the ability to operate bilingually in their chosen fields.

MDCC places all of its limited-English-proficient students in an intensive English instruction program designed to teach students enough English to enable them to take content courses in English. Once they pass the requisite English comprehension exam, these students are permitted to enroll in the degree courses. No similar intensive Spanish course appears to exist for monolingual English speakers wishing to enroll in one of the bilingual vocational instruction programs. The importance of language acquisition for Dade County residents is evinced by the popularity of language classes at MDCC. In the 1995–1996 academic year, 48,172 students, or approximately one-third of the entire student body, were enrolled in foreign-language classes at MDCC. The largest enrollment in all courses offered by the college is in the English as a second language course. Since repeal of the Dade County antibilingualism ordinance in 1988, the demand for Spanish instruction has also risen significantly. By 1991, Spanish enrollment at MDCC had risen by 70 percent over the previous level 4 years before. So high is the demand for Spanish classes that budgetary constraints require south Florida community colleges to turn away many prospective Spanish students.

While Dr. Padron indicated during the interview that programs exist at MDCC to help students achieve language fluency, it is unclear from his testimony and the documents provided whether MDCC offers an intensive language acquisition program for its monolingual English speakers that is similar to the exclusive language instruction program offered for its limited-English-proficient students. At the InterAmerican Center of the Wolfson Campus, where the bilingual vocational programs are offered, there were 27 full-time faculty and staff devoted to the ESL program in 1995, but only 3 full-time faculty and staff devoted to foreign-language training, including translation and interpretation studies. Miami-Dade Community College, Wolfson Campus, Interamerican Center. Staffing (Padron Exhibit 9V(v)).


There were 3,869 students registered in Spanish courses during MDCC's 1995–1996 academic year. See Language Course Enrollments, 1995–96 Academic Year.


Ibid. (citing Irmgard Bocchino, then head of the Communications Department at Broward Community College). According to Mr. Bocchino, there is a large interest in Spanish as a second language: "We have so many students packed in our Spanish classes, and I've asked for more and more sessions as the budget will allow. I could offer ten more sessions and have them all full if I had the budget." Ibid. In some parts of the country, English classes are in such high demand that many remain open 24 hours per day. In Los Angeles, statistics show that waiting lists are as long...
language instruction programs have also witnessed a large increase in Spanish enrollment. In the 4 years ending in 1990, for example, enrollment in Dade County's Berlitz Spanish classes rose by 174 percent. According to Dr. Padron, the rise in Spanish enrollment is due to an acknowledgment by the community following the repeal of the antibilingualism ordinance that Dade County is a bilingual community and that bilingualism opens doors to jobs and economic prosperity. MDCC enrolls approximately 75 percent of all students who graduate from the Dade County Public Schools. Many of these students arrive at MDCC with no prior foreign-language education because they have not been required or encouraged to take a foreign language at the elementary or secondary levels. The Dade County school system imposes no foreign-language requirements for its middle or high school students. Moreover, attempts to require as 40,000 to 50,000. Testimony of Rep. Patay Mink (D-HI), Hearing on S.356, The Language of Government Act of 1995, Mar. 7, 1996; Testimony of Karen Narasaki, Executive Director, National Asian Pacific American Legal Consortium, Before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Federal News Service, Dec. 6, 1995.

Voboril, "The Bilingualism Biz" (citing Patricia Sze, Director of Marketing, Berlitz Center). According to Ms. Sze: "[T]here's a realization that ... more than any other place in the country, Miami is turning into a bilingual city. And to get ahead in business and careers, being bilingual has got to be a plus."

Padron Interview.


Ibid., p. 331.

See generally General Fund Annual Budget Plan, Dade County Public Schools, 1995-1996, Financial Affairs, Office of Budget Management, June 1995. The plan generally describes requirements for graduation from DCPS programs. While Spanish is an elective at the elementary schools, parents are strongly encouraged to enroll their students in Spanish for foreign language speakers and Spanish for native Spanish speakers courses. At the middle and high school levels, foreign language is an elective in the traditional schools, and schools do not urge parents to have their children participate. Dade County Public Schools, Division of Student Services, Dade County Public Schools Course Requirements, revised October 1996.

Dade County Public Schools are not unique in their lack of emphasis on foreign-language instruction. According to a U.S. Senate Report: "Less than five percent of American elementary school students study any foreign language and only fifteen percent of our high school students study a language for more than two years. At the postsecondary level, just twenty percent of American colleges and universities require a foreign language for admission, and only five percent of our college graduates are fluent in a second language. All told, less than one percent of American students

Language Education and Community Responses

Language instruction is especially important in Dade County because of the population's large linguistic diversity. According to Edwina Hoffman, language instruction is one of the most effective ways to mediate race relations. Yet, language instruction is not, by itself, a remedy to these problems. To be effective in diffusing hostilities and educating people about other cultures, it must be accompanied by cultural instruction.

The need for cultural instruction is crucial in multicultural communities, like Dade County, where cultural differences unrelated to language can lead to confusion and segregation that is often erroneously attributed to language differences. In Dade County, the school system, the community college, and community-based education centers often serve as laboratories where large numbers of cultures come together to learn about each other through the medium of language. The Dade County school system serves students from 125 countries. Miami-Dade Community College has students from 123 countries, speaking 74 different languages.

Language education also plays an important role in alleviating economic concerns over jobs and upward mobility. Increased student registration in language programs at MDCC and other public and private educational institutions evinces an acknowledgment by south Florida residents that multilingualism is a practical (if not actual) requirement for economic well-being. For the monolingual population of Dade County, acquisition of a foreign language significantly improves access to jobs. Despite this realization, local educational institutions do not have the resources to meet the language needs and demands of the monolingual commu...
Lack of funding and a priority on English proficiency by Federal and State sources are partly responsible. Yet, private sources have also failed to step up to the challenge. A recent survey of businesses in Dade County found that fewer than 21 percent of all companies provide job training or incentives to promote English or Spanish proficiency in their employees, despite the fact that 95 percent of the survey respondents agreed that a bilingual workforce is important for Miami's future economic development.\(^{483}\) Nationally, the percentage of companies offering basic skills and ESL training to their employees is even smaller. A survey by the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics revealed that only 3 percent of businesses that receive no Federal or other public funds for training actually provide such training. The cost of providing these programs, both in dollars and loss of productivity time, has prevented private industry from taking a more aggressive role in filling the gap.\(^{484}\)

**Impact of Official English Movement on Language Education and Job Opportunities**

**Federal Developments**

The Official English movement has recently edged its way to the forefront of national and congressional focus in response to recent concerns over immigration levels. In the 104th Congress, four bills and at least one resolution advocating English as the United States' official language were introduced. Appendix B provides a brief summary of the Federal English language measures introduced since 1995.

One of the bills passed in the U.S. House of Representatives. In August 1996, the House passed the Bill Emerson English Language Empowerment Act. The act declares English the official language of the Federal Government; requires all naturalization ceremonies to be conducted entirely in English; requires all official publications, including tax forms, to be in English; and repeals the bilingual ballot requirements of the Voting Rights Act. The act also allocates savings achieved through the legislation to English classes for immigrants. The bill has been reintroduced in the 105th Congress, but the new bill omits all reference to the Voting Rights Act.\(^{485}\)

In addition to H.R. 123, there were two bills in the U.S. House of Representatives and one bill in the U.S. Senate to declare English the official language of the United States introduced in the 104th Congress: the bicameral Language of Government Act of 1995,\(^{486}\) the Declaration of Official Language Act of 1995,\(^{487}\) and the National Language Act of 1995.\(^{488}\) A joint resolution to amend the Constitution to establish English as the official language was also introduced in the 104th Congress.\(^{489}\)

Two of the proposed bills would eliminate bilingual education programs. The National Language Act of 1995 (NLA) would repeal the Bilingual Education Act and terminate the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Languages Affairs.\(^{490}\) The NLA suggests no alternative program, but it authorizes the Secretary of Education to assist local educational agencies in transitioning "children enrolled in programs assisted under the Bilingual Education Act to special alternative instructional programs that do not make use of the native language of the student."\(^{491}\) The Declaration of Official Language Act of 1995 (OLA) would repeal Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (the Bilingual Education Act is an amendment to Title VII).\(^{492}\) Foreign language instruction programs also face an uncertain future under the OLA. While the OLA would not affect "programs in schools designed to encourage students to learn foreign languages," it expressly exempts the use of languages other than English in educational settings only where such other languages are used for "training in foreign languages for inter-

\[^{482}\] Voboril, "The Bilingualism Biz."

\[^{483}\] The Economic Impact of Spanish-Language Proficiency.


\[^{491}\] Ibid.

national communication.” Under a strict reading of the bill, publicly funded schools could be limited to vocational foreign language instruction designed for students who would be using this knowledge for “international communication.”

Unlike the OLA and the NLA, the Language of Government Act of 1995 (LGA) does not address bilingual education. Instead, the bill provides that the Federal Government’s obligation to preserve and enhance the role of English as the official language “shall include greater opportunities for individuals to learn English.” Under the LGA, any monetary savings derived from enactment of the bill “should be used for the teaching of non-English speaking immigrants in the English language.” With the exception of the Bill Emerson English Language Empowerment Act, none of these other bills had been introduced in the 105th Congress as of May 1997. Nevertheless, Congress has vowed to renew efforts to reform bilingual education programs.

Elimination of Federal bilingual education programs would negatively affect the ability of Florida and other States to provide bilingual education or other language-assistance educational programs to its limited-English-proficient students. In States with a high percentage of limited-English-proficient students, like Florida, repeal of bilingual education programs would require States to fund their own language assistance programs, possibly at the expense of other programs, such as foreign language instruction. Moreover, under the OLA, any Florida-funded program providing bilingual education would expose the State to civil liability under the act’s preemption and enforcement clauses.

Elimination of Federal assistance for bilingual education would also require Florida and Dade County taxpayers to bear a greater share of the cost of educating English-deficient students. Florida school districts are required under State law and the META consent decree to ensure equal educational access to its limited-English- and non-English-proficient students. The funding gap between Federal assistance and Florida’s unreimbursed share of educating its immigrant students was the largest public expenditure identified in Florida’s lawsuit against the Federal Government in 1994. To impose a heavier burden on Florida residents by eliminating Federal assistance for bilingual education may spur greater animosity against Federal immigration policies and fuel existing concerns over the impact of immigration on public education.

State Developments

Proposed measures sought to be placed on Florida’s ballot in 1996 would have, in part, reaffirmed Florida’s Official English constitutional amendment and also affected language education policies and job opportunities for limited-English-proficient Florida residents. The Florida 187 Committee, Inc., sought to advance four constitutional amendments relating to immigration. One of the amendments would imple-

493 Id., § 166.
494 H.R. 123, §162.
495 Id., § 2.
498 Under the Florida Educational Equity Act, the State educational system cannot eliminate “programs designed to meet the needs of students with limited proficiency in English.” 16 Fla. Stat. § 228.2001(2)(c). Each school district is required to “provide limited English proficient students ESOL instruction in English and ESOL instruction or home language instruction in the basic subject areas of mathematics, science, social studies, and computer literacy.” 16 Fla. Stat. § 233.056 (9)(1995).
499 Chiles v. United States, 874 F. Supp. 1334 (S.D. Fl. 1994). For a more detailed discussion of Florida’s lawsuit against the Federal Government, see chap. 3 of this report. According to a report issued by the Governor’s office, more than 70 percent of the $751 million Florida spent on immigrants in 1993 was for extra teachers, classes, desks, and specialized English instruction. See The Unfair Burden; Bell, “School Budgets Burst Under Strain of Immigrants,” The Orlando Sentinel, May 1, 1994, p. A1.
501 For a discussion of the Florida 187 Committee, Inc., measures and other immigration reform measures pending in Florida, see chap. 3 of this report. Although the Florida 187 Committee failed to generate enough signatures to place the measure before Florida voters in the 1996 general election, the committee has vowed to continue its efforts to place the measure on the 1998 ballot. Andrea Vigliotti, “Anti-Immigrant Petition Drives Drag,” Miami Herald, May 24,
ment the Official English provision of the Florida Constitution. The committee's Official English amendment would require that any document produced by state and local government be produced in English. In addition, the measure would provide that:

1. State and local government must conduct all meetings in English with the exception of judicial proceedings;
2. No state or local government shall declare itself bilingual or multilingual;
3. Applicants for government employment must demonstrate an ability to communicate in English in order to be eligible for employment. Such proficiency will be measured through an exam developed by the state government.\(^\ast\)

Requiring English proficiency and restricting the use of languages other than English, on the other hand, would likely affect the ability of limited-English-proficient residents to receive meaningful assistance from state and local government.\(^\ast\) The consequences of either requirement on racial and ethnic tensions as it relates to the job market in South Florida are noted in the previous section of this report.

---

\(^\ast\ast\) In Dade County, there is a need for Portuguese and Haitian Creole speakers to assist monolingual members of the community with court services. According to Arthur Teel: "I hope that I have not testified today to say that we are fully addressing the multilingual needs. I happen to believe that we are grossly underrepresented, particularly as it relates to Brazil, Brazilians, Brazilian-Americans, as well as Haitian-Americans." Teel Testimony. Miami Hearing, vol. II, p. 274.
Chapter 3
Immigrant Use of Public Benefits Programs

Public policy regarding the poor has been a contentious issue for most of United States history. What began as primarily a local responsibility evolved into a partnership between local, State, and Federal governments. While needy immigrants were criticized for burdening charitable organizations or government-supported programs, relief efforts generally included them among the rest of the nation's poor. The 1970s brought the first restrictions, limiting participation in some Federal programs to citizens, legal permanent residents, and those permanently residing in the U.S. under color of law. In more recent years, State governments have drawn attention to the burdens on State and local governments from providing services to undocumented immigrants. Florida Governor Lawton Chiles unsuccessfully sued the Federal Government for reimbursement of public expenditures on immigrants since 1980. Arizona, Texas, New Jersey, and New York followed with similar, unsuccessful lawsuits.

Heightened public awareness of immigration-related issues has generated support for State initiatives banning public benefits to undocumented immigrants. In November 1994, California voters passed Proposition 187, restricting public benefits for undocumented immigrants. Following the success of the California initiative, two groups in Florida organized to pass amendments to the State constitution similarly restricting undocumented immigrants from receiving public services.

Nationally, support for welfare reform gathered momentum and culminated in the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (Welfare Reform Act). The effects of the Welfare Reform Act are not uniform among the poor. Although all are subject to new work requirements and limitations on the length of eligibility, most legal immigrants are barred or restricted from major assistance programs. Of the $54.2 billion total anticipated savings from the act between 1997 and 2002, $23.7 billion derive from the elimination of eligibility for legal immigrants. Since immigrants tend to concentrate in particular areas of the country, States with large immigrant popul-

---

3 These lawsuits were unsuccessful at the Federal district court and circuit court levels. California v. United States, 104 F.3d 1085 (9th Cir. 1997); Arizona v. United States, 104 F.3d 1086 (9th Cir. 1997); Texas v. United States, 106 F.3d 661 (5th Cir. 1997); New Jersey v. United States, 91 F.3d 463 (3d Cir. 1996); Padovan v. United States, 83 F.3d 23 (2d Cir. 1996).
4 Many of the provisions were ruled unconstitutional by a Federal judge and were not implemented. William Claiborne, "Judge Strikes Some Immigrant Bans," Washington Post, Nov. 21, 1995, p. A1.
tions will lose more funding for Federal programs. Similarly, because immigrants are not distributed evenly throughout a State, counties with high immigrant populations will feel the most acute effects. Within Florida, immigrants are concentrated in a few cities. In 1993, nearly half of new immigrants to Florida settled in Miami. Some 69.1 percent of Florida’s legal immigrants receiving either AFDC/TANF (aid to families with dependent children/temporary assistance to needy families), food stamps, or medicaid reside in Dade County. Criticizing the Welfare Reform Act as “cruel” and “unfair,” Governor Chiles recently responded with another lawsuit, asking the courts to declare the immigrant restrictions in the Welfare Reform Act unconstitutional.

At the time of the Miami hearing, the public debate over immigrants and public benefits was well underway among concerned segments of the population. Although studies draw conflicting results over whether immigrants benefit or drain the economy, the proposed measures focused only on costs to Federal, State, or local governments. The Miami hearing uncovered frustration among native citizens over immigrant-related costs. The hearing also revealed that immigrant concern over the proposed Federal and State initiatives extended beyond those receiving direct benefits from public assistance programs. Immigrant advocacy groups testified that these initiatives engender anti-immigrant sentiment that touches all immigrants regardless of their legal or economic status.

Section I: Background on Immigrant Status and Public Benefits

Immigrant Categories

The following section describes immigration categories with a general note on each group’s eligibility for public benefits. For a more detailed discussion on eligibility for specific programs and changes brought by the 1996 Welfare Reform Act, turn to section III of this chapter.

Lawful Permanent Residents

Lawful permanent residents have authorization to live and work permanently in the United States and include immigrants holding “green cards.” After 5 years of residency, lawful permanent residents are eligible for citizenship through naturalization. A lawful permanent resident who is married to a United States citizen may naturalize after 3 years. Naturalized citizens have the same rights and responsibilities as citizens by birth. Lawful permanent residents were previously eligible for nearly all public benefits available to United States citizens. With welfare reform, States have the option of continuing coverage of former AFDC and medicaid recipients. However, lawful permanent residents are no longer eligible for supplemental security income (SSI) and food stamps unless they have worked for 40 qualified quarters without receiving any Federal benefit for any such quarter after December 31, 1996.

Refugees

Refugees must demonstrate a well-founded fear of persecution in their home country and are designated as refugees before entering the United States. The Federal Government sets a limit on the number of refugees admitted each year. When that number is exceeded, persons fleeing persecution may be “paroled” into the United States as refugees. Under the Welfare

---

8 In 1993, of the 61,423 immigrants who settled in Florida, 30,464 selected Miami as their intended place of residence (1993 INS Statistical Yearbook).
9 The figures for other Florida counties are as follows: Broward—7.0 percent, Palm Beach—4.3 percent, Hillsborough—3.9 percent, Orange—2.6 percent, Pinellas—1.6 percent, Duval—1.3 percent. These figures depict counties with over 1 percent of Florida’s legal immigrant recipients for AFDC/TANF, food stamps, and medicaid (not including SSI recipients). SSI data are not available by county from Florida Department of Children and Families. Impacts of Restrictions on Legal Immigrants, December 1994-January 1997 (hereafter cited as Impact of Restrictions on Legal Immigrants).
11 National Immigration Law Center Guide to Eligibility for Federal Programs (Los Angeles: National Immigration Law Center, 1994), p. 4 (hereafter cited as NILC Guide to Eligibility). Those who acquire lawful permanent resident status through marriage to a United States citizen obtain conditional permanent residence if they have been married for less than 2 years.
12 The 40-quarter requirement, essentially 10 years, is the eligibility requirement for collecting social security benefits.
14 NILC Guide to Eligibility, p. 5
15 Ibid.
Reform Act, refugees generally may not receive benefits beyond 5 years after entering the United States.16

**Cuban and Haitian Entrants**

According to past practice, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) paroled Cubans and Haitians as Cuban or Haitian entrants. Formerly, they were eligible for refugee assistance if they were granted parole, applied for asylum, or in exclusion or deportation proceedings but did not receive a final order of deportation.17 Cuban or Haitian entrants who entered the United States after enactment of the Welfare Reform Act will be eligible for temporary cash assistance and medical assistance for approximately 8 months through the Refugee Assistance Program.18

**Asylees**

People who are not designated as refugees before entering the United States but have a well-founded fear of persecution in their home country, thus otherwise satisfying the requirements for refugee status, may apply for asylum after entering the United States.19 Under the Welfare Reform Act, they are generally not eligible for benefits beyond 5 years after they are granted asylum.20

**Temporary Protected Status**

Persons living in the United States may obtain temporary protected status (TPS) if they come from specifically designated countries with hazardous living conditions. They may remain in the country for a specific time period during which they are not eligible for most cash assistance programs but may receive some forms of in-kind assistance for basic needs such as food and housing.21 Persons with temporary protected status may obtain a work permit.22

**Parolees**

Parole is a discretionary status granted for humanitarian or public interest purposes. Parolees may be authorized for a temporary stay for example to receive medical treatment while others may be admitted for the purpose of applying for asylum.23 Under the Welfare Reform Act parolees will be ineligible for food stamps and SSI. States may opt to cover former AFDC and medicaid recipients who have been paroled in the United States for at least 1 year.24

**Undocumented Immigrants**

Undocumented immigrants are in the US without authorization. They either enter unlawfully by circumventing INS inspection or enter lawfully on a nonimmigrant visa and remain after the visa expires. Undocumented immigrants remain ineligible for cash assistance programs under the Welfare Reform Act but may receive minimal in-kind assistance for emergency medical services, immunizations and emergency disaster relief.25

**Welfare in Historical Context**

Delivering aid to the poor has become more centralized in the last century, shifting responsibility from local to state and federal levels. At the same time, the range of services has expanded to reach larger numbers of people. What has not changed is the reliance of the nation on government as a primary source of relief. As the public sector grew, the effort to make effective welfare recipients self-sufficient and public assistance that welfare minimizes the incentive to work.

Government aid has long been a source of relief to the poor, often helping people in greater numbers than private funds.26 During missions, times local sources of income were responsible for taking care of the poor although the government often contracted with private agents to provide care.27 In the 1930s, the government authorized mission hospitals and procrastinations.28 By the late 1920s, most states spent three times more than private agencies on institutionalized, medical or cash relief.29

---

16 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
17 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
18 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
19 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
20 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
21 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
22 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
23 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
26 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
27 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
29 8 U.S.C. § 1612 et seq.
The cost of relief and the cause of welfare dependency were also concerns. By identifying the cause of welfare dependency, reformers concluded that they could provide the most effective treatment and reduce the need for welfare. Reformers shaped public welfare policy according to popular theories of the time. Traditionally, local communities practiced outdoor relief (aid to people in their homes in the form of food, fuel, or small amounts of cash). Outdoor cash assistance has generally been unpopular. In the 1880s and 1890s, charity organizations attempted to eliminate all outdoor aid on the ground that it created negative work incentives. Throughout the 19th century, the poorhouse became the cutting edge of relief and dominated welfare reform efforts. The poorhouse arose as part of a trend towards institutionalization. Proponents expected that institutions could rehabilitate criminals, the mentally ill, and the poor. In theory, poorhouses were to transform the behavior and character of the poor by institutionalizing them. Another goal was to save money by providing care at lower cost and deterring people from applying for relief. Despite the hopes of its proponents, poorhouses were more expensive than outdoor relief and failed to entirely replace outdoor relief. The majority of people continued receiving aid outside of institutions.

Beginning in the 1870s, reformers sought to remove children from families living in poorhouses on the theory that separating and putting them in a different environment would break a cycle of dependence. When that policy was abandoned in the 1890s, outdoor relief was necessary to keep families together. Illinois was the first State to provide public aid to mothers with dependent children in 1911. By 1926, all but eight States had passed similar legislation.

In the early 20th century, eugenics popularized the notion that traits such as criminal behavior, mental illness, and welfare dependency were inherited. Extremists within the eugenics movement worked to prevent reproduction by sterilization or incarceration of individuals possessing such traits during their reproductive years. Eugenics was also linked to anti-immigrant sentiment against southern and eastern European immigrants, leading to legislation restricting immigration from those countries. With rising sentiment against Nazi Germany in the 1930, the eugenics movement lost popularity in America.

In the 20th century, social theories made way for the needs of business and industry. Technological advances in the industrial era reduced the demand for unskilled labor. Businesses became more willing to support legislation eliminating child labor and immigration quotas such as the immigration restrictions of 1921 and 1924. Older workers were also less desirable. In the 1920s, Federal and State governments passed legislation for old age pensions. Between 1917 and 1920, State legislatures passed 400 new public welfare laws. Public expenditures on welfare tripled the amount of private expenditures. Between 1917 and 1929, 25 States established social welfare agencies. According to one estimate, spending for social insurance and welfare at all levels of government rose from $114 million in 1913 to $500 million in 1929.

Until then, public relief largely originated from State and local government. However, staggering numbers of destitute people during the Great Depression grew beyond the means of

30 Herbert J. Gans, The War Against the Poor, (New York: Basic Books, 1995), pp. 22-24. The First Quota Law of 1921 limited immigration of each nationality to 3 percent of the number of foreign-born persons of that nationality living in the United States in 1910. The National Origins Act of 1924 limited new immigrants of each nationality to 2 percent of the number of persons of that nationality according to the 1890 census. Because large-scale immigration from southern and eastern European countries was relatively recent, these laws favored immigrants from northern and western Europe who were already in the United States in large numbers. See Marta Tienda and Zai Liang, “Poverty and Immigration in Policy Perspective,” in Confronting Poverty, Prescriptions for Change, ed. Sheldon H. Danziger, Gary D. Sandefur, and Daniel H. Weinberg (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1994), pp. 332-33.
31 Katz, Shadow of the Poorhouse, pp. 184-86. See also Gans, The War Against the Poor, pp. 22-24.
32 Katz, Shadow of the Poorhouse, p. 181.
33 Ibid., p. 203.
34 Ibid., p. 206.
36 Patterson, America's Struggle Against Poverty 1900-1980, p. 27.
37 Ibid.
local government and ultimately brought the Federal Government into the relief effort.

President Herbert Hoover, stressing the need for voluntary and local relief efforts, provided only minimal Federal aid in 1932. President Franklin Roosevelt also assigned responsibility for relief of the poor to the States. However, with the economy sinking deeper into the depression, President Roosevelt launched the Federal Government into a massive relief effort. Federal relief included matching funds to States and work relief programs. Beginning in 1933, the Roosevelt administration established several direct cash and work relief programs. Together, the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, the Civil Works Administration, and the Civilian Conservation Corps provided aid to 28 million people by February 1934. In 1935, total spending for public assistance at Federal, State, and local levels reached $3 billion, 15 times the amount spent in 1933. With the pending enactment of a social security program perceived as a way to prevent poverty, the Roosevelt administration planned to withdraw from aiding unemployable people, letting States and localities retake responsibility. Nevertheless, the trend continued towards increasing Federal involvement.

By the 1940s, the New Deal had greatly expanded the Federal role in welfare, creating a partnership with State and local governments. Federal programs continued to grow 4.6 percent annually between 1950 and 1965 and 7.2 percent annually between 1965 and 1976. Spending was greatest in non-means-tested programs such as social security, unemployment compensation, and medicare. Between 1965 and 1975, means-tested programs such as AFDC, public housing, and food stamps made up only 8–14 percent of social welfare expenditures. Coinciding with the civil rights movement, government programs in the 1960s and 1970s reduced poverty, hunger, and disease. Amendments to the Social Security Act increased the categories of eligible people so that access to many services was no longer conditioned on low income. As a result, the poor received a smaller share of cash benefits. Nevertheless, with Federal aid, Americans living in poverty declined by 42 percent between 1959 and 1980.

The Federal Government began cutting back on welfare expenditures in the mid-1970s as economic growth slowed. However, while public assistance programs diminished, social insurance programs did not. Perceived as earned and therefore different from welfare, programs such as social security gained broad acceptance and support. Because social security recipients contribute part of their earnings, and since eligibility is not dependent on income level, it does not have the same stigma as public assistance benefits, even though recipients may ultimately take out much more than they put in. Furthermore, because low income is not a prerequisite, social insurance benefits cross class lines and enjoy broader support. At the end of the 1980s and early 1990s, social welfare programs for the poor became gradually more liberal.

Until the early 1970s, social welfare legislation placed few restrictions on immigrant eligibility for welfare programs. The SSI program was the first to do so in 1972 by excluding all immigrants except permanent residents and those who were "permanently residing in the U.S. under color of law." In 1974, Federal regulations applied the same restriction to

---

55 Katz, Shadow of the Poorhouse, p. 254.
56 Ibid., pp. 261–62.
57 Ibid., p. 262.
59 Ibid., p. 274.
60 Ibid., pp. 238–39.
AFDC and medicaid. The Food Stamp Act was amended in 1977 to enumerate specific categories of eligible immigrants. The first restriction on benefits to permanent residents was imposed in 1980 with deeming provisions for the SSI program. The restrictions specifically affected those immigrants who entered the United States with the aid of a sponsor's affidavit of support. Upon applying for SSI benefits, a portion of the sponsor's income and resources were considered available to the immigrant for the purpose of determining an immigrant's eligibility for means-tested benefits. In 1981, a 3-year deeming period was applied to permanent residents applying for AFDC and food stamps. The Welfare Reform Act of 1996 provides for further restrictions on immigrant eligibility for benefits as discussed in section III of this chapter.

**Section II: Immigrant Participation in Public Benefits Programs**

Public concern over immigrants using public benefits coincides with tough economic times at Federal, State, and local levels. Some studies examine the participation rates of immigrants relative to citizens. In Florida, approximately 3 percent of noncitizens received AFDC or medicaid while 9 percent were recipients of SSI. In fiscal year 1993, costs associated with providing services to noncitizens were 7.3 percent of statewide budgets for county health units, law enforcement, and State courts. Several studies comparing the national rate of welfare use between citizens and immigrants indicate that immigrants use some benefits at a higher rate. Others claim that when comparing citizen and immigrant populations of similar income level, immigrants tend to use public benefits at a lower rate. Studies attempting to assess the net national economic effect of immigrants are inconclusive.

**Immigrant Participation Rates**

Immigrants tend to be poorer, less educated, with larger numbers of children and elderly or disabled than the citizen population. The immigrant poverty rate is twice that of the citizen poverty rate. In 1993, 14 percent of citizen households reported incomes below the poverty line, compared to 29 percent of immigrant households.

Immigrant participation rates in public benefit programs varied with each program. Immigrant representation in the AFDC, medicaid, and food stamp programs was roughly comparable to their representation in the United States population. In 1992, approximately 4 to 5 percent of America's population were noncitizens. In the same year, noncitizens represented an estimated 4.8 percent and 4.7 percent of food stamp and AFDC recipients, respectively. The percentage of noncitizen AFDC recipients, however, had been increasing since 1984. Participation in medicaid was slightly higher, with immigrants making up an estimated 6.5 percent of medicaid recipients. Within the SSI program, noncitizen participation was considerably higher than their representation in the population. Approximately 12 percent of SSI recipients were noncitizens.

Refugees and the elderly accounted for a large proportion of immigrant recipients of public benefits. According to a 1994 current population sur-
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63 Bogen, *Immigration in New York*, pp. 112-13. The restrictions were incorporated into the AFDC statute in 1981.
72 Ibid., p. 7.
73 The Welfare Reform Act of 1996 essentially abolished AFDC, and restricts immigrant eligibility for most Federal programs. The figures in this section represent participation rates in programs prior to the changes.
75 Ibid., pp. 14, 19.
76 Ibid., p. 19.
77 Ibid., p. 27.
78 Ibid., p. 24.
vey, although refugees and the elderly were 21 percent of the immigrant population, they represented 40 percent of immigrants who used public benefits.79 Most noncitizen recipients who met income and resource tests previously qualified for SSI benefits based on age rather than on disability. This is not typical of citizens who receive SSI.80 Some 58 percent of noncitizens collected SSI based on age, compared to 22 percent of citizen recipients. Approximately 61 percent of the immigrant population admitted for permanent residence are aged. Within the refugee population, approximately 51 percent are aged.81

Elderly immigrants are more susceptible than citizens to poverty because they are less likely to have worked long enough to qualify for social security benefits.82 Among SSI recipients aged 65 or older, approximately 63 percent also receive social security benefits, compared with 22 percent of noncitizen elderly recipients.83

Refugees and asylees tended to use public benefits at a higher rate than other immigrants. Refugees arrive under special circumstances and are admitted as a matter of United States policy if they have a well-founded fear of persecution.84 They are eligible for public benefits upon entry because their departure is unplanned and they often arrive with few resources and no family or job connections.85

Some analysts contend that including welfare participation rates of refugees and the elderly misrepresents the welfare participation rate of most immigrants.86 According to the Urban Institute, "non-refugee working age immigrants (ages 15 to 64) used SSI and AFDC at approximately the same rate as working age natives, 5.0 and 5.1 percent," respectively.87 Particularly among working age immigrants arriving during the 1980s, use of SSI, AFDC, and general assistance was substantially below that of working age natives.88 Along similar lines, the Urban Institute asserts that immigrants who are poor are less likely to receive public assistance than natives who are poor.89 Others argue that even if between two demographically similar groups, immigrants are no more likely to receive benefits than citizens, the proper comparison is between immigrant and native populations as they exist for the purpose of determining policy from the taxpayer's perspective.90

Compared to citizens, noncitizen use of public benefits was growing at a faster rate, particularly in the aged program. Between 1983 and 1993, noncitizen SSI recipients increased from 3.9 to 11.5 percent of total recipients while the number of citizen SSI recipients based on age decreased by 25 percent.91

The growth in the number of noncitizen welfare recipients was partly attributable to an increase in the numbers of immigrants admitted as permanent residents. Some 2.7 million previously undocumented immigrants adjusted to legal status under the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986,92 contributing to large increases in
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81 Ibid.
84 NILC, Guide to Eligibility, p. 5.
85 See Colvin, "Use of SSI by Noncitizens," Statement before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary.
86 Michael Fix and Jeffrey Passel, Immigration and Immigrants, Setting the Record Straight (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1994), pp. 63-64 (hereafter cited as Fix and Passel, Setting the Record Straight).
87 Fix and Zimmerman, "Patterns of Welfare Use Among Immigrants," Statement before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, p. 3.
88 Ibid.
89 Ibid., p. 4.
91 GAO, Welfare Reform, pp. 7-8.
92 NILC, Guide to Eligibility, p. 68. Immigrants obtaining
the number of permanent residents. In 1988, 643,000 people became permanent residents, the highest number since 1924. This trend continued, with 1.0 million, 1.5 million, and 1.8 million obtaining legal resident status in 1989, 1990, and 1991, respectively. That number decreased to 973,977 in 1992.

**Today's Immigrant: Economic Benefit or Burden?**

Although we now have a more costly and more elaborate welfare system, public criticism of immigrants on welfare is not new. In 1827, the Philadelphia Board of Guardians of the Poor stated that "one of the greatest burdens that falls upon this corporation, is the maintenance of the host of worthless foreigners, disgorged upon our shores." In 1880, the New York State Board of Charities accused Europe of dumping "its blind, idiotic, crippled, epileptic, lunatic, and other infirm and paupers, incapable of supporting themselves, in order thereby to avoid the burden of their support." In 1888, a congressional committee objected to poor immigrants lodging in New York City poorhouses 2 days after arriving in the United States. According to a 1911 commission on immigration, over half of charity recipients in 1909 were immigrant families. Foreign-born individuals made up one-third of the patients in public hospitals and mental institutions in the early 1900s.

Today, immigrant use of public benefits raises similar concerns about costs. Immigrants impose costs on public schools, emergency medical services, public assistance programs, and, some argue, displace natives in the workplace.

The Florida Governor's Office estimates that in fiscal year 1993, State expenditures on documented immigrants totaled $489.4 million while local expenditures totaled $1.1634 billion.

Immigrants also pay taxes, contribute to economic growth as consumers, and generate jobs through their businesses. In south Florida, immigrants spurred economic development and growth. For example, Hialeah was transformed from a sleepy community of small houses and cow pastures to the fifth largest city in Florida. With the growth in population came demand for housing and other consumer goods. From 1969 to 1982, Hispanic-owned businesses in the Miami area increased from 3,447 to 24,896. In 1987, the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta reportedly credited immigration-driven population growth with sustaining a healthy economy in Florida by forcing expansion of commercial, service, and other industries. Today, immigrants continue to be an important part of Florida's economy as consumers and business owners.

On a national scale, the blanket statement that immigrants are good or bad for the economy is overly simplistic. Focusing on particular costs or benefits in isolation lends little support for broad statements on the national economy. Immigrants, like natives, span a wide socioeconomic spectrum. This spectrum includes a variety of education levels, occupational distributions, and income levels. Some immigrants, like natives, are self-sufficient. Others, like natives, may require public assistance. The key difference is that many immigrants are more likely to be employed in lower-paying jobs than natives.
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George J. Borjas and Marta Tienda, "The Economic Consequences of Immigration," *Science*, Feb. 6, 1987, vol. 235, pp. 646–47. According to George Borjas, two flawed arguments are often advanced in this debate. One theory holds that every job filled by an immigrant is taken from a native worker. The premise of this theory, however, incorrectly assumes that the number of jobs is fixed and that foreign workers are perfect substitutes for natives. These assumptions ignore factors such as price, productivity, and technology in determining employment levels. The other theory, also untenable, is that foreign workers do not displace natives because they take jobs that natives do not want. If workers refused certain types of jobs, decreasing the supply of labor, wages would rise for those jobs and become more attractive to natives. In addition, Mr. Borjas' research revealed that a 10 percent increase in the number of immigrants reduces native wages by two-tenths of a percent.

Costs include education, health services, corrections, judicial services, law enforcement, and public infrastructure. *The Unfair Burden*, p. iii.
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nomie spectrum. Another important factor is the length of time an immigrant has lived in the United States. Initially, median earnings are substantially lower than those of natives but increase with years of residency and grow at a faster rate than those of natives. For example, in the first 5 years of residency, the median income of immigrants entering in 1975–80 was 50 percent of natives' earnings. Ten years later, the same group's earnings increased to 83.9 percent of natives' income.108

The complex nature of the issue and the lack of agreed-upon methodology lends itself to divergent analyses and conflicting conclusions. According to a study by Donald Huddle, commissioned by the Carrying Capacity Network, legal and undocumented immigrants imposed $44.8 billion more in direct and indirect costs in 1993 than they paid in taxes.109 Highly critical of the Huddle study, the Urban Institute contends that immigrants generate a net surplus of $25 billion.110 Areas of disagreement include the average income of legal immigrants, and consequently their income tax contributions; the size of the undocumented population; the participation rates of immigrants in various programs; which programs to include; and costs associated with job displacement.

Julian L. Simon, author of *The Economic Consequences of Immigration*, found that legal immigrants contribute more in taxes than they use in public assistance. Using the Census Bureau's 1976 survey of income and education, he compared the average tax contributions of immigrants and natives. Natives paid an average tax of $3,008 in 1975. Yearly taxes paid by immigrant families averaged $3,369 after they were in the U.S. for 10 years, $3,564 after 11–15 years, and $3,592 after 16–25 years.111 On the other side of the equation, natives received an average of $2,279 in welfare services. Immigrants tended to impose fewer costs in services than natives during their early years in the country. In years 1–5 in the U.S., the average immigrant family received $1,404 in welfare services. That amount increased to $1,941 during years 6–10, then $2,247 during years 11–15, and finally catching up to natives, $2,279 in years 16–25.112

The job displacement issue illustrates a fundamental disagreement between Dr. Huddle and the Urban Institute. The Huddle study attributes nearly $12 billion in costs for aiding 2.07 million low-skilled workers displaced by immigrants.113 The Urban Institute, citing studies showing that immigrants have a positive impact on the labor market, does not allocate for job displacement costs.114 George J. Borjas studied a related issue by comparing wages of natives in cities with large numbers of immigrants with cities with few immigrants. He found that for every 10 percent increase in immigrants there is a 0.2 percent decrease in average native wages.115

Other commentators suggest that the impact of immigration on labor markets is far more complex. Economics Professor David Card notes that although immigrants tend to settle in a few cities and States, the effect of large concentrations of immigrants in those cities is diffused by trade with cities that have low concentrations of immigrants. For example, an influx of immigrant textile workers in one city could effect wages of textile workers in other cities.116 This is
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109 Donald Huddle, "The Net National Costs of Immigration in 1993," Executive Summary, Carrying Capacity Network, June 27, 1994, p. 1 (hereafter cited as Huddle, Carrying Capacity Network) This figure includes $32.25 billion for direct public assistance and $11.92 billion for indirect costs as a result of worker displacement. The largest cost was $18.12 billion for primary and secondary education. Huddle also attributed $9.05 billion for medicaid and $919 million for AFDC.
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116 The huge amount of trade between cities connects the labor markets in immigrant-receiving cities like Los Angeles to the labor markets in low-immigration cities like Charleston, South Carolina. When newly arrived immigrants in Los
a potential obstacle in studies that attempt to determine the effect of immigrants by comparing cities with large immigrant populations with cities with small immigrant populations.\textsuperscript{117}

As unbidden participants, undocumented immigrants nevertheless exert some economic impact. While undocumented immigrants are not eligible for most Federal assistance programs, they may benefit from public education and emergency medical services. Those who commit crimes impose a cost on the corrections system.\textsuperscript{118} On the other hand, many undocumented immigrants pay Federal and State income taxes, social security tax, and sales, gasoline, and property taxes.\textsuperscript{119} Undocumented immigrants are not authorized to work or to obtain social security numbers for that purpose. Nonetheless, many do work and have social security taxes withheld from their earnings through falsely obtained numbers.\textsuperscript{120} In order to receive social security benefits, however, an individual generally must have a valid social security number.\textsuperscript{121} Because undocumented immigrants are difficult to track, figures on costs imposed or tax revenues generated by them are difficult to ascertain.

When considering undocumented immigrants alone, most studies agree that undocumented immigrants impose a net deficit on the economy. The amount of that deficit, however, varies widely. The Huddle study initially estimated the net cost at $11.9 billion in 1992.\textsuperscript{122} The Urban Institute, using Dr. Huddle’s findings and adjusting some of his costs and revenue estimates, calculated a net cost of $1.9 billion in 1992.\textsuperscript{123} Dr. Huddle then updated his estimate for 1993 to $19.3 billion, adding costs and revenues not previously included.\textsuperscript{124}

Julian Simon found that taxes paid by undocumented immigrants more than offset the cost of welfare services that they used.\textsuperscript{125} He calculated that while expenditures on undocumented immigrants were approximately 35 percent of expenditures on natives, taxes paid by undocumented immigrants were 46 percent of taxes paid by natives.\textsuperscript{126}

The lack of accurate data forces analysts to generate figures based on different assumptions, inevitably leading to different results. Fundamental differences in methodology undermine the usefulness of the studies, prompting calls for more uniform standards. As indicated by Georges Vernez, director of the Center for Research on Immigration Policy, “[u]ntil and unless we collect additional data on service usage and revenues (and develop consistent accounting framework) the question of how much immigrants actually cost to the public fisc cannot be answered.”\textsuperscript{127}

With reference to the Huddle and Urban Institute studies on undocumented immigrants, the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) concluded that “considerable uncertainty remains about the national fiscal impact of illegal aliens. Obtaining better data on the illegal alien population and providing clearer explanations of which costs and revenues are appropriate to include would improve the usefulness of the national estimates.”\textsuperscript{128}

The Commission on Immigration Reform was similarly unable to make a conclusive assessment: “The current debate over the economic impact of immigration is marked by shaky statistics, flawed assumptions and an amazing range of contradictory conclusions from what ought to be commonly-accepted methods.”\textsuperscript{129}

\textsuperscript{117} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{118} See generally The Unfair Burden.
\textsuperscript{120} Social security tax may be withheld for undocumented immigrants who obtain employment by giving an employer (1) a social security number that has been assigned to another person; (2) a counterfeit social security card, or (3) a genuine social security card obtained by providing fraudulent documents to the Social Security Administration. GAO, Illegal Aliens, p. 5, n. 13.
\textsuperscript{121} Ibid., p. 5.
\textsuperscript{122} Ibid., p. 7.

\textsuperscript{123} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{124} Huddle, Carrying Capacity Network, p. 1.
\textsuperscript{125} Simon, Economic Facts.
\textsuperscript{126} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{128} GAO, Illegal Aliens, p. 19.
\textsuperscript{129} Testimony of Susan Martin, Executive Director, U.S.
lack of accurate data and standard methodology hinders attempts to make a definitive assessment on the net economic effect of immigration.

Pursuant to a request by the Commission on Immigration Reform, the National Academy of Sciences convened a panel of 12 experts to study the economic impact of immigration. In a comprehensive investigation, the panel found that native-born workers may be affected by competition from immigrants for low-skilled jobs. The net economic effects of immigration depend upon whether the focus is at the national or State level. Immigrants have "a negative fiscal impact at the State and local level but a larger positive impact at the Federal level, resulting in an overall positive impact for the United States." Measuring the fiscal impact of immigrants at the State level, the study found that in New Jersey, the average household headed by an immigrant receives $1,484 a year more in State and local services than it pays in State and local taxes. In California, the average immigrant-headed household receives $3,463 more in benefits. According to the report, immigrant households tend to be costly at first, in large part because of education costs imposed on State and local governments. However, in 15 or 20 years, immigrants begin generating revenue as they finish school and begin working. The panel concluded that immigration is neither a panacea for the nation's problems nor a source of huge costs.

**Federal and State Funding Responsibilities**

Federal and State governments previously split the cost of Medicaid and the former AFDC program according to the State's per capita income. In Florida, the Federal Government paid approximately 50 percent of the cost. The single largest immigration-related expenditure is for education, a cost primarily born by State and local governments. States with large immigrant populations claim that they are left with millions in unreimbursed costs each year. Pressing the need for reimbursement, Florida Governor Lawton Chiles sued the Federal Government in 1994.

Bitterness against the Federal Government contributes to a backlash against immigrants. The Florida Governor's Office argues that Federal reimbursement would reduce racial and ethnic tensions stemming from the cost of providing services to immigrants. Other groups maintain that taxpayers, whether Federal or State, should not foot the bill for services to immigrants regardless of their legal status. For these groups, the issue is not resolved by shifting the cost to the Federal Government. Instead, the solution lies in reducing overall levels of immigration and denying benefits to all immigrants.

Immigrant advocates counter that legal immigrants who have played by the rules and who are future citizens should be eligible for benefits. Some claim that initiatives limiting immigrant eligibility for public assistance heighten anti-immigrant sentiment and create the mis-
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131 One hearing witness testified that "[a] mood of resentment in the State and nationally has contributed support for legislation proposals that may well punish all in our community: new arrivals or settled immigrants, the young and the elderly, and all those without private means to escape poverty no matter what their status as children." Msgr. Bryan Walsh, testimony (hereafter cited as Walsh Testimony), Hearing Before the United States Commission on Civil Rights, Miami, FL, Sept. 14–15, 1995 (hereafter cited as Miami Hearing), vol. III, p. 458.

134 "If the people—this is a general type of a response—understand that they are not being asked to bear the burden of assimilating this other group of foreign nationals, clearly the resistance to assimilating that group will be far less. Will it be completely eradicated? Probably not. As we both know there is just tensions among various communities. But it is a significant issue . . . and we do agree that if the Federal Government provided us with the adequate resources, that overall will go a long way for dissipating these tensions." Mark Schklaman, Special Counsel, Florida Governor's Office, testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. V, p. 498 (hereafter cited as Schklaman Testimony). See also Mark Schklaman, Special Counsel to the Governor of Florida, Executive Office of the Governor, telephone interview, Aug. 16, 1995 (hereafter cited as Schklaman Interview).

135 Douglas Guetzloe from Save Our State disagreed: "The unfair burden refers to the fact that Florida residents are having to pay this, and the Federal Government should instead. But I think that many of us believe that it's robbing Peter to pay Paul. If the State government is not going to pay for it, then the Federal Government—that's still primary revenue for the citizens of Florida and the United States." Douglas Guetzloe, member, Save Our State, testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. III, pp. 613–14 (hereafter cited as Guetzloe Testimony).

136 David Ray, Eastern Regional Field Director, Federation for Americans for Immigration Reform, telephone interview, Aug. 8, 1995 (hereafter cited as Ray Interview).

perception that immigrants come to the U.S. for welfare.  

**State Efforts to Defray Costs**

State attempts to limit benefits by citizenship or length of residency in the United States have been struck down as unconstitutional by the United States Supreme Court. In *Graham v. Richardson*, Arizona conditioned disability benefits on American citizenship or residency in the United States for at least 15 years. Pennsylvania also made citizenship a prerequisite for public assistance. Striking down both statutes as violative of the equal protection clause, the Court concluded that the desire to conserve resources is not a valid justification for a State to restrict eligibility of benefits to citizens or long-time residents.

The Supreme Court extended this reasoning to public education for undocumented children in *Plyler v. Doe*. In *Plyler*, the State of Texas attempted to reduce its costs by excluding undocumented children from public schools. In a five to four decision, the Supreme Court invalidated the Texas statute on equal protection grounds. Although the parents were residing in the United States illegally, the Court found the children innocent of wrongdoing. Considering the importance of education and the social implications of denying a class of children that benefit, the Court held that Texas failed to demonstrate a substantial State goal for excluding undocumented children from public education. Save Our State representative Douglas Guettzloe predicts that the Supreme Court would reverse this decision if the issue was brought before it today.

**Florida Expenditures**

Unable to reduce costs by excluding noncitizens, States have looked to the Federal Government for reimbursement of costs connected with providing services to undocumented immigrants. In 1994, Florida’s Governor sued the Federal Government to recoup $1.5 billion in public expenditures on immigrants since 1980. The four-count complaint was dismissed by the United States District Court of the Southern District of Florida. Although recognizing that Florida was forced to bear an unfair burden, the court found no legal theory on which to grant relief, and appeals by the Governor’s Office were unsuccessful.

According to Governor Chiles, there are over 345,000 undocumented immigrants living in Florida, costing Florida taxpayers over $884

\[148\] “Our amendment will be to cut off all funding whatsoever for education for illegals, the children of illegal aliens. The hope is the same with the founders of the effort in California, is that the legal challenges that resulted from the passage of 187 in California will elevate this issue to the Supreme Court where we are hopeful that the five to four decision that was rendered in 1982 will be reversed.” Guettzloe Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. III, pp. 553–54.

\[149\] *Chiles v. United States*, 874 F. Supp. 1334 (S.D. FL 1994), aff’d, 69 F.3d 1094 (11th Cir. 1995), cert. denied, 116 S.Ct. 1674 (1996). See “Fla Sues Over Illegal Immigration,” USA Today, Apr 12, 1994, p. 3A, California, Arizona, Texas, New Jersey, and New York also filed suit against the Federal Government. As noted previously, each lawsuit was unsuccessful at the Federal district court and circuit court levels. See *Califonia v. United States*, 104 F.3d 1086 (9th Cir. 1997); *Arizona v. United States*, 104 F.3d 1095 (9th Cir. 1997); *Texas v. United States*, 106 F.3d 661 (5th Cir. 1997); *New Jersey v. United States*, 91 F.3d 463 (3d Cir. 1996); *Padavan v. United States*, 82 F.3d 23 (2d Cir. 1996).

\[150\] Count I alleged that plaintiffs were entitled to grants from an Immigration Emergency Fund administered by the U.S. Attorney General. Count II alleged that the United States failed to “enforce and administer the immigration laws or to accept the financial responsibility for such failure.” Count III alleged that Florida is disproportionately affected by the Federal policy of restricting immigrant eligibility for the AFDC and medicaid programs to permanent residents. Count IV alleged that the United States violated the 10th amendment as well as the guarantee and invasion clauses of Article IV of the Constitution by imposing the financial burdens of immigration on Florida because the State is required to bear the cost of providing social welfare services to immigrants. *Chiles v. United States*, 874 F. Supp. 1344 at 1356–57 (S.D. FL 1994).

million in 1993.\textsuperscript{132} This figure includes $262 million at the State level and $622 million at the local level.\textsuperscript{153} Expenditures for documented immigrants totaled $1.65 billion for the same year, including $489.4 million in State and $1.16 billion in local expenditures.\textsuperscript{154}

Education is the single largest expense to State and local government in Florida. According to the Governor's Office, education for immigrants tends to be more expensive than for citizens, partly because of the need for English-language instruction.\textsuperscript{155} In fiscal year 1993, the Governor's Office attributed $517,630,598 in State and local expenditures to education for legal and undocumented immigrants.\textsuperscript{156}

Conversely, State expenditures for programs such as AFDC, medicaid, and food stamps were relatively low. Among the noncitizen population in Florida, approximately 3 percent received AFDC or medicaid and approximately 9 percent were recipients of SSI.\textsuperscript{157} Florida and the Federal Government each contributed approximately 50 percent for these programs.\textsuperscript{158} The Governor's Office estimated State expenditures on immigrants for AFDC and food stamps at $9.2 million and $4.8 million, respectively, in FY 1993.\textsuperscript{159} Out of a statewide budget of $173.7 million for county health units, an estimated $12.68 million or 7.3 percent was spent on noncitizens.\textsuperscript{160} Some 58,440 legal noncitizens were receiving SSI benefits in Florida in December, 1992.\textsuperscript{161} The Governor recognizes the positive influence of immigrants but holds the Federal Government responsible for the financial cost. According to the Urban Institute, immigrants pay more in taxes than they receive in benefits. However, most tax revenues go to the Federal Government while States and localities bear most of the cost.\textsuperscript{162} The Commission on Immigration Reform supported some form of Federal reimbursement.\textsuperscript{163}

Section III: Immigrants and Public Benefits in Florida

At the time of the Miami hearing, Congress was considering versions of what ultimately became the Welfare Reform Act of 1996 which included provisions barring or restricting immigrant eligibility for Federal programs. At the same time, two Florida community groups, Save Our State and Florida 187 Committee, were campaigning for support to bar undocumented immigrants from receiving benefits.

The Welfare Reform Act of 1996

On August 22, 1996, President William J. Clinton signed the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996.\textsuperscript{164} Commonly referred to as the Welfare Reform Act, the new law makes sweeping changes in eligibility requirements of welfare recipients. The Welfare Reform Act contains provisions replacing AFDC with block grants to States, imposes mandatory work requirements, and limits the amount of time that a recipient is eligible for benefits. The impact is particularly great among poor noncitizens who are subject to stringent restrictions and new provisions enforcing and extending a sponsor's financial responsibility. The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996-\textsuperscript{165} (Immigration Act) amended the Welfare Reform Act to place additional requirements on sponsors.

According to prior law, legal immigrants were eligible for most public benefits programs on the same terms as citizens except that they were subject to a 3-year deeming period for food stamps\textsuperscript{166} and AFDC,\textsuperscript{167} and a 5-year deeming 57-58.

\textsuperscript{133} The Unfair Burden, p. i.
\textsuperscript{134} Ibid., p. iii.
\textsuperscript{135} Ibid., p. 15.
\textsuperscript{136} Ibid., p. iv.
\textsuperscript{138} The Unfair Burden, p. iv.
\textsuperscript{139} Ibid., p. 11. In 1993, Federal and State contributions were 55 and 45 percent, respectively.
\textsuperscript{140} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{141} Ibid., p. 21.
\textsuperscript{142} Schiakman Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. III, pp. 451-53. See also Fix and Passel, Setting the Record Straight, pp. 57-58.
\textsuperscript{143} Testimony of Susan Martin, Executive Director, U.S. Commission on Immigration Reform, before the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Mar. 14, 1995. "We believe that some financial reimbursement of costs to states and localities is justified, contingent on accurate data, appropriate cooperation of states and localities with enforcement of immigration laws, and a plan to ensure that funding will be reduced as levels of illegal immigration are reduced." Ibid., p. 2.
\textsuperscript{144} 8 U.S.C. § 1661.
\textsuperscript{146} The food stamp program provides coupons that recipients may use at most food stores. The food stamp program is 100 percent federally funded; however, States share the
period for SSI. Under the Welfare Reform Act, legal immigrants are generally no longer eligible for Federal means-tested programs. States may exercise an option to continue providing coverage to Medicaid and former AFDC recipients. However, there is no State option for SSI and food stamps. Permanent residents may be eligible for SSI and food stamps only after becoming United States citizens or working for 40 qualified quarters—essentially 10 years—without receiving public assistance for any such quarter after December 31, 1996. The 40-quarter requirement is the eligibility requirement for collecting social security benefits. Certain categories of immigrants, including lawful permanent residents who entered the United States on or after August 22, 1996, are not eligible for Federal means-tested benefits for 5 years. There are exceptions for emergency medical services, child nutrition programs, immunizations, treatment of communicable diseases, short-term emergency disaster relief, and student assistance programs for higher education. The act also exempts certain classes of immigrants from eligibility restrictions.

Refugees and asylees are exempt for 5 years. Veterans under honorable discharge and active duty personnel are exempt as are their spouses and unmarried dependent children. Lawful immigrants who are receiving SSI or food stamps on the date of enactment may continue receiving benefits for 1 year. The new law allows States to bar legal immigrants from State public benefits, with exceptions for the same categories. Undocumented immigrants are not eligible for benefits except for some inkind assistance such as emergency medical treatment, immunizations, testing and treatment to prevent communicable diseases, emergency disaster relief, and programs specified by the Attorney General as necessary to protect life and safety. Undocumented immigrants are also not eligible for any State or local means-tested benefits programs. However, a State may choose to extend benefits to undocumented immigrants by passing a State statute with such provisions.

The Welfare Reform Act and amendments contained in the Immigration Act make substantial changes to sponsorship and deeming provisions. To gain admission to the United States, 167
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167 As it formerly existed, AFDC provided monthly cash assistance to low-income families with children. AFDC was funded jointly by State and Federal governments according to each State's per capita income. The Federal Government provided approximately 50 percent of AFDC funding in Florida. 1995 SSA Statistical Supplement, p. 137. Families with children under 18 years old with one or both parents unemployed or absent from the home could qualify. The income level for eligibility as well as the benefit amount was set by each State. NILC, Guide to Eligibility, p. 32.

168 SSI provides monthly cash assistance to low-income individuals who are either disabled, blind, or aged 65 or older. NILC, Guide to Eligibility, p. 34. To qualify, recipients may not have resources in excess of $2,000. 1995 SSA Statistical Supplement, pp. 74–75. Couples may not have resources in excess of $3,000. Essential items such as a home and an automobile are not included in calculating resources. Ibid.


170 8 U.S.C. § 1612. The 40-quarter requirement is the eligibility requirement for collecting social security benefits.

171 Id. § 1613.
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173 Refugees and asylees are exempt for 5 years. Veterans under honorable discharge and active duty personnel are exempt as are their spouses and unmarried dependent children. 8 U.S.C. § 1612.

174 Id.

175 8 U.S.C. § 1622. This provision is apparently intended to allow States to overcome Graham v. Richardson. See H.R. 4 Conference Report, p. 474.

176 8 U.S.C. § 1611. The conference report states that the allowance for emergency medical services is very narrow and only applies to care that is strictly of an emergency nature. H.R. 4 Conference Report, pp. 464–65.

177 8 U.S.C. § 1611. The conference report states that the allowance for communicable diseases is very narrow. It only applies where absolutely necessary to prevent the spread of communicable diseases until the individual may be deported and it does not provide authority for long-term treatment. H.R. 4 Conference Report, p. 464.

178 However, a State may choose to extend benefits to undocumented immigrants by passing a State statute with such provisions. 8 U.S.C. § 1621. Any such statute must be enacted by the State legislature and signed by the Governor subsequent to enactment of the Federal statute. Ordinances enacted by a city or county are not effective under this provision. See H.R. 4 Conference Report, p. 472.

179 8 U.S.C. § 1621. Any such statute must be enacted by the State legislature and signed by the Governor subsequent to enactment of the Federal statute. Ordinances enacted by a city or county are not effective under this provision. See H.R. 4 Conference Report, p. 472.
applicants must demonstrate financial self-sufficiency or have specific job skills. An applicant for permanent residency in the United States may be denied admission if he or she is likely to become a public charge.\textsuperscript{180} Approximately 11 percent of visa applications are rejected on this basis.\textsuperscript{181} Applicants who fail to demonstrate sufficient resources or income may overcome the public charge provision by obtaining an affidavit of support from a sponsor. Previously, courts have not enforced affidavits of support. The Welfare Reform Act explicitly makes affidavits of support legally enforceable so that Federal, State, or local officials may seek reimbursement for any benefits paid to the sponsored immigrant until the immigrant becomes a United States citizen.\textsuperscript{182} The Immigration Act further provides that the sponsor must agree to maintain the immigrant at a minimum annual income of 125 percent of the Federal poverty line.\textsuperscript{183}

Whereas deeming previously applied only to SSI, AFDC, and food stamps, the Welfare Reform Act mandates deeming for all Federal means-tested programs.\textsuperscript{184} Because deeming provisions no longer exclude an allowance for the needs of the sponsor's family, the entire income and resources of the sponsor and the sponsor's spouse are attributed to the immigrant. Furthermore, in place of the 3-year deeming period for AFDC and food stamps and the 5-year deeming period for SSI, deeming now applies to all Federal means-tested programs until the immigrant becomes a citizen or works for at least 40 qualified quarters without receiving any Federal means-tested benefits for any such quarter after December 1, 1996.\textsuperscript{185} The act, furthermore, allows State and local governments to deem the sponsor's income and that of the sponsor's spouse to the immigrant for determining eligibility and amount of benefit for State programs.\textsuperscript{186}

\textbf{Florida Administration of the Welfare Reform Act}

The Welfare Reform Act replaces aid to families with dependent children and two other programs with a block grant under temporary assistance for needy families (TANF). The act gives States the option of continuing coverage of legal immigrants under TANF and the medicaid\textsuperscript{187} program. There is no State option, however, to extend SSI or food stamp benefits to legal immigrants. Because Florida has opted to include legal immigrants as authorized by the Welfare Reform Act, most legal immigrants receiving AFDC will still be eligible for benefits under TANF. Most legal immigrants receiving food stamps and SSI, however, will lose these benefits.

Governor Chiles has criticized the new law, estimating that Florida will lose over $300 million per year in Federal cash assistance for legal immigrants.\textsuperscript{188} This includes $221 million annu-

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[	extsuperscript{180}] CBO, \textit{Immigration and Welfare Reform}, p. vii. "Any alien who, in the opinion of the consular officer at the time of application for a visa, or in the opinion of the Attorney General at the time of application for admission or adjustment of status, is likely at any time to become a public charge is excludable." 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a)(4) (1994). Person who have become dependent on Federal or State assistance programs may be classified by the INS or State Department as a "public charge." Receiving benefits under certain public assistance programs such as SSI and AFDC may be grounds for refusing permanent resident status to those applying based on family relationship. Refugees, asylees, and those with deportation withheld are not affected. Factors considered in determining whether a person is likely to become a public charge include the person's income, assets, employment status, job skills, number of dependents, and affidavits submitted by family or friends who promise to support the person. Approximately 11 percent of visa applications are rejected on the public charge basis. \textit{Guide to Eligibility} (1994), pp. 74–75.
\item[	extsuperscript{181}] Ibid.
\item[	extsuperscript{182}] 8 U.S.C. § 1183a. The statute of limitations is 10 years from when the immigrant last received benefits.
\item[	extsuperscript{184}] 8 U.S.C. § 1631. According to past deeming provisions, a portion of the sponsor's income and that of the sponsor's spouse was considered available to the immigrant after allocating for the needs of the sponsor and his or her family. 1995 \textit{SSI Statistical Supplement}, p. 77. Deeming did not apply to refugees and asylees, or, in the case of SSI, to persons who become blind or disabled after admission.
\item[	extsuperscript{185}] Id.
\item[	extsuperscript{186}] Id. § 1632. This provision addresses rulings by the highest courts of at least two States that previously held that \textit{Graham v. Richardson} barred States from applying deeming provisions for State benefits. \textit{See H.R. 4 Conference Report}, pp. 484–85.
\item[	extsuperscript{187}] Medicaid provides reimbursement to medical care providers for treating low-income persons. N I L C, \textit{Guide to Eligibility}, p. 38. This is a joint program between State and Federal governments in which States receive matching Federal funds. Under the program, each State sets its own eligibility standards and determines the type, amount, and duration of services. 1995 \textit{SSI Statistical Supplement}, p. 103.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
ally for legal immigrants receiving SSI (54,000 recipients at $342 per month) and some $89 million for immigrant food stamp recipients (97,658 recipients at $76 per month). In addition, by exercising its State option to extend benefits to legal immigrants under TANF and medicaid, the Florida Governor's Office estimates that the State will absorb costs of $21 million and $51 million, respectively, for those programs.

The impact of cutting public assistance to immigrants has become a bipartisan issue with "Democratic governors almost unanimously support[ing] reopening the bill." Several other State Governors, many of them Republican, are urging Congress to reconsider the immigrant provisions of the Welfare Reform Act. Governor George E. Pataki of New York, Governor Jim Edgar of Illinois, Governor George W. Bush of Texas, and Governor William F. Weld of Massachusetts are among the Governors who are advocating changes in the new law. Similarly, a bipartisan group of U.S. Senators sponsored a bill to restore benefits to certain classes of legal immigrants. Conversely, Representatives Clay Shaw, Jr., and Lamar Smith argue that welfare for immigrants has grown out of control and allege that immigrants come to the U.S. intending to receive welfare benefits.

Florida opted to cover noncitizen AFDC recipients under its new welfare program, Work and Gain Economic Self Sufficiency Act of 1996 (WAGES). By exercising the State option to cover immigrant AFDC recipients, most will continue to be covered. According to the Florida Department of Children and Families, 98 percent of immigrant recipients will retain coverage while 2 percent, or 503 recipients, will lose their benefits. With Florida exercising the State option to cover legal immigrants in the medicaid program, 96 percent of current immigrant medicaid recipients will maintain their benefits while 4 percent (3,062 persons) are expected to become ineligible. Eliminating immigrant eligibility for medicaid would likely have a greater effect on local government than on State government. Immigrants no longer qualifying for medicaid would most likely seek treatment at public hospitals that are locally funded.

Because there is no State option to provide food stamps and SSI, most noncitizens will lose eligibility for those programs. With a few exceptions for refugees, asylees, and veterans, most immigrants must prove that they have worked for 40 qualified quarters to be eligible. In Florida, approximately 82 percent or 97,658 noncitizen food stamp recipients will become ineligible after their next review. Most immigrant SSI recipients will also lose their eligibility for benefits. The Florida Department of Children and Families estimates that 68 percent or 54,000 immigrant SSI recipients will lose their benefits.

The new SSI restrictions will have a greater impact on south Florida, home to many senior immigrants, including Cuban refugees from the 1960s. In the past, citizenship was not a precondition to receiving SSI benefits. As a result, the Social Security Administration did not collect statistics on the immigration status of recipients. Consequently, there are widely varying estimates on the number of people who may be affected. The SSA estimates that approximately 25,000 to 30,000 elderly noncitizens could lose their SSI benefits. Only those seniors who are permanent residents and meet the 40-quarter work requirement will keep their SSI benefits under the new statute.

Supporters of the Welfare Reform Act maintain that the immigrant restrictions are a reasonable solution to a problem that is out of control. They argue that the act aims to eliminate
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welfare for those who have not worked for their benefits. Supporters also point out that Congress provided for ways to ease the transition by delaying the effective date of some provisions for 1 year and by exempting certain classes of immigrants. Furthermore, immigrants may retain eligibility for benefits by becoming citizens, and States have the option of continuing benefits under TANF and medicaid.

At the time of the Miami hearing, welfare reform proposals were still being considered by Congress. Witnesses who opposed the measures maintained that proposed legislation would shift costs to local communities. According to Max Castro, a senior research associate at the University of Miami, south Florida would suffer a disproportionate impact because it has many elderly residents who receive SSI as their only source of income. Dr. Castro concluded that cutting off benefits would have a multiplier effect on the local economy. He indicated that the measures would strain local government and nonprofit resources. Moreover, Dr. Castro suggested that, anti-immigrant sentiment aside, economic pressures would put a strain on race relations as different groups began to compete for scarce resources.

Monsignor Bryan Walsh, archdiocesan director of Catholic Charities in Miami, testified that legislation denying benefits to legal immigrants would have very serious effects in south Florida. Since Florida has not devoted as much of its resources to welfare as have some other States, it has not taken full advantage of Federal programs that provide matching funds to States. This threat comes at a time of growing need for basic subsistence services. According to Monsignor Walsh, there has been an incredible increase in need for food, clothing, and shelter in the last 10 years. Ten or 20 years ago, Monsignor Walsh reported, Catholic Charities provided more sophisticated services, such as counseling and programs to strengthen family life and take care of dependent children. Now, it is opening food pantries for the first time in decades. Monsignor Walsh testified that private charities will not be able to handle the increase in need caused by Federal welfare legislation. This concern was echoed by several community leaders.

A few weeks after the act passed, the Orlando Sentinel reported that anxious agency leaders were "expecting the worst and worry that people will be forced to live on the streets when homeless shelters no longer can accommodate them." Worries about the impact of welfare reform are not contained within south Florida. Jean Flavell, vice president of operations for the Coalition for the Homeless of Central Florida in Orlando, is similarly quoted as expressing grave concerns: "We expect to be overrun with people...
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204 The pending bills, H.R. 4 and S.1120, contained provisions that were similar to the immigrant provisions enacted in the 1996 Welfare Reform Act.
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who have needs we can’t meet... We can’t meet them now.”

Referring to welfare measures proposed in the Immigration Act of 1996, Gilbert Rayford, professor of social work at Barry University, reportedly argued that “[t]he federal government may be washing its hands, but the local government cannot. Dade and Broward, in particular, will have to come up with its own policy to fill the gap.”

**Initiatives in Florida**

Many Floridians blame immigration for the State’s social and economic ills. “Parents complain that their kids are relegated to portable classrooms while immigrant children continue to arrive and class size mushrooms. They sacrifice family vacations to pay for health insurance only to hear that immigrants get a free ride at Jackson Memorial Hospital. They bolt their doors to keep criminals from their homes, then learn that illegal immigrants are taking up jail space.”

When the *Orlando Sentinel* asked, “Should illegal immigrants receive public services?” on its weekly phone-in, 9,100 readers responded, with only 294 answering “yes.” These and similar sentiments have bolstered proposals to enact measures banning public expenditures on undocumented immigrants.

In the aftermath of the national debate surrounding California’s Proposition 187, two State initiatives emerged in Florida seeking a place on the November 1996 ballot. One measure proposed by Florida Save Our State would amend the Florida Constitution to resemble closely the provisions of California’s Proposition 187. The other ballot initiative sponsored by Florida’s 187 Committee, with support from the Federation of Americans for Immigration Reform (FAIR), includes an English-language provision.

**Florida Save Our State**

California Proposition 187, passed by 61 percent of the State’s voters in November 1994, bars undocumented immigrants from receiving nonemergency health care, social health services, and public school education. The measure also requires State workers to report suspected undocumented immigrants.

After Proposition 187 passed in California, Douglas Guetzloe, of Orlando, Florida, began organizing to explore the possibility of enacting a similar measure in Florida. Among the persons Mr. Guetzloe contacted was Robert Kiley, the political director of Save Our State in California, who orchestrated the Proposition 187 campaign. The result of their contact was the founding of Save Our State. Save Our State was created as an issue-only political committee established to collect signatures for a referendum initiative that would prohibit public spending on social services for undocumented immigrants.

The Save Our State initiative “has the open endorsement of California’s Prop. 187 leadership.” As explained by Mr. Guetzloe, “[t]heir committee is called Save Our State. We are affiliated with their committee. We are the Save Our State Florida Committee. They are actively consulting with our effort.” While very similar to the California Prop. 187 in impact, the Save Our State initiatives in Florida “have made several significant exceptions in an effort to make [their] amendment reasonable and fair.”

The Save Our State amendment pertains only to illegal immigration. The amendment would prohibit any State, county, or municipal government from all spending on services for undocumented immigrants, including education, medical care, and social services. Emergency medical care and all children’s medical
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210 Ibid., p. 557. Mr. Guetzloe continued: “Their committee is called Save Our State. We are affiliated with their committee. We are the Save Our State Florida Committee. They are not endorsing and do not endorse the effort of Florida 187.”

210 Ibid., p. 542.
care are exempted. The proposed amendment differs from California’s Proposition 187 in the following respects:

1. Save Our State would exempt all medical care for children under 18, whereas California’s Proposition 187 has no exception for children.

2. The Florida initiative would take effect 8 months after enactment, whereas California’s Proposition 187 was effective immediately.

3. Save Our State would amend the Florida Constitution, whereas California’s Proposition 187 was statutory.

Both measures ban public education for undocumented children. As such, their provisions would conflict with legal precedent established by the Supreme Court in Plyler v. Doe, which mandated equal access to public education for children of illegal immigrants. Save Our State expects that litigation challenging California’s Proposition 187 will result in the Supreme Court’s reversal of Plyler prior to enactment of the Florida amendment.

To place the proposed amendment on the ballot, organizers were required to collect 430,000 signatures. This figure was based on 8 percent of those who voted in the Florida general election in 1992. Once 10 percent of the required signatures are obtained, the Florida Supreme Court would automatically review the petition for consistency with the Florida Constitution.

At the time of the Miami hearing, Save Our State was confident that the amendment would pass. According to a Mason-Dixon poll conducted in September 1996, 64 percent of those surveyed would vote for the amendment. Support for the amendment crossed racial lines. In one poll, 57 percent of Hispanics polled supported the amendment while 40 percent opposed it. In general, support was strongest in north Florida with 68 percent in favor of the amendment.

As of January 1996, Save Our State had collected 50,000 petitions, enough to trigger review by the Florida Supreme Court. At that time, Mr. Guetzkow reportedly found that gathering signatures was “surprisingly easy.” By August 1996, however, Save Our State was unable to gather enough signatures to place the proposed amendment on the ballot. Mr. Guetzkow testified that his organization had been hampered by lack of funds but would continue to work towards getting the measure on the 1998 ballot.

---
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Save Our State explains that its primary goal is to save tax dollars. Mr. Guetzloe maintains that the measure would command public support even if undocumented immigrants were a net economic benefit to Florida. He concludes that, as a matter of principle, taxpayers will resist paying for services to undocumented immigrants even if the cost is offset by revenues or other benefits. According to Save Our State, Federal reimbursement to the State for expenditures on undocumented immigrants would not quiet the controversy over immigrant eligibility for public benefits. Save Our State is concerned not with which governmental entity pays, but whether citizen taxpayers ultimately should pay at all.

According to Save Our State, the proposed amendment makes a legal distinction between documented and undocumented immigrants, not a racial distinction. Mr. Guetzloe testified that opponents of the amendment have increased racial tensions in Florida by framing the issue along racial lines.

Florida 187 Committee

The other ballot initiative, spearheaded by the Florida 187 Committee, is broader in scope than the amendment proposed by Save Our State. The initiative consists of four provisions that would: 1) declare English the official language of government so that all government business must be conducted in English; 2) prohibit all social services to undocumented immigrants, except emergency medical care; 3) require interagency government cooperation with each other and with the INS; and 4) ban public education for undocumented children. Like the Save Our State amendment, this initiative does not address public benefits to legal immigrants.

Florida Save Our State and Florida 187 Committee had competing rather than cooperative interests. Save Our State representative Douglas Guetzloe testified that his organization, unlike Florida 187 Committee, has the open endorsement of California’s Prop. 187. Mr. Guetzloe objected to the English provision of the Florida 187 amendment. Florida 187 Committee collected just over 10,000 petitions as of February 1996. Still, Florida 187 also failed to gather enough signatures to be placed on the November 1996 ballot.

The Impact of Benefits and Immigrants on Racial and Ethnic Tensions in Florida

Proponents of Legislation to Cut Immigrant Benefits and to Lower the Numbers of Immigrants—Effect on Race Relations

The Commission’s investigation examined a variety of organized efforts to address the immigration issue in Florida. Groups in favor of cutting benefits to immigrants and reducing immigration levels are motivated by a combination of economic and social concerns. Some organizations are primarily concerned with a perceived economic disadvantage resulting from immigrants using valuable resources and imposing costs that Florida cannot afford. According to estimates by the Governor’s Office, State and local governments spent $884 million on undocumented immigrants and $1.65 billion on legal immigrants, for a total of $2.5 billion on all immigrants, for fiscal year 1993.

Resentment of expenditures on immigrants coupled with social conflicts stemming from the large immigrant presence in south Florida fuels racial and ethnic tensions. Parents of children in public schools are concerned about overcrowding in the classrooms. Furthermore, immigrant children cost more to educate than native children because of their special language needs.
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Moreover, some native-born Floridians perceive that they are discriminated against by immigrants in south Florida. This perception is particularly evident in the employment context where job applicants are required to speak Spanish or Creole. There is appreciable sentiment that today’s immigrants are not assimilating into mainstream America. This assessment is partly attributable to the high concentration of Spanish-speaking immigrants in south Florida and the continuing influx of new immigrants into that area.

The initiatives in Florida began as a response to citizen disgruntlement over the current state of immigration. Save Our State estimates that enacting a constitutional amendment denying education and all benefits (except emergency and children’s medical care) to illegal immigrants will save Florida taxpayers close to $1 billion per year.

Save Our State makes a sharp distinction between its efforts, which only address illegal immigration, and Federal legislation eliminating the eligibility of legal immigrants for public benefits. Mr. Guettzloe testified that such legislation has heightened racial tensions in Florida and has been somewhat damaging to the Save Our State amendment, which the media and the public do not always distinguish.

Mr. Guettzloe rejects the notion that the Save Our State campaign increases racial tensions. To the contrary, he maintains that citizen participation in such a measure will relieve tensions by allowing people to work constructively toward solving the problem. Furthermore, the focus on illegal immigration will reaffirm the status of legal immigrants by making a clear distinction between the two groups.

Opponents of Legislation to Cut Immigrant Benefits and to Lower the Numbers of Immigrants—Effect on Race Relations

Contrary to Save Our State’s position that its measure would operate to reduce tensions in Florida, immigrant advocacy groups and other individuals view the Florida initiatives as fueling anti-immigrant sentiment. Some maintain that the ballot initiatives create the perception that undocumented immigrants are entitled to a wide range of public assistance programs while, in reality, they may receive only minimal aid. Moreover, it is unclear how much the Save Our State initiative would actually save, since undocumented immigrants are currently not eligible for most benefits. County-supported Jackson Memorial Hospital absorbed $33 million in unreimbursed costs for treating undocumented immigrants in fiscal year 1992. If the Save Our State amendment passed, it would allow only emergency medical treatment for undocumented immigrants. However, there would be little savings to the hospital because most undocumented immigrants seek medical treatment only for emergencies.

Federal efforts to bar immigrants from receiving public assistance met with opposition from the Hispanic community and other immigrant groups. Concerned immigrants staged protests against welfare reform proposals, objecting to restrictions on the eligibility of legal immigrants who have been lawfully contributing to their communities and paying taxes. Immigrant groups contend that what started as an

child costs $1,200 more per year to educate than an English-speaking child. Guettzloe Testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. III, p. 555. See also The Unfair Burden, p. 15.
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attack on illegal immigrants has spread to a
general assault on all immigrants.256

Applications for Citizenship

At the time of the Miami hearing, witnesses
testified that the then-proposed State and Fed-
eral measures were causing great concern
among immigrant communities in south Flori-
da.259 Threatened with the possibility of losing
their safety net, eligible immigrants are scram-
bling to apply for citizenship.260 Voter registra-
tion drives accompany the surge in citizenship
applications across the country. As citizens, eli-
gable immigrants will have the right to vote and
have a voice in public policy.261 Some immigrants
have worked and paid taxes in the United States
for a number of years as legal permanent resi-
dents.262 Social workers are helping immigrants
become citizens as quickly as possible.263 Many
immigrant SSI recipients are senior citizens who
have difficulty taking tests and learning Eng-
lish.264 Many are flocking to citizenship classes.265
After applying for residency, they
must wait 5 years before qualifying to take the
citizenship test.266 The Cuban community is
older than other south Florida immigrant groups
and is particularly concerned. Some Cuban eld-
erly would be destitute without public assis-
tance.267

After the Welfare Reform Act’s predecessor,
H.R. 4, was introduced in Congress in January
1995, the south Florida district INS office re-
ceived a record 6,565 citizenship applications in
February 1995. This figure was more than dou-
tle the number of applications that had been
received in December 1994.268 In the same pe-
riod, citizenship inquiries to Hispanic Unity, a
nonprofit agency serving Hispanics in Broward
County, doubled from 85 in January to 170 in
February 1995.269 The Hispanic community is
not the only immigrant group expressing con-
cern. Florida’s small British community of
approximately 20,000 (with 14,000 in Broward
and Palm Beach Counties) is also uneasy. Accord-
ing to Patricia Kawaia, director of the Florida
British Chamber of Commerce, “[p]eople are asking
why the government is even considering going
after legal immigrants.”270 Similar events are
occurring in other cities with large immigrant
populations. Many farmworkers who obtained
legal status in California through the Immigra-
 tion Reform and Control Act are insecure in the
current political environment and, reportedly,
are promptly applying for citizenship.271

Applications for citizenship rose 88 percent in
fiscal year 1995 to 1,021,969, up from 543,353
applications in FY 1994.272 Throughout the
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Murray, from the Los Angeles-based Coalition for Humane
Immigrant Rights, “They are applying in droves because
they are afraid. . . . They feel there is a very real threat to
the benefits that they have worked a long time for. And they
worry that the law might be changed and they might be
deported, green card or not, unless they become citizens.”
Ibid.
274 Anne R. Carey and Dave Merrill, “Citizenship Applications
1990s, 71% percent of the applications were filed in Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, and San Francisco.273

**Immigrant Professionals**

A discussion of the impact of immigration would be incomplete without reference to the significant impact immigrants have had on Miami. In 1940, Florida was the smallest State in the South with 1.9 million people. Today, the State is the fourth largest in population, behind New York, Texas, and California.274 Once dependent on seasonal whims of domestic tourism, Miami has become the hub of international trade with Latin America. Thirty-four of the top 50 exporters listed by Hispanic Business are based in Florida.275 By most accounts, the mix of language and culture brought by immigrants promises easy access to needed skills. Miami also attracts foreign investment and tourists from all over the world.276 Venezuelan and Brazilian investors have developed hotels and malls and set up thriving businesses.277 Norwegians have contributed $1 billion in investments to south Florida.278 Miami is also the capital of Hispanic TV and music, attracting Spanish-language TV and film production from around the world.279 A popular destination for foreign photographers, Miami is the third busiest fashion city after Paris and New York.280 In 1994, Florida ranked second nationally in creating new jobs. Many of those whose jobs were in international trade.281

Anti-immigrant attitudes may have a potentially damaging effect on businesses and institutions that rely on skilled foreign workers. According to one hearing witness, many people come to the United States on a nonimmigrant visa and eventually become immigrants.282

Nonimmigrants are not entitled to public benefits, but work and pay taxes.284 Fortune 500 companies headquartered in south Florida bring in multinational executives. These highly sought after workers may ultimately shun the United States for friendlier destinations.285 The ability to attract immigrant professionals is important not only to Miami, and not only for international trade, but for many other professions around the country as well. Universities rely on international scientists for research in medicine, engineering, and other sciences, thereby strengthening America’s competitiveness in scientific research.286 An inadequate supply of skilled workers in the United States compels high technology companies such as Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, Intel, and Texas Instruments to recruit skilled workers from abroad.287 Many ethnic restaurants depend on foreign-born chefs to maintain authenticity of the cuisine and to keep abreast of new ideas.288

Foreign personnel also make substantial contributions to the medical profession. International medical graduates make up 23.9 percent of all medical residents in the nation. Foreign recruits are particularly important in rural and poor urban areas where recruiting native-born
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professionals is often difficult. According to some observers, hospitals in poor or rural areas are forced to recruit foreign-born doctors who come to the United States seeking higher earnings. Moreover, more than half of all hospital residents in New York City are international medical graduates. They make up over 40 percent and 57 percent of hospital residents in North Dakota and New Jersey, respectively.

In North Dakota, Lowell Hergindahl, chief executive of the Tioga Medical Center, has attempted to hire domestically for up to 2 years without success. Based upon published reports, Mr. Hergindahl asserts that despite the surplus of doctors in this country and his efforts to recruit them, most are simply not interested in working in North Dakota.

In search of higher earnings and a better life, skilled and professional workers naturally consider the political climate of their future home. One of the hearing witnesses, an immigration attorney who helps employers obtain work visas for foreign recruits, testified that her clients are troubled by current developments. State and Federal initiatives aimed at saving money on public benefits may turn away potential immigrants who are not only self-supporting, but have much to contribute.
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Section I: Refugee and Asylum Policies Among Similarly Situated Groups

Overview of Refugee and Asylum Policies

Give me your tired, your poor
Your huddled masses yearning to be free
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore,
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me:
I lift my lamp beside the Golden Door.¹

Historically, the United States has embraced sizable numbers of those who have fled persecution elsewhere.² Yet, the United States also has a history of according differential treatment to similarly situated groups of refugees and asylees.³ The Refugee Act of 1980 implemented an explicit set of policies that committed the United States to receiving annually a substantial number of refugees and asylees, and that the United States grant refugee status in a politically neutral manner rather than pursuant to foreign policy concerns.⁴ Under the Refugee Act, the United States may grant political asylum to applicants who demonstrate a "well-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group or political opinion,"⁵ and agrees not to return those meeting this definition to their country of origin.

Although advocacy groups generally see an improvement in the treatment of refugees and asylum seekers⁶ since enactment of the Refugee Act, there remains a sense that foreign policy concerns still play a role in determining the treatment accorded different groups of refugees. According to some, preferential treatment continues to be afforded different groups, as in the past, based on the nature of the government the refugees are fleeing. Those fleeing totalitarian regimes may be granted preferential treatment, for example. But critics point out that in 1993 more than 85 percent of refugee applications from Bosnia-Herzegovina, Laos, the former Soviet Union, Vietnam, and Cuba were accepted. Less than 35 percent of applications from Burma, Romania, and Haiti (all known for human rights abuses) were accepted.⁷

Unlike refugees whose applications for asylum in the United States are processed overseas, asylum applicants are individuals who have already arrived in the United States and are seeking political asylum. Asylum applicants must meet the "well-founded fear of persecution" standard that refugees have to meet, but they are entitled to more procedural safeguards than refugee applications that are processed overseas. Under the law, asylum decisions are individual case-by-case determinations based on neutral standards. Some note, however, that actual

⁷ Refugees apply for admission to the United States and are processed overseas. Asylum applicants apply upon or after entry into the United States.

Finally, some refugees are admitted into the United States pursuant to the parole power granted to the Attorney General in the Immigration and Naturalization Act.\footnote{8 U.S.C. § 1182(d)(5) (1988 & Supp. V 1993).} That power has come under attack. For example, the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (Immigration Reform Act) limits the Attorney General's authority to allow parole “only on a case by case basis for urgent humanitarian reasons or significant public benefit.”\footnote{Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, § 603, Pub. L. No. 104–208, 110 Stat. 3009 (1996) (hereafter cited as Immigration Reform Act). Formerly, the Attorney General was granted discretion to parole into the United States for “emergent reasons or for reasons deemed strictly in the public interest,” any alien applying for admission to the United States. 8 U.S.C. § 1182(d)(5)(A).}
The Immigration Reform Act further provides that the number of parolees who remain in the country for more than a year and do not adjust to permanent resident status shall be subtracted from the worldwide level of immigrants for the subsequent year.\footnote{Immigration Reform Act at § 603. Previously, parolees entering the United States under the Attorney General's authority had no effect on the level of immigrants to be admitted.}

The Immigration Reform Act also affects asylum law. The act tracks closely the recommendations of the Commission on Immigration Reform.\footnote{Proposals to Reduce Illegal Immigration and Control Costs to Taxpayers: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Immigration of the Senate Comm. on Judiciary, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (Mar. 14, 1995) (written testimony of Susan Martin, Executive Director, Commission on Immigration Reform). Ma. Martin testified with respect to Senator Simpson's immigration bill (S. 269). Many of the provisions in S. 269, including many of the ones discussed in this section, were incorporated into the Immigration Act.}

Refugee advocates argue that most people who flee their home countries because of war or political persecution cannot obtain valid travel documents or documents that would evidence torture or victimization.\footnote{15 Refugee advocates argue that most people who flee their home countries because of war or political persecution cannot obtain valid travel documents or documents that would evidence torture or victimization.}
The Immigration Reform Act also requires asylum applications to be filed within a year of entry into the United States.\footnote{Refugee advocates argue that most people who flee their home countries because of war or political persecution cannot obtain valid travel documents or documents that would evidence torture or victimization.}

Previously, there was no such deadline. Critics argue that many who are eligible for asylum may not apply for a variety of reasons. Among other things, potential asylees may not speak English, may not know how to apply, or they may be suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, which would impede their attention to the application process.\footnote{In addition, the Immigration Reform Act limits judicial review. Generally, no court has jurisdiction to review discretionary decisions or actions of the Attorney General, other than the granting of asylum.}

In addition, the Immigration Reform Act limits judicial review. Generally, no court has jurisdiction to review discretionary decisions or actions of the Attorney General, other than the granting of asylum.\footnote{In addition, the Immigration Reform Act limits judicial review. Generally, no court has jurisdiction to review discretionary decisions or actions of the Attorney General, other than the granting of asylum.}

Moreover, the Immigration Reform Act restricts the grant of work authorization to 180 days after the asylum application is filed and requires final administrative adjudications to within 180 days, in the absence of exceptional circumstances.\footnote{According to Senator Alan K. Simpson, such provisions address the “many unlawful aliens [who] have discovered the key to extending their stay in the United States. By claiming fear of political persecution at home, they are able to delay their departure for years as they remain here and work while awaiting their hearing.”}

**Refugee Resettlement in Florida**

Florida ranks among the top States for receipt of refugees. In 1993, Florida ranked as the third highest State receiving refugees/entrants.\footnote{18 Immigration Reform Act at § 302.}

**Haider Rizvi, "U.S.-Refugees: Have Fake Documents, Can't Enter U.S.,” Inter Press Service, Nov. 19, 1996.**


**Id. § 604.**

**Statement on Introduction of S.269 by Sen. Alan K. Simpson, Jan. 24, 1995, p. 2. Many of the provisions in S. 269, including the ones discussed within this paragraph, were incorporated into the Immigration Act.**

**State of Florida, Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, Florida's Refugee Fact Book: 1994, by Julia A. Spinhourakis et al., p. 29 (hereafter cited as Florida Fact Book).**
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Between 1975 and 1993, Florida ranked second in the country for cumulative refugee/entrant resettlements, and ratio of refugees/entrants to the population. With the emphasis on family reunification in U.S. immigration policy, the numbers of the current refugee/entrant population in Florida may beget a continuing large number of legal immigrants to the State.

Florida is the resettlement site of over 80 percent of all Cuban and Haitian boat people entering the United States. Following the Mariel boatlift in 1980 that resulted in a large influx of Cuban refugees, the Fasey-Stone amendment was introduced by the Florida congressional delegation and passed. This amendment entitled Cubans and Haitians, who were classified not as refugees but as "entrants," to the same services as other refugees. Unlike refugees, however, who are considered and planned for as part of the refugee admissions program, entrants usually arrive unexpectedly due to crises in either Cuba or Haiti. There is thus little time to prepare for their arrival, and the costs of this population are not included in preparing budget estimates. Since Florida receives most of the entrant population, entrants are an issue of particular concern to Florida.

Historical Background on Cuban Refugees

The Cuban Adjustment Act of 1966 granted preferential treatment to Cuban refugees. This amendment to the Immigration and Nationality Act allowed all Cuban citizens who came to the United States after January 1, 1959 (the beginning of the Castro regime) to become eligible for permanent resident status after 1 year's residence in the United States. According to the House report, this treatment was consistent with Congress' "willingness to approve legislation to aid persecuted peoples of the world" and "is being given for purely humanitarian and practical reasons." Cuban rafters, or bai seros, were routinely picked up by the U.S. Coast Guard and welcomed into the United States. Because the United States does not recognize the Cuban Government, Federal authorities did not have any mechanism for deporting Cuban arrivals back to Cuba. Rather than detain them indefinitely, Cubans were granted work permits and, after 1 year in the United States, permanent residence. In a reversal of long-standing policy, President Clinton announced on August 19, 1994, that the Coast Guard would no longer bring Cuban refugees to the United States but would instead hold them in safe haven at the U.S. naval base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

On September 9, 1994, the United States and Cuba reached an agreement whereby the United States agreed to permit at least 20,000 Cubans to enter the United States annually, and Cuba agreed that the Cuban Government would restrict Cuban citizens from leaving Cuba. This agreement was an abrupt reversal of prior U.S. policy towards Cubans fleeing the Castro regime. Refugee advocacy groups decried the agreement with Cuba. In addition, those who advocate reforming immigration also opposed the agreement. On November 16, 1994, the Federal for American Immigration Reform

32 Dan Cadman, former Miami District Director, Immigration and Naturalization Service, telephone interview, Aug. 16, 1995 (hereafter cited as Cadman Interview).
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34 Ralph Thomas, Congressional Affairs, U.S. Department of Justice, telephone interview, Aug. 9, 1995.
36 They contend that the United States' participation in an agreement providing for the restriction of Cuban citizens leaving Cuba is inconsistent with international law. Article 12.2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights provides that "everyone shall be free to leave any country, including his own." According to refugee advocacy groups, an agreement with the oppressive regime of another country to restrict the rights of its citizens to leave is inconsistent with respect for the rights recognized in the covenant. Sanders, "Refugee and Asylum Issues," p. 13. On September 9, 1994, the U.S. Committee for Refugees issued a press release stating that "[t]he U.S. government is asking Castro to return to... policies that violate internationally recognized human rights standards and [that] contradict decades of U.S. policy." U.S. Committee for Refugees, World Refuge Survey 1995, p. 177.
(FAIR) filed a lawsuit. The lawsuit challenged the agreement as exceeding the government's authority to admit Cuban immigrants and charged the Attorney General with abusing her parole authority by admitting Cuban migrants beyond the limits on immigration set by Congress.

In May 1995, the administration announced that the Cubans being held in safe haven in Guantanamo would be processed and resettled into the United States. The Guantanamo Cubans were scheduled to arrive in the United States at a rate of approximately 500 weekly. Those who did not have families in the United States would be resettled in States outside Florida. The bulk of the Guantanamo Cubans, however, would be resettled with their family members in Dade County.

In May 1995, President Clinton also announced that any future Cuban rafters would be interdicted at sea. Cuban American groups sharply criticized the administration's decision. The Cuban American National Foundation, for example, refused to assist the United States in resettling the Cubans brought in from Guantanamo. At the Commission's hearing, Raul Pino from the Cuban American National Foundation stated in opening remarks that the foundation "does not support and has objected to the recent change of policy of the current Clinton Administration regarding Cuban refugees." These recent events belie the historical favorable treatment that had been accorded Cuban refugees since the enactment of the Cuban Adjustment Act of 1966. In the past, much attention in Miami has focused on the disparate treatment between Cuban and other refugees. In his testimony, Walter D. Cadman, former Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS) District Director in Miami, noted the concern among non-Cuban immigrants:

that Cubans have been accorded the ability to obtain their permanent residence in the United States after having entered the U.S. or landed in the U.S. a year and a day later, ... this isn't, of course, simply an issue of Haitian versus Cubans.

There are other groups as well that feel disaffected by the inability to obtain their permanent residence in the United States, many after a considerable period of time in the U.S., and certainly one of the difficulties that I face as an administrator of the immigration laws is that—and I speak only for myself on this—I perceive two different kinds of immigration laws: those such as the visa quota system that are facially very, very neutral, and those that are passed with foreign policy goals in mind.

Witnesses at the hearing representing the Cuban American community testified that they believed that Cuban and Haitian refugees should be treated equally. Mr. Pino stated that "we have taken a position with the Haitians; and

40 According to Florida State government estimates, as many as 77 percent of all the Cubans who had arrived in the U.S. from Guantanamo from late 1994 through September 1995 were settled in the Miami area. Yet, observers noted that the large influx of Cubans in a relatively short period is not drawing significant attention or concern and 'there appears to be a high level of confidence about the new arrivals' prospects and the city's ability to handle the influx.' Ibid., p. 1. On the other hand, Father Wenski noted that the weekly influx of Cubans would exacerbate the problems facing recent Haitian arrivals who are trying to find employment. Father Thomas Wenski, Director, Haitian Catholic Center, telephone interview, Aug. 3, 1995 (hereafter cited as Wenski Interview).
41 These individuals would be provided with an interview conducted by INS asylum officers. Those determined not to have a credible fear of persecution are taken to Guantanamo where they receive a second indepth interview. Those found to have a credible fear are resettled in third countries. Migrants determined not to have protection concerns are returned to Cuba. Doris Meissner, Commissioner, Immigration and Naturalization Service, letter to Stephanie Y. Moore, General Counsel, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, May 8, 1997.
42 According to The Orlando Sentinel, a representative from the Cuban American National Foundation said, "If the government of the United States, without consultation, reached agreements with the Castro dictatorship, it should now also resolve, without the help of the Cuban-American community, the grave problems concerning Guantanamo." Myrian Marques, "New Cuban Policy Stinks—But So Does Foundation's Response," The Orlando Sentinel, May 5, 1995, p. A–14.
we have said, ‘Look, these people should have been treated the same from Day 1'; but besides that, there is not very much we can do about it.” Mr. Pino also testified that he believed that the difference in treatment of Cubans and Haitians was not based on racial or ethnic considerations but rather was based on the United States’ unfriendly relationship with Cuba. Some within the Haitian and Cuban communities in Miami were careful to point out that the disparate policies toward the two groups do not result in tensions between them. In January 1995, Senator Alan Simpson of Wyoming introduced an immigration bill that, among other things, repealed the Cuban Adjustment Act. In his introduction of the bill, Senator Simpson stated, “the Cuban Adjustment Act remains on the books as an anachronism that is both unfair and unnecessary. While nearly four million persons await their immigration visas in our vast immigration backlogs, some for as long as 20 years, any Cuban who gets to the United States, legally or illegally, can get a green card after one year. This special treatment is no longer justifiable and is not right.” The Immigration Reform Act that was signed into law in October 1996 did not repeal the Cuban Adjustment Act. Rather, it provided that the Cuban Adjustment Act may only be repealed if the President determines that a democratically elected government is in power in Cuba.

### Historical Background on Haitian Refugees

Alex Stepick and Carol Dutton Stepick refer to Haitians in south Florida as the “pariah minority.” According to Haitian refugee advocates, the United States has consistently pursued a policy of unwelcome toward Haitians leaving their country and seeking to enter the United States, which is contrary to the welcome historically afforded Cuban refugees. In 1978, for example, the INS launched a program in which INS and State Department officials worked to stem the backlog of Haitian asylum cases. In connection with the program, the number of asylum hearings for Haitians dramatically jumped from an average of between 5 and 15 per day to 100–150 a day within a period of months. Lawyers representing Haitians were often scheduled to represent several clients whose hearings were scheduled simultaneously. The number of denials of asylum and deportations substantially increased.

A lawsuit filed on behalf of the Haitians resulted in an injunction temporarily blocking the deportation of Haitians by the INS. In his final opinion, District Judge James Lawrence King found that:

Those Haitians who came to the United States seeking freedom and justice did not find it. Instead, they were confronted with an Immigration and Naturalization Service determined to deport them. The decision was made among high INS officials to expel Haitians, despite whatever claims to asylum individual Haitians might have. A Program was set up to accomplish this goal. The Program resulted in wholesale violations of due process and only Haitians were affected.

This Program, in its planning and executing, is offensive to every notion of constitutional due process and equal protection. The Haitians whose claims for asylum were rejected during the program shall not be deported until they are given a fair chance to present their claims for political asylum.

The court also noted that the Haitians seemed to have been singled out for such harsh treatment.

The Plaintiffs are part of the first substantial flight of black refugees from a repressive regime to this country. All the plaintiffs are black. Prior to the most recent Cuban exodus all of the Cubans who
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sought political asylum... were granted asylum routinely. None of the over 4000 Haitians processed during the INS program at issue in the lawsuit were granted asylum. No greater disparity can be imagined.\textsuperscript{54}

Between 1981 and 1991, interdicted Haitians were prescreened aboard Coast Guard vessels and were allowed to apply for asylum only if they demonstrated a "credible fear of persecution." An internal memorandum dated October 29, 1981, from the United Nations High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR) stated:

Whether or not the measures can be challenged from a legal point of view is not certain. The newly introduced interdiction measures of course, deprive asylum seekers at sea of access to counsel and of the appeal possibilities which they would have had had they entered the USA... The new interdiction measures would certainly constitute an undesirable precedent for other areas of the world (e.g. South East Asia) where UNHCR has sought to prevent asylum seekers being towed out to sea.\textsuperscript{56}

In practice, almost all Haitians were repatriated prior to the Haitian coup of 1991. From September 1981 through September 1991, approximately 24,600 Haitians were interdicted at sea by the U.S. Coast Guard. Of those, only 28 were found to have credible asylum claims and were taken to the U.S. for more careful examination of their claims.\textsuperscript{60} The remainder were returned to Haiti.\textsuperscript{61}

The U.S. treatment of Haitians stood in stark contrast to that afforded Cuban rafters. A dramatic example of this contrast occurred in July 1991 when an old wooden boat overloaded with 161 Haitians came upon two Cubans in an inner tube raft. After rescuing the Cubans, the Haitians headed for Miami. The U.S. Coast Guard intercepted the boat, brought the two Cubans to Miami and returned the Haitians back to Haiti.\textsuperscript{62}

After the Haitian coup of 1991, the United States established facilities at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, for temporary detention and prescreening of interdicted Haitians. The Bush administration worked on developing safe havens in countries in the Caribbean and Latin America.\textsuperscript{63} In addition, a substantial percentage of the postcoup asylum claims were granted. Even still, a 1992 National Asylum Study Project reported that special incentives were given to asylum officers to deny Haitian cases from Guantanamo Bay: "INS could be encouraged to... [count] a completed denial as a double case completion and a completed grant as a simple case completion for purposes of their internal [illegible] and officer evaluation."\textsuperscript{64} President Bush reversed U.S. policy in May 1992 and authorized immediate repatriation of all interdicted Haitians without prescreening.\textsuperscript{65} In June 1993, the Supreme Court upheld the government's policy of intercepting Haitians at sea and forcibly repatriating them to Haiti.\textsuperscript{66}

On June 16, 1994, President Clinton announced that Haitian boat people would be given full refugee status determination interviews on ships. In less than a month, the flow of Haitians accelerated to such a large extent that the President announced that interdicted Haitians would no longer be processed for refugee resettlement in the United States but would be held in safe haven at Guantanamo. Over the next sev-
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eral months, many of the Haitians opted for voluntary repatriation, particularly following the introduction of U.S. troops into Haiti on September 19 and the return of President Aristide on October 15.

On December 29, 1994, the Clinton administration told the Haitians remaining in detention at the Guantanamo camp that they must repatriate.67 Those who believed they could not return to Haiti in safety could have their cases heard, but “under no circumstances will any Haitian currently at Guantanamo be admitted to the United States.”68 Instead, such persons would be able to stay in safe haven for a longer period of time. Haitian advocates pointed out that if such persons could demonstrate a credible claim, they deserved more than indefinite detention at Guantanamo.69 A Federal judge in the southern district of Florida denied the Haitian Refugee Center’s motion for a temporary restraining order or a preliminary injunction to prevent the U.S. Government from repatriating the Haitian refugees from Guantanamo.70 The Eleventh Circuit affirmed the district court’s decision, finding no support “that provision of safe haven created a protectable liberty interest, deprivation of which would require that the government’s actions comport with due process.”71

Haitian-Cuban Community Relations

In July 1990, just a week after Nelson Mandela’s Miami visit, a Haitian customer got into a fistfight with a clerk in a Cuban-owned clothing store in the heart of Little Haiti. The next day a Haitian radio announcer related the incident and called on fellow immigrants and “blacks in Overtown, Liberty City and Opa-Locka to join in protest.” Another announcer proclaimed: “We are going to make the Cubans pay for the way they treated Mandela.” One thousand protesters blocked access to the store during a 9-hour confrontation. About half left during an afternoon downpour, but in the early evening, 100 helmeted police carrying shields began closing in with their nightsticks. With television stations broadcasting the event, police knocked protesters to the ground and continued to strike many while they were down. According to reports, approximately 60 Haitians were arrested and charged with the misdemeanor of unlawful assembly. Some, however, were sent to Krome to determine whether they were in the United States illegally. Seven who lacked proper legal papers were detained at Krome.72 Both the Haitian customer and the Cuban clerk had reputations for less than civil conduct.73 Still, the radio announcements encouraging the protests seemed to incite the conflict that ensued.

Nevertheless, the proximity of the “Mandela incident” to the Haitian beatings “helped cement an alliance based on color ... Haitians felt that Cuban support for the merchant who had allegedly attacked his customer was akin to Cuban rejection of Mandela.” Black Americans agreed and joined Haitian efforts to fight deportations from the INS Krome Detention Center. For black leaders, the fact that Cubans rescued in the Florida straits were brought to Miami, while Haitians in the same situation were returned to Haiti “was the clearest evidence of racism. Reactive ethnicity promoted by outside discrimination ... brought the two groups together, temporarily reducing the salience of culture to highlight their common color.”74

On the other hand, some leaders within the Haitian and Cuban communities are careful to point out that the disparate U.S. policies toward the two communities do not result in tensions
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between the two communities. Omar Lopez Montenegro, of the Cuban American National Foundation, testified that:

when you talk about the differences between the treatment to Haitians and Cubans, we [Cuban Americans] also believe that they got to have the same treatment, the Cubans and the Haitians. If there are some—if there is going to be some benefits, you have benefits for the Cubans and Haitians. That's what we believe.  

In fact, the Cuban American community volunteered to finance flights into the U.S. from Guantanamo for the unaccompanied Haitian minors in 1995. Moreover, in a 1991 Miami Herald article, attorney Cheryl Little, then with the Haitian Refugee Center, noted that her office had been barraged with phone calls from Cubans wishing to help the Haitians or to express their sympathies toward them.

**Current Policies Toward Cubans and Haitians**

In early May 1995, the Clinton administration reversed the policy on Cuban asylum seekers. Attorney General Janet Reno announced that “effective immediately, Cuban migrants intercepted at sea attempting to enter the United States, or who enter Guantanamo illegally, will be taken to Cuba, where U.S. consular officers will assist those who wish to apply to come to the United States through already established mechanisms. Cubans must know that the only way to come to the United States is by applying in Cuba.” Cubans are effectively being treated as Haitians have been consistently treated.

The Clinton administration’s change in policy on Cuban asylum seekers was accompanied by protests from Cuban exiles in Miami that spawned hostility among others in the Miami community. Members of the non-Cuban Miami community felt that the Cuban protesters were given preferential treatment that had not been afforded black demonstrators in similar circumstances. A poll for the Miami Herald revealed that 63 percent of non-Cuban Hispanics, 65 percent of non-Hispanic whites, and 75 percent of blacks believed that Miami-area police treat Cuban American protesters better than they would treat African Americans staging similar demonstrations.

According to Haitian advocates, disparities in treatment between the Cubans and the Haitians continued despite the change in the Cuban policy. The May 1995 announcement regarding Cuban rafters stated that the Cubans in Guantanamo would be admitted to the United States as “special Guantanamo entrants” and that “sponsorship and resettlement assistance will be obtained prior to arrival.” In contrast, the Haitians remaining in Guantanamo in December 1994 were told that they must repatriate. The Rev. Dr. Joan Brown Campbell wrote, “[o]n many occasions in recent years we have decried the differential treatment of Haitians and Cubans by the US Government. Today, the differences in treatments are so blatant that we must protest in the strongest possible manner. While the government has announced that some Cubans will be paroled into the United States on a case-by-case basis for humanitarian reasons, the government is seeking to return Haitians to Haiti without adequate safeguards for their safety.” The government’s position with respect to the disparate policies was that Haitians could return home to a democracy, an option the Cubans did not have. There is a belief in the Haitian community, however, that the government
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wanted to "get rid of the Haitians" at Guantanamo before paroling the 21,000 Cubans there into the United States.\(^{86}\)

Earlier, in October 1994, the administration announced that certain categories of Cubans at Guantanamo would be paroled directly into the United States.\(^{87}\) In contrast, the previous policy was that all refugees in the camps would first have to return to Cuba. Among the categories of Cubans who could be paroled were chronically ill persons, their care givers, unaccompanied young children, and migrants over 70 years of age. Parole was not offered to Haitians in similar categories.

In addition, in December 1994, the government announced that accompanied Cuban minors "for whom long term presence in the safe havens at Guantanamo or Panama would constitute an extraordinary hardship" would be paroled into the United States with their family members on a case-by-case basis.\(^{88}\) The accompanied Cuban minors numbered approximately 3,000 children with 5,000 family members.\(^{89}\) Cheryl Little testified that the repatriation of the Haitian unaccompanied children in light of the Cuban children's parole into the United States was "part of the U.S. Government's double standard."\(^{90}\) A district court order directing that the unaccompanied Haitian children be paroled into the United States on the same basis as the unaccompanied Cuban children was dissolved by the Eleventh Circuit.\(^{91}\) The Eleventh Circuit rejected the plaintiffs' constitutional argument and held that aliens outside the United States have no rights under the U.S. Constitution.\(^{92}\)

The United States' refusal to take in the 356 unaccompanied Haitian minors at Guantanamo generated considerable anger and resentment in the Haitian community in Miami. In fact, the entire Miami community rallied behind the Haitian children.\(^{93}\) For example, Cuban and black activists in Miami promised to assist financially with the transportation, education, and medical costs of Haitian children paroled into the United States for humanitarian reasons.\(^{94}\) Of the 356 children, Florida Rural Legal Services had identified U.S. relatives for over 200 and found willing U.S. sponsors for those without relatives in the U.S.\(^{95}\)

In January 1995, the UNHCR began to arrange for the repatriation of the unaccompanied minors to Haiti. Statements obtained by Florida Rural Legal Services from some of the children indicate that they were told by staff of UNHCR that a family member had been found to care for them even as they had maintained that no such family member existed or was able to care for them.\(^{96}\) When factfinding teams went to Haiti after the repatriation of the unaccompanied minors, they discovered some repatriated children who were left abandoned and homeless. In the Final Mission Report of the UNHCR, child specialist Michael Troje wrote that "many minors were linked to caregivers where the durability of the caregiving relationship could be seriously questioned . . . many minors were returned to Haiti with designated caregivers who abandoned . . .

---

\(^{86}\) Wenski Interview.


\(^{89}\) Little Interview.

\(^{90}\) Cheryl Little, attorney, Florida Rural Legal Services, testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. IV, p. 646 (hereafter cited as Little Testimony).

\(^{91}\) Cuban American Bar Ass'n v. Christopher, 43 F.3d 1412 (11th Cir. 1995).

\(^{92}\) Id. at 1428-29. The court also held that the children had no claim to be paroled into the U.S. under the Immigration and Nationality Act because there are no limitations on the power of the Federal Government to determine what classes of aliens will be permitted to enter the United States or what procedures will be used to determine their admissibil-


\(^{95}\) Florida Rural Legal Services, "Not in Their Best Interest," May 1995, p. 19 (hereafter cited as "Not In Their Best Interest").

\(^{96}\) See, e.g., "Not in Their Best Interest," pp. 1-2, 39. The UNHCR representative on Guantanamo wrote "[i]n regard to the remaining seventy-five percent [of unaccompanied minors], these children have stated that there (sic) parents are dead, there (sic) is serious abuse in the home, their family had gone into hiding because of political problems or their (sic) are other serious problems standing in the way of their return . . . . It is anticipated that the majority of this group of minors have safe and adequate homes to return to." Michael Troje, UNHCR Consultant on Haitian Unaccompanied Minors in GTMO, memorandum to Rene van Rooyen, Washington Representative, UNHCR, Jan. 23, 1995, p 1.
this role once the minor arrived in Haiti. Many minors returned from GTMO were discovered by various groups to be wandering the streets of Port au Prince without the protection of home and family.97 Cheryl Little, of Florida Rural Legal Services, testified, “although the U.S. Government claims it acted in the children’s best interests, it displayed no interest in the fact that the closest living relatives of many of the children reside in the United States until June of 1995—after most of the children had been forcibly repatriated.”98 On its part, the government pointed to statistics that show most of the 204 children returned to Haiti were returned to parents, relatives or former caregivers.99

Moreover, beyond concerns with the broader governmental policies as applied to the Haitians and Cubans at Guantanamo, there was concern with the treatment accorded the Haitians and Cubans while at Guantanamo. Micheline Ducena testified that she spoke to two of the board members from her organization who had visited Guantanamo “and apparently the attitude was completely different. The way that the Haitians were treated and the Cubans were treated there were completely different.”100

Cheryl Little testified that “when they were talking about allowing relatives from the United States to visit those detained at Guantanamo, we were told that that applies exclusively to Cubans and not to the Haitians who were there.”101 Ms. Little also noted that her organization was unable to receive the list of Haitians who were at Guantanamo so that family members would be able to find out about their relatives while the list of Cubans at Guantanamo was released to the Cuban community.102 The Community Relations Service of the Department of Justice averred as late as November 1994 that the Haitian names were not released in order to protect family members in Haiti from retaliatory actions.103 Yet, in December 1994, the United States told the Haitians remaining at Guantanamo that they must repatriate.104

There were also complaints regarding treatment of the unaccompanied Haitian minors at Guantanamo. According to a statement of Cheryl Little following a visit to Guantanamo in January 1995, the children complained that they were routinely subject to physical and verbal abuse. Finally, there were reports of disparities between school facilities and supplies between the Haitian and Cuban children.105

Complaints about Haitians’ treatment have continued even upon their arrival on U.S. shores. In 1990, for example, the court in Molaire v. Smith stated: “INS has routinely engaged in underhanded tactics in dealing with Haitians seeking asylum in this country, and has singled them out for special discriminatory treatment. Repeatedly, this Court and other federal courts have found that INS has engaged in illegal practices and policies with respect to Haitians.”106 The government’s response to charges of discrimination between the Haitians’ detention and the Cubans’ release from Krome has been rooted in the law. Dan Cadman testified:

If you are talking about treatment as a human being, we have an absolute obligation to treat a human being as a human being.

If you are talking about disposition of their case, I think it is a fair distinction to say case dispositions do, in fact, differ according to law. If there is a concern about the basis of that statute, it is not properly directed to administrators and executors, to “technocrats.”

It should be addressed to the legislature.107

---

102 Ibid.
104 See text accompanying notes 67–69.
In addition to complaints regarding the detention policy itself, there have been past allegations of mistreatment and abuse of Haitian detainees while at Krome that have spawned considerable resentment and anger within the Haitian community in Miami about conditions at Krome. In the past, for example, observers noted that the administrative staff appeared to treat the detainees with disrespect and dismissiveness. There seem to be fewer such complaints recently. A November 1991 report by the Human Rights Watch noted that its team had been able to speak freely and out of the earshot of officials with several dozen detainees, none of whom reported that they themselves had been physically abused.

Haitian detainees at Krome have also been subject to transfer from Krome in Miami to, most recently, northern Florida, Texas, and Louisiana. Transfer to such places creates a situation for the detainees where counsel is unavailable to represent them and Creole interpreters are unavailable to assist them. According to Cheryl Littell, Haitians transferred from Miami were routinely woken in the middle of the night and put on a bus in shackles and chains for 2 to 3 days. They had no access to telephones or to their attorneys prior to transfers and often ended up in local jails, along with convicted felons.

Finally, those Haitians who make it to the United States shores, or who were paroled in from Guantanamo, are not necessarily settled. As a few of the witnesses pointed out, the Haitians are customarily paroled in for a limited period of time (1 year, e.g.) within which time they may apply for political asylum.

109

To some, the possibility of asylum became more tenuous at the time of President Jean Bertraude Aristide’s return to Haiti. There were complaints among Haitian immigration attorneys in Miami that immigration judges were denying asylum claims presumably based solely on the fact of the President’s return. The attorneys charged in a November 10, 1994, letter to the chief immigration judge that immigration judges were deporting Haitians based on a generalized assumption that Haiti is safe. The letter cited at least one case where an immigration judge ordered a Haitian deported before he was given an opportunity for a hearing on his claim.

Contrary to the immigration judges’ rulings, in a memo dated October 27, 1994, Gregg Beyer, director of the INS Asylum Division, counseled those who investigate asylum claims that the change in Haiti’s government does not guarantee safety when Haitians return to Haiti. The memo stated, “[m]ore significant is the continuing, often ‘invisible’ presence of these perpetrators of past violations who have simply, and probably only temporarily, retreated into the back-

108 For example, in an interview in USA Today, Krome’s former deputy administrator, Mike Rozos stated with respect to the detainees, “This is not the creme de la creme . . . You have got scumbuckets here.” Jeanne DeQuine, “Critics call for closure of immigration center,” USA Today, June 14, 1991, p. 6A. It should be noted that the Inspector General of the U.S. Department of Justice determined that some high-ranking INS officials deceived a congressional delegation in June 1995 when it made a factfinding visit to Krome. In particular, a large number of aliens detained at Krome were moved to other facilities or were released into the community without the proper criminal and medical checks. The intent was to create the impression that Krome was not seriously overcrowded. Hearings on Allegations of Deception of Congressional Task Force before the Subcomm. on Immigration and Claims of the House Comm. on Judiciary, 104th Cong., 2d Sess. (1996) (statement of Michael R. Brownmich, Inspector General, U.S. Department of Justice).

109 One male detainee, however, told of an incident in early 1991 in which a guard straddled a detainee who had fainted, claiming that the detainee was feigning illness in order to leave Krome. “Prison Conditions in the United States,” A Human Rights Watch Report, November 1991, p. 92.

110 United States Haitian Policy, p. 278 n. 36-37.
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ground.\textsuperscript{114} The U.S. Ambassador to Haiti, William L. Swing, challenged the Beyer memo, however. He wrote on April 24, 1995, "[h]ad we been consulted, we would have agreed that September-October 1994 was a transitional period... By the time the Beyer memo was issued on October 27, it was evident that there was almost no political violence directed toward Aristide's supporters."\textsuperscript{115} Staff interviews with those involved with Haitian asylum claims indicated that, as of summer 1995, immigration judges were no longer routinely denying political asylum based on President Aristide's return.\textsuperscript{116}

**Nicaraguan Community in Miami**

Although national attention often focuses on policies with respect to Cubans and Haitians in Miami, there is a significant Central American community in Dade County that is impacted by U.S. asylum policies. In particular, the Nicaraguan community is currently in the midst of a change in their immigrant status that may be the source of much tension in Miami.\textsuperscript{117} In 1987, then-Attorney General Edwin Meese established a Nicaraguan Review Program, requiring Attorney General review of all denied Nicaraguan asylum claimants. Through the end of 1994, the relatively few Nicaraguans who were deported were persons who had committed serious crimes in the United States.\textsuperscript{118} As of the end of fiscal year 1994, there were about 34,000 Nicaraguans with cases still pending in deportation or exclusion proceedings, about 11,000 with final orders of deportation that had not been executed, and more than 24,000 asylum cases pending.\textsuperscript{119} In January 1995, Florida congressional representatives introduced a bill to provide for the adjustment of status to lawful permanent resident of Nicaraguans who arrived in the United States before January 20, 1993.\textsuperscript{120}

The Nicaraguan Review Program remained in effect until June 1995 when the Immigration and Naturalization Service announced that Nicaraguans would be treated the same as nationals from other countries claiming asylum.\textsuperscript{121} Nicaraguans could apply for suspension of deportation if they have been in the United States for 7 years, were of good moral character, and would suffer severe hardship if returned.\textsuperscript{122} Since June 1995, there has been one published case regarding a Nicaraguan's suspension of deportation before the Board of Immigration Appeals. In the case, the board granted suspension of deportation where the 24-year-old Nicaraguan had lived in the United States since the age of 13, spoke English fluently, was fully assimilated into American life and culture, and, if deported, would return to a country where economic and political conditions were difficult.\textsuperscript{123}

Before the abolishment of the Nicaraguan Review Program, Nicaraguans were routinely granted work permit renewals prior to their review of deportation by the Attorney General. Pursuant to the new policy, Nicaraguans were

\textsuperscript{114} Gregg A. Beyer, memorandum to Asylum Office Directors regarding Adjudication of Haitian Asylum Applications Following President Aristide’s Return to Haiti, Oct. 27, 1994, p. 2.


\textsuperscript{116} Little Interview, Wenuki Interview. Individual claims for asylum are decided administratively; individual asylum decisions are not routinely published.


\textsuperscript{119} Cespedes, “Population: Nicaraguans Face Deportation from U.S.”

\textsuperscript{120} H.R. 712, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995). The bill was referred to the House Judiciary Committee and no further action has been taken on it.

\textsuperscript{121} 60 Fed. Reg. 31,167 (1995). The Nicaraguan Review Program was originally established in response to the war between the Contras and the Sandinistas, during which time many Nicaraguans fled to the United States. See Nicole Winfield, “Nicaraguans Protest Change to Special Status,” The Ledger (Lakeland, FL), Oct. 14, 1995, p. 4B. The change in the Nicaraguan Review Program resulted from an INS review of country conditions in Nicaragua and a determination that “the political situation in Nicaragua and the United States government’s asylum adjudications procedures had improved to such an extent that it was no longer necessary to have a special review of every final order of deportation involving a Nicaraguan national.” 60 Fed. Reg. 31, 167 (1995). In particular, the Clinton administration cited the end of the war in Nicaragua and the election of a democratic government as reason to terminate the program.

\textsuperscript{122} Winfield, “Nicaraguans Protest Change to Special Status.”

not eligible for renewed work permits unless they applied for suspension of deportation before July 1996. According to Walter D. Cadman, former INS District Director in Miami, very few Nicaraguans had come forward to apply for suspension of deportation at the time of the hearing. There is a fear that many Nicaraguans will be without work authorization. It is estimated that nearly 50,000 Nicaraguans have lost their work permits. According to advocates for the Nicaraguan community, this has been the cause of tremendous tension and could prove to become even worse in the upcoming months. In his testimony, Mr. Cadman noted that the tension may be exacerbated after the grace period when there is no avenue available to those individuals who have not applied for suspension of deportation and that there is a potential for unrest within the Miami community.

Mr. Cadman spoke of frustration that the Nicaraguan community is not coming forward to apply for the suspension of deportation. He stated:

One notable comment was that people don't trust INS... prior to the decision to discontinue the review process at the Justice Department, my office had been routinely granting work authorization to those individuals, since I came here... So, there had been, I had thought, a basis of trust. I can't change policy from headquarters or DOJ level... but I certainly thought that people would understand that, within the context of policy, we would work with that community; and the other response is that if they don't trust us and make the application now, what happens in a year from now when it's not available?

In June 1996, the Immigration and Naturalization Service announced that it would extend by 1 year the time for granting transitional work authorization to Nicaraguans. Thus, those Nicaraguans who had not yet applied for a suspension of deportation could obtain work permits if they applied for suspension of deportation before June 12, 1997.

Monitoring and Mediating Racial and Ethnic Tension: The Community Relations Service

The Community Relations Service (CRS) fulfills dual responsibilities: it provides conflict prevention and resolution services within communities to alleviate racial and ethnic tension, and it provides resettlement for Cuban and Haitian entrants. As noted in the introduction, the Miami field office of the CRS plays an important role in the prevention and resolution of racial and ethnic tension in Miami, including that arising from immigration and refugee policies. CRS has also "served as a liaison between the Cuban and Haitian communities and DOJ to assist in the resolution of tension-causing problems, communicate information to and from the community, and diffuse rumors." Attorney General Janet Reno has said that "there is a natural linkage between CRS' efforts to resolve racial conflicts and its responsibility to resettle significant numbers of Cubans and Haitians within communities."

In Miami, CRS operates a "hotline" service to answer the questions and concerns of Miami's large immigrant community. This service helps CRS gauge the level of concern regarding a particular issue in the community and assists the agency in early identification of a developing issue involving racial and ethnic tension. It also affords the agency one means of rumor control. In fiscal year 1995, the hotline fielded...
over 27,000 calls with respect to Cuban refugee policies and nearly 800 calls with respect to issues of concern to the Nicaraguan community. 135

Again, as noted earlier, CRS responded to heightened "Black and Hispanic community tension generated by the Cuban and Haitian migrant influx ... CRS was onsite for demonstrations at the INS District Office in Miami's Little Haiti, and at marches and demonstrations at various public sites to provide conflict prevention and conciliation services." 136 CRS also worked to ensure that the May 1994 protests of the Miami Cuban community following the change in policy toward Cuban rafters were peaceful.

Finally, the agency also provided conflict prevention and conciliation services at the INS Krome Processing Center and at the Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba. 137 The agency has been involved with defusing tensions associated with the differential treatment accorded Haitian and Cuban refugees as a result of the Cuban Adjustment Act of 1966. In 1993, "as a result of meetings between the INS and representatives of the NAACP facilitated by CRS, Haitians detained at the INS Krome Processing Center ended a hunger strike when INS discussed and resolved issues between them and agreed to sensitivity training for Border Patrol agents." 138

Section II: Refugee Resettlement Assistance

Overview of the Goals of Federal Policy Towards Refugee Resettlement

"If we force them into menial jobs without giving them a proper opportunity to learn English and train for other positions, we put them in a situation they can't cope with. If they break down and end up applying for disability, that's much more expensive in the long run than providing better assistance when they arrive." 139

Refugees tend to be highly skilled and motivated individuals who are likely to do quite well in the United States but who need transitional assistance in adjusting to a new country. 140 The first influx of Cuban refugees after Fidel Castro assumed power in Cuba in 1959 offers an example. By late 1960, many of the Cuban refugees, numbering more than 30,000 in Miami, were reportedly in "desperate economic straits." 141 Max Castro testified at the hearing that:

The much-touted success of 1960s Cuban exiles was not accomplished solely by dint of previous education, hard work, and initiative. The road was paved by a government program—a comprehensive and generous Federal program that included educational loans—and I'm a beneficiary of one-income support, nutrition, medical care, and relocation assistance. So that the Cuban success story cannot be told as a laissez faire tale counseling benign neglect. And the investment made on Cuban refugees has paid off handsomely for this community. 142

Today, Cuban Americans represent the strongest ethnic group in economic terms among the Hispanic population in the United States. 143

For policy reasons, refugees have been treated separately from other immigrants in terms of benefits that are available to them. They may be considered to have strong claims to

135 Statistics for hotline operations, prepared by Community Relations Service Miami office.
136 CRS Overview, pp. 5–6.
137 Battle interview. CRS was criticized by some, however, for its role at Guantanamo. For example, one military doctor noted that CRS did not employ quality workers in the children's camp. She noted that CRS chose people for their Creole language abilities, many of whom weren't interested in the children. She contrasted these employees with those working with Cubans, who tended to be much more qualified for the job. Telephone conversation between Cheryl Little and Dr. [name redacted], Sept. 26, 1995. According to INS Commissioner Doris Meissner, CRS' Creole-speaking staff were well-qualified to provide services. The CRS staff included Creole-speaking former Peace Corps volunteers, Creole-speaking professional conciliators, Haitian Americans who worked for CRS during the 1991–1993 Haitian migrant operation, Creole-speaking teachers, and other individuals recruited from nongovernmental organizations. See Doris Meissner, letter to Stephanie Y. Moore, General Counsel, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, May 8, 1997.
138 CRS Overview, p. 32.
141 Florida Fact Book, p. 4.
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public benefits because they are fleeing persecution, often suffer physical or psychological impairments, and often do not have family or job connections. Therefore, Congress has determined that refugees should be eligible for public assistance from the time of their entry. The assistance involves Federal Government reimbursement of what would normally be State and local government costs.

With the Refugee Act of 1980, policy issues with respect to resettlement, the administration of Federal refugee programs, and the availability and duration of Federal refugee resettlement assistance were incorporated into the act. Among other things, the act established an Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) in the Department of Health and Human Services. The act also mandated State and local consultations, the designation by each State of a coordinator of refugee affairs, and the drawing up of State plans for refugee resettlement services.

The Refugee Act and its amendments stress labor participation and economic self-sufficiency by refugees as soon as possible after their arrival into the United States. Economic self-sufficiency involves striking a balance among the various factors affecting resettlement, including employment potential of the refugees, together with their skills, education, English-language competence, health, and desire for work; their need for financial resources, whether food, housing, or child care; and, the economic environment in which they settle, including the availability of jobs and housing. Prior to passage of the Welfare Reform Act by Congress in 1996, Cuban and Haitian entrants were eligible for aid to families with dependent children (AFDC), supplemental security income, and medicaid. Those Cuban and Haitian entrants who were in the U.S. prior to passage of the act on August 22, 1996, will continue to be eligible for temporary assistance for needy families (TANF, the successor to AFDC), food stamps, and medicaid. Cuban and Haitian entrants entering after August 22, 1996, will not be eligible for these benefits. They will continue to be eligible, however, for ORR-funded assistance under the Refugee Education Assistance Act of 1980.

The government's assistance to incoming migrants, however, may cause interethnic minority conflict. In the wake of the civil unrest in Overtown and Liberty City in 1989, one middle-aged black man expressed his discontent about the newly arriving Nicaraguans in Miami: "Watch what happens. They're going to give them an income, they're going to give them food stamps and a place to stay. We've been here all our lives and we can't get anything. That's the problem. That's what it's [the civil unrest] all about." Similarly, in a letter to the editor of the Tampa Tribune, one writer responded to a story about a refugee who expected to lose her SSI and her food stamps. He wrote, "[i]t's hard to feel sorry for refugees who never contributed to the system when they get cut off from federal aid, when your own natural-born American relatives who did contribute receive fewer federal benefits than refugees." For their part, immigrants in Florida have expressed concern over the anti-

146 8 U.S.C. § 1101 et seq.
149 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Refugee Resettlement, Report to the Congress, FY 1994, 54 (hereafter cited as 1994 ORR Report). Those fleeing by rafts and boats from Cuba and Haiti directly to the United States are not legally recognized as "refugees," since the U.S. is their first country of asylum, eliminating the screening and processing requirements accompanied with refugee status. In June 1980, the Federal Government chose to identify them as "entrants" (status pending). Title V of the Refugee Assistance Extension Act of 1980 required that Cuban and Haitian entrants be entitled to the same services as other refugees under the Refugee Act of 1980. 8 U.S.C. § 1622 note. For the purposes of this report, reference to refugee resettlement assistance will include assistance to Cuban and Haitian entrants, unless otherwise noted.

151 See text accompanying note 193.
pated welfare cuts. In a letter to Florida Representative Lincoln Diaz-Balart, Governor Lawton Chiles wrote that "[w]e have been responding to many inquiries from affected constituents, advocacy groups and State legislative officials about the new restrictions in federal law which prohibit most legal immigrants from receiving Supplemental Security Income, Food Stamps, and other federal benefits." 154

Labor Force Participation of Refugees and Use of Public Assistance

Each year, ORR completes a survey of a national sample of refugees relating to education, training, employment, labor force participation of adult members of the refugee household, and the family income of the entire household. 155 The 1994 survey indicated that refugees appear to find employment at a lower rate than the general population, but that they improve their economic circumstances over time. 156 For example, while the employment-to-population ratio (EPR) 157 of 1994 arrivals was only 29 percent, the EPR of refugees who had arrived in 1989 was 45.3 percent. 158

ORR's annual survey illustrates that English-language proficiency is a crucial factor toward economic self-sufficiency. Of those refugees in the 1994 survey who judged themselves to be fluent in English, the EPR was 46 percent. 159 In contrast, the EPR for those who judged that they spoke English "a little" and for those who indicated that they did not speak or understand English at all was 32 percent and 12 percent, respectively. 160 The survey also confirms that refugees are attending English-language training classes at a high rate during their first year in the United States. Moreover, English-language instruction appears effective. Nearly 50 percent of refugees in the U.S. more than 3 years believed that they spoke English well or fluently as compared to only 28 percent of first-year arrivals. 161

Although refugees have high welfare use rates, 162 existing data have demonstrated that the use of assistance declines over time. 163 Moreover, a comparison of 1994 data and 1993 data indicates that refugee welfare dependency is going down. In 1993, the use of cash assistance was 48.7 percent; in 1994, it was 43 percent. 164 Factors that are related to the use of cash assistance include the following: the household size, the number of wage earners per household, whether there are children in the household, and whether there is at least one fluent English speaker in the household. 165 ORR's 1993 survey confirms that refugees face significant problems upon arrival in the United States, but that over time refugees move toward economic self-sufficiency. 166

In Florida, the rate of public assistance utilization by refugees is debated. Those voluntary agencies who contract with the Community Relations Service to resettle the Cubans from Guantanamo and directly from Havana believe that a high percentage of the recently arriving

154 Gov. Lawton Chiles, letter to Rep. Lincoln Diaz-Balart, Feb. 11, 1997 (hereafter cited as Chiles Letter). The Governor's Office posits that the change in law could place a significant burden on the delivery of social services in Florida which could impact services for elders, place a strain on public hospitals, increase health care costs, and put more people on the streets. Attachment to Chiles Letter, "Federal Welfare Reform: Effects on Legal Immigrants: Q & A."


156 Ibid., p. 55.

157 The employment-to-population ratio, or EPR, is the ratio of the number of individuals age 16 or over who are employed (full or part time) to the total number of individuals in the population who are age 16 or over.

158 1994 ORR Report, p. 55. The 1993 survey showed that the EPR of refugees arriving in 1989 was 39 percent. Thus, the EPR for this group of refugees increased 6.3 percent between the 1993 and 1994 surveys. See U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Refugee Resettlement, Report to the Congress, FY 1993, 55 (hereafter cited as 1993 ORR Report).

159 1994 ORR Report, p. 56.

160 Ibid. Michael Fix testified before the Senate Subcommittee on Immigration that one legislative response to aiding immigrants' transition to self-sufficiency would be to focus on the resources dedicated to English-language acquisition by immigrants. He noted that economists have documented that the return on investment for increased language skills is higher than investment in other forms of human capital expenditures.

161 Ibid.


163 Ibid., p. 12.


166 Ibid., p. 63.
Cubans are not utilizing public assistance. The U.S. Catholic Conference, for example, found that 68 percent of the Guantanamo Cubans it resettled in fiscal year 1995 found employment within 90 days. Church World Service noted that only 20 percent of the Cubans its agency resettles are on public assistance after 3 months in Miami.

On the other hand, Gary Crawford from the Florida's Refugee Programs Administration Office cited statistics showing a significant rise in public assistance utilization over the years. In recent years, he noted that 18 percent of refugees arriving in Florida utilized public assistance. The number of refugees using public assistance rose in 1994 to 43 percent and in fiscal year 1995, as of June 1995, to 77 percent of all arriving refugees and parolees, most of whom were Cuban.

Current Political Climate for Refugee Resettlement Assistance

The current interest in welfare reform and immigrant use of welfare assistance indicates that a perception exists that immigrants are inclined to welfare dependency. Indeed, in congressional testimony, Professor Charles Keeley of Georgetown University blamed advocacy groups for welfare dependency. He also blamed Congress, saying the Refugee Act of 1980 “virtually mandated welfare dependency.” Either the perception or reality of welfare dependency has significant implications for the domestic refugee resettlement assistance program, especially given that refugees are more likely to use public assistance than the rest of the immigrant population. Susan Martin, the Executive Director of the U.S. Commission on Immigration Reform, testified at a congressional hearing that “[t]he high rate of welfare dependency has long been a concern to all of us who have interest in maintaining a strong U.S. commitment to refugee admissions. Certainly, many refugees become economically self-sufficient and important contributors to our economy and broader society. However, a significant proportion of refugees clearly need significant levels and periods of assistance.” She indicated that the Commission on Immigration Reform is undertaking a full examination of the domestic assistance program for resettled refugees.

At the Commission’s hearing, some witnesses indicated that there was some confusion in the mind of the public as to the difference between a refugee and immigrant. Gary Crawford testified that sometimes the words were used interchangeably by the public, and even sometimes by the press:

They use the term “refugee” for any type of immigration matter; and, therefore, when we are looking at ... refugees under the definition of section 207, then I think that’s a confusion within the public’s eye; and we spend a lot of our time in trying to correct that type of confusion of what a refugee coming in under persecution from ... their country of origin means, compared to other immigrants or illegals.

Although refugees have always been treated separately from immigrants in terms of funding assistance available to them, it is not always clear to the public why refugees are receiving public assistance. Mr. Crawford testified that the reason:

168 Ibid.
169 Ibid.
170 Ibid.
171 Ibid.
172 Ibid. One observer noted that the disparity between the experience of the resettlement agencies and the State statistics may reflect differing rates of public assistance utilization between those refugees who are being resettled by agencies and those who are not receiving any assistance from the resettlement agencies, the latter possibly turning to public assistance in much greater numbers than the former.
173 But see Hearings on the Use of SSI (statement of Michael Fix, Director, Immigration Policy Program, Urban Institute). Fix notes that immigrants who are poor remain substantially less likely to use welfare than natives (16 percent versus 25 percent).
175 Ibid., p. 2. The welfare use rate for refugees is 13.1 percent versus 5.8 percent for the rest of the immigrant population.
176 Hearings on the Use of SSI (statement of Susan Martin, Executive Director, U.S. Commission on Immigration Reform).
177 Ibid.
178 Gary B. Crawford, Senior Management Analyst, Refugee Programs Administration, Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, Office of the Secretary, testimony, Miami Hearing, vol. V, p. 902 (hereafter cited as Crawford Testimony).
we need the definition of "refugees" explained well to let the public understand why there is funding attached to a refugee. I think sometimes there is a confusion there: Well, why are we using dollars for these foreign people coming into the United States? So I think that's where we need to make a distinction there to make people understand why there is funding attached to the refugee population . . . .

Mr. Crawford and his fellow panelists all agreed, however, that clearing up the confusion that exists between the meaning of refugees and immigrants will not necessarily defuse the tension in the community that arises from a large influx of refugees.

Federal Programs for Refugee Resettlement: Office of Refugee Resettlement, Department of Health and Human Services Funding and Eligibility

The overall level of refugee assistance funding has remained roughly equal for some years while the costs have increased. For example, prior to April 1981, the Federal Government funded refugee cash assistance with no time limitation. Then, beginning April 1, 1981, refugee cash assistance was limited to the first 36 months. By November 30, 1991, cash assistance to refugees was limited to 8 months and has remained at 8 months ever since due to the level of appropriated funds. Some have posited that such time is too short a timeframe for refugees to become adequately integrated and self-supporting. Kathleen Newland of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace argues that:

Moreover, regulations were implemented to limit a refugee's use of social services (job training, English-language training, etc.) to within 5 years after arrival in the United States. According to the Office of Refugee Resettlement, the limitation was necessary because an expanding pool of refugees was not matched by increased funding for social services. Studies prepared for the ORR indicated that, while comprehensive social services increase the likelihood of early employment if provided soon after a refugee's arrival, the effect of social services on the achievement of economic self-sufficiency diminishes significantly after the initial years in the United States.

Although some States already restricted refugees' receipt of social services to within a certain period after arrival to the United States, Florida allowed refugees access to social services without regard to how long they have been in the United States prior to publication of the 5-year limitation regulation. Governor Chiles of Florida testified before the Senate Subcommittee on Immigration that limiting program eligibility to 5 years will shift additional costs to the State of Florida.
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ORR also administers monies for targeted assistance activities that fund employment and other services for refugees and entrants who reside in local areas of high need. A certain percentage of these funds is awarded by formula to the 20 States eligible, based the number of refugee arrivals in qualifying counties. Furthermore, an additional 10 percent of that appropriated for targeted assistance is awarded competitively. For example, the projected award for the State of Florida for the fiscal year 1995 was $435,000: $185,000 of which was allocated for employment services for Haitians and $250,000 of which was allocated to Christian Community Services of Florida to enhance the employability of the primary wage earner within 6 weeks of arrival.

Finally, the Federal Government has established an account earmarked for immigration emergencies. Florida was the first recipient of monies from that $70 million account. In May 1995, Governor Chiles announced that Florida would receive $18 million to help defray the costs of caring for Cuban refugees arriving from Guantanamo following the decision to parole them into the United States. Of the $18 million, $3.75 million was allocated to education and training; $9 million supplemented the existing network of services to help new arrivals; and $3.5 million was given to Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties, areas with a high number of refugees.

Eligibility for refugee assistance is available for refugees admitted into the United States and asylees who are granted political asylum subsequent to arriving in the United States. In addition, Cuban and Haitian entrants are granted assistance to the same extent as such assistance and services are made available to refugees pursuant to the Cuban/Haitian program under Title V of the Refugee Education Assistance Act of 1980. Public interest and humanitarian parolees arriving from nations other than Cuba and Haiti are not considered entrants and are not eligible for ORR-funded assistance. Similarly, individual asylee applicants from nations other than Cuba and Haiti are not eligible for ORR-funded assistance unless and until asylum is granted.

For the first 5 years after they enter the United States, refugees may be eligible for aid to families with dependent children (AFDC) or temporary assistance for needy families (TANF), supplemental security income (SSI), and medicaid on the same basis as citizens. Cuban and Haitian entrants arriving after the enactment of the Welfare Reform Act in August 1996 are not entitled to AFDC, SSI, medicaid, food stamps, or any other Federal means-tested benefit during their first 5 years in the U.S. This may have significant implications for a State such as Florida with a large influx of Cuban and Haitian entrants. As noted above, however, they continue to be eligible for ORR-funded assistance under the Refugee Education Assistance Act of 1980.

Community Relations Service
As noted earlier in this chapter, the Community Relations Service of the Department of Justice also provides resettlement assistance to Cuban and Haitian entrants. CRS provides humanitarian and resettlement services to Cuban
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and Haitian entrants through its Office of Immigration and Refugee Affairs in headquarters in Washington, D.C., the Miami field office, and its regional liaisons in the 10 regional offices. The Region IV office located in Atlanta, Georgia, has responsibility for the State of Florida.

The Cuban and Haitian entrant program consists of: (1) primary and secondary resettlement services; (2) halfway house facilities, family sponsorship, and aftercare programs for Mariel Cubans; and (3) health and mental health care for certain Cuban and Haitian nationals provided by the Public Health Service. In fiscal year 1994, more than 98 percent of CRS’s Cuban/Haitian client resettlement caseload consisted of primary and secondary resettlement services.

The primary and secondary resettlement program is designed to “facilitate integration of Cubans and Haitians into the community, reduce the burden of this population on State and local resources, and avert community relations issues which might result from an uncoordinated or non-supportive federal response.” CRS awards grants and cooperative agreements (contracts) to voluntary agencies that provide shelter care, child welfare, and resettlement services within the State of Florida (primary resettlement) and in other States (secondary resettlement).

During fiscal year 1994, CRS provided resettlement services to 13,225 Cubans and Haitians. Moreover, late in fiscal year 1994, CRS became a principal partner with the Department of Defense at Guantanamo Naval Base in providing safe havens for Cubans and Haitians fleeing their countries. In this capacity, CRS operated educational, recreational, and resettlement processing services for the more than 20,000 people housed at Guantanamo.

**Private Sector Assistance**

Costs to the U.S. Government for refugee assistance are supplemented by the private sector and, in some cases, by specific ethnic and national groups in the U.S. For instance, Miami’s Cuban community is financially and culturally prepared to absorb refugees. Community organizations, funded by earlier immigrants, offer a wide range of social services, including housing. The Dade United Way recently undertook an acculturation program for those Cubans living on Guantanamo who were to be paroled into the United States. Participants in GRASP, Guantanamo Refugee Assistance Project, had a series of orientation sessions about immigration law, employment possibilities, the U.S. Constitution, and miscellaneous cultural information.

Further, as noted earlier, the Miami community indicated its willingness to provide financial support for the unaccompanied Haitian minors at Guantanamo.

**State Assistance: Florida’s Refugee Assistance Program**

The Office of Refugee Resettlement provides funds through State-administered refugee resettlement programs. In addition to reimbursement for refugee cash assistance, ORR provides social service funds to States on a formula basis according to their proportion of all refugees who arrived in the U.S. during the past 3 years. Florida also receives money from the government for targeted assistance activities for refugees and entrants on a formula basis.

Although the total Federal reimbursement to the State of Florida for refugees/entrants has increased, it has not kept pace with the number arriving. The gap in reimbursement per refugee/entrant is particularly significant when the number of entrants exceeds the number of re-
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gees, as the entrants’ arrival is often unregulated and not considered in budget estimates.212 Moreover, ORR historically has not included “entrants” in its allocation formulas.213 As a result of concerns expressed by Florida and other States, regulations for the disbursement of immigration emergency funds were released in June 1994.214 Any State meeting one of three qualifications is eligible to apply for a portion of a fund established to reimburse States for costs associated with a sudden influx of aliens. An immigration emergency is defined as:

* certification by a district INS officer that the number of applications for asylum during a calendar quarter has exceeded by at least 1000 the number from the preceding calendar quarter;
* a determination by the Attorney General that circumstances involving the administration of the immigration laws endanger the lives, property, safety, or welfare of residents of a State or locality;
* a determination by the Attorney General that there exist any other circumstances which make it appropriate for the Federal government to seek assistance from a State or local government in administering the immigration laws of the United States or in meeting urgent demands arising from the presence of aliens in a State or local jurisdiction.215

As noted above, Florida received $18 million from the emergency fund in fiscal year 1995 to assist in the costs of caring for the Cuban refugees from Guantanamo.216

Social Services Provided

Eligible refugees are entitled to cash and medical assistance from the Federal Government. In addition, Federal funds are used to fund social services for refugees through private organizations, including, for example, language classes, employment services, vocational training, and day care services.217 The amount of available funding, however, is not enough to serve the eligible population, which leads to competition among refugees for the services.

Gary Crawford of Florida’s Refugee Programs Administration Office noted in an interview that Florida tries to serve refugees on a first-come, first-served basis.218

There are allegations that Cuban refugees are receiving more social services than Haitian refugees in Miami.219 In an interview with staff, Mark Schlakman, advisor to Florida Governor Chiles, stated that the Governor was very sensitive to that allegation but noted that he could not say whether it was a perception or reality.220 Mr. Crawford noted that while there are ongoing services in the Haitian community, the community believes it is not being served unless the agencies are actually run by Haitians, which perhaps might lead to the allegations that Haitians are not receiving enough social services.221

Impact of Proposed Block Grants

The Welfare Reform Act passed in 1996 adopts a block grant approach in Federal welfare disbursements to the States.222 Prior to its enactment, refugee advocates worried that resettled refugees may not get the assistance they need for a successful transition under general social assistance block grants, as there would be no coordinated national refugee resettlement program.223 Moreover, advocates were concerned that States, under pressure to cut welfare costs, would attempt to do so by restricting eligibility for all persons, including refugees.

Mark Schlakman, special counsel to Governor Chiles, testified as to the Governor’s opposition to block grants, generally, and more specifically with respect to refugee resettlement assis-
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tance. He stated that block grants "favor a State that is in a point of equilibrium or perhaps the population is diminished . . . . A block grant is a potential disaster for a State like Florida because it gives a limited amount of funds on one target period which by definition will be clearly insufficient because when those funds are made available, the State has grown." With respect to refugee resettlement benefits, in particular, Mr. Schlakman alluded in his testimony to the political difficulties that exist where the State has to allocate benefits among refugees and the general population from the "same pot of benefits."

Refugee advocacy groups have developed the transitional refugee initiative (TRI), which is premised on the idea that most refugees require specialized services designed to assist them to become self-sufficient. Because the Federal Government is responsible for refugee admissions, TRI supporters argue that the Federal Government should be responsible for providing a national program of resettlement services designed to move refugees to self-sufficiency "in the shortest time possible." TRI supporters argue that Federal funding outside the block grants to States should be provided to expedite resettlement and to minimize refugee access to State welfare systems.
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Chapter 5
Findings and Recommendations

Chapter 1: Introduction

Race Relations
Findings

1.1 Historically, periods of apparent calm and peaceful relations between Miami's different racial and ethnic groups have belied a city on the edge of conflict, an ethnic cauldron that periodically boils over when peace is shattered by one incident or another, leading to demonstrations, civil disturbances, and other manifestations of racial and ethnic tension. Racial and ethnic tensions between African Americans and Cuban Americans and other Hispanics are particularly widespread.¹

1.2 Public support of Fidel Castro by some African and some African American leaders has historically brought tensions between the Cuban and African American communities to the surface. In addition, Cuban American protests against African American leaders such as Nelson Mandela and Andrew Young have also engendered tensions. There has generally been insufficient effort by the Federal, Dade County, or Miami City governments to bring the communities together regularly to educate each other about both the symbolic and substantive importance of their leaders and why they react to particular political, social, and economic issues until after an incident has ignited smoldering tensions and resentments between the communities. Dade County's Community Relations Board has proposed creating a countywide Ethnic Relations Task Force to investigate the causes of racial and ethnic tensions and held a one-time conference on ethnic understanding in March 1997.²

Recommendation

- Dade County should authorize the Community Relations Board to create an Ethnic Relations Task Force, not only to further investigate causes of racial and ethnic tension in Miami, but also to facilitate ongoing, regular interaction and dialogue among the varied racial and ethnic communities in Miami on issues on which they share common or conflicting interests.

Economic Opportunities Among Groups
Findings

1.3 The stark contrast between the economic success of many Cuban Americans and the limited economic success of African Americans in Miami has contributed to a pervasive sense of powerlessness, resentment, and despair in Miami's black community. Miami has the highest percentage of African Americans below the poverty level—46 percent—of the 50 largest cities in the United States. Native-born blacks are poorer as a group than non-Hispanic whites, Asians, or Hispanics. Cuban Americans are the economically strongest group among the Hispanic population. This contrast is a principal source of racial and ethnic tension, as much of the native-born black community's anger and frustration, which had historically been directed at a political and economic system dominated by whites, is now directed toward Cuban Americans.³

1.4 Racial and ethnic tensions are exacerbated by the widespread perception in the African American community that Hispanics, particularly Cubans, have benefited disproportionately from government economic aid. Hispanics have seven times as many businesses as blacks in Miami, though most are small entrepreneurs.

¹ Pp. 12–13, 21.
³ Pp. 4–6, 12–13.
with few employees. The vast majority of the Cuban American labor force in Miami—90 to 96 percent—works for wages outside the “Cuban enclave” economy, competing directly with African Americans, Asians, and whites in the Miami area. African Americans generally perceive that they have been displaced from mainstream economic opportunities by Cuban and other Hispanic immigrants arriving since 1959. Many in the black community attribute this, in part, to disproportionate Federal aid—beginning with the Cuban Refugee Program—provided to Cuban refugees arriving in Miami. Hispanics and whites have benefited disproportionately from Small Business Administration loans, compared to African Americans in Miami, and Hispanics have also benefited disproportionately from Dade County set-aside programs for contracting with minority businesses.

Recommendation

- Congress, Dade County, and the City of Miami must ensure that government agencies administering economic programs, such as small business loans or set-asides for minority contractors, distribute resources fairly to all racial and ethnic groups in the Miami area. The development and implementation of criteria associated with such programs so as to include more fully African Americans in the area’s prosperity must be a key priority for policymakers at the Federal, State, and local levels.

Chapter 2: The Impact of Language Policies on Race Relations in Florida

Section I: Language Policies in Government and Public Services

Public Perception of Immigrants and Multilingualism

FINDING

2.1 Movements to declare English the national language have historically followed large waves of immigration into the country. With each new wave of large-scale immigration, concerns over assimilation uproot old fears of a diminishing linguistic homogeneity. Enraptured economic and political factionalism inspire additional concerns regarding the public cost of providing for and integrating America’s newcomers.

Recommendation

- Public education is needed to address perceptions about immigrants that may be premised on erroneous assumptions or incomplete facts. Government and local community groups must collaborate on campaigns designed to provide the public with historical context and relevant facts upon which to base informed judgments and educated responses. At the Federal level, the Community Relations Service operates a hotline service in Miami to respond to questions and concerns about the immigrant community. In addition to the hotline, CRS should solicit sponsorship of public service announcements through local media and billboard advertising designed to educate the public about immigration and cultural diversity and to dispel common misperceptions.

Findings

2.2 Studies indicate that current immigrant families eschew their native languages more rapidly than earlier immigrant generations. A study of acculturation trends among Miami-Dade Community College students found that the number of Hispanic students who listed Spanish as their native language decreased from 80.5 percent in 1981 to 68.2 percent in 1991. Correspondingly, the number of Hispanic students who reported English as their native language increased from 18.8 percent to 31 percent between 1981 and 1991. Moreover, areas with
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large numbers of nonnative-English-speaking immigrants eventually shift to exclusive use of English once the levels of immigration fall.9

**Recommendation**

- Public education is also needed to ensure understanding of the important economic role that bilingualism plays in Dade County's economy. Language ability is strongly correlated with economic success in multicultural, multilingual communities like Dade County.10 As such, local government agencies and community leaders must ensure public awareness of the importance of language education and native-language maintenance, especially among children and young adults.

**Language Ability and Public Employment Findings**

2.3 Community leaders disagree over the significance of language ability as an implicit requirement for public employment. The then-chairperson of the Dade County Commission testified that language ability is not a criterion for employment in public county jobs, adding that there are safeguards to protect against language bias in hiring.11 The chairperson of the Metro Miami Action Plan Trust disagreed, testifying that language ability has hindered African Americans' access to public jobs.12 Dade County maintains no statistics on the language ability of its employees.13

**Recommendation**

- The Dade County Equal Employment Opportunity Board should institute measures to track the language ability of employees as part of its survey of the racial and ethnic composition of the Metropolitan Dade County work force. In 1994, Metropolitan Dade County had a workforce that was 29.8 percent white, 34.9 percent black, and 33.8 percent Hispanic, according to its Equal Employment Opportunity Board Survey.14 Countywide, non-Hispanic whites constitute 30.2 percent of Dade County's population. Hispanics constitute 49.2 percent, and non-Hispanic African Americans constitute 19.1 percent.15 Statistics on the language ability of employees are needed to assess claims of preferential hiring based on language ability.

**Declaration of Official English Findings**

2.4 The debate over whether to declare English the official language of the United States has existed since the Framers first considered the United States' founding constitutional principles.16 Although concerted efforts to declare a national official language have punctuated most of the 20th century, the modern Official English movement claims its genesis in south Florida's response to the Mariel immigration crisis of 1980.17 Language measures introduced in Congress since then have ranged from resolutions to encourage non-English speakers to learn English while maintaining fluency in their native languages, to bills seeking to establish English as the official language in conjunction with the repeal of language assistance legislation such as the Bilingual Education Act and the bilingual ballot requirements of the Voting Rights Act.

2.5 Supporters of a declaration of Official English cite to the need for a single language to preserve national unity, promote efficiency and fairness, ensure rapid acquisition of English proficiency by immigrants, and reduce costs associated with multilingual programs and publications.18

2.6 With respect to concerns that providing services in several languages translates into added costs, linguistically diverse communities, such as Dade County, contain expenses by tapping into the community to satisfy the need for multilingual access to government services by the public. The diversity of the Dade County community keeps the cost of providing some language services, such as that provided by bilingual employees able to communicate with the public, lower than in areas with smaller multilingual populations.19 It is thus a self-servicing cycle; the presence of a large bilingual community provides a ready pool of applicants who the
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county needs and may depend upon in order to serve its constituency more efficiently. The ready availability of a multilingual work force also ensures that linguistically diverse communities incur little or no expense in staffing employees and volunteers who can provide the language assistance required by Federal laws.20

Recommendation

- Although a majority of Commissioners do not favor legislation declaring English the official language of the United States, the Commission recommends that if such legislation is enacted, it be narrowly drawn and that costs not be an overriding consideration in the policy debate. Concerns about costs should not play a major role in the policy debate because, at least with respect to staffing, the costs are insignificant in the majority of communities with the greatest need for multilingual services. Costs associated with publication of documents usually also decline over time.

Findings

2.7 Supporters of Official English legislation also cite to the need for English acquisition and proficiency by immigrants and their children.21 Such proficiency must come through opportunities for such persons to learn English. Two Official English bills introduced in the 104th Congress would have eliminated Federal bilingual education programs, requiring States to fund such programs alone, or, in the case of at least one bill with a preemption clause, penalizing States that provided these programs at all.22 Such legislation would cause States with high concentrations of limited-English-proficient students, like Florida, to assume an even larger share of the cost of educating and absorbing immigrants in their communities.

Recommendations

- Official language legislation should not seek to eliminate language assistance programs. To eliminate such assistance programs defeats one basic tenet of the Official English effort—to ensure rapid acquisition of English proficiency by the foreign born and their children.

- Proposals to reform bilingual education policy must consider the impact of such reforms on States to ensure that States are not left with the financial burden of assimilating immigrants, who enter into the United States under the exclusive domain of Federal law.

Findings

2.8 The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) regional office in Tucson, Arizona, conducted a swearing-in ceremony of United States citizenship in Spanish in July 1993. In response, many Official English bills introduced in the 104th Congress contained a clause requiring that all naturalization ceremonies be conducted entirely in English.23 The Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) exempts persons over the age of 50 who have lawfully resided in the United States for a period of years from the requirement that all persons seeking to become naturalized citizens demonstrate an understanding of the English language.24

Recommendation

- Official language legislation should not create blanket requirements that INS swearing-in ceremonies be conducted exclusively in English. Requiring candidates who satisfy the English knowledge exemptions of the INA to take the oath of citizenship in English could preclude them from participating in this last step of the citizenship process or, at least, make any such oath administered in English meaningless to the candidate and, therefore, of dubious validity.

Section II: Language Policies in Private Employment

Primary Language Findings

2.9 Primary language is a person’s native language, usually the language spoken by one’s parents in the home and one’s first language. Primary language is often an essential national origin characteristic and a fundamental aspect of ethnic identity and culture.25

2.10 Second-language acquisition is more difficult for language minority groups, typically occurring over two or three generations. Individuals are most comfortable speaking in their primary language and will naturally tend to communicate in that language with others who speak it. Many persons with limited ability to speak English are not properly considered bilin-
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gual, and a restriction on their ability to speak their primary language may be a serious handicap, equivalent to forcing a right-handed person to write left-handed. Exclusive use of English on the job should not be required unless it is necessary to the adequate and safe performance of the job.26

2.11 Under the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s Guidelines on Discrimination Because of National Origin, the primary language of an individual is considered an essential national origin characteristic. National origin discrimination under Title VII is defined as including denials of equal employment opportunity based upon an individual’s linguistic characteristics of a national origin group. The EEOC presumes that an employer’s English-only rule is national origin discrimination if it is enforced at all times, but permits such a rule provided that adequate notice of its requirements are supplied and it is enforced only at certain times and is justified by business necessity.27

2.12 Bilingual job requirements are adjudicated under the same legal standards as English-only rules.28

2.13 Despite the EEOC guidelines, there is no clear and meaningful protection against discrimination because of language in the workplace today. The four Federal circuits that have considered the legality of English-only rules have all rejected or ignored the EEOC Guidelines on Discrimination Because of National Origin, holding that the plain meaning of Title VII’s statutory language and its legislative history do not support the EEOC’s interpretation.29

2.14 Demographic trends, EEOC national origin charge data, and the inclusion of claims of national origin discrimination involving language issues among the EEOC’s enforcement priorities in its 1996-1997 fiscal year national enforcement plan suggest that the number of workplace language policies—and the number of cases alleging national origin discrimination—will continue to increase in the future.30

2.15 Workplace language policies, both English-only and bilingual requirements, are a significant source of racial and ethnic tension in the Miami area.31

Recommendation

- Dade County should establish a multiethnic, multiracial task force of businessmen, community leaders, and government officials to address language policies in the work force in order to clarify the issues. Concrete proposals should balance the competing interests of the employer and both the monolingual and multilingual employee by reducing the incidence of unremedied discrimination and avoidable workplace tensions.

Dade County Equal Opportunity Board Findings

2.16 The Dade County Equal Opportunity Board (DCEOB) applies Dade County’s equal opportunity ordinance, chapter 11A of the Dade County Code, which prohibits discrimination in employment and other areas on the basis of national origin, and applies to employers with five or more employees for 4 or more weeks during the year. The DCEOB also processes EEOC charges referred to it. In applying Dade County’s law, the DCEOB largely follows the EEOC guidelines. The DCEOB issued its own Guidelines For Language Requirements in the Workplace to assist in the application of the county antidiscrimination ordinance and to provide further guidance for employers.

2.17 The DCEOB has only five investigators to investigate charges of discrimination in housing, public accommodations, credit and financing practices, and employment. Each compliance officer carries a caseload of 110 to 120 open charges (up in the last 2 years from 90) and the average processing time is 270 days. This is the highest caseload of any city or county civil rights enforcement agency in the State of Florida. Despite its intended secondary purpose of educating county employers and employees regarding the law on language policies, the agency’s resources allow for only “limited outreach and educational” activities, and no other Dade County agency attempts to educate either employers or employees on the law regarding language policies.32

Recommendation

- Dade County should consider providing additional resources for equal employment opportunity case processing and for educational and community outreach programs to educate em-
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ployers and employees regarding when language requirements may be appropriate and when they may violate the law.

Section III: Language Education and Racial and Ethnic Tensions
Dade County Public Schools' Elementary and Secondary Foreign-language Instruction
Findings

2.18 Dade County is the most bilingual area in the Nation. For 57 percent of the population, the primary language is one other than English. Increasingly, knowledge of a second language is required by a wide variety of employers in the area. Monolingual English-speaking blacks, the most economically marginal group in south Florida, are especially impacted by their inability to speak a second language, particularly Spanish. These facts are a significant source of racial tension in Miami. Language instruction is also among the most effective ways to increase ethnic and cultural understanding among groups. Currently, Dade County's students are not adequately prepared for the economic opportunities available for bilingual individuals: while various programs are offered, only 2 percent of Dade county students graduate fully bilingual.33

2.19 Dade County Public School has implemented innovative foreign-language instruction programs designed to provide intensive foreign-language instruction to monolingual English speakers from the start of their schooling. Specialized language programs in these dual-language schools provide content instruction in both English and the foreign language (usually Spanish) and graduate students who are functionally literate in both languages. Nevertheless, only 21 out of the 286 public schools in Dade County are dual-language schools. The remaining schools offer traditional foreign-language education consisting of 1 hour of foreign-language instruction several times weekly.34

2.20 Students in the traditional foreign-language programs are not required to enroll in foreign-language courses. While foreign-language courses for monolingual English students are voluntary at the elementary level, educators strongly urge parents to enroll their children in one of the foreign-language courses offered by the school, and most children do enroll in Spanish. At the middle and high school levels, however, enrollment in foreign-language courses is fully elective and there are no formal entry or exit procedures as with the elementary level programs. As a result, only 5 percent of middle school and 10 percent of high school students in schools with traditional foreign-language programs enroll in Spanish courses.35

Recommendations
  • Students in all of Dade County's public schools should have access to intensive foreign-language programs like those provided in the dual-language schools.
  • Foreign-language programs should be reviewed periodically to ensure that they adequately respond to the economic needs of the community. Ninety-seven percent of businesses in Dade County believe that a bilingual work force is important to business development. The Dade County school system must ensure all of its students an opportunity to function in a language other than English by the time they graduate and prepare to enter the job market. Based on the current language needs of private and public sector employers in Dade County, Spanish, French, and Portuguese should be taught in all schools.
  • Following the approach of the elementary level, Dade County middle and secondary schools should continue to urge parents and their students to continue in the foreign-language course of study started in elementary school. Automatic reenrollment of students in foreign-language courses should be extended into the middle and secondary schools. In addition, Dade County Public Schools should strive to educate parents and students about the importance of multilingualism in competing for jobs and other opportunities in south Florida and throughout the nation.

Monolingual English Speakers
Findings

2.21 Federal and State laws protect the right of limited-English-proficient children and adults to acquire English proficiency through grants and other forms of assistance. At the Federal level, the Bilingual Education Act, chapter 1 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the Emergency Immigrant Education Act, the Adult Education Act, and the Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act, among others, require

States to provide appropriate language assistance to limited-English-proficient children and adults to equip them with the necessary language ability to eventually pursue their courses of study in English. At the State level, Florida's Equal Educational Equity Act and the META consent decree require localities to ensure equal educational opportunities for children and adults with limited English proficiency.

2.22 While these laws are designed to assist language minority students in accessing educational programs, they do not address the needs of monolingual English speakers in communities, like Dade County, where they are the linguistic minorities. At the Federal level, Congress has taken into account the needs of monolingual English speakers within the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico by providing for Spanish-language instruction to these groups. Under the 17 D. Perkins Act, bilingual vocational education programs provided through the Commonwealth may provide for the needs of limited-Spanish-proficient adults. Similarly, the Bilingual Education Act authorizes the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico to provide instruction, teacher training, curriculum development, and testing for programs designed to improve the Spanish-language skills of limited-Spanish-proficient students.

2.23 Although these statutes address the language needs of residents of Puerto Rico, as compared to the more localized county language needs found in pockets of south Florida, the similarities between Dade County and Puerto Rico, nevertheless, merit potentially similar treatment of both populations. In Puerto Rico, English and Spanish are joint official languages and Spanish is the predominant language. In Dade County, repeal of the antibilingualism ordinance has meant that official county business is not required to be conducted in English only. Furthermore, the majority of Dade County residents speak Spanish at home. As reflected by the hearing record, deprivation of adequate foreign-language training to monolingual English speakers in communities where English is not the predominant language produces the same results for these groups as depriving language assistance to limited-English-proficient groups: both face limited opportunity for economic advancement and social integration through foreclosed employment opportunities, marginalized community participation, and limited awareness of and appreciation for cultural differences between groups.

**Recommendation**

- Federal, State, and local laws should recognize that monolingual English speakers are minorities in some communities, and ensure equal educational access to language programs by these groups within those areas. Federal and State laws that protect limited-English-proficient students should be expanded to protect the needs of limited-Spanish-proficient students in Dade County, as well as the needs of limited-other-than-English-proficient students in any county where they are language minorities.

**Adult Education Finding**

2.24 Adult education courses are offered through the State of Florida and through local school districts. These courses are provided to students at a fee. To enroll in an education program, prospective students must take an entry exam to determine their level of education. Scoring below the ninth grade level on an exam exempts a student taking courses through Dade County Public Schools from registration, matriculation, and laboratory fees.

Generally, these entry exams are administered in English. A Spanish version of the entry exam is available for students seeking to enroll in adult vocational education programs. Students enrolling in adult general education programs, however, must take the English version of the exam. Limited-English-proficient students are more likely to score lower on English entry exams and thus be more likely to qualify for a fee exemption than native English speakers with similar educational backgrounds. The perception that foreign-born students receive free adult education instruction, while U.S.-born students must pay to enroll in these courses, increases frustration and tensions.

---
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**Recommendation**

- Entry exams for adult general education should be available in Spanish and other languages. Students who score below the ninth grade level in an exam administered in their language of greatest proficiency would be exempt from the fees. Students scoring higher than the threshold level would only be eligible for free or subsidized English-language instruction, in accordance with Federal and State laws. These students would not be exempt from fees for all other non-language-instruction courses.

**Finding**

2.25 Students who do not have a high school diploma or its equivalent are also eligible for fee exemptions. Fraudulent applications for fee exemptions from students who claim not to have a diploma compound frustrations. According to Dade County’s Office of Applied Technology, Adult, Career, and Community Education, these applications are more successful among foreign-born applicants, for whom verification of the claim is more difficult.\(^{44}\)

**Recommendation**

- The Florida Department of Education should require prospective students to sign an acknowledgment attesting to their automatic eligibility for fee waivers. It should conduct random checks to verify these applications, and access fees and a penalty should be charged to students found to have executed fraudulent applications.

**Finding**

2.26 Students who reside outside of the Dade County school district are charged higher fees for courses than Dade County residents. Determining residency is difficult, however, because there are no stated guidelines for making such determinations.\(^{45}\)

**Recommendation**

- The Dade County school district should develop and implement guidelines for determining residency of students.

**Adult Language Instruction**

**Findings**

2.27 The relatively low enrollment of adult students in foreign-language courses, as compared to enrollment by limited-English-proficient students, can be attributed to several factors, the most significant of which are limited State and local resources and statutory requirements placing a higher priority on educational assistance to limited-English-proficient adult students. Limited-English-proficient students who enroll in programs through Dade County’s Office of Applied Technology, Adult, Career, and Community Education (OATACCE) or the Miami-Dade Community College are assured equal access to all programs under the Adult Education Act. Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, the Florida Educational Act, and the META consent decree, among others. These programs essentially ensure that LEP adult students will receive appropriate language assistance to ensure effective progression through their adult education programs.\(^{46}\)

Due to the protections afforded to LEP students by these laws, funding shortfalls to State and local programs necessitate that cuts, when they are necessary, be made in other programs, such as adult foreign-language education. Funding caps established by Florida during FY 1991–1992 and the elimination of the Florida Department of Education’s community education office, which oversaw implementation of adult foreign-education, have resulted in underfunding of OATACCE programs. Since the 1991–1992 fiscal year, OATACCE has experienced a growth of an additional 3,247 full-time-equivalent students for whom State funds are not available. During FY 1994–1995, OATACCE had only one full-time teacher in its adult foreign-language program’s Spanish department. In the same year, the office employed 58 full-time and 1,065 part-time English as a second language teachers. Part-time foreign-language teachers (ESL) in the four foreign-language departments constituted only 63 members of the teaching staff.\(^{47}\)

2.28 Similarly, intensive language education programs at the Miami-Dade Community College place priority on LEP students. At the college’s Interamerican Center of the Wolfson Campus, where bilingual vocational educational
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programs are offered, there were 27 full-time faculty and staff devoted to the ESL program in 1995, but only 3 full-time faculty and staff devoted to foreign-language training.48

2.29 The cost of providing these programs, both in dollars and loss of productive time, has prevented private industry from taking a more aggressive role in filling the gap. As a result, only 3 percent of businesses nationally and 20 percent of business in Dade County provide basic instruction, including language education, to their employees.49 In 1993, Representative Bill Emerson introduced a bill to allow a tax credit to employers for the cost of providing English-language training to their employees.50

Recommendations

- Congress should encourage private industry to provide language instruction for its employees by offering tax incentives for employer-sponsored education. Allowing a tax credit for the cost of providing language instruction would remove financial obstacles to providing such training and encourage private industry to satisfy the need created by insufficient funding of public education programs.

- The tax incentive should define “cost” to the employer as including tuition, fees, supplies, and wages paid to employees while in the training program. Language training should include training for limited-English-proficient employees and training in languages other than English spoken by either a majority of the residents of the community where the business is located or by a majority of the residents in the country with which the business conducts a substantial majority of its dealings.

Chapter 3: Immigrant Use of Public Benefit Programs

Immigrant Participation in Public Benefit Programs

Finding

3.1 Welfare participation rates of immigrants are often compared to native participation rates for advocacy and policymaking purposes. Immigrant participation in public benefit programs varies depending on the program type and the immigrant group. Refugees and asylees have significantly higher rates of welfare use than other immigrants. They are distinct from other immigrant groups because they are fleeing persecution in their home country and often arrive in the U.S. with few resources. Aggregating the welfare participation rate of refugees and asylees with that of all immigrants distorts the participation rate of immigrants generally and diminishes the usefulness of the data for some policymaking purposes.51

Recommendation

- The participation rates of refugees and asylees in public benefit programs should be disaggregated from the participation rates of other immigrants.

The Net Effects of Immigration on the U.S. Economy

Finding

3.2 There is little agreement among studies purporting to measure, in dollar amounts, the net effect of immigration on the U.S. economy. Discrepancies arise from the lack of accurate data and conflicting methodology. Coming to a concurrence on methodology and factors to include in the analysis would improve the usefulness of these studies.52

Recommendation

- Congress or the President should commission a task force to evaluate conflicting studies on the net national economic effect of immigration.53 The task force should be directed to facilitate and/or develop a consensus on methodology to produce sound studies driven by facts rather than by assumptions.

The Welfare Reform Act and Florida Immigrants

Finding

3.3 The provisions of the Welfare Reform Act eliminating most immigrants from eligibility for means-tested programs will have serious effects in Florida. Particularly affected are those localities with the highest concentration of immigrants, such as Dade County. The Welfare Re-
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53 The Commission on Immigration Reform recently requested a study by the National Academy of Sciences on the economic and fiscal effects of immigration. This recommendation advises further that agreement on methodology be reached for all future studies of the impact of immigration on social, economic, and political matters which may generate, directly or indirectly, racial and ethnic tensions.
form Act eliminates immigrant eligibility for supplemental security income (SSI) and food stamps unless they fall into one of the excepted categories for refugees, asylees, veterans, or lawful permanent residents who have worked for 40 qualified quarters without receiving any Federal public benefits for any such quarter after December 1, 1996. The Florida Governor's Office estimates that the State will lose millions in Federal aid for immigrants. Unlike AFDC and medicaid, there is no State option to extend benefits to current immigrant recipients of food stamps and SSI. In Florida, 83 percent of immigrants currently receiving food stamps or 129,029 persons will lose their benefits. An estimated 62,000 will lose SSI benefits.54

Recommendation

- Congress should amend the Welfare Reform Act, allowing noncitizens to be eligible for food stamps and supplemental security income on the same basis as citizens, subject to a limited deeming period for sponsored immigrants.

Finding

3.4 By exercising the State option to cover immigrant recipients of AFDC and medicaid, Florida will enable most of its immigrants to retain their eligibility for those programs. Of those receiving AFDC, 98 percent will remain eligible for benefits under the program of temporary assistance for needy families (TANF). In the medicaid program, 95 percent will still be eligible. Florida's decision to cover immigrant public benefit recipients to the extent permitted by law will cushion the effect of welfare reform on localities heavily populated by immigrants.55

Recommendation

- Florida should continue covering immigrants who were receiving benefits under medicaid and the former AFDC program. The Federal Government should provide additional financial support for those States, like Florida, in which a substantial number of immigrants reside.

Florida Measures on Immigration

Finding

3.5 The experience in California under Proposition 187 heightened anti-immigrant sentiment without distinguishing on the basis of legal status.56 Initiatives in Florida, fashioned after California Proposition 187, that seek to restrict undocumented immigrants from receiving public benefits engender concerns among all immigrants that they are under attack, regardless of their legal status.

Recommendation

- The Commission recognizes and encourages efforts by proponents of measures restricting or prohibiting public benefits and services to undocumented immigrants actively to seek to minimize anti-immigrant sentiment stemming from such measures. To the extent that measures generate misperceptions, community groups should provide the public with factual information.

Immigration and Community Tensions

Finding

3.6 The large influx of immigrants in some south Florida communities has caused resentment among some residents, adding to racial and ethnic tensions.57

Recommendation

- Immigrant advocacy groups should be sensitive to the concerns of all residents in areas heavily populated by immigrants. Cooperative educational and economic arrangements should be set up between and among advocacy groups, individuals, and Federal, State and local governments.

Chapter 4: Distinctions in Refugee and Asylum Policies

Disparate Treatment of Refugee Groups in the United States

Findings

4.1 Historically, Cuban refugees have been afforded special treatment under the law. This has created tension in Miami, an area with immigrants of many nationalities. The United States Government has explained this differential treatment by (i) pointing out that it has no mechanism for deporting Cubans as it does not recognize the Cuban Government and (ii) referring to the Cuban Adjustment Act. Yet, even upon arrival in the United States, Cubans tradi-
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tionally have been treated differently from other migrants. 58

4.2 There is a continuing perception that the uncertain nature of the Haitians’ immigrant status upon entering the United States jeopardizes their successful integration into the community. 59 It is outside the Commission’s jurisdiction to comment generally on foreign policy determinations with respect to the Cuban Adjustment Act and to the government’s stated inability to deport Cubans to Cuba. The Commission must, however, pursuant to its statutory mandate, study, appraise, and/or investigate matters that constitute discrimination or a denial of equal protection of the laws.

Recommendation

- The Immigration and Naturalization Service must ensure that all migrants are treated equally upon their arrival in the United States.

Finding

4.3 A widespread perception exists that the Haitian entrant community does not receive funding and services from the State government that is equal to that provided for the Cuban entrant community. Mark Schlakman, from the Governor’s Office, indicated in a staff interview that the Governor was sensitive to the issue. He also noted that he was unsure whether it was merely perception or whether it represented reality. Gary Crawford from Florida’s Refugee Programs Administration Office attributed the perception to the Haitian community’s belief that it is not being served unless the agencies providing social services to Haitians are actually run by Haitians. 60

Recommendations

- The State refugee program must determine whether the Haitian community receives fewer services than the Cuban community in Miami. If the perception is based in fact, the State refugee program must correct the imbalance immediately. If the perception is false, the State refugee program and the Governor’s Office must develop a relationship with the Haitian community that will allow them to provide information to correct the misperception and to develop a level of trust with the community.

- Where the U.S. Government is detaining refugees, all detainees must be treated with respect and dignity, regardless of their race or ethnicity.

Work Permits for Nicaraguan Refugees Finding

4.3 The Nicaraguan Review Program allowed Nicaraguans a review of their deportation by the Attorney General. They were routinely granted work permits prior to the Attorney General’s review. In June 1995, this policy was abolished. The new policy granted work permits only to those Nicaraguans who apply for suspension of deportation before June 1997. At the time of the Commission’s hearing, few Nicaraguans had applied for suspension of deportation. There is some concern that the loss of work authorization could be the source of tension in Miami, a city with an estimated Nicaraguan community of nearly 150,000. Tensions may be exacerbated after June 1997, when Nicaraguans will not be eligible for work authorization upon applying for suspension of deportation. 61

Recommendation

- The Immigration and Naturalization Service must make greater efforts to educate the Nicaraguan community of their eligibility for transitional work permits.

Refugee Access to Public Benefits and Other Assistance Finding

4.4 Cuban and Haitian entrants are an issue of particular concern to Florida as most Cuban and Haitian entrants settle in south Florida. Prior to the enactment of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, Florida exercised its option to provide the entrants with AFDC, food stamps and medicaid. Following enactment, however, such entrants who enter the United States will not be eligible for such programs. They will be eligible only for temporary cash and medical assistance for approximately 8 months through ORR. 62

Recommendation

- Refugees should continue to be eligible for benefits upon their arrival to the United States. Benefits should include cash and medical assis-

---
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tance and social services, including language and job training.

Finding

4.5 The public often confuses refugees with immigrants, legal or illegal. As such, the public sometimes does not fully understand why refugees are entitled to certain governmental assistance. Yet, studies indicate that Americans support the continued acceptance and support of refugees.63

Recommendation

• The public should understand that, for the purposes of governmental assistance, refugees are treated separate and distinct from other immigrants because of the nature of their entry into our country. To that end, Federal, State, and local officials and the media should be clear when they use the term “refugee” that they are referring to persons fleeing their native countries because of persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.

Finding

4.6 The private sector supplements government funding for refugees. During the recent influx of Cuban refugees from Guantanamo, private organizations provided assistance in education, medical insurance, and acculturation programs for the refugees. Furthermore, the Miami community offered to provide financial support for the unaccompanied Haitian minors on Guantanamo.64

Recommendation

• The Immigration and Naturalization Services, the Community Relations Service, and State and local government should work closely with the private sector to ensure a coordinated approach to the assistance offered to incoming refugees.

---
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Concurring Statement of Chairperson Mary Frances Berry, Vice Chairperson Cruz Reynoso, and Commissioners A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., and Yvonne Y. Lee

This is an important and remarkable report. It is important because, by grappling with the intersection of the difficult issues of race, national origin, immigration, welfare reform, and language policies in Miami, the report addresses—and addresses in a balanced manner—the very questions that most every American city may have to confront in the next century. It is remarkable because, by being passed with a clear majority of six Commissioners—with only two voicing dissent on a single issue of substance—the report displays the vast common ground eight Commissioners of different political parties, ideological perspectives, and racial and ethnic backgrounds can and were able to attain.

As is customary, background research, interviews, testimony at the hearing, subpoenaed documents, and other materials voluntarily were utilized in producing this report. The Commission’s unique mission to serve as the moral conscience of the nation and its statutory obligation to investigate and study civil rights practices and policies permit wide latitude in completing its charge. As the Supreme Court suggested in *Hannah v. Larche*, 363 U.S. 420 (1960), this Commission, like many executive and legislative investigating agencies, as well as “the oldest and, perhaps, the best known of all investigative bodies, the grand jury,” *id. at 448,* may rely on many sources, including undisclosed or confidential sources, in conducting its investigative function. Quoting Mr. Justice Cardozo, the Court indicated that “[w]hat issues from this Commission as a report and recommendation to the President [and Congress], may be accepted, modified, or rejected. If it happens to be accepted, it does not bear fruit in anything that trenches upon legal rights.” *Id. at 450.*

Like previous studies by this Commission, the questions addressed in this report are not easy, and, of course, the recommendations are not necessarily conclusive. Indeed, even those of us who wholeheartedly agree with the substance of the report understand that some of its findings and recommendations may be controversial; this is especially true with respect to the issue of language policies. In the past, two general arguments have been advanced in opposition to government action to protect so-called language minorities. One argument opposes government action on the ground that language involves one’s essential individuality. The second argument presumes that, left to its own devices, the marketplace will always protect minorities from what James Madison called the unwise tyranny of the majority. Unfortunately, history, our common sense, and indeed the United States Constitution itself teach that neither of these arguments, in and of themselves, offer a reasonable objection to government protection of language minorities.

In the first instance, every civil rights question, including race and gender discrimination, has been considered at one point or another to involve matters of individual choice, too intimate to be subject to government protection. Yet today, no one would seriously propose that government refrain, for example, from prohibiting racial and gender discrimination in the workplace, and from promoting equal opportunity. Issues surrounding language policies may indeed prove to be no different. In the second instance, it is too late in the day for us to continue to believe that the marketplace alone can be the resolution to problems of discrimination, whether these problems involve race, gender,
religion—or language. To paraphrase De-Toqueville, the marketplace is a lot like providence; it keeps moving forward but it is not always smart, wise or fair.

We are not dealing here with rhetoric, but with the reality of feeding families and fostering economic survival. For example, in anticipation of our visit to Miami, the Miami Times reported in October 1995 that approximately 49 percent, or one of every two blacks in the Miami area, lived below the Federal poverty level for a family of four. Unemployment in the Miami area was "double or triple the official national average, especially among young Black men." This report confirms the existence of a significant gap in economic opportunity among racial and ethnic groups in south Florida, and links the gap, in part, to various language requirements. Although, in the end, these disparities may be difficult to explain completely and doubtless will be difficult to overcome, our obligation to propose meaningful solutions cannot be sacrificed to unrealistic, ideological visions of utopia. At bottom, the purpose of government protection of language minorities, or government action in support of multilingual education policies, is an acknowledgment that in today's marketplace—and particularly in south Florida—being multilingual is a means toward economic security and that a head-full of rights is scant consolation to a belly-full of hunger.

But perhaps our recognition of the controversial nature of the issues surrounding language policies is causing us to anticipate dubious arguments that no one will seriously pose in judging this report. In any event, the purpose of our separate statement is not to belabor this single point of potential controversy, but to highlight the strong consensus among a majority of the Commissioners on most every question addressed in this report, for we hope that consensus in this report will lead to unanimity in the next. And, in the final analysis, the absence of unanimity on every single point is simply a reflection of the fact that the civil rights issues examined in this report are still relatively new and further study may be needed. Still, the report is an important document. If read with a clear head and an open mind it will serve as a teaching tool for Miami and other cities to begin addressing questions to which no one can pretend to have easy answers.

---

1 Salmon Barrington, "Civil rights panel expected to find much concern in Miami area," Miami Times, Aug. 24, 1995, p. 6A.
1. In connection with the Miami hearing, the Commission issued subpoenas duces tecum which were, in my opinion, overbroad in such a way as to threaten the rights of citizens who organize for legitimate political purposes. Although the Chair rightly decided not to enforce these subpoenas against persons who objected to them, I regret that the Commission did not withdraw them. Furthermore, I am disappointed that the Commission continues to rebuff efforts to reform its subpoena practice to prevent the issuance of overbroad subpoenas duces tecum in the future.

2. I believe that it is a mistake for the Commission to take position on national issues of welfare reform based upon the limited information and opinion gathered in connection with the Miami hearing.

3. The quality and persuasiveness of the Miami report is harmed by too great a reliance on interviews of witnesses by staff (particularly those conducted prior to the hearing). Reforms are needed to minimize reliance on such interviews in future Commission reports.
Concurring Statement of Commissioner
Russell G. Redenbaugh

My vote to approve this report was cast with extreme reluctance. I find the report deficient on procedural grounds in that important issues, especially in the areas of language and immigration policy, were not treated in a balanced way. Another major concern is the excessive use of prehearing witness interviews which based major sections of the report on unsworn and unquestioned "testimony." I trust that my dissenting colleagues will more fully address these procedural defects in their statements.

In terms of language policy, in particular, my principal reluctance to endorse this report is based on three concerns. The first is that, in my view, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (USCCR) should not be asserting a "civil right" for public school students to be given access to foreign language instruction.

My second and larger concern stems from the first and is centered on the principle of local control of public education. In the context of this report on Miami, the USCCR should not be drifting toward a recommendation that local school boards take direction in matters of curriculum from this or any other Federal agency where there is not already established clear jurisdiction. The report argues that the Spanish language majority which controls the school board is unresponsive to the foreign language needs of a non-Spanish-speaking minority. I can only comment that it often happens that the majority is not fully sensitive to the demands of every minority. This, then, makes a strong case for the benefits of school choice and for allowing the "consumers" of education to choose more freely, through the marketplace, the kinds of education they are willing to purchase.

My third area of concern, and by far the most troubling, goes to the question of language as a key element of one's personal identity. Language is not merely different names for the same objects. Language is also the mechanism through which any people invent their culture. It is the way in which their culture is kept alive and passed from one generation to the next.

At the same time, it is crucial for language minorities to become highly competent in the commercial and political language of the country in which they live or do business. Otherwise, they are cutting themselves off from prosperity, power, and perhaps even viability. Increasingly, English is the commercial language of the world, and of the Internet. "World Wide Web" is, after all, three English words.

The Commission's hearing in Miami provided an excellent opportunity to explore ways to reconcile these two competing notions: the primacy of language for maintaining cultural identity, and the importance of English proficiency for the commercial and political life of the United States. But this report falls short by suggesting a need to "mandate" government regulation of language policies. It fails to recognize that language raises certain questions of a deeply private and personal nature that should not be the province of government direction. Our citizens and residents should have both the rights and the responsibility to choose their own course of action.
Dissenting Views of Commissioners
Carl A. Anderson and Constance Horner

This hearing and the report based upon it have been the subject of controversy, first, regarding the manner in which witnesses and documents were subpoenaed and, second, regarding prehearing witness interviews. While it is true that other reports issued by the Commission have included material obtained from prehearing witness interviews and that documents and witnesses are routinely subpoenaed in the course of Commission hearings, we believe that the problems associated with these matters in this case have moved beyond quantitative concerns to qualitative ones. The result is a report issued by the Commission which in important respect bears little resemblance to the hearing in which we both participated. Moreover, we believe that a preoccupation with such matters prevented this report from realizing the full potential that originally motivated the Commission to select Miami as a hearing site as part of its multi-year study of racial and ethnic tensions in American communities.

A significant example of the report’s shortcomings in our view is apparent in its first “factual” finding of Miami as “a city on the edge of conflict, an ethnic cauldron that periodically boils over.” What we found during our hearing in Miami was a city making significant progress in economic and racial matters in the face of profound challenges arising from unprecedented developments in immigration. These developments have produced deeply rooted racial and ethnic tensions which the city has responded to with a mixed record of success. The Miami hearing and this report offered the Commission the opportunity to undertake a lengthy and thoughtful analysis of the ability of American cities such as Miami to successfully absorb the quantity, density and rapid influx of immigrants of diverse national, ethnic, language, and economic backgrounds. This is a situation which many communities in the United States now confront and which many more will have to deal with in the next century. It is one which we thought the Commission ideally suited to consider. In our opinion, the Commission has failed to do so adequately in its report.

An example of the “ethnic cauldron” syndrome apparent in the report is its treatment of a July 1990 incident arising from a fistfight between a Haitian customer and a clerk in a Cuban-owned store in Little Haiti. What began as an incident unfortunately too common in large urban areas the next day escalated into a racial demonstration involving over 1,000 persons and 100 riot police after Haitian radio announcers used the incident to urge a public protest against Cuban American treatment of Nelson Mandela. Of course, there are important first amendment rights regarding speech and assembly involved in this event, but it nonetheless needs to be said, as the report does not, that community and civil rights leaders who acquiesce in actions which intentionally inflame racial tensions leading to public confrontations and civil disturbances do not serve the common good.

Section III of the report dealing with language and racial and ethnic tensions observes that “language has been a key component of the national character that defines our American culture.” In our view, the clear implication of the report is that because this is so, and because the United States is incorporating large numbers of immigrants from diverse cultures, it must also therefore become a multilingual society. Certainly, there are communities—and Miami is one—in which large segments of the population speak and understand only a language other
than English. There are remedial steps which communities can and should take to help overcome language problems associated with access to governmental services, including stepped-up provision of English-language education. It is equally important to recognize that language can be an important element in the maintenance of ethnic heritage. Nonetheless, the important question remains of the long-term future of these communities in American society and whether they will remain profoundly insular, politically and economically, as a result of language. This report fails to directly address this issue. Worse, in our opinion it implies a course of action that would utilize the power of the national and State governments to institutionalize permanently the balkanization of American communities on the basis of language. The report notes with seeming approval that the Continental Congress published the Articles of Confederation in English, French, and German in order to "explicitly recognize [ ] the linguistic and cultural pluralism with the new American realm and the need to communicate with linguistically different populations in the languages they understood." Whatever the motivation or merits of this action by the Continental Congress, the fact remains that governmental documents are no longer published in French and German and it cannot be said that no longer to do so has been to the detriment of American government and society. Moreover, one might also conclude that this approach to language pluralism by the Continental Congress reflected a commitment to the type of pluralism and separation embodied in the Articles of Confederation—it was a type of pluralism that failed. But what should be discussed at the national level today in a dispassionate and thoughtful manner is whether it is in the national interest to pursue governmental policies which will one day lead to having to publish government documents in Spanish and other languages.

Finally, we are concerned that this report relies in both its initial and final drafts on extensive prehearing witness interviews undertaken by staff. Citation to such interviews in the original text numbered approximately 120 and in the final text there are nearly 80 citations to such interviews. Such an unusually high reliance on these interviews in this report distances it, in our opinion, from much of the testimony that was taken during the hearing itself. Perhaps more importantly, such extensive use of staff interview does not permit the Commissioners themselves to pursue lines of questioning to those interviewed on the statements made prior to the hearing or to address assertions made during interviews to other witnesses testifying during the actual hearing. We believe this to be an issue which goes to the heart of the reliability of Commission hearing and report procedures.

For these reasons and in spite of areas in which the report does make contributions to the Commission's project on racial and ethnic tensions, we have voted against publication of this report in its present form. We would hold the Commission's work to a higher standard: one we think the Commission is capable of achieving and one to which, in our view, the public is entitled.
Appendix A
Adult Education in Florida

What is Meant by Adult Education?

Federal and State statutes and regulations provide the legal framework for adult education programs. Nevertheless, they fail to explain precisely what is meant by the terms "adult basic education," "English as a second language," "bilingual education," "adult secondary education," and "adult vocational education" as methodologies of instruction. This section will define those terms, as implemented by Florida and Dade County programs.

Adult education is defined by Federal law as instruction below the college level for adults:
1. who are neither enrolled in nor required to be enrolled in a secondary school;
2. who lack sufficient mastery of basic educational skills to enable them to function effectively in society or who do not have a high school diploma or an equivalency diploma; and
3. whose lack of mastery of basic skills results in an inability to speak, read, or write the English language which substantially impairs their ability to get or retain employment commensurate with their ability, and thus are in need of programs to help eliminate such impairment and raise the level of education of such individuals with a view to making them less likely to become dependent on others.\(^1\)

Adult basic education under Florida statutory law is a curriculum of courses at or below a fifth grade level in the language arts, including English for speakers of other languages, mathematics, natural and social sciences, consumer education, and other courses that enable an adult to attain basic or functional literacy.\(^2\)

The term is defined more broadly under the Florida Administrative Code. Adult basic education as defined by the Florida Administrative Code is instruction for adults functioning at or below the eighth grade level. The curriculum includes reading, mathematics, social studies, science, health, the language arts, consumer education, English for persons who speak other languages, life coping skills, and adult life stages.\(^3\)

Adult secondary education under Florida statutory law and the Florida Administrative Code is a curriculum of courses designed to prepare adults to obtain their high school diploma or the general educational development test through instruction programs at or above the ninth grade level designed to achieve those goals. The courses offered through this method are equivalent in competencies to those required of other students in public high schools in the district.\(^4\)

Adult general education under Florida statutory law is the amalgamation of all adult instruction programs, including adult basic education, adult secondary education, general educational development test instruction, vocational-preparatory instruction, college-preparatory instruction, and lifelong learning programs.\(^5\) Under the Florida Administrative Code, adult general education programs consist of adult basic skills education, adult secondary education, and lifelong learning programs.\(^6\)

Educationally disadvantaged adults are adults who demonstrate basic skills equivalent to or below those of students in the fifth grade level, or who have been placed in the lowest or beginning level of an adult education program when that program does not use grade level equivalencies as measures of students' basic skills.\(^7\)

Postsecondary adult vocational education is loosely defined in the Florida Administrative Code as programs that prepare adults for occupations that generally require more manipulative skills than theory. Postsecondary adult vocational education is not generally theoretical in content, but may be highly technical and require components in academic

---

\(^1\) 20 U.S.C. §1292a (3)(D).
\(^2\) Fla. Stat. §239.105(1)
\(^3\) F.A.C. §6A-6.013 (1)(e).
\(^4\) Fla. Stat. §239.105 (3); FAC §6A-6.013.
\(^5\) Fla. Stat. §239.105(2).
\(^6\) F.A.C. §6A-6.013
\(^7\) 20 U.S.C. §1292a (3)(1997).
Appendix B
Federal Official Language Bills Introduced in the 104th and 105th Congress

104th Congress
• Declares English the official language of the Federal Government
• Requires all naturalization ceremonies to be conducted entirely in English
• Requires all official publications, including tax forms, to be in English
• Repeals the bilingual ballot requirements of the Voting Rights Act
• Allocates savings achieved through the legislation to English courses for immigrants
Originally introduced as the Language of Government Act of 1995 in both the House and Senate, this bill was passed in the U.S. House of Representatives in August 1996.

• Declares English the official language of the Federal Government
• Encourages greater opportunities for learning English
• Requires all official publications, including tax forms, to be in English, except for actions or documents that protect the public health, the rights of victims, and documents that utilize terms of art in other languages
• Allocates savings achieved through the legislation to English courses for immigrants

• Requires communication by officers and employees of the U.S. Government to be in English
• Requires all naturalization ceremonies to be conducted entirely in English
• Repeals Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (the Bilingual Education Act)
• Exempts the use of languages other than English in educational settings only where such other languages are used to train students for international communication
• Preempts any State or Federal law that is inconsistent

• Declares English the official language of the United States
• Repeals the Bilingual Education Act
• Terminates the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Languages Affairs
• Authorizes the Department of Education to transition students formerly assisted under the Bilingual Education Act to special alternative instruction programs that do not use of the students’ native language for 1 year after enactment

• Amends the U.S. Constitution to establish English as the official language
• Requires that, as the official language, English be used for all public acts, including every order, resolution, vote, or election, and for all records and judicial proceedings of State and Federal Government

• Encourages all U.S. residents to become proficient in English
• Expands educational opportunities for English language instruction
• Encourages all U.S. residents to learn or maintain skills in a language other than English
• Continues to provide government services in languages other than English to facilitate access to essential services, promote equal educational opportunity, and protect fundamental rights

105th Congress
• Declares English the official language of the Federal Government
• Requires all naturalization ceremonies to be conducted entirely in English
• Requires all official publications, including tax forms, to be in English
• Allocates savings achieved through the legislation to English courses for immigrants
Unlike the earlier version of H.R. 123, passed in August 1996, the version introduced in the 105th Congress does not address the Voting Rights Act.